ISRAEL HLS&CYBER INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
The HLS&CYBER 2020 makes its sixth return, and this time, in virtual
format. The conference developed throughout the years constitutes a
significant milestone for the HLS and CYBER international community –
hosting decision makers, c-level executives, generating thousands of
business interactions. Initiated by the Israel Export and International
Cooperation Institute and the Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry
of Economy and Industry, in cooperation with the National Cyber
Directorate at the Prime Minister’s Office, (Sibat) at the Ministry of
Defense, the Ministry of Public Security and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
the much-anticipated HLS & Cyber 2020 will feature a professional
conference, as well as a virtual exhibition of about 100 Israeli companies in
the fields of Homeland and CYBER Security. In addition, the event will
feature an online F2F networking arena.
This is an event of immense business importance, as it represents a unique
opportunity to unveil and demonstrate Israeli technology solutions in the
fields of homeland and cyber security, especially in the light of the COVID19 epidemic and the crisis experienced throughout the world. The
purpose of the event is to facilitate personal business meetings between
Israeli exporters and potential partners and customers from abroad.

Alon Shahak
Manager, HLS, Cyber & Aerospace
Tel: +972 (0) 3 5142 973
E-mail: Alons@export.gov.il
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Cellebrite
Digital Intelligence for a Safer World
https://www.cellebrite.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Cellebrite is the global leader and trusted provider of digital
intelligence solutions for law enforcement, military, and private
enterprises worldwide – helping organizations of every size accelerate
investigations by addressing the growing challenges of our expanding
digital world. Cellebrite’s digital intelligence solutions help extract and
decode forensic evidence from the latest mobile phones, computers
and widest range of digital sources.

Solutions at a Glance
Defense and Intelligence: Accomplish the Mission with Digital
Intelligence
The Cellebrite Digital Intelligence Platform enables defense and
intelligence agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data,
yielding actionable intelligence to move operations forward.
Law Enforcement: Build Stronger Cases. Protect Our Communities
To meet the demands of our changing world, law enforcement
agencies need to rethink the way they are structured, how
investigations are conducted, and how digital evidence is shared and
used at each stage of an investigation. Cellebrite’s DI Platform
empowers agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data to its
fullest potential, quickly yielding actionable intelligence that moves
investigations forward.
Business Solutions: Protect Corporate Assets & Mitigate Risk

Video

Whether your organization is handling litigation, corporate
investigations or incident response, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence
Platform reduces the risk derived from digital data.
Corporations, law firms and service providers, through consent, can
legally access the most data sources, using forensically sound
methods, including computer and mobile devices, while managing the
flow and compliance of the data and evidence.

Return to Contents
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Mifram Security
Physical Security Solutions World Leader Since 1962
https://www.MiframSecurity.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Mifram Security is today, one of the world’s leading providers in the
design, manufacture and installation of physical perimeter security
solutions. Mifram brings to the table accumulated a wealth of
experience in its decades of dedicated service to its clients.
Mifram has performed a wide variety of industrial and military
projects in Israel and other parts of the world.

Solutions at a Glance
Mifram Security Serves:
• Military & HLS forces.
• Major integrators & law enforcement agencies.
• Public and private sectors.
• Critical infrastructure facilities such as nuclear power plants, airports
and seaports.
Mifram has developed a significant range of simple yet unique HLS and
HLD products and solutions.

Video

Return to Contents

Examples Include: • World's largest Anti-missile steel defensive fence.
• A range of guard and observation towers with varying levels of
fortification. • Protection of critical Infrastructure. • Building
Protective shields for retrofitting and hardening existing buildings and
infrastructures. • Mobile Vehicle Barriers against ramming attacks. •
Various types of modular and mobile ballistic shelters. • A wide range
of counterterror products and solutions. • Safe Haven containers to
protect employees in the field from attacks and kidnap attempts
including cold and hot attacker penetration techniques, light weapons
fire, shrapnel, blast and chemical / biological threats. • Soft and hardshelled buildings for dry storage and industrial refrigeration facilities. •
A range of solutions against weapon, blast, shrapnel, amour piercing
rounds and more.
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Check Point
Cyber Security
https://www.checkpoint.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a
leading provider of cyber security solutions to governments and
corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from
5th generation cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of
malware, ransomware and other types of attacks.

Solutions at a Glance
Cyber Security Products
Check Point Infinity is the first consolidated security across networks,
cloud and mobile.
Cloud Security
Check Point cloud security protects assets in the cloud from the most
sophisticated threats with dynamic scalability, intelligent provisioning
and consistent control across physical and virtual networks.
Network Security
Check Point provides organizations of all sizes with the latest data and
network security protection in an integrated next generation firewall
platform, reducing complexity and lowering the total cost of ownershi
Mobile Security
Check Point Enterprise Mobile Security solutions provide the widest
range of products to help you secure your mobile world
Endpoint Security

Video

Check Point Endpoint Security is a single agent providing data security,
network security, threat prevention and a remote access VPN for
complete Windows and Mac OS X security. As an integrated suite,
Endpoint Security provides simple, unified management and policy
enforcement.
Security Management
Check Point Infinity architecture consolidates management of multiple
security layers, providing superior policy efficiency and enabling to
manage security through a single pane of glass.

Return to Contents
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Cobwebs Technologies
Intelligence and Security
https://cobwebs.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Cobwebs solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from all
web layers: social media, open, deep and dark web.

Solutions at a Glance
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from opensource web, social media, blogs, deep and dark web. Our web
intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal
hidden leads and generate insights. They covertly uncover and interact
with the internet’s never-ending trail of clues to build suspect profiles,
reconstruct social circles, identify cyber threats, engage targets, and
generate evidence.
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from Big Data
using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating
intelligent insights. The company focuses its research and
development in Artificial Intelligence technologies which are
harnessed to extract the relevant intelligence from big data using a
vast array of automated procedures.
We provide solutions for:
• Law Enforcement

• National Security

• Public Safety

• Financial Institutions

• Corporate Security
Our Product Portfolio:

Video
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• Investigation Platform

• Threat Intelligence

• Secured Analyst

• Active Web Intelligence

• Financial Investigation

• Location Intelligence
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
The Cyber Defender of the Cyber Nation
https://www.rafael.co.il/worlds/cyber-security/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

RAFAEL’s vast, proven experience of over 20 years in cyber defense,
backed by expert scientists, engineers and cyber professionals, has
made us a cyber security leader, with projects worldwide. In Israel we
head the national Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT), and are
the cyber provider for the Bank of Israel’s Central Credit Register and
for the Israel Railways Authority.

Solutions at a Glance
RAFAEL Cyber Defense Center (RCDC):
This end-to-end, granularly customizable defense command center
provides cyber security for any defense, civilian, utilities, or critical
infrastructure requirements, scaling from a small SOC, to a nationallevel CERT.
RAFAEL SCADA Dome:
This superior, patented cyber defense solution for SCADA & ICS
handles new cyber threats emerging on SCADA and ICS systems,
keeping systems operational while preventing long-lasting, significant
economic damage.

Video

Return to Contents
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Rayzone Group Ltd.

https://rayzone.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Rayzone Group utilizes intelligence expertise, operational experience,
and in-house engineers to deliver boutique intelligence-based
solutions for national agencies worldwide. Innovative technologies
and comprehensive methodology provide forward-thinking
intelligence gathering and analysis abilities. Rayzone is certified by
ISOs 9001, 14001, 45001, 27001 standards, Rayzone has delivered in
dozens of countries for over a decade.

Solutions at a Glance
Rayzone's offering includes a diversity of systems:
Intelligence and Investigation Center: TA9 IntSight is our Intelligence
and Investigation Center, whose capabilities include the ability to
integrate, connect, and analyze any type of information, providing
actionable insights. This along with the fusion of various databases
enables optimized use of information available to the organization.
Remote Systems: Multitude of systems that function on unique and
advance techniques that bypass the need to connect to data providers
(ISP – internet service providers, CP – cellular providers, etc.) while
delivering the ability to collect information on targets remotely.
Proximity Systems: These various systems can be used as
combinatorial tools to fill in the gaps where remote systems cannot or
to complete the last mile of an operation by collecting information on
targets in their surroundings.

Video

Infrastructural & Defensive: Vast experience in technological domains
such as cellular, RF, routers, big data, IP, and more, require us to be up
to date on the latest protocols, manipulation techniques, and any
other vulnerabilities that can be utilized for intelligence purposes. This
expertise inevitably allows us to deliver enhanced defensive systems
that are up to date with the latest risks.
With this offering, agencies can monitor and collect diverse
information sources – meta-data, location, identifiers and content – to
create a comprehensive digital presence for conducting personal and
mass surveillance.

Return to Contents
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Toka
Beyond Possible
https://www.tokagroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Toka helps trusted government, law enforcement, and security
agencies keep citizens safe and defend against terror and crime.
We do it by developing groundbreaking and lawful intelligencegathering technologies and by advising governments on building an
integrated cyber defense.
We focus on developing technologies that help defense and law
enforcement agencies unlock the opportunities created by the growth
in the IoT landscape, so they can enhance their operational
effectiveness and save lives.
Our Cyber Designer services help governments build a strong national
cyber defense strategy to protect the country’s systems, people, and
digital economy from dynamic cyber threats.

Solutions at a Glance
Toka Software Products
Toka software platforms provide effective intelligence from critical,
yet untapped IoT sources, while overcoming the field’s most complex
challenges.
Our solutions are simple to use, scale quickly, and offer complete
operational control to enable smarter, faster, and easier investigations
and operations,
Toka Cyber Designer Services
Toka’s unique services provide agencies with the full-spectrum
strategies, tailored projects, and technological capabilities needed to
keep critical infrastructure, the digital landscape, and government
institutions safe, secure, and durable,.

Return to Contents
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Agent Vi
Agent Vi, comprehensive AI- Powered Video Analytics
https://agentvi.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Agent Video Intelligence (Agent Vi™) is the leading global provider of
AI-powered open architecture video analytics solutions. Agent Vi’s
comprehensive offering includes software products for automatic
analysis of live or recorded surveillance video, allowing real-time
detection of events of interest, and quick extraction of events and
data from recorded video.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
innoVi, Agent Vi’s cloud-based video analytics software & SaaS
platform provides a broad set of highly sophisticated AI-powered
video analytics capabilities for real-time detection of events of
interest, and quick extraction of events and data from recorded video.
innoVi is highly scalable, efficiently supporting small to large-scale
deployments to suit installations of all sizes and utilizing its open
architecture approach to maximize the potential of any surveillance
system.
Available as cloud-based software as a service or as an on-premise
solution, the innoVi range has a solution to meet the needs of any
surveillance installation.

Video

Return to Contents
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ARTsys360
Home Land (HLS) Counter-Drone System With 3D-360 Micro-Radar
https://www.artsys360.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

ARTsys360's innovative 3D 360° micro radar enables to detect and
track drones in real-time. It offers superior price performance: It is
lighter, has lower power consumption and is least expensive than any
other solution on the market.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance

Safe City &
Municipalities

1.Capitalizing the growing demand for low cost price sensitive systems
through global System Integrators network and

Business Strategy:

2.Supply the growing need of OEM partners to supply their customers
with less costly systems and provide them with complimentary Radar
solution
Go to Market Plan:
1.System Integrators Channel: Establish business relationships with
existing Counter Drone System Integrators, interested to enrich their
portfolio with advanced low cost solutions, initially in Europe and
North America. Develop strong after sales support team for Training,
Maintenance and Technical Support.

2.OEM Partners Channel: Develop relationships with top OEMs who
are seeking less expensive entry level Radars to address their
customers' needs, and with smaller OEM Partners which are currently
limited to the sale of RF detection technologies, seeking
complimentary Radar capabilities and for less costly solutions.

Video

2021 target - Set up channels in additional 10 countries and
penetration into additional
vertical markets such as Power Stations. Airports. Goal is to sell and
install 30 systems that
year (around $5 million in revenue), starting to tap the potential of
drone detection civil
market, expected to reach over $2 billion by 2020 and 41% CAGR.

Return to Contents
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B. Rimon Agencies, Ltd.
POWER IN MOTION - we build all you need for field deployment

http://www.rimon1.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

B. Rimon Agencies Ltd, established 1992, builds and integrates
specialized platforms for field deployment of HLS units.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We are an official supplier to the Israeli military (IDF), Ministry of
Homeland Security, Police, and other Government departments and
agencies.

Defence Forces

We build ground stations and hybrid energy kits for many Israeli
exporters of HLS systems. Among those: Rafael, Elta, IAI, Elbit, Sky
Sapience, Aeronautics, and others.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

We design, manufacture and integrate innovative multi-purpose
vehicles and trailers for a variety of needs like rescue trailers and
command vehicles.

Public Transportation

• C4 Command Vehicles: including Telescopic masts, day-nightthermal cameras, multiple energy sources, arena lighting, HVAC and
complete management equipment kit. Installed in compact vans with
a silenced built-in generator that ensures uninterrupted energy for
long missions. • Design and Integration of: Surveillance Vehicles,
mobile ground stations, unmanned vehicles, C4i cars, Covert
Operations Vehicles, EOD trucks. • Rescue trailers: include diversified
extrication equipment, energy sources, lighting, survival tools,
essential in crises such as earth quake rescue operations – all
integrated on a compact, user-friendly platform. • Turn-key mobile
communications projects: including in-house engineering &
installation of cellular COWs, UAV ground command centers, etc. •
Novel energy systems: compact, ruggedized generating sets, for
combat vehicles and mobile command vans, APUs and DC generators,
and Autonomous Combined Energy Kits for long durations. • Smart
searchlights: miniature Xenon searchlight – autonomous, ruggedized,
software controlled light source. • All our products are custom made,
designed and modified to suit customer's needs

Safe City &
Municipalities

Return to Contents
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Be Strategic Solutions
War-Gaming for Perfection
https://best.be-strategic.solutions/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The only digital platform that analyzes decision-makers’ behaviors
during complex decision-making processes (real & simulated),
leveraging AI and Machine Learning to prepare entities for crisis. BeST
predicts entities’ preparedness to manage crisis, optimizes crisis
management processes, enables entities to practice managing any
scenario according to their own methodologies, and cultivates
successful crisis management processes in real-time.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The BeST solution is a web-based software that optimizes procedures
& processes, creates customized simulations based on these
processes, and enables organizations to manage their crisis while
comparing their real behaviors to their expected behaviors. BeST
maps organizations’ forecasted and actual processes and practices
and leverages AI and Big Data to provide actionable insights for
optimal outcomes. BeST better prepares clients to handle various
crises more effectively and affordably than alternative solutions on
the market. The solution is already revolutionizing the way
organizations across the world prepare their people and processes to
succeed under exceedingly difficult scenarios.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video

Every organization today is vulnerable to a range of risks that threaten
their reputation, profitability and continuity (and in some cases, even
threaten human lives). Yet even organizations that consistently
examine their procedures and exercise their personnel remain unsure
of the quality and scope of their risk and crisis management capacities
until an actual crisis unfolds, undermining their abilities to proactively
manage scenarios and forcing decision-makers to scramble to cope
with difficult, quickly changing circumstances.
The BeST software’s ability to be fully customized has enabled it to
enter a wide range of verticals. To date, BeST has been used by
governments, police forces, first responders, cybersecurity experts,
insurance companies, telecommunications companies, banks,
educational institutions, regulators, and PR firms to build capacities to
successfully manage a wide range of threats, incidents, crises,
disasters and other mishaps.

Return to Contents
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Beyond Security
Develops automated vulnerability and compliance tools
https://beyondsecurity.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Beyond Security develops automated vulnerability testing tools, which
are considered essential components in any risk management
program. Beyond Security tools are used by customers around the
globe including Fortune 100 organizations, enabling them to
accurately assess and manage security weaknesses in their networks,
applications, industrial systems, critical infrastructure and software.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Our tools ensure device hardening, detection and managing of both
known and unknown (real Zero-Day) security risks, which enable
compliancy with local regulations. Our tools are known for their
accuracy, quick and easy setup, featuring integrated work flows and
framework integration.
Beyond Security 3 leading product lines are:
2. beSTORM: Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) and
multiprotocol fuzzer. Detects ZERO DAY / Un-Known security
vulnerabilities, and robustness issues in all types of standard software,
proprietary software, file structures, hardware, embedded software,
IoT, SCADA, BT, WIFI, API, PLCs, Industrial equipment and more
3. beSOURCE: Static Application Security Testing (SAST), a powerful
code analysis tool which bridges the divide between SecOps into
DevOps by offering developers and QA teams a reliable and easy to
use tool with both on-premises and cloud deployment options.
beSOURCE detects security and programming quality issues in your
software and provides recommendations to help to make their code
faster and more efficient.

Return to Contents
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Comsec
Comsec - keep your company cyber secure and compliant
http://www.comsecglobal.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For over 32 years, Comsec has been a trusted advisor to global
leaders, delivering the world’s broadest portfolio of cybersecurity
services.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We’ve helped companies across a wide range of verticals secure their
information and operational assets and stay compliant, ensuring that
they achieve their business goals.
Trusted by Fortune 500 companies and startups over 40 countries

Defence Forces

and across 5 continents.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Comsec is one of the leading global cybersecurity companies, active
for over 32 years.

Public Transportation

our offering spans across five (5) main pillars:

Safe City &
Municipalities

1. Security testing and assessment
2. Offensive security
3. GRC
4. Managed Services
5. Education & Training
We recently launched our automated DDoS simulation platform to
help organizations conduct realistic DDoS attacks to gauge their DDoS
resiliency.
Covid-19 expanded organization's perimeter and we see more attacks
targeting end points outside the traditional perimeter. Therefore
Comsec developed its unique Ransomware readiness package to help
its clients withstand this type of attacks.
Please review the attached brochure for more details about our other
services: CISO as a Service, SSDLC, Code review and more.

Return to Contents
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Corsight AI
Facial Recognition for the most challenging conditions
https://www.corsight.ai/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Corsight high-performance Facial Recognition is the meeting point of
the Next Generation AI technology with a team passion for privacy
and accuracy. What makes this technology superior and unique is its
ability to mimic the human brain while eliminating the need to
undergo a deep learning process.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE N: N CHALLENGE: Recognize many
individuals against a database of many under challenging conditions

2. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE FACIAL AUTHENTICATION CHALLENGE:
Authenticate a person using a set of recognizable and verifiable data
unique and specific to that person under challenging conditions
3. OUR OFFERING ADDRESSES ALL THE NEEDS
* LIVE: Instantaneously pinpoint people of interest in live camera
streams
- Get alerts instantly
- Optimized for processing in large, moving crowds
*FORENSIC: Review hours of videos in minutes
- Analyzing every single image
- 15x faster than real-time processing
*SEARCH: Search for people of interest instantly in archived data
- Find any face in seconds
- All appearances recorded by system in signature format

Return to Contents
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Cyberbit
Cyberbit Range: Zero to Hero Cybersecurity Training Platform

https://www.cyberbit.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2015, Cyberbit provides hands-on cybersecurity education
and training, addressing the global cybersecurity skills gap via its
world-leading Cyberbit Range platform. Used by Fortune 500
organizations, universities, training academies, governments,
managed service providers, and others around the world, Cyberbit
Range delivers more than 100,000 hours of training every single year.
Investors include Charlesbank, Claridge, and Elbit.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Cyberbit Range, the world's leading immersive cybersecurity training
platform, provides hands-on cybersecurity education and training for
cybersecurity professionals, novices, and hopefuls. Taking trainees
from "zero to hero," Cyberbit Range provides the cybersecurity
theory, labs for practical application, and live attacks across the entire
kill chain. Cyberbit Range delivers a hyper-realistic experience by
immersing trainees in a "virtual SOC" environment complete with
commercial-grade tools from Palo Alto Networks, Checkpoint,
McAfee, Splunk, RSA, IBM, MicroFocus, and more. These tools are
used to investigate incidents and mitigate attacks the same way a
member of the security operations center would in the real world. By
taking the aforementioned immersive approach to cybersecurity
training, Cyberbit has been able to effectively prepare cybersecurity
students for the real world, reducing onboarding and training time by
up 67% and saving an average of $30k per employee annually in
salaried training costs. For cybersecurity professionals who have
trained on Cyberbit Range, time to detection, containment, and
eradication (MTTR) has been drastically reduced, resulting in millions
of dollars of savings in cybercrime costs for our clients. Cyberbit Range
is available on the cloud and on-premise, depending on client needs.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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Digital Clues
Digital Intelligence for Forward-Thinking Decision Makers
https://digitalclues.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Digital Clues, a provider of digital intelligence solutions, has evolved
the world of web and open-source intelligence to serve as a central
investigation hub for analysts across a wide range of global industries.
Digital Clues' technology collects and connects digital clues from open
sources around the web and beyond to generate insights regarding
various illegal or otherwise suspicious activities.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Product Suite - Turn unstructured data into clear, mapped
intelligence case with Digital Clues OSINT platform.
ProBotTM - Data collection engine and harvesting tools including
crawler development studio.
Expand your information sources and bypass web security
mechanisms to collect information from any web source, social
network and web application, including mobile apps, and the deep
and dark web, now and in the future.
Utilize Robot StudioTM to create a wide range of robot scraping tools.
Build robots with no coding experience, import robots, or use a
customization service. Reuse collected data to initiate new collection
tasks.
Browse any web source in a secure anonymous environment. Create
“legends” including avatars, location proxies, social media accounts,
posts and activities.
ProFoundTM - Complete investigation platform containing indexed
structured data and powerful drill-down enrichment capabilities.
Use analysis tools such as location tracking, Visual Link Analysis,
cryptocurrency analysis, entity extraction, fake account classification,
and more, to get a precise intelligence case.
Initiate automated, ready-to-use workflows and investigation
templates.
ProFilerTM - Single-click OSINT intelligence platform with 360 view of
target location and online activities.
Know the information sources with full transparency, trace back the
raw data of each piece of information, and understand its certainty
level.

Safe City &
Municipalities
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El-Far Electronics Systems 2000 Ltd.
PIDS, Perimeter, Critical Infrastructures, Smart Fence, Sensitive
sites, Sensors, Intrusion Detection Systems

https://www.elfar.co.il/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

EL-FAR Electronics Systems 2000 Ltd. is a global company dedicated to
the development and delivery of advanced perimeter security systems
& solutions for governmental, industrial, commercial, and private
facilities worldwide. EL-FAR serves not only as a systems integrator but
also as the developer of these high-end security technologies, from
the Integrated Site Management Software down to the intrusion
detection system on the fences.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Government Agencies
Public Transportation
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infiniDome
Protecting GPS of Drones, Trucks and Critical Assets
https://www.infinidome.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

infiniDome offers the world’s first commercial (non-military) GPS
protection solution, protecting drones, vehicles and critical assets
from jamming attacks. Deployed globally protecting systems of
leading defense companies, integrators, and GPS vendors, our
technology allows for protection of UAS, truck fleets and critical assets
all over the world.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
GPSdome™ is a small-sized, add-on device that provides protection
against GPS jamming, ensuring continuity of autonomous navigation
and operation during jamming conditions. No other solution that
offers such protection is as small, light, affordable or as easily installed
as GPSdome™.
GPSdome™ is tailor-made for protection of UAS and drones and
defense\HLS GPS systems protection.
OtoSphere™ ensures continuity of GPS signals used for tracking,
monitoring and navigation during a jamming attack. Unregulated by
export control, OtoSphere™ is made for protection of truck fleets,
maritime vessels and critical infrastructure.
infiniCloud - The GPS Security Cloud, collects all GPS attack data in
REAL-TIME from all of infiniDome's products: the GPSdome, the
OtoSphere and the dedicated GPSensor. infiniCloud continuously
monitors the GNSS and cellular reception status at each critical asset
as well as alerts in real-time when any GPS attack is detected allowing
to mitigate the compromising of the asset.

Video
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Laser Detect Systems
Innovative Solutions for Explosives and Narcotics Detection
http://www.laser-detect.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Laser Detect Systems (LDS) is a world-leading developer of stand-off,
laser-based, and trace detection technologies. LDS has
commercialized patented, groundbreaking systems for homeland
security, law enforcement, military, and environmental safety. These
systems enable stand-off, real-time sensing, and trace detection of
explosives, narcotics, and other hazardous materials in powder, liquid,
or pill form, without the need for sampling.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation

Solutions at a Glance
Hybrid Detection Kit (HDK) - A comprehensive chemical substances
detection solution that can detect a wide range of explosives,
explosive precursors, narcotics, and other hazardous materials. HDK
employs different detectors using various detection and identification
techniques, including laser Raman Spectroscopy, Ion Mobility
Spectrometry (IMS) and Wet-Chemistry (WC), alongside field-proven,
localized Concept of Operations (CONOPs).
The GSCAN, a state-of-the-art, handheld, portable Raman
Spectroscopy detector. Based on an embedded materials library of
hazardous substances, the GSCAN is easily operated and delivers
definitive results in as little as 9 seconds.
ISCAN - LDS’s ISCAN employs Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) to
detect trace quantities of low-volatile, organic substances in
extremely low concentrations.

Video

TSCAN - A field test kit collection tool used for the detection and
identification of explosive substances or trace residues using wetchemistry. The T-SCAN detects 99% of explosives on the FBI Threat
List, providing quick and clear results.
Tactical Lie Detector (TLD) - LDS's TLD is a portable solution based on
traditional polygraph sensors. It allows users with minimal training to
conduct customized, comprehensive, rapid, and reliable testing on the
go and outside of the traditional polygraph setting.
SPHERE - Vehicle screening, scanning, and inspection station.
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Magna BSP
Video analytic, 3-D Image processing, A.I., Deep Learning
https://www.magnabsp.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Magna is a leading security provider of smart automatic observation
and surveillance systems for the Military, HLS and public security
markets.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Safe City &
Municipalities

Systems are based on advanced technologies such as 3-D image
processing, AI and deep learning algorithms as well as patented
unique intelligent video analytics enabled by passive stereoscopic E/O
radar.
The only company in the world with 3D detection, real-time fusion of
thermal imaging and visible

Solutions at a Glance
Solutions include border protection, intruder detection, sensitive
facilities such as airports, harbors, and military and government sites,
smart cities, and smart transportation:
- Military border secure
- HLS Intrusion detection
- Drone detection
- Critical infrastructure protection
- Swimmer detection
- Static objects as trace and smuggling
- Smart transportation , counting cars, traffic and railroad control
- Autonomous cars (ADAS)

Video
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METIS
ANSWERS TO ALL YOUR INTELLIGENCE QUESTIONS
https://www.metis-intelligence.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The Metis Augmented Predictive Intelligence Platform helps you
uncover all the relevant information – entities, connections, and
activities – buried within all your data to give you a complete picture
of what’s happened, what’s happening, and what’s next, so you can
empower your team to get the results you are looking for.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Fusion and Data Preparation - Using connectors, Metis collects all your
information and starts combing through it to extract and index
everything, such as faces, email addresses, company names, people,
phone numbers, locations, and much more. Metis runs entity
resolution algorithms on all this indexed information to find and fuse
associated things into a single object. This makes it easy for you to
understand everything related to an individual, group, place, or entity.
Augmented Intelligence Suite – Metis takes what has been uncovered
and learned and automatically looks for other changes, connections,
and patterns that may be meaningful. The Platform hones in on
suspicious activity as it emerges and explores what the data could
mean in relation to everything else that is known. It then suggests
what else an investigator should know, be asking, or looking for, so
pre-emptive action can be taken to address emerging and imminent
threats.
Analyst Investigation Suite - Metis ensures your inherent
organizational knowledge and expertise is put to use, enabling you to
explore, visualize, and understand the data at their fingertips, in a
matter of moments. Anyone can take what they know and ask a
question to initiate an investigation. Metis then employs a variety of
analytical, data science, and visualization methods to answer those
questions. Everything is uncovered, nothing is left out, in a matter of
minutes.
Workflow Management – Metis makes it easy for analysts to manage
the daily operations of their investigations. With Metis, it is simple to
securely collaborate, monitor ongoing findings, and audit
investigations.
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MinerEye
Automated data governance of unstructured data
https://minereye.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

With the exponential growth in data, particularly in unstructured, dark
data, MinerEye offers an automated process for data governance
based on artificial intelligence and machine learning. MinerEye's
DataTracker enables organization to achieve optimal data discovery
and mapping, cloud optimization with only the needed files, easy and
fast regulatory data privacy compliance on a file level, data protection
for shared collaboration environments.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Data Discovery & Governance: MinerEye provides automated visual
mapping that can be analyzed easily for multiple dimensions, like for
multi-national organizations who need to map data according to
geographic security and privacy regulations and business policies.
Personal Information (PI) Risk quantification: Automated consistent
assignment of a risk score by analyzing the variety and quantity of PI
entities contained in a file. It applies a risk score in a unified view
across file types and data sources.
Data Privacy: Regulations Compliance (GDPR, CCPA, PIPEDA etc),
Aggregates information from the unstructured data in the context of
every file according to the specific compliance article.
D/SAR and FOIA requests - Automates the finding of personal
information across all networks of an organization for deletion within
minutes.
Data Minimization: Enables to automatically analyze what can be
deleted, archived before moving to the cloud or for privacy rules.

Video

Data Retention: Correlates multiple dimensional analysis for granular
dissection of data, enabling optimal data retention policies.
Automated identification and labeling of business critical and sensitive
data to enable secure and compliant cloud based collaboration, access
control, rights management across a hybrid environment.
Data Protection Policy Sandbox - Enables policy simulation and fine
tuning of the optimal policy per file before implementing the policy.
Syncs business, privacy and security policies to prevent conflicts.
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Morphisec
PROACTIVE ENDPOINT PROTECTION against ✓ Fileless Attacks ✓
Evasive Malware ✓ In-Memory Exploits ✓ Zero Days

https://www.morphisec.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Morphisec delivers an entirely new level of innovation to customers

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Hospitals & Health
Services
Safe City &
Municipalities

with its patented Moving Target Defense technology - placing
defenders in a prevent-first posture against the most advanced
threats to the enterprise, including APTs, zero-days, ransomware,
evasive fileless attacks and web-borne exploits. Morphisec provides a
crucial, small footprint memory-defense layer that easily deploys into
a company’s existing security infrastructure.

Solutions at a Glance
A combination of traditional antivirus with an advanced solution like
moving target defense secures your remote employees against
cyberattacks even in an unsecured and unreliable home network. With
moving target defense from Morphisec, paired with built-in Windows
Defender AV, your employees have the tight security they need to
work without relying on network tools that are meant to ensure those
attacks never reach the endpoint in the first place.
The Morphisec platform’s performance also doesn’t rely on or
degrade internet connectivity. Because our software doesn’t require
access to the internet to update a signature database, unreliable
networks aren’t a barrier to ensuring that your employee’s endpoints
are protected. This includes protection for computers that are offline
because of network connection issues.

Video

Browser-based attacks, remote work application exploits, and phishing
attempts can be resolved through several vehicles, such as with
multifactor authentication and moving target defense solutions that
secure your remote workers’ browser against advanced evasive
malware. The Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform adds a
dedicated memory defense layer to every browser instance as a guard
against these attack vectors. As a result, these attacks are unable to
gain a foothold within the remote worker’s machine.
Pairing the Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform with
Microsoft Windows Defender AV (standard on all Windows 10
machines) creates the perfect prevention environment to
automatically stop attacks.
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MS TECHNOLOGIES
Sensor technologies and threat detectors
http://ms-technologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

MS TECH is a world-class designer, manufacturer, and innovator of
advanced detection and diagnostic sensors. We develop technological
products and integrated detection solutions based on our industryleading sensor technologies. Our products and integrated detection
solutions make the world safer, healthier, and more efficient.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
MS TECHNOLOGIES is a leading sensor research and development
company whose mission is to make the world a safer place.

Our leading products are noted for their practicality, and advantages,
such as their size, being green technology, not using a radioactive
source and the detection of different components such as explosives
and narcotics, including synthetic opioids.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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MTtech
changing conduct in the workspace surround
http://www.mttechs.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

breakthrough dedicated technologies we develop.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces

We develop apps and sensors to create ideal systems that enhance
performance within their operating environment, our smart solutions
have been applied to various uses and sectors, including education,
real estate, car dealerships, new solutions for security/military,
hospitals and more.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Military :

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

- Smart ‘Sand Table’ ideal system for maps and Satellites display and
data analyzing as for preparation and in the real-time location of
forces

Safe City &
Municipalities

- Smart intuitive control room systems, operating cameras, timeline,
etc by intuitive touch and VPA, without the need of mouse and
keyboard to increase operator efficiency and convenience.
- Smart conference rooms to meetings clean from paperwork, laptops,
and paperwork, keeping ey contact and full participation of all
together.

- Interactive instruction systems, multiuser learning system.
- Smart Pyshichain desk MedDesk enables continuous and
comprehensive communication during appointments through the use
of a multi-channel digital form with the aim of giving the patient
utmost attention, continuous eye contact, and maximizing efficiency
by canceling the need for typing
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Netline Communication Technologies Ltd.
Counter RC-IED, Counter Drone, COMJAM, Prison Solutions

https://www.netlinetech.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Netline develops & delivers high-end spectrum dominance and EW
systems, providing force protection & counter terror solutions to the
world’s leading defense & HLS agencies for over 20 years.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Netline specializes in Counter Remote Controlled IED (RCIED) systems,
Counter Drone solutions, communication jamming and prison
communication control. Netline's systems are designed to operate in
harsh environmental conditions meeting Military standards.

Solutions at a Glance
Netline’s products are operational and field proven since 2000 with
vast track-record, including large-scale deployment of EW systems
operating in conflict zones such as Iraq, Afghanistan and more.
Counter RCIED Solutions
Netline presents a complete line of RCIED jamming systems, the CGuard family, offering a variety of solutions, both mounted and
dismounted systems. The company is one of the pioneers of high-end
reactive jamming technology worldwide.
Counter Drone Solutions

Netline’s DroneNet platform offers a multi-layered, complete counter
drone solution for Detection, Identification, Localization and
Mitigation of hostile drones, all monitored and controlled by a central
C4.
Communication Jamming
Netline communication jamming systems block RF communications
and isolate arenas targeting cellular, satellite, Wi-Fi/Bluetooth,
Walkie/Talkie and all other wireless communication means.
Prison Control Solutions

Netline provides prison authorities worldwide with effective, reliable
and proven tools to control the illicit use of contraband cellular
devices or other types of wireless communication equipment.
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NSO SHIELD
ECLIPSE - the world's finest Cyber Counter-Drone Solution
https://www.nsogroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

NSO Shield, the HLS division of NSO Group, offers the world's finest
cyber counter-drone solution, tailored to the specific needs of
government agencies, military, law enforcement, homeland security
organizations and critical infrastructure. NSO Group is a global leader
in the world of cyber intelligence, data acquisition, and analysis.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Eclipse is a premier cyber counter-drone platform designed to
automatically detect, take over and safely land unauthorized
commercial drones in a designated zone.
Eclipse is non-jamming (no impact on wireless communication and
GPS signals), non-kinetic (surgical, with no collateral damage), does
not require line of sight (suited to dense environment) and can
distinguish between authorized and unauthorized drones. Eclipse is
the only drone defense system in the world that is FCC, CE and CB
compliant.
The autonomous end-to-end cyber solution, providing 4 layers of
security:
Detect – Detecting and locating drones in the vicinity of the
perimeter, using a 24/7 monitoring system.
Identify – Extracting rich real-time data, including the operator’s
location and flight parameters. Friendly drones can be whitelisted
according to their serial number.

Video

Control – Mitigating airborne drone intrusions by automatically and
actively taking over the controls from the operator, navigating the
drone to a predefined location, then landing it there safely. Intrusion
is defined when a drone tries to enter a predefined geofenced area.
Prevent – Denying drones from taking off from within a predefined
geofenced area.
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OneView
Discover the Full Potential of Virtual Synthetic Data
https://www.oneview.space/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

OneView is a platform for the acceleration of remote sensing imagery
analytics in a scalable and cost-effective way. The platform creates
virtual synthetic datasets to be used for machine learning algorithm
training. OneView enables skipping the tedious process of collecting,
tagging, and validating real images from drones, airborne, and
satellites. The OneView platform is capable of generating datasets for
any environment, object, and sensor.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The OneView Solution "Bold"

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

OneView creates completely virtual datasets, using gaming engines to
create 3D models of any imaginable environment.
The creation process is fast, cost-effective, and can answer any need
put forward by clients. Most importantly, the datasets are error-free,
highly accurate, and come fully annotated. Various tags and marks
that machine learning algorithms need for their training are
implemented during the creation process.
With OneView’s virtual datasets, machine learning teams are no
longer bottlenecked. They can simply request any use case, specify
what kind of annotation they need and for which sensor they want the
datasets, and that’s it. They get a ready-for-training dataset.
Industries "Bold"
-Energy & Infrastructure
-Finance & Insurance
-Defense & Intelligence
-Urban Planning & Services
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Orchestra Group
Harmonize cybersecurity compliance & risk
https://www.orchestra.group

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Orchestra Group’s mission is to addresses the major roadblocks that
make it difficult for CISO, CIO, and their teams to manage
cybersecurity such as:

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

1. Fragmented technologies using different paradigms for each slice of
the cybersecurity puzzle.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

2. Lack of standard metrics to measure, manage, and benchmark
cyber defense.

Defence Forces

3. constant tuning of the trade-offs between shifting IT\Business
needs and cyber risk.

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Harmony IoT - is a unique solution that provides airspace dome
around organizations to monitor, detect threats and mitigate
cyberattacks through the attack surface of WiFi and Bluetooth
protocols as well as smart-connected devices (IoTs) using them.
Harmony Purple - is a next-generation vulnerability prioritization tool
(VPT) that continuously showcases validated, global, multi-vector,
Attack Path Scenarios™ (APS), so you can focus your red team and
blue team’s time and resources on those vulnerabilities that threaten
your critical assets and business process the most with maximum
efficiency, effectiveness and lowest cost of ownership (TCO).

Video
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Reposify
Discover & eliminate unknown Internet exposures in real-time

https://reposify.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Reposify's External Attack Surface Management platform discovers and
monitors for exposures, misconfigurations and shadow IT risks within
and beyond your known network ranges. Get a continuous outside-in
view of your internet facing assets no matter where they are located.
See your security issues prioritized for your business and get actionable
remediation advice.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation

Video
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Solutions at a Glance
Reposify is an attack surface management platform delivering
autonomous, 24/7 discovery of exposed assets across all environments
and the supply chain. Leading enterprises worldwide use Reposify to gain
unparalleled visibility of their internet-facing assets and actionable
security insights for eliminating shadow IT risks.
Reposify’s proprietary technology maps the world's internet exposure in
real-time. Cutting edge ML classification and association engines analyze
all the assets and automatically create your complete inventory. Passive
and non-intrusive techniques detect exposures, cryptographic issues,
misconfigurations, CVEs & more. Security issues are automatically
prioritized and an action plan with remediation guidance is generated so
you can resolve more issues in less time.
1.

Exposed Assets Discovery & Monitoring: Find your unknown
exposed assets across the entire internet.

2.

External Attack Surface Management: Identify and eliminate critical
attack vectors resulting from shadow IT, misconfigurations and
unknown exposures.

3.

Subsidiary Risk Tracking: Gain complete visibility of shadow IT, and
unknown risks relating to your subsidiaries.

4.

Supply Chain Risk Monitoring: Continuously uncover risks that are
not visible with one time questionnaires.

5.

Cloud Asset Discovery & Monitoring: See all your public assets
across all cloud providers.

6.

Merger & Acquisition IT Risk Assessment: Perform IT risk
assessment of an acquisition target in a single mouse click.
34

RT LTA Systems Ltd
A world leader of Tactical Aerostat Systems - Skystar family
https://www.rt.co.il/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

RT is a world leading developer and manufacturer of tactical aerostat
systems. With 2 million flight hours and 100 systems operating
worldwide, RT offer a highly mobile aerostat system suitable for
tactical mid-range surveillance, communications and security
applications for HLS and Defense missions.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Skystar Aerostat Systems are mobile and rapidly deployed, employs an
advanced avionic module combining a GPS/INS navigation that
pinpoints targets on the video display of the ground control station.
Target coordinates can be used directly by the crew or transmitted to
other users over tactical radio networks. RT's Skystar aerostats are a
cost-effective mean for HLS, defense, and security missions, as it
provides persistent surveillance and communication over long periods
at a very minimal cost, only $20 per day (not including labor). The
Skystar aerostats can operate in harsh weather conditions, winds up
to 40 Knots and up to 1,500 feet.
Skystar Aerostat Systems operated by a minimal crew after a short
training.
The Skystar Aerostat Systems are operational with HLS forces and
military around the world, performing ISR and security missions,
where the system demonstrated outstanding efficiency, reliability, and
cost effectiveness.
Applications:

Video
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• Situational Awareness • Surveillance, Reconnaissance & Target
Acquisition • Force and perimeter protection • Safe City
• Counter terror operations • Border protection • Law enforcement
and public safety • Search and rescue • VIP Protection •
Communications and telemetry relay • Artillery fire adjustment •
Counter terror operations
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Safe-T
Zero-Trust – The Right Way!
https://www.safe-t.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Safe-T is introducing ZONEZERO® - an industry-first Perimeter Access
Orchestration platform. Whether you are interested in implementing
a new SDP solution, if you want to enhance your legacy VPN access
security, or add MFA to any VPN, service or application - ZONEZERO®
allows you to manage the entire access scheme in one, holistic, easy
to use platform.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

With Safe-T, Zero-Trust is no longer just a buzzword. It is a reality.

Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Safe-T is a global leader and innovator in the field of ZTNA (Zero Trust
Network Access) and is recognized as a reference vendor in this
domain by both Gartner and Forrester as well as by other analysts in
this market space.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our ZoneZero, a perimeter access orchestration platform that enables
us to take any legacy network and upgrade it to Zero Trust
compliance. The platform is vendor agnostic, network-centric based
(with no installation required on the endpoint – so we support
transparently both cellular and laptops OS), supports on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid environment and on top of the obvious security,
benefits offer huge operational value for the end customers.
We have customers in the government sector, regulated customers,
financial institutes, insurance companies, universities, healthcare as
well as industrial and critical infrastructure.
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ScoutCam
Customizable micro-camera, based streaming AV solutions
https://www.scoutcam.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

ScoutCam provides innovative custom-tailored, seamless visualization
solutions to organizations across different industries based on small
(down to 1mm outer D), highly resistant micro-cameras and
supplementary AV components. Our field-proven technology is
suitable to meet the demands of defense, HLS and law enforcement
organizations. ScoutCam Ltd. cultivates trusted partnerships for multiyear manufacturing contracts as well as R&D ones.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Hospitals & Health
Services

Public Transportation

Solutions at a Glance
ScoutCam provides field-proven expertise over decades in miniature
AV solutions. Thanks to its tiny size, with ScoutCam’s integrated microcamera solution it’s now possible to deploy more advanced, more
discrete monitoring and inspection of targets without being detected.
By adding complementary functionalities and configurations,
ScoutCam’s applications engineers tailor and help integrate/deploy
your AV system according to your organization’s unique specifications
and requirements for operation in the field.
Customizable Configurations
• Micro-camera size starting at 1.0mm diameter
• Microphones can be fully integrated to deliver superior sound
quality for the tine device
• Digital video recorders (DVRs) can be added at both the remote site
and the remote home base up

Video

• Power sources utilize ScoutCam’s proven field expertise and
reliability in the field of wireless medical devices with Fortune 500
companies
• Enables a required illumination path where the camera passes
during set-up stages of the project

• Wireless transmission distance (to the send the signal away from the
field) up to 50 meters from the listening point to minimize risk of
detection
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SeeTrue AI
Artificial Intelligence for Fast & Safe Checkpoint Screening
https://www.seetrue.ai/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

SeeTrue revolutionizes the security screening process with Artificial
Intelligence, addressing the challenges of social distancing, passenger
throughput, experience, security and cost. SeeTrue provides
automatic threat detection, alarm resolution and operational
analytics, connecting to existing X-Ray and CT scanners. The solution is
deployed operationally around the world in airports, mass-transit,
ports, sensitive facilities and parcels.

Solutions at a Glance
SeeTrue provides an artificial intelligence software solution
connecting to existing X-Ray and CT Machines. The software runs on
simple workstations positioned next to the X-Ray machines, analyzes
the X-Ray images in real time and detects prohibited items and clearly
marks them for the screening officer for review.
The software includes an alarm resolution application presenting
suspected bag images, along with the detection, both by the software
as well as any area of interest manually marked by the screener. This
is positioned in the secondary review area used by the security officer
physically checking the suspected bags.

An operational dashboard is available for SeeTrue’s customers,
presenting details about the amount of items scanned in each
machine, analysis results such as type of prohibited items discovered,
amount of false alarms and more. The dashboard provides operational
value allowing better man-power utilization and efficiency,
improvement of processes (divesting for example) and past data
business and security analysis.

Video
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SeismicAI
Earthquake Early Warning
http://www.seismicai.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

SeismciAI is an earthquake early warning system and seismic
diagnostics. Our technology is able to provide significantly quicker and
more accurate early-warning at a fraction of the cost of the currently
available early-warning systems. We are able to detect earthquakes
whose epicenter is either onshore or offshore using shallow, landbased sensor arrays that are easily and cost-effectively deployed.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
We are an Israeli company specializing in the area of earthquake early
warning systems and seismic diagnostics. Our technology is able to
provide significantly quicker and more accurate early-warning at a
fraction of the cost of the currently available early-warning systems.
We are able to detect earthquakes whose epicenter is either onshore
or offshore using shallow, land-based sensor arrays that are easily and
cost-effectively deployed. Our patented technology is able to filter out
ambient shaking such as that caused by traffic or industrial activity,
making it possible to deploy sensor arrays in urban environments. This
is especially useful when providing early-warning for sensitive
infrastructures such as power plants, refineries, or rail networks.

Video
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Septier Communications Ltd.
Gain the Network Advantage
https://www.septier.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Septier Communication Ltd. is a recognized leader in the dynamic
world of tactical and strategic cellular security systems alongside a
growing line of cyber solutions. Founded in 1999, Septier
conceptualizes, builds and delivers a wide range of tailor-made
products to clients worldwide including law enforcement, homeland
security and counterterrorism agencies, search & rescue
organizations, telecom companies, correctional facilities and more.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Meeting the challenges of homeland security and counterterrorism
are our clients’ top concerns. Septier’s product and service lines are
designed to meet those challenges head-on. They include:
Tactical Systems: An extensive suite of applications designed for
operational use, developed using Septier’s GUARDIAN™ (GSM Unified
Acquisition and Reception Device for Intercepting and Accessing
Networks) technology, providing interception, positioning, presence
detection, access management and blocking, support for search and
rescue operations and more
Strategic Systems: A strategic product line that includes Lawful
Interception (LI) and monitoring systems, an array of cellular
positioning solutions for all networks and technologies, analytical tools
and more
Telecom: Telecom related product lines including cellular positioning
infrastructure as well as fraud management and prevention systems
Cyber Security: Specialized software used for covert intelligence
gathering
In light of the global COVID-19 pandemic, Septier has developed a line
of public health security solutions designed to help authorities curb
the spread of the virus, under the company’s banner of Septier
Emergency.
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Seraphim Optronics
Multi-Sensor systems manufacturer and Integrated solutions
https://seraphim-opt.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Seraphim-Optronics is a manufacturer of integrated solutions for daynight observation and surveillance for military and civilian uses such as
airport , borders and critical assets protection. The company's
solutions incorporate radar, optics, communication technologies and
motion detection algorithms. The products can be installed as an
unattended solutions or can be integrated
into an existing
infrastructure.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Firefly - line of products uses radar, thermal camera, day camera,
detection algorithms and external sensors to offer
different modes of detection within a single system. It also enables
use of multiple communication networks - LAN, Wi-Fi,
Cellular and UHF and delivers a high-resolution, high-quality image.
The Firefly support ONVIF and very easy to integrate with any C&C
system
BEE - Multi -Sensor PTZ system for various ranges consist of thermal
camera, HD camera with an option for GPS, image stabilization and
Laser rane Finder (LRF)
ROSS - Covert and unattended solutions for tactical units and Border
security

Video
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Smufs Biometric Solutions
All of our products are FBI & iSO certified, iOS compliance
https://smufs.wpmudev.host/about/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2012, with headquarters and R&D center in Israel, Smufs
Biometric Solutions has been developing and manufacturing biometric
and identity management solutions for governments, border control,
law-enforcement agencies, financial institutes and sensitive
infrastructure protection. SBS has unique hardware & software
product lines and the Israeli government has been successfully using
our AFIS as a core biometric system since 2018..

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies;

Mobile Identity Management Solutions:

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

1. The MoBio series incorporates the leading available sensor
technologies in a unified tactical mobile biometric platform, covering
the complete range from FAP-10 to FAP-60, providing full mobility,
premium quality and tackling all challenges. The MoBio series
leverages existing field peripherals into complete end-to-end
solutions, enabling biometric acquisition, identity verification, and
document authentication.
2. SBS RoadRunner is the smallest Biometric End-to-End AFIS System,
Compact and rugged. Under 2kg (3.8lb), without compromising on
performance and security.

Video
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3. SBS AFIS – using the verified best fingerprint scanners available in
the market today, with low energy needs, we integrated them into a
unique, unified platform. AFIS provider for the Israeli Population and
Immigration Authority (PIBA), for biometric management of all
foreigners as well as providing biometric solutions to law-enforcement
and military and civil customers around the world. SBS is the provider
of the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) for the
Israeli Population and Immigration Authority (PIBA)
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Spetrotec Ltd.
Spetrotec offers a smart padlock that alerts when tampered
https://www.spetrotec.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The i-Watcher LOCK is a robust padlock that alerts/notifies the owner
when the lock is touched, opened or moved - a smart solution for
these days in which mobility is restricted.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance
Applications include:

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Police/military/security applications (armories)

Safe City &
Municipalities

Telecom cabinets

Remote base stations
Fences/gates
Containers
Motorcycles
Consider this: any place which is locked with a padlock – the owner
wants to know if it's opened.
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ThirdEye Systems
WE EMPOWER ROBOTS WITH REAL WORLD UNDERSTANDING
https://thirdeye-systems.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For the past decade we have been teaching and nurturing our neural
network engine and it is now one of the most advanced databases
capable of performing On-The-Fly analytics within a single frame on
commercially available air-born platforms.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.

Video
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Vicarius
Patch-less Vulnerability Management
https://vicarius.io

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Analyze, prioritize, and remediate cyber threats before they're
exploited. TOPIA's is a cloud-based cost-effective vulnerability
assessment tool, actively identifies risks, and eliminates threats using
proprietary xTags™ and Patchless Protection™ that go beyond
traditional vulnerability management..

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Asset Inventory
Take control of your organization’s asset inventory. With TOPIA’s realtime visibility and an easy deployment process, get an exhaustive
catalog of active servers and endpoint devices. Accurate knowledge of
your global, hybrid-IT environment is fundamental to effective security
control. Completely cloud-based, it’s never been easier to manage
assets at any scale.
Risk Management
Focus on the vulnerabilities that affect you the most. With real-time
app vulnerability and asset-risk analysis combinations, TOPIA creates a
map of your digital environment to help you determine which
vulnerabilities are most urgent. TOPIA continuously detects new
vulnerabilities as your organization grows and evolves.
Patch Management

Video

Get more done with less work using TOPIA’s integrated patch
management tools. Lightweight and comprehensive, TOPIA allows you
to test and install patches across your infrastructure quickly and easily
while maintaining transparency across different departments within
your organization.
Patchless protection
TOPIA's Patchless Protection™ deploys a force field around your most
vulnerable assets using in-memory protection. TOPIA can ensure
you're always protected, even when a patch has not yet been
prepared, tested, or deployed.
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viisights
Behavior Recognition Systems for Realtime Video Intelligence
https://www.viisights.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

viisights is a leading provider of behavioral understanding systems for
real-time video intelligence that leverage unique artificial intelligence
technology. The company provides behavioral understanding systems
for safe and smart cities, smart enterprises, critical infrastructures,
transportation hubs and shared mobility initiatives.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.
Viisights provides automatic real-time understanding of video content
captured by widespread surveillance cameras located throughout
traffic control centers, roads, public areas, buildings, shopping
centers, commercial and industrial zones and more. The system
processes and understands large amounts of video streams in near
real-time and offline (investigative mode), while providing intelligence,
insights and alerts from a variety of actions, events and scenes of
interest.
Our public safety & security value proposition includes:
1) violent activity such as fighting, brawling and stabbing
2) suspicious activity such as carrying a weapon, wearing a mask and
loitering

Video

3) crowd behavior
gathering/dispersing

including

crowd

size

and

crowd

4) perimeter protection – vehicle/person entering unauthorized zone

5) traffic monitoring including accidents and road hazards
6) safety including fire & smoke detection
7) public health (Covid-19) features including no-mask detection,
person-to-person proximity and occupancy
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Wave Guard Technologies Ltd.
ANY SUBJECT. ANY DEVICE. ANY NETWORK. ANY TIME.
https://waveguardtechnologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Wave Guard Technologies is the expert in extracting and analyzing big
data location information from cellular networks and providing
advanced insight and analysis tools for homeland security
organizations, emergency services and government entities.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Founded in 2009, Wave Guard is a software company with several
approved patents, monitoring & analyzing over one hundred million
subscribers worldwide and it has been field proven.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
WAVE GUARD TRACER
Wave Guard Tracer provides an innovative and powerful paradigm for
mobile-based geo location and tracking. Tracer doesn’t require any
installation at the Operator network. It converts raw cellular network
data into actionable real-time intelligence, tracking voice calls, SMS,
data applications, web browsing and many more non-call events with
extremely high accuracy.
WAVE GUARD CURE
Wave Guard’s CURE offers real-time accurate location monitoring of
the entire population for epidemic spread monitoring and protection,
allowing national, state, regional, and local healthcare officials and
governments to:
1. Retroactively reconstruct the locations of infected people to detect
their infection paths and build the list of potentially infected people.
2. Monitor quarantined people in real-time, receiving alerts about any
violations.
3. Get real-time monitoring of quarantined areas (airport, point of
entry, city, etc.) to receive alerts about violations (people coming in or
going out).
4. Use real-time analytics to determine “patient zero” analysis and
build an epidemic’s “heat map.”
The CURE solution can monitor any type of mobile phone and does
not depend on voluntary action or GPS\Bluetooth enabled devices.
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XTEND
XTEND - SKYLORD Tactic drone system
https://www.xtend.me/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

XTEND - SKYLORD Tactic drone system is a revolutionary new Human
Extension Platform that allows any operator with no flight experience
to perform extremely accurate maneuvers in any scenario (indoors &
outdoors) using a wearable light system that enables soldiers / lawenforcement / rescue teams to perform complex tasks without
physical risk.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
XTEND - SKYLORD products and solutions:

| XTENDER is a revolutionary new indoor tactical drone system that
allows any operator with no flight
experience to perform accurate remote tasks
environments. Capable of approaching target site from

in

complex

outside, perform recon and data collection tasks with extreme
accuracy, and seamlessly exit the facility, agnostic
of any indoor-outdoor transition limitations. The system is built to
perform under the most challenging tactical
conditions and operates seamlessly in GPS denied locations.
| HUNTER (C-UAS) is a combat-ready system, defending areas,
facilities and personnel from tactical aerial threats.
The HUNTER eliminates wide range of UAV threats, from fixed-wing
formfactors to size & weight varying drones, via a
kinetic interception methodology.
| WOLVERINE is a revolutionary new outdoor tactical drone system
with Robotic Arm that allows any operator with no
flight experience to perform accurate remote tasks in complex
environments.
When warfighters, first responders, emergency teams and law
enforcement agencies need to deal with critical realtime
events, precision & versatility are paramount.
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Corporations &
Financial Institutions
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Cellebrite
Digital Intelligence for a Safer World
https://www.cellebrite.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Cellebrite is the global leader and trusted provider of digital
intelligence solutions for law enforcement, military, and private
enterprises worldwide – helping organizations of every size accelerate
investigations by addressing the growing challenges of our expanding
digital world. Cellebrite’s digital intelligence solutions help extract and
decode forensic evidence from the latest mobile phones, computers
and widest range of digital sources.

Solutions at a Glance
Defense and Intelligence: Accomplish the Mission with Digital
Intelligence
The Cellebrite Digital Intelligence Platform enables defense and
intelligence agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data,
yielding actionable intelligence to move operations forward.
Law Enforcement: Build Stronger Cases. Protect Our Communities
To meet the demands of our changing world, law enforcement
agencies need to rethink the way they are structured, how
investigations are conducted, and how digital evidence is shared and
used at each stage of an investigation. Cellebrite’s DI Platform
empowers agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data to its
fullest potential, quickly yielding actionable intelligence that moves
investigations forward.
Business Solutions: Protect Corporate Assets & Mitigate Risk

Video

Whether your organization is handling litigation, corporate
investigations or incident response, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence
Platform reduces the risk derived from digital data.
Corporations, law firms and service providers, through consent, can
legally access the most data sources, using forensically sound
methods, including computer and mobile devices, while managing the
flow and compliance of the data and evidence.
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Mifram Security
Physical Security Solutions World Leader Since 1962
https://www.MiframSecurity.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Mifram Security is today, one of the world’s leading providers in the
design, manufacture and installation of physical perimeter security
solutions. Mifram brings to the table accumulated a wealth of
experience in its decades of dedicated service to its clients.
Mifram has performed a wide variety of industrial and military
projects in Israel and other parts of the world.

Solutions at a Glance
Mifram Security Serves:
• Military & HLS forces.
• Major integrators & law enforcement agencies.
• Public and private sectors.
• Critical infrastructure facilities such as nuclear power plants, airports
and seaports.
Mifram has developed a significant range of simple yet unique HLS and
HLD products and solutions.

Video
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Examples Include: • World's largest Anti-missile steel defensive fence.
• A range of guard and observation towers with varying levels of
fortification. • Protection of critical Infrastructure. • Building
Protective shields for retrofitting and hardening existing buildings and
infrastructures. • Mobile Vehicle Barriers against ramming attacks. •
Various types of modular and mobile ballistic shelters. • A wide range
of counterterror products and solutions. • Safe Haven containers to
protect employees in the field from attacks and kidnap attempts
including cold and hot attacker penetration techniques, light weapons
fire, shrapnel, blast and chemical / biological threats. • Soft and hardshelled buildings for dry storage and industrial refrigeration facilities. •
A range of solutions against weapon, blast, shrapnel, amour piercing
rounds and more.
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Check Point
Cyber Security
https://www.checkpoint.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a
leading provider of cyber security solutions to governments and
corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from
5th generation cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of
malware, ransomware and other types of attacks.

Solutions at a Glance
Cyber Security Products
Check Point Infinity is the first consolidated security across networks,
cloud and mobile.
Cloud Security
Check Point cloud security protects assets in the cloud from the most
sophisticated threats with dynamic scalability, intelligent provisioning
and consistent control across physical and virtual networks.
Network Security
Check Point provides organizations of all sizes with the latest data and
network security protection in an integrated next generation firewall
platform, reducing complexity and lowering the total cost of ownershi
Mobile Security
Check Point Enterprise Mobile Security solutions provide the widest
range of products to help you secure your mobile world
Endpoint Security

Video

Check Point Endpoint Security is a single agent providing data security,
network security, threat prevention and a remote access VPN for
complete Windows and Mac OS X security. As an integrated suite,
Endpoint Security provides simple, unified management and policy
enforcement.
Security Management
Check Point Infinity architecture consolidates management of multiple
security layers, providing superior policy efficiency and enabling to
manage security through a single pane of glass.
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Cobwebs Technologies
Intelligence and Security
https://cobwebs.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Cobwebs solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from all
web layers: social media, open, deep and dark web.

Solutions at a Glance
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from opensource web, social media, blogs, deep and dark web. Our web
intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal
hidden leads and generate insights. They covertly uncover and interact
with the internet’s never-ending trail of clues to build suspect profiles,
reconstruct social circles, identify cyber threats, engage targets, and
generate evidence.
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from Big Data
using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating
intelligent insights. The company focuses its research and
development in Artificial Intelligence technologies which are
harnessed to extract the relevant intelligence from big data using a
vast array of automated procedures.
We provide solutions for:
• Law Enforcement

• National Security

• Public Safety

• Financial Institutions

• Corporate Security
Our Product Portfolio:

Video
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• Investigation Platform

• Threat Intelligence

• Secured Analyst

• Active Web Intelligence

• Financial Investigation

• Location Intelligence
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
The Cyber Defender of the Cyber Nation
https://www.rafael.co.il/worlds/cyber-security/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

RAFAEL’s vast, proven experience of over 20 years in cyber defense,
backed by expert scientists, engineers and cyber professionals, has
made us a cyber security leader, with projects worldwide. In Israel we
head the national Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT), and are
the cyber provider for the Bank of Israel’s Central Credit Register and
for the Israel Railways Authority.

Solutions at a Glance
RAFAEL Cyber Defense Center (RCDC):
This end-to-end, granularly customizable defense command center
provides cyber security for any defense, civilian, utilities, or critical
infrastructure requirements, scaling from a small SOC, to a nationallevel CERT.
RAFAEL SCADA Dome:
This superior, patented cyber defense solution for SCADA & ICS
handles new cyber threats emerging on SCADA and ICS systems,
keeping systems operational while preventing long-lasting, significant
economic damage.

Video
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Rayzone Group Ltd.

https://rayzone.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Rayzone Group utilizes intelligence expertise, operational experience,
and in-house engineers to deliver boutique intelligence-based
solutions for national agencies worldwide. Innovative technologies
and comprehensive methodology provide forward-thinking
intelligence gathering and analysis abilities. Rayzone is certified by
ISOs 9001, 14001, 45001, 27001 standards, Rayzone has delivered in
dozens of countries for over a decade.

Solutions at a Glance
Rayzone's offering includes a diversity of systems:
Intelligence and Investigation Center: TA9 IntSight is our Intelligence
and Investigation Center, whose capabilities include the ability to
integrate, connect, and analyze any type of information, providing
actionable insights. This along with the fusion of various databases
enables optimized use of information available to the organization.
Remote Systems: Multitude of systems that function on unique and
advance techniques that bypass the need to connect to data providers
(ISP – internet service providers, CP – cellular providers, etc.) while
delivering the ability to collect information on targets remotely.
Proximity Systems: These various systems can be used as
combinatorial tools to fill in the gaps where remote systems cannot or
to complete the last mile of an operation by collecting information on
targets in their surroundings.

Video

Infrastructural & Defensive: Vast experience in technological domains
such as cellular, RF, routers, big data, IP, and more, require us to be up
to date on the latest protocols, manipulation techniques, and any
other vulnerabilities that can be utilized for intelligence purposes. This
expertise inevitably allows us to deliver enhanced defensive systems
that are up to date with the latest risks.
With this offering, agencies can monitor and collect diverse
information sources – meta-data, location, identifiers and content – to
create a comprehensive digital presence for conducting personal and
mass surveillance.
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Toka
Beyond Possible
https://www.tokagroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Toka helps trusted government, law enforcement, and security
agencies keep citizens safe and defend against terror and crime.
We do it by developing groundbreaking and lawful intelligencegathering technologies and by advising governments on building an
integrated cyber defense.
We focus on developing technologies that help defense and law
enforcement agencies unlock the opportunities created by the growth
in the IoT landscape, so they can enhance their operational
effectiveness and save lives.
Our Cyber Designer services help governments build a strong national
cyber defense strategy to protect the country’s systems, people, and
digital economy from dynamic cyber threats.

Solutions at a Glance
Toka Software Products
Toka software platforms provide effective intelligence from critical,
yet untapped IoT sources, while overcoming the field’s most complex
challenges.
Our solutions are simple to use, scale quickly, and offer complete
operational control to enable smarter, faster, and easier investigations
and operations,
Toka Cyber Designer Services
Toka’s unique services provide agencies with the full-spectrum
strategies, tailored projects, and technological capabilities needed to
keep critical infrastructure, the digital landscape, and government
institutions safe, secure, and durable,.
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Be Strategic Solutions
War-Gaming for Perfection
https://best.be-strategic.solutions/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The only digital platform that analyzes decision-makers’ behaviors
during complex decision-making processes (real & simulated),
leveraging AI and Machine Learning to prepare entities for crisis. BeST
predicts entities’ preparedness to manage crisis, optimizes crisis
management processes, enables entities to practice managing any
scenario according to their own methodologies, and cultivates
successful crisis management processes in real-time.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The BeST solution is a web-based software that optimizes procedures
& processes, creates customized simulations based on these
processes, and enables organizations to manage their crisis while
comparing their real behaviors to their expected behaviors. BeST
maps organizations’ forecasted and actual processes and practices
and leverages AI and Big Data to provide actionable insights for
optimal outcomes. BeST better prepares clients to handle various
crises more effectively and affordably than alternative solutions on
the market. The solution is already revolutionizing the way
organizations across the world prepare their people and processes to
succeed under exceedingly difficult scenarios.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video

Every organization today is vulnerable to a range of risks that threaten
their reputation, profitability and continuity (and in some cases, even
threaten human lives). Yet even organizations that consistently
examine their procedures and exercise their personnel remain unsure
of the quality and scope of their risk and crisis management capacities
until an actual crisis unfolds, undermining their abilities to proactively
manage scenarios and forcing decision-makers to scramble to cope
with difficult, quickly changing circumstances.
The BeST software’s ability to be fully customized has enabled it to
enter a wide range of verticals. To date, BeST has been used by
governments, police forces, first responders, cybersecurity experts,
insurance companies, telecommunications companies, banks,
educational institutions, regulators, and PR firms to build capacities to
successfully manage a wide range of threats, incidents, crises,
disasters and other mishaps.
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Beyond Security
Develops automated vulnerability and compliance tools
https://beyondsecurity.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Beyond Security develops automated vulnerability testing tools, which
are considered essential components in any risk management
program. Beyond Security tools are used by customers around the
globe including Fortune 100 organizations, enabling them to
accurately assess and manage security weaknesses in their networks,
applications, industrial systems, critical infrastructure and software.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Our tools ensure device hardening, detection and managing of both
known and unknown (real Zero-Day) security risks, which enable
compliancy with local regulations. Our tools are known for their
accuracy, quick and easy setup, featuring integrated work flows and
framework integration.
Beyond Security 3 leading product lines are:
2. beSTORM: Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) and
multiprotocol fuzzer. Detects ZERO DAY / Un-Known security
vulnerabilities, and robustness issues in all types of standard software,
proprietary software, file structures, hardware, embedded software,
IoT, SCADA, BT, WIFI, API, PLCs, Industrial equipment and more
3. beSOURCE: Static Application Security Testing (SAST), a powerful
code analysis tool which bridges the divide between SecOps into
DevOps by offering developers and QA teams a reliable and easy to
use tool with both on-premises and cloud deployment options.
beSOURCE detects security and programming quality issues in your
software and provides recommendations to help to make their code
faster and more efficient.
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Blaick
NG AI Firewall & Secure Web Gateway
https://blaick.com
Company Profile
Categories
Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Securely connect people, networks and clouds while fighting cyber
crime and online threats including malware, phishing and scam. 2-in-1
products suite: NG Firewall & Secure Web Gateway based on
proprietary AI threats hunting technology. Ultimate security solution
for Layers 3-7 traffic. All traffic is driven to Blaick products and AIanalyzed in multiple ways. Threats are blocked in real time before they
got a chance to reach the user.

Solutions at a Glance
Operational simplicity for powerful products such as software only, no
boxes and no wires needed, 1-click user agents installation.
Full operational control for an admin via user friendly GUI

Safe City &
Municipalities

Blaick’s configuration options are cloud-only, on-prem or hybrid,
connect and protect remote and local workforce, multiple company
branches and multiple private / public clouds.
Unique Layer 7 Threats Hunting Artificial Intelligence Technology
- Online threats protection and web content classification
- Intercepts and inspects both plain and encrypted web traffic
- Maintains always updated database of current threats
- Deep web page AI-analysis in multiple dimensions
Protection Policies for Threats Prevention and Content Access Control
- Allows defining granular, user defined threats prevention rules
- Any rule can be either blocking or alerting only
- Any rule can be deployed to anyone or to a list of selected CIDRs
Any application trying to access an Internet URL is protected by BSWG,
mobile and desktop: Web browsers, links from emails, social Networks
apps, messengers.
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Celestya
Q-LOG Cybersecurity Awareness Training System (CATS)
http://www.celestya.net

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Q-LOG system includes a variety of modules for Planning,
implementing and monitoring theoretical & practical for cybersecurity
awareness training program
At the practical level:
* E-Mail * SMS * Web * WIFI * Mobile Apps & * Media Phishing
At the theoretical level:
* Quiz + questionnaire * Interactive Tutorial
* Distributing of questions, tips & reminders popup messages,
regarding cybersecurity policy.
(on premise solution or cloud SAAS)

Solutions at a Glance
The Q-LOG Computerized Awareness Training System educates your
employees to prevent cyber-attacks such as phishing, malware,
spyware, ransomware, along with social engineering manipulation
prevention. Q-LOG is a modular system that works across the
platforms you use in the workplace including desktop and mobile
devices, all without any need for client-side software.
The Q-LOG system is built around three core concepts:
Effective management and measuring tools to understand the “at risk”
status of your organization, down to the level of the individual
employee and to carry out training campaigns easily and effectively
Computerized data security policy training to give employees the
theoretical knowledge on data security best practices.
Mock attack campaigns to test if the theoretical knowledge is being
implemented through data-safe computing behavior
Q-LOG is licensed by modules providing a cost-effective solution to
meet your needs, no matter how large or small. You license only what
you need.
Return to Contents
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Commugen
The leading Israeli Cyber Security Risk Management solution
https://www.commugen.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Commugen Chosen by the Israeli National Cyber Directorate as the
national platform for Supply Chain Risk Management and Cyber
Defense implementation.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Government Agencies

Commugen suite of cyber security solutions is used by the
government, the financial sector and leading multinational companies.
All based on a Appchi No Code Enterprise application platform, that
allow easy customization and modification over time by the business
user.

Solutions at a Glance
Commugen Cyber Security Solutions include:
1. Business Continuity Management
2. Cyber Security Risk Management
3. Executive Cyber Training
4. GDPR
5. Incident Management
6. ISO 27001, 27017, 27018
7. IT Asset Management
8. Supply Chain Risk Management
9. Vulnerability Management

Video
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CommuniTake Technologies Ltd.
Purpose-built mobile devices for superior security
https://intactphone.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

CommuniTake Intact Mobile Security platform unites military-grade
security in affordable mobile devices, dramatically improves the
security level of any-budget connected devices, and lowers the
implementation costs and risks of IoT-grade deployments.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities
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Solutions at a Glance
CommuniTake provides trusted mobile devices, heavily-secured
operating systems, OS-fused command and control, encrypted
communications, and private networks. These essentials are geared
toward wide-ranging mobile operations enablement across homeland
security, connected care, smart cities, and restricted IoT systems.
CommuniTake specializes in tailored mobile devices, custom mobile
operating systems, encryption, and remote access technologies,
ensuring secured best-of-all-worlds mobile-enabled solutions.
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Comsec
Comsec - keep your company cyber secure and compliant
http://www.comsecglobal.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For over 32 years, Comsec has been a trusted advisor to global
leaders, delivering the world’s broadest portfolio of cybersecurity
services.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We’ve helped companies across a wide range of verticals secure their
information and operational assets and stay compliant, ensuring that
they achieve their business goals.
Trusted by Fortune 500 companies and startups over 40 countries

Defence Forces

and across 5 continents.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Comsec is one of the leading global cybersecurity companies, active
for over 32 years.

Public Transportation

our offering spans across five (5) main pillars:

Safe City &
Municipalities

1. Security testing and assessment
2. Offensive security
3. GRC
4. Managed Services
5. Education & Training
We recently launched our automated DDoS simulation platform to
help organizations conduct realistic DDoS attacks to gauge their DDoS
resiliency.
Covid-19 expanded organization's perimeter and we see more attacks
targeting end points outside the traditional perimeter. Therefore
Comsec developed its unique Ransomware readiness package to help
its clients withstand this type of attacks.
Please review the attached brochure for more details about our other
services: CISO as a Service, SSDLC, Code review and more.
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ContextSpace Solutions Ltd
Privacy Information Management System (PIMS)
https://www.contextspace.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

ContextSpace PIMS is an operational implementation of the ISO/IEC
27701 Privacy Information Management System specification.

Government Agencies

Uniquely, ContextSpace PIMS provides ready-to-use infrastructure (for
cloud, premises and hybrid) for enforcing regulatory privacy
compliance. Enforcement is the missing ingredient to an effective and
successful privacy compliance programme.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
PRIVACY DESIGNER is an integrated and user-friendly suite of tools for
assembling logical privacy compliance designs and purposes with
robust accountability. It simplifies and automates the definition of key
compliance entities and rules
PRIVACY CENTER is the ultimate system for fulfilling data subject
rights. It provides a rich and dynamic web portal where the full-effect
of virtually all included GDPR rights can be fulfilled for the data
subject, in real-time. Accurate data discovery, classification and
purpose-mapping, Grant and withdraw consent with equal ease and
user-friendliness, Access all data subject information, in all locations,
on premises, cloud or hybrid, Manage structured, semi-structured
(IoT, activities and behavior) and unstructured data, Provide real-time
transparency for all Records of Processing.
PRIVACY OPS is the world's leading GDPR Enforcement solution. Fully
containerized, clustered and distributed, PRIVACY OPS offers
integrated, fully automated data protection services that prevent noncompliance while producing detailed evidence of compliance.
Establish a scalable Personal Data Lake for all data types and
categories, Prevent data breaches via full encryption and
pseudonymization, Integrate all legacy and cloud data assets of all
types and volumes, Automate data retention and deletion for any data
asset, Enable a Privacy Firewall to dynamically prevent non-compliant
processing, Use a single Privacy API to process all personal data
anywhere in the Enterprise.
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Cyberbit
Cyberbit Range: Zero to Hero Cybersecurity Training Platform

https://www.cyberbit.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2015, Cyberbit provides hands-on cybersecurity education
and training, addressing the global cybersecurity skills gap via its
world-leading Cyberbit Range platform. Used by Fortune 500
organizations, universities, training academies, governments,
managed service providers, and others around the world, Cyberbit
Range delivers more than 100,000 hours of training every single year.
Investors include Charlesbank, Claridge, and Elbit.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Cyberbit Range, the world's leading immersive cybersecurity training
platform, provides hands-on cybersecurity education and training for
cybersecurity professionals, novices, and hopefuls. Taking trainees
from "zero to hero," Cyberbit Range provides the cybersecurity
theory, labs for practical application, and live attacks across the entire
kill chain. Cyberbit Range delivers a hyper-realistic experience by
immersing trainees in a "virtual SOC" environment complete with
commercial-grade tools from Palo Alto Networks, Checkpoint,
McAfee, Splunk, RSA, IBM, MicroFocus, and more. These tools are
used to investigate incidents and mitigate attacks the same way a
member of the security operations center would in the real world. By
taking the aforementioned immersive approach to cybersecurity
training, Cyberbit has been able to effectively prepare cybersecurity
students for the real world, reducing onboarding and training time by
up 67% and saving an average of $30k per employee annually in
salaried training costs. For cybersecurity professionals who have
trained on Cyberbit Range, time to detection, containment, and
eradication (MTTR) has been drastically reduced, resulting in millions
of dollars of savings in cybercrime costs for our clients. Cyberbit Range
is available on the cloud and on-premise, depending on client needs.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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Cyberpion Ltd.
Enterprise Ecosystem Security - Connect with Confidence
https://www.cyberpion.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Cyberpion provides Ecosystem Security far beyond the sight and reach
of today’s security solutions. Enterprises operate an interconnected
ecosystem for collaborative business growth. These connections
expose an exponential chain of vulnerabilities via seemingly legitimate
business activity.
Cyberpion identifies security issues throughout this ecosystem to
control and manage vulnerable connection points and prevent
exploitation.

Solutions at a Glance
Enterprises today build an interconnected ecosystem of partners,
suppliers, and vendors to foster collaborative business growth. The
connections to these IT elements are frequently un-monitored and unmanaged which can expose the organization to an exponential chain
of vulnerabilities via seemingly legitimate business activity.
Enterprise-centric security, operating from the security operations
perimeter, isn’t enough to protect the organizations’ data, customers,
and reputation from cyber threats that occur outside their control,
including breaches within connected companies, their chain of
connections, and beyond. This ecosystem vulnerability extends far
beyond the sight and reach of traditional security solutions.
Cyberpion’s proactive Ecosystem Security™ identifies security issues
stemming from direct or indirect connections throughout the
company’s ecosystem, to control vulnerable connection points and
prevent exploitation.
Cyberpion’s Ecosystem Security™ is a scope-less SaaS solution that
secures your ecosystem by:
(1) Deep Visibility of all ecosystem elements, including web, PKI, DNS,
etc and their Nth-degree connections to vulnerable elements that may
have gone undetected (2) Active Discovery of new elements and
connections to others that might impact your Ecosystem Security (3)
Ongoing Monitoring of each ecosystem element to detect suspicious
activity (4) Proactive Security with detailed alerts and remediation
steps.
Return to Contents
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Deceptive Bytes
Deceptive Bytes - Prevention by Deception
https://deceptivebytes.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Deceptive Bytes, a leader in endpoint deception technology, provides
its Active Endpoint Deception platform to enterprises & MSSPs which
enables them real-time prevention of unknown and sophisticated
threats. The solution dynamically responds to threats as they evolve,
based on the current detected stage of compromise and changes their
outcome, giving defenders the upper-hand in protecting their assets &
data. Recognized: Gartner Cool Vendor 2019

Solutions at a Glance
Deceptive Bytes provides an Active Endpoint Deception platform that
uses existing IT infrastructure, responds to the evolving nature of
advanced threat landscape and interferes with attackers attempts to
recon & take hold of enterprise IT, in a preventative solution which
covers sophisticated malware techniques & defenses through all the
stages of the endpoint kill chain, and in several ways
* Preemptive Defense, making malware believe it’s in an
unattractive/hostile environment to attack, reducing its motivation to
attack and the chance of infection.
* Proactive Defense, dynamically responding to threats as they evolve,
based on the current detected stage of compromise, and changing the
outcome of the attack.

Video
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Digital Clues
Digital Intelligence for Forward-Thinking Decision Makers
https://digitalclues.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Digital Clues, a provider of digital intelligence solutions, has evolved
the world of web and open-source intelligence to serve as a central
investigation hub for analysts across a wide range of global industries.
Digital Clues' technology collects and connects digital clues from open
sources around the web and beyond to generate insights regarding
various illegal or otherwise suspicious activities.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Product Suite - Turn unstructured data into clear, mapped
intelligence case with Digital Clues OSINT platform.
ProBotTM - Data collection engine and harvesting tools including
crawler development studio.
Expand your information sources and bypass web security
mechanisms to collect information from any web source, social
network and web application, including mobile apps, and the deep
and dark web, now and in the future.
Utilize Robot StudioTM to create a wide range of robot scraping tools.
Build robots with no coding experience, import robots, or use a
customization service. Reuse collected data to initiate new collection
tasks.
Browse any web source in a secure anonymous environment. Create
“legends” including avatars, location proxies, social media accounts,
posts and activities.
ProFoundTM - Complete investigation platform containing indexed
structured data and powerful drill-down enrichment capabilities.
Use analysis tools such as location tracking, Visual Link Analysis,
cryptocurrency analysis, entity extraction, fake account classification,
and more, to get a precise intelligence case.
Initiate automated, ready-to-use workflows and investigation
templates.
ProFilerTM - Single-click OSINT intelligence platform with 360 view of
target location and online activities.
Know the information sources with full transparency, trace back the
raw data of each piece of information, and understand its certainty
level.

Safe City &
Municipalities
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FirstPoint Mobile Guard
All-in-one Cellular Cyber Security for any SIM-based device

https://www.firstpoint-mg.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

FirstPoint’s mobile phone & IoT device cybersecurity service for
organizations is the first holistic solution protecting from all cellular
network-based cyber threats: mobile identity compromise, man-inthe-middle, location tracking, denial-of-service, malicious SMS and
data leakage. Our agentless, cellular network-based approach is
hassle-free to use and deploy, giving organizations 360 control over
their device’s cellular security.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Problem
Despite the wide variety of cybersecurity solutions cyber attacks
against cellular devices are still on the rise. In particular, fake cell
towers, man-in-the-middle, SS7 loopholes, data leakage, and SMS
phishing attacks are increasing in popularity while the current
cybersecurity solutions fall short of being able to protect devices from
these types of attacks.
Solution
FirstPoint introduces the first all-in-one cellular cybersecurity service
for organizations. Premium protection for high threat devices and
scenarios. For the first time, organizations have the power to control
their devices’ entire cellular security – mobile phones, IoT devices,
connected cars, and more – any SIM/eSIM based-device.

Video

FirstPoint brings the first solution against fake cell towers, cellular
man-in-the-middle, as well as against SS7 & Diameter loopholes,
malicious & binary SMS, malware, data leakage, and backdoors, thus
protecting from hacking, tracking, and eavesdropping.
The security service detects, alerts, and protects, with a SOC
management platform, per device profiling and tools for deception.

FirstPoint partners with mobile network operators and private
networks to create a secured virtual home network through which
protected devices’ communication is routed, analyzed, and securely
enabled.
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L7 Defense
Protect your APIs & Apps in real-time
http://www.l7defense.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Ammune™ API security platform, is an INLINE advanced Machine
Learning solution that is made to actively protect APIs from the most
advanced attack types, while hunting down "zero day" attacks with no
impact on the normal traffic. Ammune™ API security platform
discovers and defends automatically on each and every API.

Solutions at a Glance
Ammune™ API-WAF Defense - Secures APIs against “OWASP 10” API
security threats, including traditional injections (PHP, SQL, etc.) as well
as emerging Business Logic (BL) attacks, while Ammune API-WAF
considers the business context as well for optimal protection.
Ammune™ API-BOT Defense - Secures APIs against major automated
machine attacks (“OWASP 20”), including identity and data thefts, as
well as transactions abuse, which may last seconds, minutes, hours,
and even days.
Ammune™ API-DDoSDefense - Secures APIs against sophisticated
application DDoS attacks aimed at the APIs, including low bandwidth,
content-randomized and multi-source APIs attacks, which could be
controlled by the most advanced Bot Command & Control (C&C)
systems.
L7 Defense USPs:
Adaptive to API and application changes - Fully adaptive to changes in
the API endpoints, exposed / embedded in applications interface

Video

Plug & Play - Installed as a container connecting to traffic sources,
Ammune starts automatically detecting APIs, updates its internal APIs
schema and immediately stops attacks pointing toward
Cost-Effective - Very low day-to-day maintenance and support cost,
usually without human intervention. Delivering high value by
significantly reducing the risk of cyberattacks targeting APIs.
Zero Trust - Each request and reply are subject to a full DPI process to
detect attack traces inside the traffic content. No source / user
identify are assumed to be legitimate thus applying a real zero trust
policy.
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MinerEye
Automated data governance of unstructured data
https://minereye.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

With the exponential growth in data, particularly in unstructured, dark
data, MinerEye offers an automated process for data governance
based on artificial intelligence and machine learning. MinerEye's
DataTracker enables organization to achieve optimal data discovery
and mapping, cloud optimization with only the needed files, easy and
fast regulatory data privacy compliance on a file level, data protection
for shared collaboration environments.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Data Discovery & Governance: MinerEye provides automated visual
mapping that can be analyzed easily for multiple dimensions, like for
multi-national organizations who need to map data according to
geographic security and privacy regulations and business policies.
Personal Information (PI) Risk quantification: Automated consistent
assignment of a risk score by analyzing the variety and quantity of PI
entities contained in a file. It applies a risk score in a unified view
across file types and data sources.
Data Privacy: Regulations Compliance (GDPR, CCPA, PIPEDA etc),
Aggregates information from the unstructured data in the context of
every file according to the specific compliance article.
D/SAR and FOIA requests - Automates the finding of personal
information across all networks of an organization for deletion within
minutes.
Data Minimization: Enables to automatically analyze what can be
deleted, archived before moving to the cloud or for privacy rules.

Video

Data Retention: Correlates multiple dimensional analysis for granular
dissection of data, enabling optimal data retention policies.
Automated identification and labeling of business critical and sensitive
data to enable secure and compliant cloud based collaboration, access
control, rights management across a hybrid environment.
Data Protection Policy Sandbox - Enables policy simulation and fine
tuning of the optimal policy per file before implementing the policy.
Syncs business, privacy and security policies to prevent conflicts.
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Morphisec
PROACTIVE ENDPOINT PROTECTION against ✓ Fileless Attacks ✓
Evasive Malware ✓ In-Memory Exploits ✓ Zero Days

https://www.morphisec.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Morphisec delivers an entirely new level of innovation to customers

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Hospitals & Health
Services
Safe City &
Municipalities

with its patented Moving Target Defense technology - placing
defenders in a prevent-first posture against the most advanced
threats to the enterprise, including APTs, zero-days, ransomware,
evasive fileless attacks and web-borne exploits. Morphisec provides a
crucial, small footprint memory-defense layer that easily deploys into
a company’s existing security infrastructure.

Solutions at a Glance
A combination of traditional antivirus with an advanced solution like
moving target defense secures your remote employees against
cyberattacks even in an unsecured and unreliable home network. With
moving target defense from Morphisec, paired with built-in Windows
Defender AV, your employees have the tight security they need to
work without relying on network tools that are meant to ensure those
attacks never reach the endpoint in the first place.
The Morphisec platform’s performance also doesn’t rely on or
degrade internet connectivity. Because our software doesn’t require
access to the internet to update a signature database, unreliable
networks aren’t a barrier to ensuring that your employee’s endpoints
are protected. This includes protection for computers that are offline
because of network connection issues.

Video

Browser-based attacks, remote work application exploits, and phishing
attempts can be resolved through several vehicles, such as with
multifactor authentication and moving target defense solutions that
secure your remote workers’ browser against advanced evasive
malware. The Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform adds a
dedicated memory defense layer to every browser instance as a guard
against these attack vectors. As a result, these attacks are unable to
gain a foothold within the remote worker’s machine.
Pairing the Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform with
Microsoft Windows Defender AV (standard on all Windows 10
machines) creates the perfect prevention environment to
automatically stop attacks.
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MTtech
changing conduct in the workspace surround
http://www.mttechs.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

breakthrough dedicated technologies we develop.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces

We develop apps and sensors to create ideal systems that enhance
performance within their operating environment, our smart solutions
have been applied to various uses and sectors, including education,
real estate, car dealerships, new solutions for security/military,
hospitals and more.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Military :

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

- Smart ‘Sand Table’ ideal system for maps and Satellites display and
data analyzing as for preparation and in the real-time location of
forces

Safe City &
Municipalities

- Smart intuitive control room systems, operating cameras, timeline,
etc by intuitive touch and VPA, without the need of mouse and
keyboard to increase operator efficiency and convenience.
- Smart conference rooms to meetings clean from paperwork, laptops,
and paperwork, keeping ey contact and full participation of all
together.

- Interactive instruction systems, multiuser learning system.
- Smart Pyshichain desk MedDesk enables continuous and
comprehensive communication during appointments through the use
of a multi-channel digital form with the aim of giving the patient
utmost attention, continuous eye contact, and maximizing efficiency
by canceling the need for typing
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OneView
Discover the Full Potential of Virtual Synthetic Data
https://www.oneview.space/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

OneView is a platform for the acceleration of remote sensing imagery
analytics in a scalable and cost-effective way. The platform creates
virtual synthetic datasets to be used for machine learning algorithm
training. OneView enables skipping the tedious process of collecting,
tagging, and validating real images from drones, airborne, and
satellites. The OneView platform is capable of generating datasets for
any environment, object, and sensor.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The OneView Solution "Bold"

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

OneView creates completely virtual datasets, using gaming engines to
create 3D models of any imaginable environment.
The creation process is fast, cost-effective, and can answer any need
put forward by clients. Most importantly, the datasets are error-free,
highly accurate, and come fully annotated. Various tags and marks
that machine learning algorithms need for their training are
implemented during the creation process.
With OneView’s virtual datasets, machine learning teams are no
longer bottlenecked. They can simply request any use case, specify
what kind of annotation they need and for which sensor they want the
datasets, and that’s it. They get a ready-for-training dataset.
Industries "Bold"
-Energy & Infrastructure
-Finance & Insurance
-Defense & Intelligence
-Urban Planning & Services
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Orchestra Group
Harmonize cybersecurity compliance & risk
https://www.orchestra.group

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Orchestra Group’s mission is to addresses the major roadblocks that
make it difficult for CISO, CIO, and their teams to manage
cybersecurity such as:

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

1. Fragmented technologies using different paradigms for each slice of
the cybersecurity puzzle.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

2. Lack of standard metrics to measure, manage, and benchmark
cyber defense.

Defence Forces

3. constant tuning of the trade-offs between shifting IT\Business
needs and cyber risk.

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Harmony IoT - is a unique solution that provides airspace dome
around organizations to monitor, detect threats and mitigate
cyberattacks through the attack surface of WiFi and Bluetooth
protocols as well as smart-connected devices (IoTs) using them.
Harmony Purple - is a next-generation vulnerability prioritization tool
(VPT) that continuously showcases validated, global, multi-vector,
Attack Path Scenarios™ (APS), so you can focus your red team and
blue team’s time and resources on those vulnerabilities that threaten
your critical assets and business process the most with maximum
efficiency, effectiveness and lowest cost of ownership (TCO).

Video
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OUTLOCKS
MASTERING OUTDOOR ACCESS CONTROL
https://www.outlocks.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Aiming to change the way enterprises are controlling their outdoor
and remote sites access.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

OUTLOCKS™ is a world leader in Outdoor Access Management. By
providing innovative and patented IoT solution, we enable our clients
to overcome the security challenges of Outdoor Assets, expanding
their control capabilities, improving productivity, and securing
valuable assets, a tangible and measurable solution.

Defence Forces
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
The Wi-Key™ technology is a combination of best in class key-less
locks, heavy-duty, designed for harsh outdoor environmental
conditions, concealed behind doors and Real-time software with online notifications protected by Military-grade cyber security. Our
solution is derived from a comprehensive learning of our client’s mode
of operations and needs, focusing on ease of use and carrier-grade
SLA.
Key Benefits
Increase profits: • Shorter response & Down Time • Lower operational
cost - Gasoline, Guards • Higher Efficiency and Productivity
Fast & Easy to deploy: • No power or network communication are
required

Video

Online/ Real-time access management system: • Flexible
Authorization definitions • On-line/ Real-Time Reporting from the
sites • On-Line Notification • SMS, Email, Web • Activities such as
Abnormal behavior, Key request, Confirm locking, Battery status
Key-less solution: • No physical key, No Keyhole, Wi-Key by
smartphone application • Access Permissions on the fly • Heavy-duty
locking unit • Concealed, Vandal-Proof, Impossible to pick • Intl.
Standards, IP68, IK10, IECEx
Low maintenance: • Battery life 4 -10 years
We are here to help enterprises to reduce costs, increase productivity
and enable management focus on real business and operation!
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Reposify
Discover & eliminate unknown Internet exposures in real-time

https://reposify.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Reposify's External Attack Surface Management platform discovers and
monitors for exposures, misconfigurations and shadow IT risks within
and beyond your known network ranges. Get a continuous outside-in
view of your internet facing assets no matter where they are located.
See your security issues prioritized for your business and get actionable
remediation advice.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation

Video
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Solutions at a Glance
Reposify is an attack surface management platform delivering
autonomous, 24/7 discovery of exposed assets across all environments
and the supply chain. Leading enterprises worldwide use Reposify to gain
unparalleled visibility of their internet-facing assets and actionable
security insights for eliminating shadow IT risks.
Reposify’s proprietary technology maps the world's internet exposure in
real-time. Cutting edge ML classification and association engines analyze
all the assets and automatically create your complete inventory. Passive
and non-intrusive techniques detect exposures, cryptographic issues,
misconfigurations, CVEs & more. Security issues are automatically
prioritized and an action plan with remediation guidance is generated so
you can resolve more issues in less time.
1.

Exposed Assets Discovery & Monitoring: Find your unknown
exposed assets across the entire internet.

2.

External Attack Surface Management: Identify and eliminate critical
attack vectors resulting from shadow IT, misconfigurations and
unknown exposures.

3.

Subsidiary Risk Tracking: Gain complete visibility of shadow IT, and
unknown risks relating to your subsidiaries.

4.

Supply Chain Risk Monitoring: Continuously uncover risks that are
not visible with one time questionnaires.

5.

Cloud Asset Discovery & Monitoring: See all your public assets
across all cloud providers.

6.

Merger & Acquisition IT Risk Assessment: Perform IT risk
assessment of an acquisition target in a single mouse click.
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ReSec Technologies
Zero Trust for Documents
https://resec.co/

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

ReSec Technologies offers organizations ultimate protection from
known and unknown ("zero-day") file-based malware threats (source
of >90% of malware attacks). Our patented Content Disarm and
Reconstruction (CDR) technology ensures safe delivery of threat-free
files in real-time, achieving an unparalleled balance between superior
security and usability. ReSec's innovative solution is used by leading
organizations from diverse industries globally.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance
Who We Are:
ReSec Technologies is an innovative cyber security company providing
organizations with full prevention of file-based malware threats from
email, removable devices, and file-transfer threat vectors.
What we do:
Focusing on complete prevention to overcome the limitations of
existing detection solutions, ReSec’s multi-engine platform treats
every file as a threat and therefore leaves the original file outside of
the organization’s network and delivers the end-user with a threatfree and fully functional replica of the file in real-time.
Why us:
We revolutionize the way organizations can secure their gateway with
an unparalleled balance between ultimate security and usability. This
is rare in the cyber security space.
Our Products:

Video
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At the core of ReSec’s solution is a policy-based multi-engine platform
that protects from threat vectors such as email (on-premise and
cloud), removable devices (on the endpoint and in standalone kiosks),
web uploads and downloads, common file storage and transfers. Our
products are installed on-premise or in a private cloud and allow full
protection with minimal impact on the end-user.
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Safe-T
Zero-Trust – The Right Way!
https://www.safe-t.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Safe-T is introducing ZONEZERO® - an industry-first Perimeter Access
Orchestration platform. Whether you are interested in implementing
a new SDP solution, if you want to enhance your legacy VPN access
security, or add MFA to any VPN, service or application - ZONEZERO®
allows you to manage the entire access scheme in one, holistic, easy
to use platform.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

With Safe-T, Zero-Trust is no longer just a buzzword. It is a reality.

Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Safe-T is a global leader and innovator in the field of ZTNA (Zero Trust
Network Access) and is recognized as a reference vendor in this
domain by both Gartner and Forrester as well as by other analysts in
this market space.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our ZoneZero, a perimeter access orchestration platform that enables
us to take any legacy network and upgrade it to Zero Trust
compliance. The platform is vendor agnostic, network-centric based
(with no installation required on the endpoint – so we support
transparently both cellular and laptops OS), supports on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid environment and on top of the obvious security,
benefits offer huge operational value for the end customers.
We have customers in the government sector, regulated customers,
financial institutes, insurance companies, universities, healthcare as
well as industrial and critical infrastructure.
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SeismicAI
Earthquake Early Warning
http://www.seismicai.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

SeismciAI is an earthquake early warning system and seismic
diagnostics. Our technology is able to provide significantly quicker and
more accurate early-warning at a fraction of the cost of the currently
available early-warning systems. We are able to detect earthquakes
whose epicenter is either onshore or offshore using shallow, landbased sensor arrays that are easily and cost-effectively deployed.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
We are an Israeli company specializing in the area of earthquake early
warning systems and seismic diagnostics. Our technology is able to
provide significantly quicker and more accurate early-warning at a
fraction of the cost of the currently available early-warning systems.
We are able to detect earthquakes whose epicenter is either onshore
or offshore using shallow, land-based sensor arrays that are easily and
cost-effectively deployed. Our patented technology is able to filter out
ambient shaking such as that caused by traffic or industrial activity,
making it possible to deploy sensor arrays in urban environments. This
is especially useful when providing early-warning for sensitive
infrastructures such as power plants, refineries, or rail networks.

Video
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Sepio Systems
Complete visibility and Rogue Device Mitigation
https://www.sepio.systems/

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

The Latin word “Sepio” means “defend”. Sepio is disrupting the cybersecurity industry by providing complete visibility and uncovering
hidden hardware attacks. Bad actors are gaining access by implanting
rogue hardware - Sepio’s Rogue Device Mitigation (RDM) stops them.
Sepio was founded by cyber security experts from private industries
and government agencies. Our team has earned global recognition in
fighting attacks through malicious hardware.

Solutions at a Glance
Sepio provides the ultimate visibility to every device (IT/OT/IOT)
connected, proving itself as the most valuable solution where risk and
compliance are concerned.

Video

Rogue devices are becoming a more popular method of attack for bad
actors as they are undetectable to security software solutions. As
such, it is imperative that organizations protect themselves from these
Physical Layer attacks. Sepio Systems is the leader in the Rogue Device
Mitigation (RDM) market and is disrupting the cybersecurity industry
by uncovering hidden hardware attacks. As the only security solution
for Physical Layer attacks, Sepio Prime provides security teams with
full visibility into their hardware assets and their behavior in real-time.
A comprehensive policy enforcement module allows administrators to
easily define granular device usage rules and continuously monitor
and protect their infrastructure. Leveraging a combination of physical
fingerprinting technology together with device behavior analytics,
Sepio’s software-only solution offers instant detection and response
to any threat or breach attempt coming from a manipulated or
infected element.
As bad actors are finding increasingly innovative ways to attack
organizations, there is an increased threat of hardware attacks being
performed. With security software products not developing as quickly
as attacking methods, organizations are not protected on the Physical
Layer. As such, it will be beneficial to employ Sepio’s software-only
solution to detect and mitigate this form of cyberattack. The
consequences of not doing so should be a price too great to pay.
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Smufs Biometric Solutions
All of our products are FBI & iSO certified, iOS compliance
https://smufs.wpmudev.host/about/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2012, with headquarters and R&D center in Israel, Smufs
Biometric Solutions has been developing and manufacturing biometric
and identity management solutions for governments, border control,
law-enforcement agencies, financial institutes and sensitive
infrastructure protection. SBS has unique hardware & software
product lines and the Israeli government has been successfully using
our AFIS as a core biometric system since 2018..

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies;

Mobile Identity Management Solutions:

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

1. The MoBio series incorporates the leading available sensor
technologies in a unified tactical mobile biometric platform, covering
the complete range from FAP-10 to FAP-60, providing full mobility,
premium quality and tackling all challenges. The MoBio series
leverages existing field peripherals into complete end-to-end
solutions, enabling biometric acquisition, identity verification, and
document authentication.
2. SBS RoadRunner is the smallest Biometric End-to-End AFIS System,
Compact and rugged. Under 2kg (3.8lb), without compromising on
performance and security.

Video
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3. SBS AFIS – using the verified best fingerprint scanners available in
the market today, with low energy needs, we integrated them into a
unique, unified platform. AFIS provider for the Israeli Population and
Immigration Authority (PIBA), for biometric management of all
foreigners as well as providing biometric solutions to law-enforcement
and military and civil customers around the world. SBS is the provider
of the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) for the
Israeli Population and Immigration Authority (PIBA)
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Suridata.ai
Gaining control, Protecting the unknown
https://www.suridata.ai

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Suridata.ai enables large organizations to identify sensitive business
information and private data across all data repositories. Our
machine-learning technology helps companies to gain full visibility
over unstructured data, so they can easily identify, classify and protect
sensitive data.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Specula™ leverages Suridata.ai's proprietary technology to
autonomously discover sensitive and private information across an
organization's data infrastructure.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

This breakthrough AI-driven engine helps CISOs and CIOs gain full
visibility and control over valuable data in any unstructured repository
(e.g., network server, cloud drive, workstation, laptop).

Safe City &
Municipalities

How it Works
Through a fully automated workflow, Specula connects to your data
sources, understands the nature and business context of the content,
and classifies the data accordingly. This equips you to take effective
action to prevent data leakage, mitigate security risks and comply with
privacy regulations. Using Specula, in a four-step process, discover and
protect your sensitive and private data through automated,
autonomous learning of your organization's specific data.
The Autonomous learning ability

Video
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Autonomous learning of your organization's specific data is what
makes our technology unique. Simply drag & drop a few sample files
containing sensitive data and let our engine independently learn and
discover similar files across your data sources. Upload a few file
samples to train the autonomous learning system. The algorithms will
use this data to learn what is sensitive to your specific organization
according to content and business context. This process results in
precise discovery and mapping of your true data assets, with a very
low false positive rate and zero business disruption.
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Vicarius
Patch-less Vulnerability Management
https://vicarius.io

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Analyze, prioritize, and remediate cyber threats before they're
exploited. TOPIA's is a cloud-based cost-effective vulnerability
assessment tool, actively identifies risks, and eliminates threats using
proprietary xTags™ and Patchless Protection™ that go beyond
traditional vulnerability management..

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Asset Inventory
Take control of your organization’s asset inventory. With TOPIA’s realtime visibility and an easy deployment process, get an exhaustive
catalog of active servers and endpoint devices. Accurate knowledge of
your global, hybrid-IT environment is fundamental to effective security
control. Completely cloud-based, it’s never been easier to manage
assets at any scale.
Risk Management
Focus on the vulnerabilities that affect you the most. With real-time
app vulnerability and asset-risk analysis combinations, TOPIA creates a
map of your digital environment to help you determine which
vulnerabilities are most urgent. TOPIA continuously detects new
vulnerabilities as your organization grows and evolves.
Patch Management

Video

Get more done with less work using TOPIA’s integrated patch
management tools. Lightweight and comprehensive, TOPIA allows you
to test and install patches across your infrastructure quickly and easily
while maintaining transparency across different departments within
your organization.
Patchless protection
TOPIA's Patchless Protection™ deploys a force field around your most
vulnerable assets using in-memory protection. TOPIA can ensure
you're always protected, even when a patch has not yet been
prepared, tested, or deployed.
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viisights
Behavior Recognition Systems for Realtime Video Intelligence
https://www.viisights.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

viisights is a leading provider of behavioral understanding systems for
real-time video intelligence that leverage unique artificial intelligence
technology. The company provides behavioral understanding systems
for safe and smart cities, smart enterprises, critical infrastructures,
transportation hubs and shared mobility initiatives.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.
Viisights provides automatic real-time understanding of video content
captured by widespread surveillance cameras located throughout
traffic control centers, roads, public areas, buildings, shopping
centers, commercial and industrial zones and more. The system
processes and understands large amounts of video streams in near
real-time and offline (investigative mode), while providing intelligence,
insights and alerts from a variety of actions, events and scenes of
interest.
Our public safety & security value proposition includes:
1) violent activity such as fighting, brawling and stabbing
2) suspicious activity such as carrying a weapon, wearing a mask and
loitering

Video

3) crowd behavior
gathering/dispersing

including

crowd

size

and

crowd

4) perimeter protection – vehicle/person entering unauthorized zone

5) traffic monitoring including accidents and road hazards
6) safety including fire & smoke detection
7) public health (Covid-19) features including no-mask detection,
person-to-person proximity and occupancy
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Cellebrite
Digital Intelligence for a Safer World
https://www.cellebrite.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Cellebrite is the global leader and trusted provider of digital
intelligence solutions for law enforcement, military, and private
enterprises worldwide – helping organizations of every size accelerate
investigations by addressing the growing challenges of our expanding
digital world. Cellebrite’s digital intelligence solutions help extract and
decode forensic evidence from the latest mobile phones, computers
and widest range of digital sources.

Solutions at a Glance
Defense and Intelligence: Accomplish the Mission with Digital
Intelligence
The Cellebrite Digital Intelligence Platform enables defense and
intelligence agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data,
yielding actionable intelligence to move operations forward.
Law Enforcement: Build Stronger Cases. Protect Our Communities
To meet the demands of our changing world, law enforcement
agencies need to rethink the way they are structured, how
investigations are conducted, and how digital evidence is shared and
used at each stage of an investigation. Cellebrite’s DI Platform
empowers agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data to its
fullest potential, quickly yielding actionable intelligence that moves
investigations forward.
Business Solutions: Protect Corporate Assets & Mitigate Risk

Video

Whether your organization is handling litigation, corporate
investigations or incident response, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence
Platform reduces the risk derived from digital data.
Corporations, law firms and service providers, through consent, can
legally access the most data sources, using forensically sound
methods, including computer and mobile devices, while managing the
flow and compliance of the data and evidence.
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Mifram Security
Physical Security Solutions World Leader Since 1962
https://www.MiframSecurity.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Mifram Security is today, one of the world’s leading providers in the
design, manufacture and installation of physical perimeter security
solutions. Mifram brings to the table accumulated a wealth of
experience in its decades of dedicated service to its clients.
Mifram has performed a wide variety of industrial and military
projects in Israel and other parts of the world.

Solutions at a Glance
Mifram Security Serves:
• Military & HLS forces.
• Major integrators & law enforcement agencies.
• Public and private sectors.
• Critical infrastructure facilities such as nuclear power plants, airports
and seaports.
Mifram has developed a significant range of simple yet unique HLS and
HLD products and solutions.

Video
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Examples Include: • World's largest Anti-missile steel defensive fence.
• A range of guard and observation towers with varying levels of
fortification. • Protection of critical Infrastructure. • Building
Protective shields for retrofitting and hardening existing buildings and
infrastructures. • Mobile Vehicle Barriers against ramming attacks. •
Various types of modular and mobile ballistic shelters. • A wide range
of counterterror products and solutions. • Safe Haven containers to
protect employees in the field from attacks and kidnap attempts
including cold and hot attacker penetration techniques, light weapons
fire, shrapnel, blast and chemical / biological threats. • Soft and hardshelled buildings for dry storage and industrial refrigeration facilities. •
A range of solutions against weapon, blast, shrapnel, amour piercing
rounds and more.
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Check Point
Cyber Security
https://www.checkpoint.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a
leading provider of cyber security solutions to governments and
corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from
5th generation cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of
malware, ransomware and other types of attacks.

Solutions at a Glance
Cyber Security Products
Check Point Infinity is the first consolidated security across networks,
cloud and mobile.
Cloud Security
Check Point cloud security protects assets in the cloud from the most
sophisticated threats with dynamic scalability, intelligent provisioning
and consistent control across physical and virtual networks.
Network Security
Check Point provides organizations of all sizes with the latest data and
network security protection in an integrated next generation firewall
platform, reducing complexity and lowering the total cost of ownershi
Mobile Security
Check Point Enterprise Mobile Security solutions provide the widest
range of products to help you secure your mobile world
Endpoint Security

Video

Check Point Endpoint Security is a single agent providing data security,
network security, threat prevention and a remote access VPN for
complete Windows and Mac OS X security. As an integrated suite,
Endpoint Security provides simple, unified management and policy
enforcement.
Security Management
Check Point Infinity architecture consolidates management of multiple
security layers, providing superior policy efficiency and enabling to
manage security through a single pane of glass.
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Cobwebs Technologies
Intelligence and Security
https://cobwebs.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Cobwebs solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from all
web layers: social media, open, deep and dark web.

Solutions at a Glance
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from opensource web, social media, blogs, deep and dark web. Our web
intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal
hidden leads and generate insights. They covertly uncover and interact
with the internet’s never-ending trail of clues to build suspect profiles,
reconstruct social circles, identify cyber threats, engage targets, and
generate evidence.
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from Big Data
using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating
intelligent insights. The company focuses its research and
development in Artificial Intelligence technologies which are
harnessed to extract the relevant intelligence from big data using a
vast array of automated procedures.
We provide solutions for:
• Law Enforcement

• National Security

• Public Safety

• Financial Institutions

• Corporate Security
Our Product Portfolio:

Video
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• Investigation Platform

• Threat Intelligence

• Secured Analyst

• Active Web Intelligence

• Financial Investigation

• Location Intelligence
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
The Cyber Defender of the Cyber Nation
https://www.rafael.co.il/worlds/cyber-security/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

RAFAEL’s vast, proven experience of over 20 years in cyber defense,
backed by expert scientists, engineers and cyber professionals, has
made us a cyber security leader, with projects worldwide. In Israel we
head the national Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT), and are
the cyber provider for the Bank of Israel’s Central Credit Register and
for the Israel Railways Authority.

Solutions at a Glance
RAFAEL Cyber Defense Center (RCDC):
This end-to-end, granularly customizable defense command center
provides cyber security for any defense, civilian, utilities, or critical
infrastructure requirements, scaling from a small SOC, to a nationallevel CERT.
RAFAEL SCADA Dome:
This superior, patented cyber defense solution for SCADA & ICS
handles new cyber threats emerging on SCADA and ICS systems,
keeping systems operational while preventing long-lasting, significant
economic damage.

Video
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Rayzone Group Ltd.

https://rayzone.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Rayzone Group utilizes intelligence expertise, operational experience,
and in-house engineers to deliver boutique intelligence-based
solutions for national agencies worldwide. Innovative technologies
and comprehensive methodology provide forward-thinking
intelligence gathering and analysis abilities. Rayzone is certified by
ISOs 9001, 14001, 45001, 27001 standards, Rayzone has delivered in
dozens of countries for over a decade.

Solutions at a Glance
Rayzone's offering includes a diversity of systems:
Intelligence and Investigation Center: TA9 IntSight is our Intelligence
and Investigation Center, whose capabilities include the ability to
integrate, connect, and analyze any type of information, providing
actionable insights. This along with the fusion of various databases
enables optimized use of information available to the organization.
Remote Systems: Multitude of systems that function on unique and
advance techniques that bypass the need to connect to data providers
(ISP – internet service providers, CP – cellular providers, etc.) while
delivering the ability to collect information on targets remotely.
Proximity Systems: These various systems can be used as
combinatorial tools to fill in the gaps where remote systems cannot or
to complete the last mile of an operation by collecting information on
targets in their surroundings.

Video

Infrastructural & Defensive: Vast experience in technological domains
such as cellular, RF, routers, big data, IP, and more, require us to be up
to date on the latest protocols, manipulation techniques, and any
other vulnerabilities that can be utilized for intelligence purposes. This
expertise inevitably allows us to deliver enhanced defensive systems
that are up to date with the latest risks.
With this offering, agencies can monitor and collect diverse
information sources – meta-data, location, identifiers and content – to
create a comprehensive digital presence for conducting personal and
mass surveillance.
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Toka
Beyond Possible
https://www.tokagroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Toka helps trusted government, law enforcement, and security
agencies keep citizens safe and defend against terror and crime.
We do it by developing groundbreaking and lawful intelligencegathering technologies and by advising governments on building an
integrated cyber defense.
We focus on developing technologies that help defense and law
enforcement agencies unlock the opportunities created by the growth
in the IoT landscape, so they can enhance their operational
effectiveness and save lives.
Our Cyber Designer services help governments build a strong national
cyber defense strategy to protect the country’s systems, people, and
digital economy from dynamic cyber threats.

Solutions at a Glance
Toka Software Products
Toka software platforms provide effective intelligence from critical,
yet untapped IoT sources, while overcoming the field’s most complex
challenges.
Our solutions are simple to use, scale quickly, and offer complete
operational control to enable smarter, faster, and easier investigations
and operations,
Toka Cyber Designer Services
Toka’s unique services provide agencies with the full-spectrum
strategies, tailored projects, and technological capabilities needed to
keep critical infrastructure, the digital landscape, and government
institutions safe, secure, and durable,.
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ARTsys360
Home Land (HLS) Counter-Drone System With 3D-360 Micro-Radar
https://www.artsys360.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

ARTsys360's innovative 3D 360° micro radar enables to detect and
track drones in real-time. It offers superior price performance: It is
lighter, has lower power consumption and is least expensive than any
other solution on the market.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance

Safe City &
Municipalities

1.Capitalizing the growing demand for low cost price sensitive systems
through global System Integrators network and

Business Strategy:

2.Supply the growing need of OEM partners to supply their customers
with less costly systems and provide them with complimentary Radar
solution
Go to Market Plan:
1.System Integrators Channel: Establish business relationships with
existing Counter Drone System Integrators, interested to enrich their
portfolio with advanced low cost solutions, initially in Europe and
North America. Develop strong after sales support team for Training,
Maintenance and Technical Support.

2.OEM Partners Channel: Develop relationships with top OEMs who
are seeking less expensive entry level Radars to address their
customers' needs, and with smaller OEM Partners which are currently
limited to the sale of RF detection technologies, seeking
complimentary Radar capabilities and for less costly solutions.

Video

2021 target - Set up channels in additional 10 countries and
penetration into additional
vertical markets such as Power Stations. Airports. Goal is to sell and
install 30 systems that
year (around $5 million in revenue), starting to tap the potential of
drone detection civil
market, expected to reach over $2 billion by 2020 and 41% CAGR.
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B. Rimon Agencies, Ltd.
POWER IN MOTION - we build all you need for field deployment

http://www.rimon1.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

B. Rimon Agencies Ltd, established 1992, builds and integrates
specialized platforms for field deployment of HLS units.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We are an official supplier to the Israeli military (IDF), Ministry of
Homeland Security, Police, and other Government departments and
agencies.

Defence Forces

We build ground stations and hybrid energy kits for many Israeli
exporters of HLS systems. Among those: Rafael, Elta, IAI, Elbit, Sky
Sapience, Aeronautics, and others.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

We design, manufacture and integrate innovative multi-purpose
vehicles and trailers for a variety of needs like rescue trailers and
command vehicles.

Public Transportation

• C4 Command Vehicles: including Telescopic masts, day-nightthermal cameras, multiple energy sources, arena lighting, HVAC and
complete management equipment kit. Installed in compact vans with
a silenced built-in generator that ensures uninterrupted energy for
long missions. • Design and Integration of: Surveillance Vehicles,
mobile ground stations, unmanned vehicles, C4i cars, Covert
Operations Vehicles, EOD trucks. • Rescue trailers: include diversified
extrication equipment, energy sources, lighting, survival tools,
essential in crises such as earth quake rescue operations – all
integrated on a compact, user-friendly platform. • Turn-key mobile
communications projects: including in-house engineering &
installation of cellular COWs, UAV ground command centers, etc. •
Novel energy systems: compact, ruggedized generating sets, for
combat vehicles and mobile command vans, APUs and DC generators,
and Autonomous Combined Energy Kits for long durations. • Smart
searchlights: miniature Xenon searchlight – autonomous, ruggedized,
software controlled light source. • All our products are custom made,
designed and modified to suit customer's needs

Safe City &
Municipalities
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Be Strategic Solutions
War-Gaming for Perfection
https://best.be-strategic.solutions/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The only digital platform that analyzes decision-makers’ behaviors
during complex decision-making processes (real & simulated),
leveraging AI and Machine Learning to prepare entities for crisis. BeST
predicts entities’ preparedness to manage crisis, optimizes crisis
management processes, enables entities to practice managing any
scenario according to their own methodologies, and cultivates
successful crisis management processes in real-time.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The BeST solution is a web-based software that optimizes procedures
& processes, creates customized simulations based on these
processes, and enables organizations to manage their crisis while
comparing their real behaviors to their expected behaviors. BeST
maps organizations’ forecasted and actual processes and practices
and leverages AI and Big Data to provide actionable insights for
optimal outcomes. BeST better prepares clients to handle various
crises more effectively and affordably than alternative solutions on
the market. The solution is already revolutionizing the way
organizations across the world prepare their people and processes to
succeed under exceedingly difficult scenarios.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video

Every organization today is vulnerable to a range of risks that threaten
their reputation, profitability and continuity (and in some cases, even
threaten human lives). Yet even organizations that consistently
examine their procedures and exercise their personnel remain unsure
of the quality and scope of their risk and crisis management capacities
until an actual crisis unfolds, undermining their abilities to proactively
manage scenarios and forcing decision-makers to scramble to cope
with difficult, quickly changing circumstances.
The BeST software’s ability to be fully customized has enabled it to
enter a wide range of verticals. To date, BeST has been used by
governments, police forces, first responders, cybersecurity experts,
insurance companies, telecommunications companies, banks,
educational institutions, regulators, and PR firms to build capacities to
successfully manage a wide range of threats, incidents, crises,
disasters and other mishaps.
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Beyond Security
Develops automated vulnerability and compliance tools
https://beyondsecurity.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Beyond Security develops automated vulnerability testing tools, which
are considered essential components in any risk management
program. Beyond Security tools are used by customers around the
globe including Fortune 100 organizations, enabling them to
accurately assess and manage security weaknesses in their networks,
applications, industrial systems, critical infrastructure and software.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Our tools ensure device hardening, detection and managing of both
known and unknown (real Zero-Day) security risks, which enable
compliancy with local regulations. Our tools are known for their
accuracy, quick and easy setup, featuring integrated work flows and
framework integration.
Beyond Security 3 leading product lines are:
2. beSTORM: Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) and
multiprotocol fuzzer. Detects ZERO DAY / Un-Known security
vulnerabilities, and robustness issues in all types of standard software,
proprietary software, file structures, hardware, embedded software,
IoT, SCADA, BT, WIFI, API, PLCs, Industrial equipment and more
3. beSOURCE: Static Application Security Testing (SAST), a powerful
code analysis tool which bridges the divide between SecOps into
DevOps by offering developers and QA teams a reliable and easy to
use tool with both on-premises and cloud deployment options.
beSOURCE detects security and programming quality issues in your
software and provides recommendations to help to make their code
faster and more efficient.
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Blaick
NG AI Firewall & Secure Web Gateway
https://blaick.com
Company Profile
Categories
Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Securely connect people, networks and clouds while fighting cyber
crime and online threats including malware, phishing and scam. 2-in-1
products suite: NG Firewall & Secure Web Gateway based on
proprietary AI threats hunting technology. Ultimate security solution
for Layers 3-7 traffic. All traffic is driven to Blaick products and AIanalyzed in multiple ways. Threats are blocked in real time before they
got a chance to reach the user.

Solutions at a Glance
Operational simplicity for powerful products such as software only, no
boxes and no wires needed, 1-click user agents installation.
Full operational control for an admin via user friendly GUI

Safe City &
Municipalities

Blaick’s configuration options are cloud-only, on-prem or hybrid,
connect and protect remote and local workforce, multiple company
branches and multiple private / public clouds.
Unique Layer 7 Threats Hunting Artificial Intelligence Technology
- Online threats protection and web content classification
- Intercepts and inspects both plain and encrypted web traffic
- Maintains always updated database of current threats
- Deep web page AI-analysis in multiple dimensions
Protection Policies for Threats Prevention and Content Access Control
- Allows defining granular, user defined threats prevention rules
- Any rule can be either blocking or alerting only
- Any rule can be deployed to anyone or to a list of selected CIDRs
Any application trying to access an Internet URL is protected by BSWG,
mobile and desktop: Web browsers, links from emails, social Networks
apps, messengers.
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Checkmarx
What is Checkmarx?
https://www.checkmarx.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Critical Infrastructure
& Industry 4.0

Checkmarx is the global leader in software security solutions for
modern enterprise software development. Checkmarx delivers the
industry’s most comprehensive software security platform that unifies
with DevOps and provides static and interactive application security
testing, SCA and developer AppSec training to reduce and remediate
risk from software vulnerabilities.

Solutions at a Glance
Unified Standards for Enhanced Software Security
The Checkmarx Software Security Platform provides a centralized
foundation for operating your suite of software security solutions for
Static Application Security Testing (SAST), Interactive Application
Security Testing (IAST), Software Composition Analysis (SCA), and
application security training and skills development.
Built to address every organization’s needs, the Checkmarx Software
Security Platform provides the full scope of options: including private
cloud and on-premises solutions. Allowing a range of implementation
options ensures customers can start securing their code immediately,
rather than going through long processes of adapting their
infrastructure to a single implementation method.
The Checkmarx Software Security Platform transforms the standard
for secure application development, providing one powerful resource
with industry-leading capabilities, including:
Checkmarx Static Application Security Testing (CxSAST)

Video

Checkmarx Software Composition Analysis (CxSCA)
Checkmarx Interactive Application Security Testing (CxIAST)
Checkmarx AppSec Awareness Solution (CxCodeBashing)
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Commugen
The leading Israeli Cyber Security Risk Management solution
https://www.commugen.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Commugen Chosen by the Israeli National Cyber Directorate as the
national platform for Supply Chain Risk Management and Cyber
Defense implementation.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Government Agencies

Commugen suite of cyber security solutions is used by the
government, the financial sector and leading multinational companies.
All based on a Appchi No Code Enterprise application platform, that
allow easy customization and modification over time by the business
user.

Solutions at a Glance
Commugen Cyber Security Solutions include:
1. Business Continuity Management
2. Cyber Security Risk Management
3. Executive Cyber Training
4. GDPR
5. Incident Management
6. ISO 27001, 27017, 27018
7. IT Asset Management
8. Supply Chain Risk Management
9. Vulnerability Management

Video
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CommuniTake Technologies Ltd.
Purpose-built mobile devices for superior security
https://intactphone.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

CommuniTake Intact Mobile Security platform unites military-grade
security in affordable mobile devices, dramatically improves the
security level of any-budget connected devices, and lowers the
implementation costs and risks of IoT-grade deployments.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities
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Solutions at a Glance
CommuniTake provides trusted mobile devices, heavily-secured
operating systems, OS-fused command and control, encrypted
communications, and private networks. These essentials are geared
toward wide-ranging mobile operations enablement across homeland
security, connected care, smart cities, and restricted IoT systems.
CommuniTake specializes in tailored mobile devices, custom mobile
operating systems, encryption, and remote access technologies,
ensuring secured best-of-all-worlds mobile-enabled solutions.
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Comsec
Comsec - keep your company cyber secure and compliant
http://www.comsecglobal.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For over 32 years, Comsec has been a trusted advisor to global
leaders, delivering the world’s broadest portfolio of cybersecurity
services.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We’ve helped companies across a wide range of verticals secure their
information and operational assets and stay compliant, ensuring that
they achieve their business goals.
Trusted by Fortune 500 companies and startups over 40 countries

Defence Forces

and across 5 continents.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Comsec is one of the leading global cybersecurity companies, active
for over 32 years.

Public Transportation

our offering spans across five (5) main pillars:

Safe City &
Municipalities

1. Security testing and assessment
2. Offensive security
3. GRC
4. Managed Services
5. Education & Training
We recently launched our automated DDoS simulation platform to
help organizations conduct realistic DDoS attacks to gauge their DDoS
resiliency.
Covid-19 expanded organization's perimeter and we see more attacks
targeting end points outside the traditional perimeter. Therefore
Comsec developed its unique Ransomware readiness package to help
its clients withstand this type of attacks.
Please review the attached brochure for more details about our other
services: CISO as a Service, SSDLC, Code review and more.
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Corsight AI
Facial Recognition for the most challenging conditions
https://www.corsight.ai/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Corsight high-performance Facial Recognition is the meeting point of
the Next Generation AI technology with a team passion for privacy
and accuracy. What makes this technology superior and unique is its
ability to mimic the human brain while eliminating the need to
undergo a deep learning process.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE N: N CHALLENGE: Recognize many
individuals against a database of many under challenging conditions

2. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE FACIAL AUTHENTICATION CHALLENGE:
Authenticate a person using a set of recognizable and verifiable data
unique and specific to that person under challenging conditions
3. OUR OFFERING ADDRESSES ALL THE NEEDS
* LIVE: Instantaneously pinpoint people of interest in live camera
streams
- Get alerts instantly
- Optimized for processing in large, moving crowds
*FORENSIC: Review hours of videos in minutes
- Analyzing every single image
- 15x faster than real-time processing
*SEARCH: Search for people of interest instantly in archived data
- Find any face in seconds
- All appearances recorded by system in signature format
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Cyberbit
Cyberbit Range: Zero to Hero Cybersecurity Training Platform

https://www.cyberbit.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2015, Cyberbit provides hands-on cybersecurity education
and training, addressing the global cybersecurity skills gap via its
world-leading Cyberbit Range platform. Used by Fortune 500
organizations, universities, training academies, governments,
managed service providers, and others around the world, Cyberbit
Range delivers more than 100,000 hours of training every single year.
Investors include Charlesbank, Claridge, and Elbit.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Cyberbit Range, the world's leading immersive cybersecurity training
platform, provides hands-on cybersecurity education and training for
cybersecurity professionals, novices, and hopefuls. Taking trainees
from "zero to hero," Cyberbit Range provides the cybersecurity
theory, labs for practical application, and live attacks across the entire
kill chain. Cyberbit Range delivers a hyper-realistic experience by
immersing trainees in a "virtual SOC" environment complete with
commercial-grade tools from Palo Alto Networks, Checkpoint,
McAfee, Splunk, RSA, IBM, MicroFocus, and more. These tools are
used to investigate incidents and mitigate attacks the same way a
member of the security operations center would in the real world. By
taking the aforementioned immersive approach to cybersecurity
training, Cyberbit has been able to effectively prepare cybersecurity
students for the real world, reducing onboarding and training time by
up 67% and saving an average of $30k per employee annually in
salaried training costs. For cybersecurity professionals who have
trained on Cyberbit Range, time to detection, containment, and
eradication (MTTR) has been drastically reduced, resulting in millions
of dollars of savings in cybercrime costs for our clients. Cyberbit Range
is available on the cloud and on-premise, depending on client needs.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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El-Far Electronics Systems 2000 Ltd.
PIDS, Perimeter, Critical Infrastructures, Smart Fence, Sensitive
sites, Sensors, Intrusion Detection Systems

https://www.elfar.co.il/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

EL-FAR Electronics Systems 2000 Ltd. is a global company dedicated to
the development and delivery of advanced perimeter security systems
& solutions for governmental, industrial, commercial, and private
facilities worldwide. EL-FAR serves not only as a systems integrator but
also as the developer of these high-end security technologies, from
the Integrated Site Management Software down to the intrusion
detection system on the fences.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Government Agencies
Public Transportation
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Empow
We stop the noise
https://empow.co/

Categories

Company Profile

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

empow "stops the noise" in your security system. Whether with our iSIEM - a next generation SIEM solution - or SignifiCan - our new
offering that complements SIEM and other security platforms at large
organizations - empow uses patented NLP and cause-and-effect
algorithms to dramatically lower the number of false positives. This
enables analysts to focus only on the very few high risk alerts, making
for more effective and efficient security.

Solutions at a Glance
empow is the developer of a new kind of security information and
event management (SIEM) system that detects cyberattacks and
automatically orchestrates adaptive investigation and mitigation
actions in real time, without the need for human-written rules.
empow's innovative use of AI, including natural language processing
(NLP), machine learning and cause-and-effect analytics, automatically
understands the fundamental nature or intent of threats, finds the
actual attacks hidden in the "noise," and marshals the right security
tools to respond when those attacks occur. empow has a strategic and
commecial OEM partnership with Elastic, which makes empow’s SIEM
integrated with Elastic’s data lake the optimal security solution for
Elastic users.
empow is headquartered in Boston, with an R&D office in Tel Aviv, and
customers distributed across North America and Europe.
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FirstPoint Mobile Guard
All-in-one Cellular Cyber Security for any SIM-based device

https://www.firstpoint-mg.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

FirstPoint’s mobile phone & IoT device cybersecurity service for
organizations is the first holistic solution protecting from all cellular
network-based cyber threats: mobile identity compromise, man-inthe-middle, location tracking, denial-of-service, malicious SMS and
data leakage. Our agentless, cellular network-based approach is
hassle-free to use and deploy, giving organizations 360 control over
their device’s cellular security.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Problem
Despite the wide variety of cybersecurity solutions cyber attacks
against cellular devices are still on the rise. In particular, fake cell
towers, man-in-the-middle, SS7 loopholes, data leakage, and SMS
phishing attacks are increasing in popularity while the current
cybersecurity solutions fall short of being able to protect devices from
these types of attacks.
Solution
FirstPoint introduces the first all-in-one cellular cybersecurity service
for organizations. Premium protection for high threat devices and
scenarios. For the first time, organizations have the power to control
their devices’ entire cellular security – mobile phones, IoT devices,
connected cars, and more – any SIM/eSIM based-device.

Video

FirstPoint brings the first solution against fake cell towers, cellular
man-in-the-middle, as well as against SS7 & Diameter loopholes,
malicious & binary SMS, malware, data leakage, and backdoors, thus
protecting from hacking, tracking, and eavesdropping.
The security service detects, alerts, and protects, with a SOC
management platform, per device profiling and tools for deception.

FirstPoint partners with mobile network operators and private
networks to create a secured virtual home network through which
protected devices’ communication is routed, analyzed, and securely
enabled.
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Intezer
Genetic Malware mapping technology, Cyber Threat Detection,
Incident Response Automation

https://www.intezer.com

Categories

Company Profile

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Intezer introduces a Genetic Malware mapping technology,
revolutionizing cyber threat detection and response. By identifying the
origins of software, Intezer equips enterprises with an advanced way
to detect modern cyber threats, while providing deep context on how
to effectively respond to incidents. Intezer offers solutions for incident
response automation, cloud workload protection, threat intelligence.

Solutions at a Glance
Imagine if you could identify the origin of every tiny piece of code,
within seconds. Sound like science fiction? With Intezer’s cloud-based
malware analysis, it’s now a reality.
Intezer Analyze™ provides a fast, in-depth understanding of any file by
mapping its code DNA at the ‘gene’ level--offering the most advanced
level of detection that your antivirus and sandbox solutions simply
cannot match.
Intezer Analyze™ is powered by Intezer’s Genome Database, which
contains diverse code ranging from legitimate applications from
trusted vendors to commonly spread malware and sophisticated APTs.
Our Genome Database not only enables us to identify the specific
source of your code--it also highlights unique, never-before-seen
code, which can be crucial to detecting new threats that have been
written from scratch.
We traced major global cyber security events to their sources first.

Video

The technology behind Intezer Analyze™ has provided crucial insights
and has detected code similarities in several high-profile cyber attack
cases before leading government agencies.
These included: WannaCry, Turla, APT17 and APT28.
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Magna BSP
Video analytic, 3-D Image processing, A.I., Deep Learning
https://www.magnabsp.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Magna is a leading security provider of smart automatic observation
and surveillance systems for the Military, HLS and public security
markets.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Safe City &
Municipalities

Systems are based on advanced technologies such as 3-D image
processing, AI and deep learning algorithms as well as patented
unique intelligent video analytics enabled by passive stereoscopic E/O
radar.
The only company in the world with 3D detection, real-time fusion of
thermal imaging and visible

Solutions at a Glance
Solutions include border protection, intruder detection, sensitive
facilities such as airports, harbors, and military and government sites,
smart cities, and smart transportation:
- Military border secure
- HLS Intrusion detection
- Drone detection
- Critical infrastructure protection
- Swimmer detection
- Static objects as trace and smuggling
- Smart transportation , counting cars, traffic and railroad control
- Autonomous cars (ADAS)

Video
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Morphisec
PROACTIVE ENDPOINT PROTECTION against ✓ Fileless Attacks ✓
Evasive Malware ✓ In-Memory Exploits ✓ Zero Days

https://www.morphisec.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Morphisec delivers an entirely new level of innovation to customers

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Hospitals & Health
Services
Safe City &
Municipalities

with its patented Moving Target Defense technology - placing
defenders in a prevent-first posture against the most advanced
threats to the enterprise, including APTs, zero-days, ransomware,
evasive fileless attacks and web-borne exploits. Morphisec provides a
crucial, small footprint memory-defense layer that easily deploys into
a company’s existing security infrastructure.

Solutions at a Glance
A combination of traditional antivirus with an advanced solution like
moving target defense secures your remote employees against
cyberattacks even in an unsecured and unreliable home network. With
moving target defense from Morphisec, paired with built-in Windows
Defender AV, your employees have the tight security they need to
work without relying on network tools that are meant to ensure those
attacks never reach the endpoint in the first place.
The Morphisec platform’s performance also doesn’t rely on or
degrade internet connectivity. Because our software doesn’t require
access to the internet to update a signature database, unreliable
networks aren’t a barrier to ensuring that your employee’s endpoints
are protected. This includes protection for computers that are offline
because of network connection issues.

Video

Browser-based attacks, remote work application exploits, and phishing
attempts can be resolved through several vehicles, such as with
multifactor authentication and moving target defense solutions that
secure your remote workers’ browser against advanced evasive
malware. The Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform adds a
dedicated memory defense layer to every browser instance as a guard
against these attack vectors. As a result, these attacks are unable to
gain a foothold within the remote worker’s machine.
Pairing the Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform with
Microsoft Windows Defender AV (standard on all Windows 10
machines) creates the perfect prevention environment to
automatically stop attacks.
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MS TECHNOLOGIES
Sensor technologies and threat detectors
http://ms-technologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

MS TECH is a world-class designer, manufacturer, and innovator of
advanced detection and diagnostic sensors. We develop technological
products and integrated detection solutions based on our industryleading sensor technologies. Our products and integrated detection
solutions make the world safer, healthier, and more efficient.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
MS TECHNOLOGIES is a leading sensor research and development
company whose mission is to make the world a safer place.

Our leading products are noted for their practicality, and advantages,
such as their size, being green technology, not using a radioactive
source and the detection of different components such as explosives
and narcotics, including synthetic opioids.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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NSO SHIELD
ECLIPSE - the world's finest Cyber Counter-Drone Solution
https://www.nsogroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

NSO Shield, the HLS division of NSO Group, offers the world's finest
cyber counter-drone solution, tailored to the specific needs of
government agencies, military, law enforcement, homeland security
organizations and critical infrastructure. NSO Group is a global leader
in the world of cyber intelligence, data acquisition, and analysis.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Eclipse is a premier cyber counter-drone platform designed to
automatically detect, take over and safely land unauthorized
commercial drones in a designated zone.
Eclipse is non-jamming (no impact on wireless communication and
GPS signals), non-kinetic (surgical, with no collateral damage), does
not require line of sight (suited to dense environment) and can
distinguish between authorized and unauthorized drones. Eclipse is
the only drone defense system in the world that is FCC, CE and CB
compliant.
The autonomous end-to-end cyber solution, providing 4 layers of
security:
Detect – Detecting and locating drones in the vicinity of the
perimeter, using a 24/7 monitoring system.
Identify – Extracting rich real-time data, including the operator’s
location and flight parameters. Friendly drones can be whitelisted
according to their serial number.

Video

Control – Mitigating airborne drone intrusions by automatically and
actively taking over the controls from the operator, navigating the
drone to a predefined location, then landing it there safely. Intrusion
is defined when a drone tries to enter a predefined geofenced area.
Prevent – Denying drones from taking off from within a predefined
geofenced area.
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OneView
Discover the Full Potential of Virtual Synthetic Data
https://www.oneview.space/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

OneView is a platform for the acceleration of remote sensing imagery
analytics in a scalable and cost-effective way. The platform creates
virtual synthetic datasets to be used for machine learning algorithm
training. OneView enables skipping the tedious process of collecting,
tagging, and validating real images from drones, airborne, and
satellites. The OneView platform is capable of generating datasets for
any environment, object, and sensor.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The OneView Solution "Bold"

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

OneView creates completely virtual datasets, using gaming engines to
create 3D models of any imaginable environment.
The creation process is fast, cost-effective, and can answer any need
put forward by clients. Most importantly, the datasets are error-free,
highly accurate, and come fully annotated. Various tags and marks
that machine learning algorithms need for their training are
implemented during the creation process.
With OneView’s virtual datasets, machine learning teams are no
longer bottlenecked. They can simply request any use case, specify
what kind of annotation they need and for which sensor they want the
datasets, and that’s it. They get a ready-for-training dataset.
Industries "Bold"
-Energy & Infrastructure
-Finance & Insurance
-Defense & Intelligence
-Urban Planning & Services
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Orchestra Group
Harmonize cybersecurity compliance & risk
https://www.orchestra.group

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Orchestra Group’s mission is to addresses the major roadblocks that
make it difficult for CISO, CIO, and their teams to manage
cybersecurity such as:

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

1. Fragmented technologies using different paradigms for each slice of
the cybersecurity puzzle.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

2. Lack of standard metrics to measure, manage, and benchmark
cyber defense.

Defence Forces

3. constant tuning of the trade-offs between shifting IT\Business
needs and cyber risk.

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Harmony IoT - is a unique solution that provides airspace dome
around organizations to monitor, detect threats and mitigate
cyberattacks through the attack surface of WiFi and Bluetooth
protocols as well as smart-connected devices (IoTs) using them.
Harmony Purple - is a next-generation vulnerability prioritization tool
(VPT) that continuously showcases validated, global, multi-vector,
Attack Path Scenarios™ (APS), so you can focus your red team and
blue team’s time and resources on those vulnerabilities that threaten
your critical assets and business process the most with maximum
efficiency, effectiveness and lowest cost of ownership (TCO).

Video
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OUTLOCKS
MASTERING OUTDOOR ACCESS CONTROL
https://www.outlocks.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Aiming to change the way enterprises are controlling their outdoor
and remote sites access.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

OUTLOCKS™ is a world leader in Outdoor Access Management. By
providing innovative and patented IoT solution, we enable our clients
to overcome the security challenges of Outdoor Assets, expanding
their control capabilities, improving productivity, and securing
valuable assets, a tangible and measurable solution.

Defence Forces
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
The Wi-Key™ technology is a combination of best in class key-less
locks, heavy-duty, designed for harsh outdoor environmental
conditions, concealed behind doors and Real-time software with online notifications protected by Military-grade cyber security. Our
solution is derived from a comprehensive learning of our client’s mode
of operations and needs, focusing on ease of use and carrier-grade
SLA.
Key Benefits
Increase profits: • Shorter response & Down Time • Lower operational
cost - Gasoline, Guards • Higher Efficiency and Productivity
Fast & Easy to deploy: • No power or network communication are
required

Video

Online/ Real-time access management system: • Flexible
Authorization definitions • On-line/ Real-Time Reporting from the
sites • On-Line Notification • SMS, Email, Web • Activities such as
Abnormal behavior, Key request, Confirm locking, Battery status
Key-less solution: • No physical key, No Keyhole, Wi-Key by
smartphone application • Access Permissions on the fly • Heavy-duty
locking unit • Concealed, Vandal-Proof, Impossible to pick • Intl.
Standards, IP68, IK10, IECEx
Low maintenance: • Battery life 4 -10 years
We are here to help enterprises to reduce costs, increase productivity
and enable management focus on real business and operation!
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Reblaze
Next-gen cloud protection on the clouds you already trust
https://www.reblaze.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Reblaze is a cloud-based, fully-managed protective shield for web
applications and API: an all-in-one web-security solution that includes
Next-Gen WAF, DoS/DDoS protection, Bot Management, API Security,
scraping prevention, CDN, LB, real-time traffic control, and more.
Machine Learning provides accurate, adaptive threat detection.
Dedicated Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), ensures maximum privacy, zero
latency, performance, and protection.

Solutions at a Glance
As the Internet evolves at an accelerating rate, even security
professionals can find it difficult to stay current on the multitude of
ever-more-sophisticated threats and attack vectors that are possible
via the Web.
Reblaze is a cloud-native, All-in-One, fully managed security solution.
We have full integration with AWS, GCP, Azure, and Digital ocean,
which removes the need for the end customer to work with multiple,
non-managed security solutions.
Reblaze's key differentiators:

* Dedicated VPC for each customer, ensuring near-zero latency and
eliminating multi-tenancy vulnerabilities
* Advanced bot detection, including biometric behavioral analysis
* Machine Learning-based UEBA and positive security model
* Complete privacy: Single-tenant SaaS runs inside the customer’s
VPC. All traffic is processed in the customer’s cloud

Video

* Complete visibility: Full traffic data (requests and payloads)
displayed in logs & real-time dashboard
* Full API protection
* Supports DevOps/DevSecOps
* Mobile endpoint security via a client-side SDK
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Reposify
Discover & eliminate unknown Internet exposures in real-time

https://reposify.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Reposify's External Attack Surface Management platform discovers and
monitors for exposures, misconfigurations and shadow IT risks within
and beyond your known network ranges. Get a continuous outside-in
view of your internet facing assets no matter where they are located.
See your security issues prioritized for your business and get actionable
remediation advice.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation

Video
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Solutions at a Glance
Reposify is an attack surface management platform delivering
autonomous, 24/7 discovery of exposed assets across all environments
and the supply chain. Leading enterprises worldwide use Reposify to gain
unparalleled visibility of their internet-facing assets and actionable
security insights for eliminating shadow IT risks.
Reposify’s proprietary technology maps the world's internet exposure in
real-time. Cutting edge ML classification and association engines analyze
all the assets and automatically create your complete inventory. Passive
and non-intrusive techniques detect exposures, cryptographic issues,
misconfigurations, CVEs & more. Security issues are automatically
prioritized and an action plan with remediation guidance is generated so
you can resolve more issues in less time.
1.

Exposed Assets Discovery & Monitoring: Find your unknown
exposed assets across the entire internet.

2.

External Attack Surface Management: Identify and eliminate critical
attack vectors resulting from shadow IT, misconfigurations and
unknown exposures.

3.

Subsidiary Risk Tracking: Gain complete visibility of shadow IT, and
unknown risks relating to your subsidiaries.

4.

Supply Chain Risk Monitoring: Continuously uncover risks that are
not visible with one time questionnaires.

5.

Cloud Asset Discovery & Monitoring: See all your public assets
across all cloud providers.

6.

Merger & Acquisition IT Risk Assessment: Perform IT risk
assessment of an acquisition target in a single mouse click.
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ReSec Technologies
Zero Trust for Documents
https://resec.co/

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

ReSec Technologies offers organizations ultimate protection from
known and unknown ("zero-day") file-based malware threats (source
of >90% of malware attacks). Our patented Content Disarm and
Reconstruction (CDR) technology ensures safe delivery of threat-free
files in real-time, achieving an unparalleled balance between superior
security and usability. ReSec's innovative solution is used by leading
organizations from diverse industries globally.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance
Who We Are:
ReSec Technologies is an innovative cyber security company providing
organizations with full prevention of file-based malware threats from
email, removable devices, and file-transfer threat vectors.
What we do:
Focusing on complete prevention to overcome the limitations of
existing detection solutions, ReSec’s multi-engine platform treats
every file as a threat and therefore leaves the original file outside of
the organization’s network and delivers the end-user with a threatfree and fully functional replica of the file in real-time.
Why us:
We revolutionize the way organizations can secure their gateway with
an unparalleled balance between ultimate security and usability. This
is rare in the cyber security space.
Our Products:

Video
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At the core of ReSec’s solution is a policy-based multi-engine platform
that protects from threat vectors such as email (on-premise and
cloud), removable devices (on the endpoint and in standalone kiosks),
web uploads and downloads, common file storage and transfers. Our
products are installed on-premise or in a private cloud and allow full
protection with minimal impact on the end-user.
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RT LTA Systems Ltd
A world leader of Tactical Aerostat Systems - Skystar family
https://www.rt.co.il/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

RT is a world leading developer and manufacturer of tactical aerostat
systems. With 2 million flight hours and 100 systems operating
worldwide, RT offer a highly mobile aerostat system suitable for
tactical mid-range surveillance, communications and security
applications for HLS and Defense missions.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Skystar Aerostat Systems are mobile and rapidly deployed, employs an
advanced avionic module combining a GPS/INS navigation that
pinpoints targets on the video display of the ground control station.
Target coordinates can be used directly by the crew or transmitted to
other users over tactical radio networks. RT's Skystar aerostats are a
cost-effective mean for HLS, defense, and security missions, as it
provides persistent surveillance and communication over long periods
at a very minimal cost, only $20 per day (not including labor). The
Skystar aerostats can operate in harsh weather conditions, winds up
to 40 Knots and up to 1,500 feet.
Skystar Aerostat Systems operated by a minimal crew after a short
training.
The Skystar Aerostat Systems are operational with HLS forces and
military around the world, performing ISR and security missions,
where the system demonstrated outstanding efficiency, reliability, and
cost effectiveness.
Applications:

Video
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• Situational Awareness • Surveillance, Reconnaissance & Target
Acquisition • Force and perimeter protection • Safe City
• Counter terror operations • Border protection • Law enforcement
and public safety • Search and rescue • VIP Protection •
Communications and telemetry relay • Artillery fire adjustment •
Counter terror operations
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Safe-T
Zero-Trust – The Right Way!
https://www.safe-t.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Safe-T is introducing ZONEZERO® - an industry-first Perimeter Access
Orchestration platform. Whether you are interested in implementing
a new SDP solution, if you want to enhance your legacy VPN access
security, or add MFA to any VPN, service or application - ZONEZERO®
allows you to manage the entire access scheme in one, holistic, easy
to use platform.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

With Safe-T, Zero-Trust is no longer just a buzzword. It is a reality.

Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Safe-T is a global leader and innovator in the field of ZTNA (Zero Trust
Network Access) and is recognized as a reference vendor in this
domain by both Gartner and Forrester as well as by other analysts in
this market space.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our ZoneZero, a perimeter access orchestration platform that enables
us to take any legacy network and upgrade it to Zero Trust
compliance. The platform is vendor agnostic, network-centric based
(with no installation required on the endpoint – so we support
transparently both cellular and laptops OS), supports on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid environment and on top of the obvious security,
benefits offer huge operational value for the end customers.
We have customers in the government sector, regulated customers,
financial institutes, insurance companies, universities, healthcare as
well as industrial and critical infrastructure.
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Sasa Software
Content Disarm and Reconstruction (CDR) - Prevent the Undetectable

https://www.sasa-software.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

GateScanner® CDR is an award-winning and proven technology
protecting hundreds of organizations globally.
Sasa Software has been named Gartner "Cool Vendor" for CyberPhysical Security, and the Frost & Sullivan ICS Security vendor of the
year.

Solutions at a Glance
GateScanner® CDR is powered by highly optimized scanning
technologies including NextGen AI-based detection to pre-filter
malicious files, and proprietary file disarm to prevent undetectable
weaponized content, transforming files into a neutralized (harmless)
copy, while maintaining full file fidelity, visibility, and usability,
preventing Exploits, Zero Days, APTs, and highly mutated
Ransomware.
Key use cases are: Portable (USB) media security, email, document
uploads, content sharing, 3rd party application security, browser
download, and IT to OT file transfers.

Video
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ScoutCam
Customizable micro-camera, based streaming AV solutions
https://www.scoutcam.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

ScoutCam provides innovative custom-tailored, seamless visualization
solutions to organizations across different industries based on small
(down to 1mm outer D), highly resistant micro-cameras and
supplementary AV components. Our field-proven technology is
suitable to meet the demands of defense, HLS and law enforcement
organizations. ScoutCam Ltd. cultivates trusted partnerships for multiyear manufacturing contracts as well as R&D ones.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Hospitals & Health
Services

Public Transportation

Solutions at a Glance
ScoutCam provides field-proven expertise over decades in miniature
AV solutions. Thanks to its tiny size, with ScoutCam’s integrated microcamera solution it’s now possible to deploy more advanced, more
discrete monitoring and inspection of targets without being detected.
By adding complementary functionalities and configurations,
ScoutCam’s applications engineers tailor and help integrate/deploy
your AV system according to your organization’s unique specifications
and requirements for operation in the field.
Customizable Configurations
• Micro-camera size starting at 1.0mm diameter
• Microphones can be fully integrated to deliver superior sound
quality for the tine device
• Digital video recorders (DVRs) can be added at both the remote site
and the remote home base up

Video

• Power sources utilize ScoutCam’s proven field expertise and
reliability in the field of wireless medical devices with Fortune 500
companies
• Enables a required illumination path where the camera passes
during set-up stages of the project

• Wireless transmission distance (to the send the signal away from the
field) up to 50 meters from the listening point to minimize risk of
detection
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SeismicAI
Earthquake Early Warning
http://www.seismicai.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

SeismciAI is an earthquake early warning system and seismic
diagnostics. Our technology is able to provide significantly quicker and
more accurate early-warning at a fraction of the cost of the currently
available early-warning systems. We are able to detect earthquakes
whose epicenter is either onshore or offshore using shallow, landbased sensor arrays that are easily and cost-effectively deployed.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
We are an Israeli company specializing in the area of earthquake early
warning systems and seismic diagnostics. Our technology is able to
provide significantly quicker and more accurate early-warning at a
fraction of the cost of the currently available early-warning systems.
We are able to detect earthquakes whose epicenter is either onshore
or offshore using shallow, land-based sensor arrays that are easily and
cost-effectively deployed. Our patented technology is able to filter out
ambient shaking such as that caused by traffic or industrial activity,
making it possible to deploy sensor arrays in urban environments. This
is especially useful when providing early-warning for sensitive
infrastructures such as power plants, refineries, or rail networks.

Video
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SensoGuard
Buried perimeter intrusion detection using seismic sensors

https://sensoguard.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

SensoGuard Develops & Manufactures seismic security solutions.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our products are field operational for more than 8 years, in more than
25 countries.
Permanent Perimeter Protection:
Invisible virtual fence which detects intrusion above and underground
(tunnelling)
Mobile/ Tactical Solutions:
Mobile Wireless Tactical kits for law enforcement agencies and
military applications.
Our kits are MIL-STD-810G, battery operated & simple to install

Solutions at a Glance
Permanent Perimeter Protection:
1. Stand Alone Detectors - Small sites
2. InvisiFence- Medium to large perimeters
Typical Applications:

- Military Bases , Prisons , Borders - Residential perimeter security Oil&Gas pipeline protection - Critical Infrastructure
Mobile/ Tactical Solutions:
1.SG Cam Kit
2.MOSS

Video

3.SG-Rapid PTZ
4.Unattended Ground Sensors Network
Typical Applications:

- Border protection (smuggling routes)
- Illegal Dumping
- Illegal Hunting
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Seraphim Optronics
Multi-Sensor systems manufacturer and Integrated solutions
https://seraphim-opt.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Seraphim-Optronics is a manufacturer of integrated solutions for daynight observation and surveillance for military and civilian uses such as
airport , borders and critical assets protection. The company's
solutions incorporate radar, optics, communication technologies and
motion detection algorithms. The products can be installed as an
unattended solutions or can be integrated
into an existing
infrastructure.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Firefly - line of products uses radar, thermal camera, day camera,
detection algorithms and external sensors to offer
different modes of detection within a single system. It also enables
use of multiple communication networks - LAN, Wi-Fi,
Cellular and UHF and delivers a high-resolution, high-quality image.
The Firefly support ONVIF and very easy to integrate with any C&C
system
BEE - Multi -Sensor PTZ system for various ranges consist of thermal
camera, HD camera with an option for GPS, image stabilization and
Laser rane Finder (LRF)
ROSS - Covert and unattended solutions for tactical units and Border
security

Video
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Smufs Biometric Solutions
All of our products are FBI & iSO certified, iOS compliance
https://smufs.wpmudev.host/about/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2012, with headquarters and R&D center in Israel, Smufs
Biometric Solutions has been developing and manufacturing biometric
and identity management solutions for governments, border control,
law-enforcement agencies, financial institutes and sensitive
infrastructure protection. SBS has unique hardware & software
product lines and the Israeli government has been successfully using
our AFIS as a core biometric system since 2018..

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies;

Mobile Identity Management Solutions:

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

1. The MoBio series incorporates the leading available sensor
technologies in a unified tactical mobile biometric platform, covering
the complete range from FAP-10 to FAP-60, providing full mobility,
premium quality and tackling all challenges. The MoBio series
leverages existing field peripherals into complete end-to-end
solutions, enabling biometric acquisition, identity verification, and
document authentication.
2. SBS RoadRunner is the smallest Biometric End-to-End AFIS System,
Compact and rugged. Under 2kg (3.8lb), without compromising on
performance and security.

Video
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3. SBS AFIS – using the verified best fingerprint scanners available in
the market today, with low energy needs, we integrated them into a
unique, unified platform. AFIS provider for the Israeli Population and
Immigration Authority (PIBA), for biometric management of all
foreigners as well as providing biometric solutions to law-enforcement
and military and civil customers around the world. SBS is the provider
of the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) for the
Israeli Population and Immigration Authority (PIBA)
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Spetrotec Ltd.
Spetrotec offers a smart padlock that alerts when tampered
https://www.spetrotec.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The i-Watcher LOCK is a robust padlock that alerts/notifies the owner
when the lock is touched, opened or moved - a smart solution for
these days in which mobility is restricted.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance
Applications include:

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Police/military/security applications (armories)

Safe City &
Municipalities

Telecom cabinets

Remote base stations
Fences/gates
Containers
Motorcycles
Consider this: any place which is locked with a padlock – the owner
wants to know if it's opened.
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Suridata.ai
Gaining control, Protecting the unknown
https://www.suridata.ai

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Suridata.ai enables large organizations to identify sensitive business
information and private data across all data repositories. Our
machine-learning technology helps companies to gain full visibility
over unstructured data, so they can easily identify, classify and protect
sensitive data.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Specula™ leverages Suridata.ai's proprietary technology to
autonomously discover sensitive and private information across an
organization's data infrastructure.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

This breakthrough AI-driven engine helps CISOs and CIOs gain full
visibility and control over valuable data in any unstructured repository
(e.g., network server, cloud drive, workstation, laptop).

Safe City &
Municipalities

How it Works
Through a fully automated workflow, Specula connects to your data
sources, understands the nature and business context of the content,
and classifies the data accordingly. This equips you to take effective
action to prevent data leakage, mitigate security risks and comply with
privacy regulations. Using Specula, in a four-step process, discover and
protect your sensitive and private data through automated,
autonomous learning of your organization's specific data.
The Autonomous learning ability

Video
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Autonomous learning of your organization's specific data is what
makes our technology unique. Simply drag & drop a few sample files
containing sensitive data and let our engine independently learn and
discover similar files across your data sources. Upload a few file
samples to train the autonomous learning system. The algorithms will
use this data to learn what is sensitive to your specific organization
according to content and business context. This process results in
precise discovery and mapping of your true data assets, with a very
low false positive rate and zero business disruption.
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ThirdEye Systems
WE EMPOWER ROBOTS WITH REAL WORLD UNDERSTANDING
https://thirdeye-systems.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For the past decade we have been teaching and nurturing our neural
network engine and it is now one of the most advanced databases
capable of performing On-The-Fly analytics within a single frame on
commercially available air-born platforms.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.

Video
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Vicarius
Patch-less Vulnerability Management
https://vicarius.io

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Analyze, prioritize, and remediate cyber threats before they're
exploited. TOPIA's is a cloud-based cost-effective vulnerability
assessment tool, actively identifies risks, and eliminates threats using
proprietary xTags™ and Patchless Protection™ that go beyond
traditional vulnerability management..

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Asset Inventory
Take control of your organization’s asset inventory. With TOPIA’s realtime visibility and an easy deployment process, get an exhaustive
catalog of active servers and endpoint devices. Accurate knowledge of
your global, hybrid-IT environment is fundamental to effective security
control. Completely cloud-based, it’s never been easier to manage
assets at any scale.
Risk Management
Focus on the vulnerabilities that affect you the most. With real-time
app vulnerability and asset-risk analysis combinations, TOPIA creates a
map of your digital environment to help you determine which
vulnerabilities are most urgent. TOPIA continuously detects new
vulnerabilities as your organization grows and evolves.
Patch Management

Video

Get more done with less work using TOPIA’s integrated patch
management tools. Lightweight and comprehensive, TOPIA allows you
to test and install patches across your infrastructure quickly and easily
while maintaining transparency across different departments within
your organization.
Patchless protection
TOPIA's Patchless Protection™ deploys a force field around your most
vulnerable assets using in-memory protection. TOPIA can ensure
you're always protected, even when a patch has not yet been
prepared, tested, or deployed.
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viisights
Behavior Recognition Systems for Realtime Video Intelligence
https://www.viisights.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

viisights is a leading provider of behavioral understanding systems for
real-time video intelligence that leverage unique artificial intelligence
technology. The company provides behavioral understanding systems
for safe and smart cities, smart enterprises, critical infrastructures,
transportation hubs and shared mobility initiatives.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.
Viisights provides automatic real-time understanding of video content
captured by widespread surveillance cameras located throughout
traffic control centers, roads, public areas, buildings, shopping
centers, commercial and industrial zones and more. The system
processes and understands large amounts of video streams in near
real-time and offline (investigative mode), while providing intelligence,
insights and alerts from a variety of actions, events and scenes of
interest.
Our public safety & security value proposition includes:
1) violent activity such as fighting, brawling and stabbing
2) suspicious activity such as carrying a weapon, wearing a mask and
loitering

Video

3) crowd behavior
gathering/dispersing

including

crowd

size

and

crowd

4) perimeter protection – vehicle/person entering unauthorized zone

5) traffic monitoring including accidents and road hazards
6) safety including fire & smoke detection
7) public health (Covid-19) features including no-mask detection,
person-to-person proximity and occupancy
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Wave Guard Technologies Ltd.
ANY SUBJECT. ANY DEVICE. ANY NETWORK. ANY TIME.
https://waveguardtechnologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Wave Guard Technologies is the expert in extracting and analyzing big
data location information from cellular networks and providing
advanced insight and analysis tools for homeland security
organizations, emergency services and government entities.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Founded in 2009, Wave Guard is a software company with several
approved patents, monitoring & analyzing over one hundred million
subscribers worldwide and it has been field proven.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
WAVE GUARD TRACER
Wave Guard Tracer provides an innovative and powerful paradigm for
mobile-based geo location and tracking. Tracer doesn’t require any
installation at the Operator network. It converts raw cellular network
data into actionable real-time intelligence, tracking voice calls, SMS,
data applications, web browsing and many more non-call events with
extremely high accuracy.
WAVE GUARD CURE
Wave Guard’s CURE offers real-time accurate location monitoring of
the entire population for epidemic spread monitoring and protection,
allowing national, state, regional, and local healthcare officials and
governments to:
1. Retroactively reconstruct the locations of infected people to detect
their infection paths and build the list of potentially infected people.
2. Monitor quarantined people in real-time, receiving alerts about any
violations.
3. Get real-time monitoring of quarantined areas (airport, point of
entry, city, etc.) to receive alerts about violations (people coming in or
going out).
4. Use real-time analytics to determine “patient zero” analysis and
build an epidemic’s “heat map.”
The CURE solution can monitor any type of mobile phone and does
not depend on voluntary action or GPS\Bluetooth enabled devices.
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Defence Forces
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Cellebrite
Digital Intelligence for a Safer World
https://www.cellebrite.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Cellebrite is the global leader and trusted provider of digital
intelligence solutions for law enforcement, military, and private
enterprises worldwide – helping organizations of every size accelerate
investigations by addressing the growing challenges of our expanding
digital world. Cellebrite’s digital intelligence solutions help extract and
decode forensic evidence from the latest mobile phones, computers
and widest range of digital sources.

Solutions at a Glance
Defense and Intelligence: Accomplish the Mission with Digital
Intelligence
The Cellebrite Digital Intelligence Platform enables defense and
intelligence agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data,
yielding actionable intelligence to move operations forward.
Law Enforcement: Build Stronger Cases. Protect Our Communities
To meet the demands of our changing world, law enforcement
agencies need to rethink the way they are structured, how
investigations are conducted, and how digital evidence is shared and
used at each stage of an investigation. Cellebrite’s DI Platform
empowers agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data to its
fullest potential, quickly yielding actionable intelligence that moves
investigations forward.
Business Solutions: Protect Corporate Assets & Mitigate Risk

Video

Whether your organization is handling litigation, corporate
investigations or incident response, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence
Platform reduces the risk derived from digital data.
Corporations, law firms and service providers, through consent, can
legally access the most data sources, using forensically sound
methods, including computer and mobile devices, while managing the
flow and compliance of the data and evidence.
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Mifram Security
Physical Security Solutions World Leader Since 1962
https://www.MiframSecurity.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Mifram Security is today, one of the world’s leading providers in the
design, manufacture and installation of physical perimeter security
solutions. Mifram brings to the table accumulated a wealth of
experience in its decades of dedicated service to its clients.
Mifram has performed a wide variety of industrial and military
projects in Israel and other parts of the world.

Solutions at a Glance
Mifram Security Serves:
• Military & HLS forces.
• Major integrators & law enforcement agencies.
• Public and private sectors.
• Critical infrastructure facilities such as nuclear power plants, airports
and seaports.
Mifram has developed a significant range of simple yet unique HLS and
HLD products and solutions.

Video
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Examples Include: • World's largest Anti-missile steel defensive fence.
• A range of guard and observation towers with varying levels of
fortification. • Protection of critical Infrastructure. • Building
Protective shields for retrofitting and hardening existing buildings and
infrastructures. • Mobile Vehicle Barriers against ramming attacks. •
Various types of modular and mobile ballistic shelters. • A wide range
of counterterror products and solutions. • Safe Haven containers to
protect employees in the field from attacks and kidnap attempts
including cold and hot attacker penetration techniques, light weapons
fire, shrapnel, blast and chemical / biological threats. • Soft and hardshelled buildings for dry storage and industrial refrigeration facilities. •
A range of solutions against weapon, blast, shrapnel, amour piercing
rounds and more.
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Check Point
Cyber Security
https://www.checkpoint.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a
leading provider of cyber security solutions to governments and
corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from
5th generation cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of
malware, ransomware and other types of attacks.

Solutions at a Glance
Cyber Security Products
Check Point Infinity is the first consolidated security across networks,
cloud and mobile.
Cloud Security
Check Point cloud security protects assets in the cloud from the most
sophisticated threats with dynamic scalability, intelligent provisioning
and consistent control across physical and virtual networks.
Network Security
Check Point provides organizations of all sizes with the latest data and
network security protection in an integrated next generation firewall
platform, reducing complexity and lowering the total cost of ownershi
Mobile Security
Check Point Enterprise Mobile Security solutions provide the widest
range of products to help you secure your mobile world
Endpoint Security

Video

Check Point Endpoint Security is a single agent providing data security,
network security, threat prevention and a remote access VPN for
complete Windows and Mac OS X security. As an integrated suite,
Endpoint Security provides simple, unified management and policy
enforcement.
Security Management
Check Point Infinity architecture consolidates management of multiple
security layers, providing superior policy efficiency and enabling to
manage security through a single pane of glass.
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Cobwebs Technologies
Intelligence and Security
https://cobwebs.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Cobwebs solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from all
web layers: social media, open, deep and dark web.

Solutions at a Glance
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from opensource web, social media, blogs, deep and dark web. Our web
intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal
hidden leads and generate insights. They covertly uncover and interact
with the internet’s never-ending trail of clues to build suspect profiles,
reconstruct social circles, identify cyber threats, engage targets, and
generate evidence.
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from Big Data
using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating
intelligent insights. The company focuses its research and
development in Artificial Intelligence technologies which are
harnessed to extract the relevant intelligence from big data using a
vast array of automated procedures.
We provide solutions for:
• Law Enforcement

• National Security

• Public Safety

• Financial Institutions

• Corporate Security
Our Product Portfolio:

Video
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• Investigation Platform

• Threat Intelligence

• Secured Analyst

• Active Web Intelligence

• Financial Investigation

• Location Intelligence
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
The Cyber Defender of the Cyber Nation
https://www.rafael.co.il/worlds/cyber-security/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

RAFAEL’s vast, proven experience of over 20 years in cyber defense,
backed by expert scientists, engineers and cyber professionals, has
made us a cyber security leader, with projects worldwide. In Israel we
head the national Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT), and are
the cyber provider for the Bank of Israel’s Central Credit Register and
for the Israel Railways Authority.

Solutions at a Glance
RAFAEL Cyber Defense Center (RCDC):
This end-to-end, granularly customizable defense command center
provides cyber security for any defense, civilian, utilities, or critical
infrastructure requirements, scaling from a small SOC, to a nationallevel CERT.
RAFAEL SCADA Dome:
This superior, patented cyber defense solution for SCADA & ICS
handles new cyber threats emerging on SCADA and ICS systems,
keeping systems operational while preventing long-lasting, significant
economic damage.

Video
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Rayzone Group Ltd.

https://rayzone.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Rayzone Group utilizes intelligence expertise, operational experience,
and in-house engineers to deliver boutique intelligence-based
solutions for national agencies worldwide. Innovative technologies
and comprehensive methodology provide forward-thinking
intelligence gathering and analysis abilities. Rayzone is certified by
ISOs 9001, 14001, 45001, 27001 standards, Rayzone has delivered in
dozens of countries for over a decade.

Solutions at a Glance
Rayzone's offering includes a diversity of systems:
Intelligence and Investigation Center: TA9 IntSight is our Intelligence
and Investigation Center, whose capabilities include the ability to
integrate, connect, and analyze any type of information, providing
actionable insights. This along with the fusion of various databases
enables optimized use of information available to the organization.
Remote Systems: Multitude of systems that function on unique and
advance techniques that bypass the need to connect to data providers
(ISP – internet service providers, CP – cellular providers, etc.) while
delivering the ability to collect information on targets remotely.
Proximity Systems: These various systems can be used as
combinatorial tools to fill in the gaps where remote systems cannot or
to complete the last mile of an operation by collecting information on
targets in their surroundings.

Video

Infrastructural & Defensive: Vast experience in technological domains
such as cellular, RF, routers, big data, IP, and more, require us to be up
to date on the latest protocols, manipulation techniques, and any
other vulnerabilities that can be utilized for intelligence purposes. This
expertise inevitably allows us to deliver enhanced defensive systems
that are up to date with the latest risks.
With this offering, agencies can monitor and collect diverse
information sources – meta-data, location, identifiers and content – to
create a comprehensive digital presence for conducting personal and
mass surveillance.
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Toka
Beyond Possible
https://www.tokagroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Toka helps trusted government, law enforcement, and security
agencies keep citizens safe and defend against terror and crime.
We do it by developing groundbreaking and lawful intelligencegathering technologies and by advising governments on building an
integrated cyber defense.
We focus on developing technologies that help defense and law
enforcement agencies unlock the opportunities created by the growth
in the IoT landscape, so they can enhance their operational
effectiveness and save lives.
Our Cyber Designer services help governments build a strong national
cyber defense strategy to protect the country’s systems, people, and
digital economy from dynamic cyber threats.

Solutions at a Glance
Toka Software Products
Toka software platforms provide effective intelligence from critical,
yet untapped IoT sources, while overcoming the field’s most complex
challenges.
Our solutions are simple to use, scale quickly, and offer complete
operational control to enable smarter, faster, and easier investigations
and operations,
Toka Cyber Designer Services
Toka’s unique services provide agencies with the full-spectrum
strategies, tailored projects, and technological capabilities needed to
keep critical infrastructure, the digital landscape, and government
institutions safe, secure, and durable,.
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Allot
See. Control. Secure
https://www.allot.com/service-providers/url-traffic-filtering/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

Allot (NASDAQ, TASE: ALLT), founded in 1996, is a world leader in
innovative network intelligence and security solutions for Regulators,
Communications Service Providers, and Enterprises worldwide. We
empower our customers to turn regulations, rules, and laws into
actionable and enforceable network policies that ensure national
cybersecurity. With nearly two and a half decades of proven success,
our Digital Enforcement solutions will turn your network, application,
usage, and security data into actionable intelligence that safeguards
countries, secures networks, and protects users.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Governments, law enforcement, and intelligence agencies around the
world have the challenging task of safeguarding their citizens against
the increase in cyber threats such as offensive, criminal, or unethical
online activities, as well as attacks on communications infrastructure.
To help ensure digital safety, Allot created the SmartSentinel Digital
Enforcement solution that leverages 24 years of experience in deep
package inspection to provide unparalleled, big-data visibility and
control of national carrier traffic.

Video
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B. Rimon Agencies, Ltd.
POWER IN MOTION - we build all you need for field deployment

http://www.rimon1.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

B. Rimon Agencies Ltd, established 1992, builds and integrates
specialized platforms for field deployment of HLS units.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We are an official supplier to the Israeli military (IDF), Ministry of
Homeland Security, Police, and other Government departments and
agencies.

Defence Forces

We build ground stations and hybrid energy kits for many Israeli
exporters of HLS systems. Among those: Rafael, Elta, IAI, Elbit, Sky
Sapience, Aeronautics, and others.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

We design, manufacture and integrate innovative multi-purpose
vehicles and trailers for a variety of needs like rescue trailers and
command vehicles.

Public Transportation

• C4 Command Vehicles: including Telescopic masts, day-nightthermal cameras, multiple energy sources, arena lighting, HVAC and
complete management equipment kit. Installed in compact vans with
a silenced built-in generator that ensures uninterrupted energy for
long missions. • Design and Integration of: Surveillance Vehicles,
mobile ground stations, unmanned vehicles, C4i cars, Covert
Operations Vehicles, EOD trucks. • Rescue trailers: include diversified
extrication equipment, energy sources, lighting, survival tools,
essential in crises such as earth quake rescue operations – all
integrated on a compact, user-friendly platform. • Turn-key mobile
communications projects: including in-house engineering &
installation of cellular COWs, UAV ground command centers, etc. •
Novel energy systems: compact, ruggedized generating sets, for
combat vehicles and mobile command vans, APUs and DC generators,
and Autonomous Combined Energy Kits for long durations. • Smart
searchlights: miniature Xenon searchlight – autonomous, ruggedized,
software controlled light source. • All our products are custom made,
designed and modified to suit customer's needs

Safe City &
Municipalities
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Be Strategic Solutions
War-Gaming for Perfection
https://best.be-strategic.solutions/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The only digital platform that analyzes decision-makers’ behaviors
during complex decision-making processes (real & simulated),
leveraging AI and Machine Learning to prepare entities for crisis. BeST
predicts entities’ preparedness to manage crisis, optimizes crisis
management processes, enables entities to practice managing any
scenario according to their own methodologies, and cultivates
successful crisis management processes in real-time.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The BeST solution is a web-based software that optimizes procedures
& processes, creates customized simulations based on these
processes, and enables organizations to manage their crisis while
comparing their real behaviors to their expected behaviors. BeST
maps organizations’ forecasted and actual processes and practices
and leverages AI and Big Data to provide actionable insights for
optimal outcomes. BeST better prepares clients to handle various
crises more effectively and affordably than alternative solutions on
the market. The solution is already revolutionizing the way
organizations across the world prepare their people and processes to
succeed under exceedingly difficult scenarios.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video

Every organization today is vulnerable to a range of risks that threaten
their reputation, profitability and continuity (and in some cases, even
threaten human lives). Yet even organizations that consistently
examine their procedures and exercise their personnel remain unsure
of the quality and scope of their risk and crisis management capacities
until an actual crisis unfolds, undermining their abilities to proactively
manage scenarios and forcing decision-makers to scramble to cope
with difficult, quickly changing circumstances.
The BeST software’s ability to be fully customized has enabled it to
enter a wide range of verticals. To date, BeST has been used by
governments, police forces, first responders, cybersecurity experts,
insurance companies, telecommunications companies, banks,
educational institutions, regulators, and PR firms to build capacities to
successfully manage a wide range of threats, incidents, crises,
disasters and other mishaps.
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Beyond Security
Develops automated vulnerability and compliance tools
https://beyondsecurity.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Beyond Security develops automated vulnerability testing tools, which
are considered essential components in any risk management
program. Beyond Security tools are used by customers around the
globe including Fortune 100 organizations, enabling them to
accurately assess and manage security weaknesses in their networks,
applications, industrial systems, critical infrastructure and software.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Our tools ensure device hardening, detection and managing of both
known and unknown (real Zero-Day) security risks, which enable
compliancy with local regulations. Our tools are known for their
accuracy, quick and easy setup, featuring integrated work flows and
framework integration.
Beyond Security 3 leading product lines are:
2. beSTORM: Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) and
multiprotocol fuzzer. Detects ZERO DAY / Un-Known security
vulnerabilities, and robustness issues in all types of standard software,
proprietary software, file structures, hardware, embedded software,
IoT, SCADA, BT, WIFI, API, PLCs, Industrial equipment and more
3. beSOURCE: Static Application Security Testing (SAST), a powerful
code analysis tool which bridges the divide between SecOps into
DevOps by offering developers and QA teams a reliable and easy to
use tool with both on-premises and cloud deployment options.
beSOURCE detects security and programming quality issues in your
software and provides recommendations to help to make their code
faster and more efficient.
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Blaick
NG AI Firewall & Secure Web Gateway
https://blaick.com
Company Profile
Categories
Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Securely connect people, networks and clouds while fighting cyber
crime and online threats including malware, phishing and scam. 2-in-1
products suite: NG Firewall & Secure Web Gateway based on
proprietary AI threats hunting technology. Ultimate security solution
for Layers 3-7 traffic. All traffic is driven to Blaick products and AIanalyzed in multiple ways. Threats are blocked in real time before they
got a chance to reach the user.

Solutions at a Glance
Operational simplicity for powerful products such as software only, no
boxes and no wires needed, 1-click user agents installation.
Full operational control for an admin via user friendly GUI

Safe City &
Municipalities

Blaick’s configuration options are cloud-only, on-prem or hybrid,
connect and protect remote and local workforce, multiple company
branches and multiple private / public clouds.
Unique Layer 7 Threats Hunting Artificial Intelligence Technology
- Online threats protection and web content classification
- Intercepts and inspects both plain and encrypted web traffic
- Maintains always updated database of current threats
- Deep web page AI-analysis in multiple dimensions
Protection Policies for Threats Prevention and Content Access Control
- Allows defining granular, user defined threats prevention rules
- Any rule can be either blocking or alerting only
- Any rule can be deployed to anyone or to a list of selected CIDRs
Any application trying to access an Internet URL is protected by BSWG,
mobile and desktop: Web browsers, links from emails, social Networks
apps, messengers.
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CommuniTake Technologies Ltd.
Purpose-built mobile devices for superior security
https://intactphone.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

CommuniTake Intact Mobile Security platform unites military-grade
security in affordable mobile devices, dramatically improves the
security level of any-budget connected devices, and lowers the
implementation costs and risks of IoT-grade deployments.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities
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Solutions at a Glance
CommuniTake provides trusted mobile devices, heavily-secured
operating systems, OS-fused command and control, encrypted
communications, and private networks. These essentials are geared
toward wide-ranging mobile operations enablement across homeland
security, connected care, smart cities, and restricted IoT systems.
CommuniTake specializes in tailored mobile devices, custom mobile
operating systems, encryption, and remote access technologies,
ensuring secured best-of-all-worlds mobile-enabled solutions.
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Comsec
Comsec - keep your company cyber secure and compliant
http://www.comsecglobal.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For over 32 years, Comsec has been a trusted advisor to global
leaders, delivering the world’s broadest portfolio of cybersecurity
services.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We’ve helped companies across a wide range of verticals secure their
information and operational assets and stay compliant, ensuring that
they achieve their business goals.
Trusted by Fortune 500 companies and startups over 40 countries

Defence Forces

and across 5 continents.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Comsec is one of the leading global cybersecurity companies, active
for over 32 years.

Public Transportation

our offering spans across five (5) main pillars:

Safe City &
Municipalities

1. Security testing and assessment
2. Offensive security
3. GRC
4. Managed Services
5. Education & Training
We recently launched our automated DDoS simulation platform to
help organizations conduct realistic DDoS attacks to gauge their DDoS
resiliency.
Covid-19 expanded organization's perimeter and we see more attacks
targeting end points outside the traditional perimeter. Therefore
Comsec developed its unique Ransomware readiness package to help
its clients withstand this type of attacks.
Please review the attached brochure for more details about our other
services: CISO as a Service, SSDLC, Code review and more.
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Corsight AI
Facial Recognition for the most challenging conditions
https://www.corsight.ai/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Corsight high-performance Facial Recognition is the meeting point of
the Next Generation AI technology with a team passion for privacy
and accuracy. What makes this technology superior and unique is its
ability to mimic the human brain while eliminating the need to
undergo a deep learning process.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE N: N CHALLENGE: Recognize many
individuals against a database of many under challenging conditions

2. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE FACIAL AUTHENTICATION CHALLENGE:
Authenticate a person using a set of recognizable and verifiable data
unique and specific to that person under challenging conditions
3. OUR OFFERING ADDRESSES ALL THE NEEDS
* LIVE: Instantaneously pinpoint people of interest in live camera
streams
- Get alerts instantly
- Optimized for processing in large, moving crowds
*FORENSIC: Review hours of videos in minutes
- Analyzing every single image
- 15x faster than real-time processing
*SEARCH: Search for people of interest instantly in archived data
- Find any face in seconds
- All appearances recorded by system in signature format
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Cyberbit
Cyberbit Range: Zero to Hero Cybersecurity Training Platform

https://www.cyberbit.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2015, Cyberbit provides hands-on cybersecurity education
and training, addressing the global cybersecurity skills gap via its
world-leading Cyberbit Range platform. Used by Fortune 500
organizations, universities, training academies, governments,
managed service providers, and others around the world, Cyberbit
Range delivers more than 100,000 hours of training every single year.
Investors include Charlesbank, Claridge, and Elbit.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Cyberbit Range, the world's leading immersive cybersecurity training
platform, provides hands-on cybersecurity education and training for
cybersecurity professionals, novices, and hopefuls. Taking trainees
from "zero to hero," Cyberbit Range provides the cybersecurity
theory, labs for practical application, and live attacks across the entire
kill chain. Cyberbit Range delivers a hyper-realistic experience by
immersing trainees in a "virtual SOC" environment complete with
commercial-grade tools from Palo Alto Networks, Checkpoint,
McAfee, Splunk, RSA, IBM, MicroFocus, and more. These tools are
used to investigate incidents and mitigate attacks the same way a
member of the security operations center would in the real world. By
taking the aforementioned immersive approach to cybersecurity
training, Cyberbit has been able to effectively prepare cybersecurity
students for the real world, reducing onboarding and training time by
up 67% and saving an average of $30k per employee annually in
salaried training costs. For cybersecurity professionals who have
trained on Cyberbit Range, time to detection, containment, and
eradication (MTTR) has been drastically reduced, resulting in millions
of dollars of savings in cybercrime costs for our clients. Cyberbit Range
is available on the cloud and on-premise, depending on client needs.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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Digital Clues
Digital Intelligence for Forward-Thinking Decision Makers
https://digitalclues.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Digital Clues, a provider of digital intelligence solutions, has evolved
the world of web and open-source intelligence to serve as a central
investigation hub for analysts across a wide range of global industries.
Digital Clues' technology collects and connects digital clues from open
sources around the web and beyond to generate insights regarding
various illegal or otherwise suspicious activities.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Product Suite - Turn unstructured data into clear, mapped
intelligence case with Digital Clues OSINT platform.
ProBotTM - Data collection engine and harvesting tools including
crawler development studio.
Expand your information sources and bypass web security
mechanisms to collect information from any web source, social
network and web application, including mobile apps, and the deep
and dark web, now and in the future.
Utilize Robot StudioTM to create a wide range of robot scraping tools.
Build robots with no coding experience, import robots, or use a
customization service. Reuse collected data to initiate new collection
tasks.
Browse any web source in a secure anonymous environment. Create
“legends” including avatars, location proxies, social media accounts,
posts and activities.
ProFoundTM - Complete investigation platform containing indexed
structured data and powerful drill-down enrichment capabilities.
Use analysis tools such as location tracking, Visual Link Analysis,
cryptocurrency analysis, entity extraction, fake account classification,
and more, to get a precise intelligence case.
Initiate automated, ready-to-use workflows and investigation
templates.
ProFilerTM - Single-click OSINT intelligence platform with 360 view of
target location and online activities.
Know the information sources with full transparency, trace back the
raw data of each piece of information, and understand its certainty
level.

Safe City &
Municipalities
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FirstPoint Mobile Guard
All-in-one Cellular Cyber Security for any SIM-based device

https://www.firstpoint-mg.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

FirstPoint’s mobile phone & IoT device cybersecurity service for
organizations is the first holistic solution protecting from all cellular
network-based cyber threats: mobile identity compromise, man-inthe-middle, location tracking, denial-of-service, malicious SMS and
data leakage. Our agentless, cellular network-based approach is
hassle-free to use and deploy, giving organizations 360 control over
their device’s cellular security.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Problem
Despite the wide variety of cybersecurity solutions cyber attacks
against cellular devices are still on the rise. In particular, fake cell
towers, man-in-the-middle, SS7 loopholes, data leakage, and SMS
phishing attacks are increasing in popularity while the current
cybersecurity solutions fall short of being able to protect devices from
these types of attacks.
Solution
FirstPoint introduces the first all-in-one cellular cybersecurity service
for organizations. Premium protection for high threat devices and
scenarios. For the first time, organizations have the power to control
their devices’ entire cellular security – mobile phones, IoT devices,
connected cars, and more – any SIM/eSIM based-device.

Video

FirstPoint brings the first solution against fake cell towers, cellular
man-in-the-middle, as well as against SS7 & Diameter loopholes,
malicious & binary SMS, malware, data leakage, and backdoors, thus
protecting from hacking, tracking, and eavesdropping.
The security service detects, alerts, and protects, with a SOC
management platform, per device profiling and tools for deception.

FirstPoint partners with mobile network operators and private
networks to create a secured virtual home network through which
protected devices’ communication is routed, analyzed, and securely
enabled.
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infiniDome
Protecting GPS of Drones, Trucks and Critical Assets
https://www.infinidome.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

infiniDome offers the world’s first commercial (non-military) GPS
protection solution, protecting drones, vehicles and critical assets
from jamming attacks. Deployed globally protecting systems of
leading defense companies, integrators, and GPS vendors, our
technology allows for protection of UAS, truck fleets and critical assets
all over the world.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
GPSdome™ is a small-sized, add-on device that provides protection
against GPS jamming, ensuring continuity of autonomous navigation
and operation during jamming conditions. No other solution that
offers such protection is as small, light, affordable or as easily installed
as GPSdome™.
GPSdome™ is tailor-made for protection of UAS and drones and
defense\HLS GPS systems protection.
OtoSphere™ ensures continuity of GPS signals used for tracking,
monitoring and navigation during a jamming attack. Unregulated by
export control, OtoSphere™ is made for protection of truck fleets,
maritime vessels and critical infrastructure.
infiniCloud - The GPS Security Cloud, collects all GPS attack data in
REAL-TIME from all of infiniDome's products: the GPSdome, the
OtoSphere and the dedicated GPSensor. infiniCloud continuously
monitors the GNSS and cellular reception status at each critical asset
as well as alerts in real-time when any GPS attack is detected allowing
to mitigate the compromising of the asset.

Video
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IntellSiG
video, audio, GPS, TSCM, Tactical, surveillance, hidden
http://www.intellsig.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

IntellSiG is a market-leading manufacturer and integrator of video,
audio, tracking & TSCM systems. Our solutions offer the latest
intelligence technologies for high performance and reliable operation.
Our team with years of experience in Technical intelligence and our
research and development engineers, build special devices for our
special clients. we offer professional wide range of devices for law
enforcement and intelligence organizations.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Hidden Video systems for tacticl and VIP protection
Micro Audio systems with encryption
TSCM (technical surveillance counter-measures) systems
Sound jammers
Hidden tracking solutions
Production of objects as rocks, wood tranks made of complex
polymers
On-demand integration lab services
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JENOVICE
Experts in RF tactical systems development- Bluetooth & Wi-Fi

https://www.jenovice.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

JENOVICE is a cyber security company that was founded in 2012 based
in Tel Aviv, Israel.

Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation

We develop different tactical systems in the SIGINT field focusing on
WiFi & Bluetooth.
Our systems are dedicated to actively gather intelligence both indoors
and in outdoor operations.
We invest our resources in providing high-end field & target-oriented
systems, that will fit different tactical scenarios.

Solutions at a Glance
Our systems can be operated from anywhere in the world. It’s
controlled remotely, with an easy to use UI and no need for a
technical operational team on site.
The sensors are autonomous and can be deployed with a range of
dozens to hundreds of meters from the target.
In the era of cyber-awareness, the system can work silently in stealth
mode when all information gathered is buffered to the control center,
leaving no traces in the field.
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Laser Detect Systems
Innovative Solutions for Explosives and Narcotics Detection
http://www.laser-detect.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Laser Detect Systems (LDS) is a world-leading developer of stand-off,
laser-based, and trace detection technologies. LDS has
commercialized patented, groundbreaking systems for homeland
security, law enforcement, military, and environmental safety. These
systems enable stand-off, real-time sensing, and trace detection of
explosives, narcotics, and other hazardous materials in powder, liquid,
or pill form, without the need for sampling.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation

Solutions at a Glance
Hybrid Detection Kit (HDK) - A comprehensive chemical substances
detection solution that can detect a wide range of explosives,
explosive precursors, narcotics, and other hazardous materials. HDK
employs different detectors using various detection and identification
techniques, including laser Raman Spectroscopy, Ion Mobility
Spectrometry (IMS) and Wet-Chemistry (WC), alongside field-proven,
localized Concept of Operations (CONOPs).
The GSCAN, a state-of-the-art, handheld, portable Raman
Spectroscopy detector. Based on an embedded materials library of
hazardous substances, the GSCAN is easily operated and delivers
definitive results in as little as 9 seconds.
ISCAN - LDS’s ISCAN employs Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) to
detect trace quantities of low-volatile, organic substances in
extremely low concentrations.

Video

TSCAN - A field test kit collection tool used for the detection and
identification of explosive substances or trace residues using wetchemistry. The T-SCAN detects 99% of explosives on the FBI Threat
List, providing quick and clear results.
Tactical Lie Detector (TLD) - LDS's TLD is a portable solution based on
traditional polygraph sensors. It allows users with minimal training to
conduct customized, comprehensive, rapid, and reliable testing on the
go and outside of the traditional polygraph setting.
SPHERE - Vehicle screening, scanning, and inspection station.
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LeadSpotting
Top market intelligence for HLS and Defense
https://www.leadspotting.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

LeadSpotting is an AI-driven business intelligence company focused on
gathering data from open web sources & social media and
transforming it into valuable sales and marketing information.
LeadSpotting has tailored solutions for HLS and Defense companies
allowing them to obtain the best market intelligence.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1) MarketSpotting
MarketSpotting is an automatic market intelligence service that scans
and filters millions of open web sources according to customer's
requirements and delivers customized reports with timely, highquality, targeted insights and updates essential for decision-making.
MarketSpotting provides 100% coverage of any market, from social
and open sources. AI is our driving force, filtering out noise and
bringing forward only relevant data.
It is a one-stop shop for market analysts to process intelligence alerts,
create management reports, and receive AI recommendations.
We enable your business to:

- map out target industries
- tap into untapped market opportunities
- track competition
- maximize efficiency
- create an intelligence database.

Video

2) MarketS
MarketS is a dedicated S&M intelligence portal for the HLS,
Aerospace, Defense and Cyber sectors allowing managers to receive
top selected news and tenders in the industry. The platform provides
100% coverage of any market, from social and open sources. Now you
can view dedicated news, alerts and reports. MarketS is available as a
free version with sample data and as a gold package where
LeadSpotting's expert analyst mine the data for you.
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MinerEye
Automated data governance of unstructured data
https://minereye.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

With the exponential growth in data, particularly in unstructured, dark
data, MinerEye offers an automated process for data governance
based on artificial intelligence and machine learning. MinerEye's
DataTracker enables organization to achieve optimal data discovery
and mapping, cloud optimization with only the needed files, easy and
fast regulatory data privacy compliance on a file level, data protection
for shared collaboration environments.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Data Discovery & Governance: MinerEye provides automated visual
mapping that can be analyzed easily for multiple dimensions, like for
multi-national organizations who need to map data according to
geographic security and privacy regulations and business policies.
Personal Information (PI) Risk quantification: Automated consistent
assignment of a risk score by analyzing the variety and quantity of PI
entities contained in a file. It applies a risk score in a unified view
across file types and data sources.
Data Privacy: Regulations Compliance (GDPR, CCPA, PIPEDA etc),
Aggregates information from the unstructured data in the context of
every file according to the specific compliance article.
D/SAR and FOIA requests - Automates the finding of personal
information across all networks of an organization for deletion within
minutes.
Data Minimization: Enables to automatically analyze what can be
deleted, archived before moving to the cloud or for privacy rules.

Video

Data Retention: Correlates multiple dimensional analysis for granular
dissection of data, enabling optimal data retention policies.
Automated identification and labeling of business critical and sensitive
data to enable secure and compliant cloud based collaboration, access
control, rights management across a hybrid environment.
Data Protection Policy Sandbox - Enables policy simulation and fine
tuning of the optimal policy per file before implementing the policy.
Syncs business, privacy and security policies to prevent conflicts.
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MS TECHNOLOGIES
Sensor technologies and threat detectors
http://ms-technologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

MS TECH is a world-class designer, manufacturer, and innovator of
advanced detection and diagnostic sensors. We develop technological
products and integrated detection solutions based on our industryleading sensor technologies. Our products and integrated detection
solutions make the world safer, healthier, and more efficient.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
MS TECHNOLOGIES is a leading sensor research and development
company whose mission is to make the world a safer place.

Our leading products are noted for their practicality, and advantages,
such as their size, being green technology, not using a radioactive
source and the detection of different components such as explosives
and narcotics, including synthetic opioids.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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MTtech
changing conduct in the workspace surround
http://www.mttechs.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

breakthrough dedicated technologies we develop.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces

We develop apps and sensors to create ideal systems that enhance
performance within their operating environment, our smart solutions
have been applied to various uses and sectors, including education,
real estate, car dealerships, new solutions for security/military,
hospitals and more.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Military :

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

- Smart ‘Sand Table’ ideal system for maps and Satellites display and
data analyzing as for preparation and in the real-time location of
forces

Safe City &
Municipalities

- Smart intuitive control room systems, operating cameras, timeline,
etc by intuitive touch and VPA, without the need of mouse and
keyboard to increase operator efficiency and convenience.
- Smart conference rooms to meetings clean from paperwork, laptops,
and paperwork, keeping ey contact and full participation of all
together.

- Interactive instruction systems, multiuser learning system.
- Smart Pyshichain desk MedDesk enables continuous and
comprehensive communication during appointments through the use
of a multi-channel digital form with the aim of giving the patient
utmost attention, continuous eye contact, and maximizing efficiency
by canceling the need for typing
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Netline Communication Technologies Ltd.
Counter RC-IED, Counter Drone, COMJAM, Prison Solutions

https://www.netlinetech.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Netline develops & delivers high-end spectrum dominance and EW
systems, providing force protection & counter terror solutions to the
world’s leading defense & HLS agencies for over 20 years.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Netline specializes in Counter Remote Controlled IED (RCIED) systems,
Counter Drone solutions, communication jamming and prison
communication control. Netline's systems are designed to operate in
harsh environmental conditions meeting Military standards.

Solutions at a Glance
Netline’s products are operational and field proven since 2000 with
vast track-record, including large-scale deployment of EW systems
operating in conflict zones such as Iraq, Afghanistan and more.
Counter RCIED Solutions
Netline presents a complete line of RCIED jamming systems, the CGuard family, offering a variety of solutions, both mounted and
dismounted systems. The company is one of the pioneers of high-end
reactive jamming technology worldwide.
Counter Drone Solutions

Netline’s DroneNet platform offers a multi-layered, complete counter
drone solution for Detection, Identification, Localization and
Mitigation of hostile drones, all monitored and controlled by a central
C4.
Communication Jamming
Netline communication jamming systems block RF communications
and isolate arenas targeting cellular, satellite, Wi-Fi/Bluetooth,
Walkie/Talkie and all other wireless communication means.
Prison Control Solutions

Netline provides prison authorities worldwide with effective, reliable
and proven tools to control the illicit use of contraband cellular
devices or other types of wireless communication equipment.
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NSO SHIELD
ECLIPSE - the world's finest Cyber Counter-Drone Solution
https://www.nsogroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

NSO Shield, the HLS division of NSO Group, offers the world's finest
cyber counter-drone solution, tailored to the specific needs of
government agencies, military, law enforcement, homeland security
organizations and critical infrastructure. NSO Group is a global leader
in the world of cyber intelligence, data acquisition, and analysis.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Eclipse is a premier cyber counter-drone platform designed to
automatically detect, take over and safely land unauthorized
commercial drones in a designated zone.
Eclipse is non-jamming (no impact on wireless communication and
GPS signals), non-kinetic (surgical, with no collateral damage), does
not require line of sight (suited to dense environment) and can
distinguish between authorized and unauthorized drones. Eclipse is
the only drone defense system in the world that is FCC, CE and CB
compliant.
The autonomous end-to-end cyber solution, providing 4 layers of
security:
Detect – Detecting and locating drones in the vicinity of the
perimeter, using a 24/7 monitoring system.
Identify – Extracting rich real-time data, including the operator’s
location and flight parameters. Friendly drones can be whitelisted
according to their serial number.

Video

Control – Mitigating airborne drone intrusions by automatically and
actively taking over the controls from the operator, navigating the
drone to a predefined location, then landing it there safely. Intrusion
is defined when a drone tries to enter a predefined geofenced area.
Prevent – Denying drones from taking off from within a predefined
geofenced area.
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OneView
Discover the Full Potential of Virtual Synthetic Data
https://www.oneview.space/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

OneView is a platform for the acceleration of remote sensing imagery
analytics in a scalable and cost-effective way. The platform creates
virtual synthetic datasets to be used for machine learning algorithm
training. OneView enables skipping the tedious process of collecting,
tagging, and validating real images from drones, airborne, and
satellites. The OneView platform is capable of generating datasets for
any environment, object, and sensor.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The OneView Solution "Bold"

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

OneView creates completely virtual datasets, using gaming engines to
create 3D models of any imaginable environment.
The creation process is fast, cost-effective, and can answer any need
put forward by clients. Most importantly, the datasets are error-free,
highly accurate, and come fully annotated. Various tags and marks
that machine learning algorithms need for their training are
implemented during the creation process.
With OneView’s virtual datasets, machine learning teams are no
longer bottlenecked. They can simply request any use case, specify
what kind of annotation they need and for which sensor they want the
datasets, and that’s it. They get a ready-for-training dataset.
Industries "Bold"
-Energy & Infrastructure
-Finance & Insurance
-Defense & Intelligence
-Urban Planning & Services
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Orchestra Group
Harmonize cybersecurity compliance & risk
https://www.orchestra.group

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Orchestra Group’s mission is to addresses the major roadblocks that
make it difficult for CISO, CIO, and their teams to manage
cybersecurity such as:

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

1. Fragmented technologies using different paradigms for each slice of
the cybersecurity puzzle.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

2. Lack of standard metrics to measure, manage, and benchmark
cyber defense.

Defence Forces

3. constant tuning of the trade-offs between shifting IT\Business
needs and cyber risk.

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Harmony IoT - is a unique solution that provides airspace dome
around organizations to monitor, detect threats and mitigate
cyberattacks through the attack surface of WiFi and Bluetooth
protocols as well as smart-connected devices (IoTs) using them.
Harmony Purple - is a next-generation vulnerability prioritization tool
(VPT) that continuously showcases validated, global, multi-vector,
Attack Path Scenarios™ (APS), so you can focus your red team and
blue team’s time and resources on those vulnerabilities that threaten
your critical assets and business process the most with maximum
efficiency, effectiveness and lowest cost of ownership (TCO).

Video
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OUTLOCKS
MASTERING OUTDOOR ACCESS CONTROL
https://www.outlocks.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Aiming to change the way enterprises are controlling their outdoor
and remote sites access.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

OUTLOCKS™ is a world leader in Outdoor Access Management. By
providing innovative and patented IoT solution, we enable our clients
to overcome the security challenges of Outdoor Assets, expanding
their control capabilities, improving productivity, and securing
valuable assets, a tangible and measurable solution.

Defence Forces
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
The Wi-Key™ technology is a combination of best in class key-less
locks, heavy-duty, designed for harsh outdoor environmental
conditions, concealed behind doors and Real-time software with online notifications protected by Military-grade cyber security. Our
solution is derived from a comprehensive learning of our client’s mode
of operations and needs, focusing on ease of use and carrier-grade
SLA.
Key Benefits
Increase profits: • Shorter response & Down Time • Lower operational
cost - Gasoline, Guards • Higher Efficiency and Productivity
Fast & Easy to deploy: • No power or network communication are
required

Video

Online/ Real-time access management system: • Flexible
Authorization definitions • On-line/ Real-Time Reporting from the
sites • On-Line Notification • SMS, Email, Web • Activities such as
Abnormal behavior, Key request, Confirm locking, Battery status
Key-less solution: • No physical key, No Keyhole, Wi-Key by
smartphone application • Access Permissions on the fly • Heavy-duty
locking unit • Concealed, Vandal-Proof, Impossible to pick • Intl.
Standards, IP68, IK10, IECEx
Low maintenance: • Battery life 4 -10 years
We are here to help enterprises to reduce costs, increase productivity
and enable management focus on real business and operation!
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Pro4tech
Tactical Surveillance Systems from the field
https://www.pro4tech.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

Pro4tech is a high-end global provider of covert surveillance and
security solutions for professional law enforcement agencies.
Leveraging decades of operational experience and technological
know-how, Pro4tech offers a comprehensive line of high-quality, userfriendly and small-scale audio/video products that significantly
enhance in-field performance.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
LIVE A/V product line offers unique solution for AV streaming over the
cellular network using a mobile app. The system allows remote control
of covert camcorder via app or VMS.
Musa is a new 4G LTE All-in-One autonomous multi-sensor (
Accelerometer, Temperature, Ambient light, and more) for easy and
quick activation of any external device (Relay).
Detection signal can be transmitted via either RF or IoT modem (SMS),
and its extremely low power design allows months of field
deployment.

Video
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Reposify
Discover & eliminate unknown Internet exposures in real-time

https://reposify.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Reposify's External Attack Surface Management platform discovers and
monitors for exposures, misconfigurations and shadow IT risks within
and beyond your known network ranges. Get a continuous outside-in
view of your internet facing assets no matter where they are located.
See your security issues prioritized for your business and get actionable
remediation advice.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation

Video
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Solutions at a Glance
Reposify is an attack surface management platform delivering
autonomous, 24/7 discovery of exposed assets across all environments
and the supply chain. Leading enterprises worldwide use Reposify to gain
unparalleled visibility of their internet-facing assets and actionable
security insights for eliminating shadow IT risks.
Reposify’s proprietary technology maps the world's internet exposure in
real-time. Cutting edge ML classification and association engines analyze
all the assets and automatically create your complete inventory. Passive
and non-intrusive techniques detect exposures, cryptographic issues,
misconfigurations, CVEs & more. Security issues are automatically
prioritized and an action plan with remediation guidance is generated so
you can resolve more issues in less time.
1.

Exposed Assets Discovery & Monitoring: Find your unknown
exposed assets across the entire internet.

2.

External Attack Surface Management: Identify and eliminate critical
attack vectors resulting from shadow IT, misconfigurations and
unknown exposures.

3.

Subsidiary Risk Tracking: Gain complete visibility of shadow IT, and
unknown risks relating to your subsidiaries.

4.

Supply Chain Risk Monitoring: Continuously uncover risks that are
not visible with one time questionnaires.

5.

Cloud Asset Discovery & Monitoring: See all your public assets
across all cloud providers.

6.

Merger & Acquisition IT Risk Assessment: Perform IT risk
assessment of an acquisition target in a single mouse click.
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ReSec Technologies
Zero Trust for Documents
https://resec.co/

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

ReSec Technologies offers organizations ultimate protection from
known and unknown ("zero-day") file-based malware threats (source
of >90% of malware attacks). Our patented Content Disarm and
Reconstruction (CDR) technology ensures safe delivery of threat-free
files in real-time, achieving an unparalleled balance between superior
security and usability. ReSec's innovative solution is used by leading
organizations from diverse industries globally.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance
Who We Are:
ReSec Technologies is an innovative cyber security company providing
organizations with full prevention of file-based malware threats from
email, removable devices, and file-transfer threat vectors.
What we do:
Focusing on complete prevention to overcome the limitations of
existing detection solutions, ReSec’s multi-engine platform treats
every file as a threat and therefore leaves the original file outside of
the organization’s network and delivers the end-user with a threatfree and fully functional replica of the file in real-time.
Why us:
We revolutionize the way organizations can secure their gateway with
an unparalleled balance between ultimate security and usability. This
is rare in the cyber security space.
Our Products:

Video
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At the core of ReSec’s solution is a policy-based multi-engine platform
that protects from threat vectors such as email (on-premise and
cloud), removable devices (on the endpoint and in standalone kiosks),
web uploads and downloads, common file storage and transfers. Our
products are installed on-premise or in a private cloud and allow full
protection with minimal impact on the end-user.
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Reshet Graf LTD
Infrared combat ID solutions - IR & Thermal ID | Targets
http://www.infrared-id.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

infrared-ID a sub-division of Reshet-Graf LTD (1977) dedicated to the
development and manufacturing of infrared ID solutions for night
vision and thermal devices.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Specialize in passive combat ID IFF products for personal and vehicles.
Lead manufacturer of passive thermal targets for zeroing and training.
Production from raw to finished product.
Combat proven solutions in use by European, US, Israeli and other
defense forces worldwide.

Solutions at a Glance
Combat Identification solutions for NVG and thermal devices,
preventing friendly fire while enhancing tactical communication
during night time operations.
Passive thermal targets for zeroing and shooting ranges.
All products can be custom made from base characteristics to the final
product's specifications.
Main product lines:

Infrared ID patches for NVG | Thermal ID markers and panels | Passive
thermal targets
IR ID: IR flags, IR callsigns, IFF squares, Vehicle V markers, IR tape
Thermal ID: Thermal ID patches, Thermal ID panels, Thermal ID covert
markers

Video
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Passive thermal targets: Zeroing targets, Figure targets, Vehicle
targets, Calibration targets
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RT LTA Systems Ltd
A world leader of Tactical Aerostat Systems - Skystar family
https://www.rt.co.il/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

RT is a world leading developer and manufacturer of tactical aerostat
systems. With 2 million flight hours and 100 systems operating
worldwide, RT offer a highly mobile aerostat system suitable for
tactical mid-range surveillance, communications and security
applications for HLS and Defense missions.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Skystar Aerostat Systems are mobile and rapidly deployed, employs an
advanced avionic module combining a GPS/INS navigation that
pinpoints targets on the video display of the ground control station.
Target coordinates can be used directly by the crew or transmitted to
other users over tactical radio networks. RT's Skystar aerostats are a
cost-effective mean for HLS, defense, and security missions, as it
provides persistent surveillance and communication over long periods
at a very minimal cost, only $20 per day (not including labor). The
Skystar aerostats can operate in harsh weather conditions, winds up
to 40 Knots and up to 1,500 feet.
Skystar Aerostat Systems operated by a minimal crew after a short
training.
The Skystar Aerostat Systems are operational with HLS forces and
military around the world, performing ISR and security missions,
where the system demonstrated outstanding efficiency, reliability, and
cost effectiveness.
Applications:

Video
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• Situational Awareness • Surveillance, Reconnaissance & Target
Acquisition • Force and perimeter protection • Safe City
• Counter terror operations • Border protection • Law enforcement
and public safety • Search and rescue • VIP Protection •
Communications and telemetry relay • Artillery fire adjustment •
Counter terror operations
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Safe-T
Zero-Trust – The Right Way!
https://www.safe-t.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Safe-T is introducing ZONEZERO® - an industry-first Perimeter Access
Orchestration platform. Whether you are interested in implementing
a new SDP solution, if you want to enhance your legacy VPN access
security, or add MFA to any VPN, service or application - ZONEZERO®
allows you to manage the entire access scheme in one, holistic, easy
to use platform.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

With Safe-T, Zero-Trust is no longer just a buzzword. It is a reality.

Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Safe-T is a global leader and innovator in the field of ZTNA (Zero Trust
Network Access) and is recognized as a reference vendor in this
domain by both Gartner and Forrester as well as by other analysts in
this market space.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our ZoneZero, a perimeter access orchestration platform that enables
us to take any legacy network and upgrade it to Zero Trust
compliance. The platform is vendor agnostic, network-centric based
(with no installation required on the endpoint – so we support
transparently both cellular and laptops OS), supports on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid environment and on top of the obvious security,
benefits offer huge operational value for the end customers.
We have customers in the government sector, regulated customers,
financial institutes, insurance companies, universities, healthcare as
well as industrial and critical infrastructure.
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SAN Ltd - Tactical Breaching
Tactical Breaching, Forced Entry, Door Breach, Rescue Tools

https://www.santactical.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

SAN Ltd is a world leader of tactical breaching solutions which
incorporates innovative technologies based on light materials,
allowing one operator to carry and operate a powerful set of tools
that can break into any structure at top speed.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

SAN's tools were created FOR Breachers BY Breachers, we know from
our broad operational experience, that our breaching gear offers a big
capability upgrade in Multi-functionally, Weight, Design, and Speed.

Solutions at a Glance
Today, SAN is the biggest supplier in this sector for IDF (Israel defense
forces) in addition to police and firefighters' units, their tools are also
being used by special forces units across America, Europe, Asia, and
Africa.
As SAN solution was created by breachers for breachers, using their
board operational experience, their tactical breaching gear offers a big
upgrade for Police & HLS units, Firefighters & Rescue teams, Military &
Special Forces in Multi-functionally, Weight, Design, and Speed.
SAN Ltd believes operators should obtain capabilities as Fast
Response, Mobility, and Versatility which are major elements that
enable the defense and rescue forces to perform their tasks
efficiently, therefore, SAN continues to develop, manufacture and
design lighter and more compact kits to meet optimal operational
requirements.

Video

SAN’s additional challenge is to identify and customize their tactical
breaching gear in order to suit the needs of each client, that is why
they work separately with each end-user to make the right adaptation
to create the perfect fit, while also offering them training courses and
reusable training aids they have developed in order to train them for
every potential scenario.
SAN's Mission is to: Save Life - Enforce Security
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ScoutCam
Customizable micro-camera, based streaming AV solutions
https://www.scoutcam.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

ScoutCam provides innovative custom-tailored, seamless visualization
solutions to organizations across different industries based on small
(down to 1mm outer D), highly resistant micro-cameras and
supplementary AV components. Our field-proven technology is
suitable to meet the demands of defense, HLS and law enforcement
organizations. ScoutCam Ltd. cultivates trusted partnerships for multiyear manufacturing contracts as well as R&D ones.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Hospitals & Health
Services

Public Transportation

Solutions at a Glance
ScoutCam provides field-proven expertise over decades in miniature
AV solutions. Thanks to its tiny size, with ScoutCam’s integrated microcamera solution it’s now possible to deploy more advanced, more
discrete monitoring and inspection of targets without being detected.
By adding complementary functionalities and configurations,
ScoutCam’s applications engineers tailor and help integrate/deploy
your AV system according to your organization’s unique specifications
and requirements for operation in the field.
Customizable Configurations
• Micro-camera size starting at 1.0mm diameter
• Microphones can be fully integrated to deliver superior sound
quality for the tine device
• Digital video recorders (DVRs) can be added at both the remote site
and the remote home base up

Video

• Power sources utilize ScoutCam’s proven field expertise and
reliability in the field of wireless medical devices with Fortune 500
companies
• Enables a required illumination path where the camera passes
during set-up stages of the project

• Wireless transmission distance (to the send the signal away from the
field) up to 50 meters from the listening point to minimize risk of
detection
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SeismicAI
Earthquake Early Warning
http://www.seismicai.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

SeismciAI is an earthquake early warning system and seismic
diagnostics. Our technology is able to provide significantly quicker and
more accurate early-warning at a fraction of the cost of the currently
available early-warning systems. We are able to detect earthquakes
whose epicenter is either onshore or offshore using shallow, landbased sensor arrays that are easily and cost-effectively deployed.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
We are an Israeli company specializing in the area of earthquake early
warning systems and seismic diagnostics. Our technology is able to
provide significantly quicker and more accurate early-warning at a
fraction of the cost of the currently available early-warning systems.
We are able to detect earthquakes whose epicenter is either onshore
or offshore using shallow, land-based sensor arrays that are easily and
cost-effectively deployed. Our patented technology is able to filter out
ambient shaking such as that caused by traffic or industrial activity,
making it possible to deploy sensor arrays in urban environments. This
is especially useful when providing early-warning for sensitive
infrastructures such as power plants, refineries, or rail networks.

Video
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SensoGuard
Buried perimeter intrusion detection using seismic sensors

https://sensoguard.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

SensoGuard Develops & Manufactures seismic security solutions.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our products are field operational for more than 8 years, in more than
25 countries.
Permanent Perimeter Protection:
Invisible virtual fence which detects intrusion above and underground
(tunnelling)
Mobile/ Tactical Solutions:
Mobile Wireless Tactical kits for law enforcement agencies and
military applications.
Our kits are MIL-STD-810G, battery operated & simple to install

Solutions at a Glance
Permanent Perimeter Protection:
1. Stand Alone Detectors - Small sites
2. InvisiFence- Medium to large perimeters
Typical Applications:

- Military Bases , Prisons , Borders - Residential perimeter security Oil&Gas pipeline protection - Critical Infrastructure
Mobile/ Tactical Solutions:
1.SG Cam Kit
2.MOSS

Video

3.SG-Rapid PTZ
4.Unattended Ground Sensors Network
Typical Applications:

- Border protection (smuggling routes)
- Illegal Dumping
- Illegal Hunting
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Septier Communications Ltd.
Gain the Network Advantage
https://www.septier.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Septier Communication Ltd. is a recognized leader in the dynamic
world of tactical and strategic cellular security systems alongside a
growing line of cyber solutions. Founded in 1999, Septier
conceptualizes, builds and delivers a wide range of tailor-made
products to clients worldwide including law enforcement, homeland
security and counterterrorism agencies, search & rescue
organizations, telecom companies, correctional facilities and more.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Meeting the challenges of homeland security and counterterrorism
are our clients’ top concerns. Septier’s product and service lines are
designed to meet those challenges head-on. They include:
Tactical Systems: An extensive suite of applications designed for
operational use, developed using Septier’s GUARDIAN™ (GSM Unified
Acquisition and Reception Device for Intercepting and Accessing
Networks) technology, providing interception, positioning, presence
detection, access management and blocking, support for search and
rescue operations and more
Strategic Systems: A strategic product line that includes Lawful
Interception (LI) and monitoring systems, an array of cellular
positioning solutions for all networks and technologies, analytical tools
and more
Telecom: Telecom related product lines including cellular positioning
infrastructure as well as fraud management and prevention systems
Cyber Security: Specialized software used for covert intelligence
gathering
In light of the global COVID-19 pandemic, Septier has developed a line
of public health security solutions designed to help authorities curb
the spread of the virus, under the company’s banner of Septier
Emergency.
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Seraphim Optronics
Multi-Sensor systems manufacturer and Integrated solutions
https://seraphim-opt.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Seraphim-Optronics is a manufacturer of integrated solutions for daynight observation and surveillance for military and civilian uses such as
airport , borders and critical assets protection. The company's
solutions incorporate radar, optics, communication technologies and
motion detection algorithms. The products can be installed as an
unattended solutions or can be integrated
into an existing
infrastructure.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Firefly - line of products uses radar, thermal camera, day camera,
detection algorithms and external sensors to offer
different modes of detection within a single system. It also enables
use of multiple communication networks - LAN, Wi-Fi,
Cellular and UHF and delivers a high-resolution, high-quality image.
The Firefly support ONVIF and very easy to integrate with any C&C
system
BEE - Multi -Sensor PTZ system for various ranges consist of thermal
camera, HD camera with an option for GPS, image stabilization and
Laser rane Finder (LRF)
ROSS - Covert and unattended solutions for tactical units and Border
security

Video
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Spetrotec Ltd.
Spetrotec offers a smart padlock that alerts when tampered
https://www.spetrotec.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The i-Watcher LOCK is a robust padlock that alerts/notifies the owner
when the lock is touched, opened or moved - a smart solution for
these days in which mobility is restricted.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance
Applications include:

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Police/military/security applications (armories)

Safe City &
Municipalities

Telecom cabinets

Remote base stations
Fences/gates
Containers
Motorcycles
Consider this: any place which is locked with a padlock – the owner
wants to know if it's opened.
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Suridata.ai
Gaining control, Protecting the unknown
https://www.suridata.ai

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Suridata.ai enables large organizations to identify sensitive business
information and private data across all data repositories. Our
machine-learning technology helps companies to gain full visibility
over unstructured data, so they can easily identify, classify and protect
sensitive data.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Specula™ leverages Suridata.ai's proprietary technology to
autonomously discover sensitive and private information across an
organization's data infrastructure.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

This breakthrough AI-driven engine helps CISOs and CIOs gain full
visibility and control over valuable data in any unstructured repository
(e.g., network server, cloud drive, workstation, laptop).

Safe City &
Municipalities

How it Works
Through a fully automated workflow, Specula connects to your data
sources, understands the nature and business context of the content,
and classifies the data accordingly. This equips you to take effective
action to prevent data leakage, mitigate security risks and comply with
privacy regulations. Using Specula, in a four-step process, discover and
protect your sensitive and private data through automated,
autonomous learning of your organization's specific data.
The Autonomous learning ability

Video
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Autonomous learning of your organization's specific data is what
makes our technology unique. Simply drag & drop a few sample files
containing sensitive data and let our engine independently learn and
discover similar files across your data sources. Upload a few file
samples to train the autonomous learning system. The algorithms will
use this data to learn what is sensitive to your specific organization
according to content and business context. This process results in
precise discovery and mapping of your true data assets, with a very
low false positive rate and zero business disruption.
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ThirdEye Systems
WE EMPOWER ROBOTS WITH REAL WORLD UNDERSTANDING
https://thirdeye-systems.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For the past decade we have been teaching and nurturing our neural
network engine and it is now one of the most advanced databases
capable of performing On-The-Fly analytics within a single frame on
commercially available air-born platforms.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.

Video
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Vicarius
Patch-less Vulnerability Management
https://vicarius.io

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Analyze, prioritize, and remediate cyber threats before they're
exploited. TOPIA's is a cloud-based cost-effective vulnerability
assessment tool, actively identifies risks, and eliminates threats using
proprietary xTags™ and Patchless Protection™ that go beyond
traditional vulnerability management..

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Asset Inventory
Take control of your organization’s asset inventory. With TOPIA’s realtime visibility and an easy deployment process, get an exhaustive
catalog of active servers and endpoint devices. Accurate knowledge of
your global, hybrid-IT environment is fundamental to effective security
control. Completely cloud-based, it’s never been easier to manage
assets at any scale.
Risk Management
Focus on the vulnerabilities that affect you the most. With real-time
app vulnerability and asset-risk analysis combinations, TOPIA creates a
map of your digital environment to help you determine which
vulnerabilities are most urgent. TOPIA continuously detects new
vulnerabilities as your organization grows and evolves.
Patch Management

Video

Get more done with less work using TOPIA’s integrated patch
management tools. Lightweight and comprehensive, TOPIA allows you
to test and install patches across your infrastructure quickly and easily
while maintaining transparency across different departments within
your organization.
Patchless protection
TOPIA's Patchless Protection™ deploys a force field around your most
vulnerable assets using in-memory protection. TOPIA can ensure
you're always protected, even when a patch has not yet been
prepared, tested, or deployed.
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viisights
Behavior Recognition Systems for Realtime Video Intelligence
https://www.viisights.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

viisights is a leading provider of behavioral understanding systems for
real-time video intelligence that leverage unique artificial intelligence
technology. The company provides behavioral understanding systems
for safe and smart cities, smart enterprises, critical infrastructures,
transportation hubs and shared mobility initiatives.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.
Viisights provides automatic real-time understanding of video content
captured by widespread surveillance cameras located throughout
traffic control centers, roads, public areas, buildings, shopping
centers, commercial and industrial zones and more. The system
processes and understands large amounts of video streams in near
real-time and offline (investigative mode), while providing intelligence,
insights and alerts from a variety of actions, events and scenes of
interest.
Our public safety & security value proposition includes:
1) violent activity such as fighting, brawling and stabbing
2) suspicious activity such as carrying a weapon, wearing a mask and
loitering

Video

3) crowd behavior
gathering/dispersing

including

crowd

size

and

crowd

4) perimeter protection – vehicle/person entering unauthorized zone

5) traffic monitoring including accidents and road hazards
6) safety including fire & smoke detection
7) public health (Covid-19) features including no-mask detection,
person-to-person proximity and occupancy
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Wave Guard Technologies Ltd.
ANY SUBJECT. ANY DEVICE. ANY NETWORK. ANY TIME.
https://waveguardtechnologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Wave Guard Technologies is the expert in extracting and analyzing big
data location information from cellular networks and providing
advanced insight and analysis tools for homeland security
organizations, emergency services and government entities.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Founded in 2009, Wave Guard is a software company with several
approved patents, monitoring & analyzing over one hundred million
subscribers worldwide and it has been field proven.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
WAVE GUARD TRACER
Wave Guard Tracer provides an innovative and powerful paradigm for
mobile-based geo location and tracking. Tracer doesn’t require any
installation at the Operator network. It converts raw cellular network
data into actionable real-time intelligence, tracking voice calls, SMS,
data applications, web browsing and many more non-call events with
extremely high accuracy.
WAVE GUARD CURE
Wave Guard’s CURE offers real-time accurate location monitoring of
the entire population for epidemic spread monitoring and protection,
allowing national, state, regional, and local healthcare officials and
governments to:
1. Retroactively reconstruct the locations of infected people to detect
their infection paths and build the list of potentially infected people.
2. Monitor quarantined people in real-time, receiving alerts about any
violations.
3. Get real-time monitoring of quarantined areas (airport, point of
entry, city, etc.) to receive alerts about violations (people coming in or
going out).
4. Use real-time analytics to determine “patient zero” analysis and
build an epidemic’s “heat map.”
The CURE solution can monitor any type of mobile phone and does
not depend on voluntary action or GPS\Bluetooth enabled devices.
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Wintego
Wintego: Your Long-Term Cyber Intelligence Partner
https://www.wintego.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

Wintego’s core expertise is in the development of cyber intelligence
solutions for government, national security, law enforcement, and
intelligence agencies, for the sole purpose of fighting terror and major
crimes.

Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Numerous government agencies around the globe have already
successfully deployed Wintego's cyber intelligence solutions. We
invite you to join our community and establish a long-term, mutually
beneficial partnership with our team.

Solutions at a Glance
Wintego provides solutions designed to reveal activity that is taking
place over the Internet behind
the veil of encryption. Our solutions combine advanced dataextraction engines and field-proven operational methodologies that
enable you to effectively collect valuable intelligence about your
targets. Wintego offers two main product lines:
1. Mass-Analysis Cyber Intelligence (first mile)
• Reveals targets’ activities across an entire country, by performing
powerful big data analysis of encrypted traffic of messaging apps and
social networks
• Operates remotely and non-intrusively • Exposes the real identities
of users generating activity while hiding behind social networks’ masks
• Identifies participants of secured chats on instant message apps and
their connections • Points to potential targets
2. Active Cyber Intelligence (last mile)
• Extracts secured target data by injecting cyber agents into targets’
mobile phones • Deployable by a variety of strategic (remote) and
tactical systems, all developed by Wintego • Penetrates the latest
versions of mobile phones and operating systems • Once installed, the
cyber agents remotely extract the contents of chat apps, VoIP calls,
email accounts, social-network profiles, contact lists, photos, real-time
locations, and more .
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XTEND
XTEND - SKYLORD Tactic drone system
https://www.xtend.me/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

XTEND - SKYLORD Tactic drone system is a revolutionary new Human
Extension Platform that allows any operator with no flight experience
to perform extremely accurate maneuvers in any scenario (indoors &
outdoors) using a wearable light system that enables soldiers / lawenforcement / rescue teams to perform complex tasks without
physical risk.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
XTEND - SKYLORD products and solutions:

| XTENDER is a revolutionary new indoor tactical drone system that
allows any operator with no flight
experience to perform accurate remote tasks
environments. Capable of approaching target site from

in

complex

outside, perform recon and data collection tasks with extreme
accuracy, and seamlessly exit the facility, agnostic
of any indoor-outdoor transition limitations. The system is built to
perform under the most challenging tactical
conditions and operates seamlessly in GPS denied locations.
| HUNTER (C-UAS) is a combat-ready system, defending areas,
facilities and personnel from tactical aerial threats.
The HUNTER eliminates wide range of UAV threats, from fixed-wing
formfactors to size & weight varying drones, via a
kinetic interception methodology.
| WOLVERINE is a revolutionary new outdoor tactical drone system
with Robotic Arm that allows any operator with no
flight experience to perform accurate remote tasks in complex
environments.
When warfighters, first responders, emergency teams and law
enforcement agencies need to deal with critical realtime
events, precision & versatility are paramount.
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Government Agencies
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Cellebrite
Digital Intelligence for a Safer World
https://www.cellebrite.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Cellebrite is the global leader and trusted provider of digital
intelligence solutions for law enforcement, military, and private
enterprises worldwide – helping organizations of every size accelerate
investigations by addressing the growing challenges of our expanding
digital world. Cellebrite’s digital intelligence solutions help extract and
decode forensic evidence from the latest mobile phones, computers
and widest range of digital sources.

Solutions at a Glance
Defense and Intelligence: Accomplish the Mission with Digital
Intelligence
The Cellebrite Digital Intelligence Platform enables defense and
intelligence agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data,
yielding actionable intelligence to move operations forward.
Law Enforcement: Build Stronger Cases. Protect Our Communities
To meet the demands of our changing world, law enforcement
agencies need to rethink the way they are structured, how
investigations are conducted, and how digital evidence is shared and
used at each stage of an investigation. Cellebrite’s DI Platform
empowers agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data to its
fullest potential, quickly yielding actionable intelligence that moves
investigations forward.
Business Solutions: Protect Corporate Assets & Mitigate Risk

Video

Whether your organization is handling litigation, corporate
investigations or incident response, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence
Platform reduces the risk derived from digital data.
Corporations, law firms and service providers, through consent, can
legally access the most data sources, using forensically sound
methods, including computer and mobile devices, while managing the
flow and compliance of the data and evidence.
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Mifram Security
Physical Security Solutions World Leader Since 1962
https://www.MiframSecurity.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Mifram Security is today, one of the world’s leading providers in the
design, manufacture and installation of physical perimeter security
solutions. Mifram brings to the table accumulated a wealth of
experience in its decades of dedicated service to its clients.
Mifram has performed a wide variety of industrial and military
projects in Israel and other parts of the world.

Solutions at a Glance
Mifram Security Serves:
• Military & HLS forces.
• Major integrators & law enforcement agencies.
• Public and private sectors.
• Critical infrastructure facilities such as nuclear power plants, airports
and seaports.
Mifram has developed a significant range of simple yet unique HLS and
HLD products and solutions.

Video
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Examples Include: • World's largest Anti-missile steel defensive fence.
• A range of guard and observation towers with varying levels of
fortification. • Protection of critical Infrastructure. • Building
Protective shields for retrofitting and hardening existing buildings and
infrastructures. • Mobile Vehicle Barriers against ramming attacks. •
Various types of modular and mobile ballistic shelters. • A wide range
of counterterror products and solutions. • Safe Haven containers to
protect employees in the field from attacks and kidnap attempts
including cold and hot attacker penetration techniques, light weapons
fire, shrapnel, blast and chemical / biological threats. • Soft and hardshelled buildings for dry storage and industrial refrigeration facilities. •
A range of solutions against weapon, blast, shrapnel, amour piercing
rounds and more.
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Check Point
Cyber Security
https://www.checkpoint.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a
leading provider of cyber security solutions to governments and
corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from
5th generation cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of
malware, ransomware and other types of attacks.

Solutions at a Glance
Cyber Security Products
Check Point Infinity is the first consolidated security across networks,
cloud and mobile.
Cloud Security
Check Point cloud security protects assets in the cloud from the most
sophisticated threats with dynamic scalability, intelligent provisioning
and consistent control across physical and virtual networks.
Network Security
Check Point provides organizations of all sizes with the latest data and
network security protection in an integrated next generation firewall
platform, reducing complexity and lowering the total cost of ownershi
Mobile Security
Check Point Enterprise Mobile Security solutions provide the widest
range of products to help you secure your mobile world
Endpoint Security

Video

Check Point Endpoint Security is a single agent providing data security,
network security, threat prevention and a remote access VPN for
complete Windows and Mac OS X security. As an integrated suite,
Endpoint Security provides simple, unified management and policy
enforcement.
Security Management
Check Point Infinity architecture consolidates management of multiple
security layers, providing superior policy efficiency and enabling to
manage security through a single pane of glass.
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Cobwebs Technologies
Intelligence and Security
https://cobwebs.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Cobwebs solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from all
web layers: social media, open, deep and dark web.

Solutions at a Glance
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from opensource web, social media, blogs, deep and dark web. Our web
intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal
hidden leads and generate insights. They covertly uncover and interact
with the internet’s never-ending trail of clues to build suspect profiles,
reconstruct social circles, identify cyber threats, engage targets, and
generate evidence.
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from Big Data
using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating
intelligent insights. The company focuses its research and
development in Artificial Intelligence technologies which are
harnessed to extract the relevant intelligence from big data using a
vast array of automated procedures.
We provide solutions for:
• Law Enforcement

• National Security

• Public Safety

• Financial Institutions

• Corporate Security
Our Product Portfolio:

Video
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• Investigation Platform

• Threat Intelligence

• Secured Analyst

• Active Web Intelligence

• Financial Investigation

• Location Intelligence
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
The Cyber Defender of the Cyber Nation
https://www.rafael.co.il/worlds/cyber-security/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

RAFAEL’s vast, proven experience of over 20 years in cyber defense,
backed by expert scientists, engineers and cyber professionals, has
made us a cyber security leader, with projects worldwide. In Israel we
head the national Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT), and are
the cyber provider for the Bank of Israel’s Central Credit Register and
for the Israel Railways Authority.

Solutions at a Glance
RAFAEL Cyber Defense Center (RCDC):
This end-to-end, granularly customizable defense command center
provides cyber security for any defense, civilian, utilities, or critical
infrastructure requirements, scaling from a small SOC, to a nationallevel CERT.
RAFAEL SCADA Dome:
This superior, patented cyber defense solution for SCADA & ICS
handles new cyber threats emerging on SCADA and ICS systems,
keeping systems operational while preventing long-lasting, significant
economic damage.

Video
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Rayzone Group Ltd.

https://rayzone.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Rayzone Group utilizes intelligence expertise, operational experience,
and in-house engineers to deliver boutique intelligence-based
solutions for national agencies worldwide. Innovative technologies
and comprehensive methodology provide forward-thinking
intelligence gathering and analysis abilities. Rayzone is certified by
ISOs 9001, 14001, 45001, 27001 standards, Rayzone has delivered in
dozens of countries for over a decade.

Solutions at a Glance
Rayzone's offering includes a diversity of systems:
Intelligence and Investigation Center: TA9 IntSight is our Intelligence
and Investigation Center, whose capabilities include the ability to
integrate, connect, and analyze any type of information, providing
actionable insights. This along with the fusion of various databases
enables optimized use of information available to the organization.
Remote Systems: Multitude of systems that function on unique and
advance techniques that bypass the need to connect to data providers
(ISP – internet service providers, CP – cellular providers, etc.) while
delivering the ability to collect information on targets remotely.
Proximity Systems: These various systems can be used as
combinatorial tools to fill in the gaps where remote systems cannot or
to complete the last mile of an operation by collecting information on
targets in their surroundings.

Video

Infrastructural & Defensive: Vast experience in technological domains
such as cellular, RF, routers, big data, IP, and more, require us to be up
to date on the latest protocols, manipulation techniques, and any
other vulnerabilities that can be utilized for intelligence purposes. This
expertise inevitably allows us to deliver enhanced defensive systems
that are up to date with the latest risks.
With this offering, agencies can monitor and collect diverse
information sources – meta-data, location, identifiers and content – to
create a comprehensive digital presence for conducting personal and
mass surveillance.
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Toka
Beyond Possible
https://www.tokagroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Toka helps trusted government, law enforcement, and security
agencies keep citizens safe and defend against terror and crime.
We do it by developing groundbreaking and lawful intelligencegathering technologies and by advising governments on building an
integrated cyber defense.
We focus on developing technologies that help defense and law
enforcement agencies unlock the opportunities created by the growth
in the IoT landscape, so they can enhance their operational
effectiveness and save lives.
Our Cyber Designer services help governments build a strong national
cyber defense strategy to protect the country’s systems, people, and
digital economy from dynamic cyber threats.

Solutions at a Glance
Toka Software Products
Toka software platforms provide effective intelligence from critical,
yet untapped IoT sources, while overcoming the field’s most complex
challenges.
Our solutions are simple to use, scale quickly, and offer complete
operational control to enable smarter, faster, and easier investigations
and operations,
Toka Cyber Designer Services
Toka’s unique services provide agencies with the full-spectrum
strategies, tailored projects, and technological capabilities needed to
keep critical infrastructure, the digital landscape, and government
institutions safe, secure, and durable,.
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Allot
See. Control. Secure
https://www.allot.com/service-providers/url-traffic-filtering/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

Allot (NASDAQ, TASE: ALLT), founded in 1996, is a world leader in
innovative network intelligence and security solutions for Regulators,
Communications Service Providers, and Enterprises worldwide. We
empower our customers to turn regulations, rules, and laws into
actionable and enforceable network policies that ensure national
cybersecurity. With nearly two and a half decades of proven success,
our Digital Enforcement solutions will turn your network, application,
usage, and security data into actionable intelligence that safeguards
countries, secures networks, and protects users.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Governments, law enforcement, and intelligence agencies around the
world have the challenging task of safeguarding their citizens against
the increase in cyber threats such as offensive, criminal, or unethical
online activities, as well as attacks on communications infrastructure.
To help ensure digital safety, Allot created the SmartSentinel Digital
Enforcement solution that leverages 24 years of experience in deep
package inspection to provide unparalleled, big-data visibility and
control of national carrier traffic.

Video
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B. Rimon Agencies, Ltd.
POWER IN MOTION - we build all you need for field deployment

http://www.rimon1.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

B. Rimon Agencies Ltd, established 1992, builds and integrates
specialized platforms for field deployment of HLS units.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We are an official supplier to the Israeli military (IDF), Ministry of
Homeland Security, Police, and other Government departments and
agencies.

Defence Forces

We build ground stations and hybrid energy kits for many Israeli
exporters of HLS systems. Among those: Rafael, Elta, IAI, Elbit, Sky
Sapience, Aeronautics, and others.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

We design, manufacture and integrate innovative multi-purpose
vehicles and trailers for a variety of needs like rescue trailers and
command vehicles.

Public Transportation

• C4 Command Vehicles: including Telescopic masts, day-nightthermal cameras, multiple energy sources, arena lighting, HVAC and
complete management equipment kit. Installed in compact vans with
a silenced built-in generator that ensures uninterrupted energy for
long missions. • Design and Integration of: Surveillance Vehicles,
mobile ground stations, unmanned vehicles, C4i cars, Covert
Operations Vehicles, EOD trucks. • Rescue trailers: include diversified
extrication equipment, energy sources, lighting, survival tools,
essential in crises such as earth quake rescue operations – all
integrated on a compact, user-friendly platform. • Turn-key mobile
communications projects: including in-house engineering &
installation of cellular COWs, UAV ground command centers, etc. •
Novel energy systems: compact, ruggedized generating sets, for
combat vehicles and mobile command vans, APUs and DC generators,
and Autonomous Combined Energy Kits for long durations. • Smart
searchlights: miniature Xenon searchlight – autonomous, ruggedized,
software controlled light source. • All our products are custom made,
designed and modified to suit customer's needs

Safe City &
Municipalities
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Be Strategic Solutions
War-Gaming for Perfection
https://best.be-strategic.solutions/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The only digital platform that analyzes decision-makers’ behaviors
during complex decision-making processes (real & simulated),
leveraging AI and Machine Learning to prepare entities for crisis. BeST
predicts entities’ preparedness to manage crisis, optimizes crisis
management processes, enables entities to practice managing any
scenario according to their own methodologies, and cultivates
successful crisis management processes in real-time.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The BeST solution is a web-based software that optimizes procedures
& processes, creates customized simulations based on these
processes, and enables organizations to manage their crisis while
comparing their real behaviors to their expected behaviors. BeST
maps organizations’ forecasted and actual processes and practices
and leverages AI and Big Data to provide actionable insights for
optimal outcomes. BeST better prepares clients to handle various
crises more effectively and affordably than alternative solutions on
the market. The solution is already revolutionizing the way
organizations across the world prepare their people and processes to
succeed under exceedingly difficult scenarios.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video

Every organization today is vulnerable to a range of risks that threaten
their reputation, profitability and continuity (and in some cases, even
threaten human lives). Yet even organizations that consistently
examine their procedures and exercise their personnel remain unsure
of the quality and scope of their risk and crisis management capacities
until an actual crisis unfolds, undermining their abilities to proactively
manage scenarios and forcing decision-makers to scramble to cope
with difficult, quickly changing circumstances.
The BeST software’s ability to be fully customized has enabled it to
enter a wide range of verticals. To date, BeST has been used by
governments, police forces, first responders, cybersecurity experts,
insurance companies, telecommunications companies, banks,
educational institutions, regulators, and PR firms to build capacities to
successfully manage a wide range of threats, incidents, crises,
disasters and other mishaps.
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Beyond Security
Develops automated vulnerability and compliance tools
https://beyondsecurity.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Beyond Security develops automated vulnerability testing tools, which
are considered essential components in any risk management
program. Beyond Security tools are used by customers around the
globe including Fortune 100 organizations, enabling them to
accurately assess and manage security weaknesses in their networks,
applications, industrial systems, critical infrastructure and software.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Our tools ensure device hardening, detection and managing of both
known and unknown (real Zero-Day) security risks, which enable
compliancy with local regulations. Our tools are known for their
accuracy, quick and easy setup, featuring integrated work flows and
framework integration.
Beyond Security 3 leading product lines are:
2. beSTORM: Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) and
multiprotocol fuzzer. Detects ZERO DAY / Un-Known security
vulnerabilities, and robustness issues in all types of standard software,
proprietary software, file structures, hardware, embedded software,
IoT, SCADA, BT, WIFI, API, PLCs, Industrial equipment and more
3. beSOURCE: Static Application Security Testing (SAST), a powerful
code analysis tool which bridges the divide between SecOps into
DevOps by offering developers and QA teams a reliable and easy to
use tool with both on-premises and cloud deployment options.
beSOURCE detects security and programming quality issues in your
software and provides recommendations to help to make their code
faster and more efficient.
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Blaick
NG AI Firewall & Secure Web Gateway
https://blaick.com
Company Profile
Categories
Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Securely connect people, networks and clouds while fighting cyber
crime and online threats including malware, phishing and scam. 2-in-1
products suite: NG Firewall & Secure Web Gateway based on
proprietary AI threats hunting technology. Ultimate security solution
for Layers 3-7 traffic. All traffic is driven to Blaick products and AIanalyzed in multiple ways. Threats are blocked in real time before they
got a chance to reach the user.

Solutions at a Glance
Operational simplicity for powerful products such as software only, no
boxes and no wires needed, 1-click user agents installation.
Full operational control for an admin via user friendly GUI

Safe City &
Municipalities

Blaick’s configuration options are cloud-only, on-prem or hybrid,
connect and protect remote and local workforce, multiple company
branches and multiple private / public clouds.
Unique Layer 7 Threats Hunting Artificial Intelligence Technology
- Online threats protection and web content classification
- Intercepts and inspects both plain and encrypted web traffic
- Maintains always updated database of current threats
- Deep web page AI-analysis in multiple dimensions
Protection Policies for Threats Prevention and Content Access Control
- Allows defining granular, user defined threats prevention rules
- Any rule can be either blocking or alerting only
- Any rule can be deployed to anyone or to a list of selected CIDRs
Any application trying to access an Internet URL is protected by BSWG,
mobile and desktop: Web browsers, links from emails, social Networks
apps, messengers.
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Commugen
The leading Israeli Cyber Security Risk Management solution
https://www.commugen.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Commugen Chosen by the Israeli National Cyber Directorate as the
national platform for Supply Chain Risk Management and Cyber
Defense implementation.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Government Agencies

Commugen suite of cyber security solutions is used by the
government, the financial sector and leading multinational companies.
All based on a Appchi No Code Enterprise application platform, that
allow easy customization and modification over time by the business
user.

Solutions at a Glance
Commugen Cyber Security Solutions include:
1. Business Continuity Management
2. Cyber Security Risk Management
3. Executive Cyber Training
4. GDPR
5. Incident Management
6. ISO 27001, 27017, 27018
7. IT Asset Management
8. Supply Chain Risk Management
9. Vulnerability Management

Video
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CommuniTake Technologies Ltd.
Purpose-built mobile devices for superior security
https://intactphone.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

CommuniTake Intact Mobile Security platform unites military-grade
security in affordable mobile devices, dramatically improves the
security level of any-budget connected devices, and lowers the
implementation costs and risks of IoT-grade deployments.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities
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Solutions at a Glance
CommuniTake provides trusted mobile devices, heavily-secured
operating systems, OS-fused command and control, encrypted
communications, and private networks. These essentials are geared
toward wide-ranging mobile operations enablement across homeland
security, connected care, smart cities, and restricted IoT systems.
CommuniTake specializes in tailored mobile devices, custom mobile
operating systems, encryption, and remote access technologies,
ensuring secured best-of-all-worlds mobile-enabled solutions.
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Comsec
Comsec - keep your company cyber secure and compliant
http://www.comsecglobal.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For over 32 years, Comsec has been a trusted advisor to global
leaders, delivering the world’s broadest portfolio of cybersecurity
services.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We’ve helped companies across a wide range of verticals secure their
information and operational assets and stay compliant, ensuring that
they achieve their business goals.
Trusted by Fortune 500 companies and startups over 40 countries

Defence Forces

and across 5 continents.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Comsec is one of the leading global cybersecurity companies, active
for over 32 years.

Public Transportation

our offering spans across five (5) main pillars:

Safe City &
Municipalities

1. Security testing and assessment
2. Offensive security
3. GRC
4. Managed Services
5. Education & Training
We recently launched our automated DDoS simulation platform to
help organizations conduct realistic DDoS attacks to gauge their DDoS
resiliency.
Covid-19 expanded organization's perimeter and we see more attacks
targeting end points outside the traditional perimeter. Therefore
Comsec developed its unique Ransomware readiness package to help
its clients withstand this type of attacks.
Please review the attached brochure for more details about our other
services: CISO as a Service, SSDLC, Code review and more.
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ContextSpace Solutions Ltd
Privacy Information Management System (PIMS)
https://www.contextspace.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

ContextSpace PIMS is an operational implementation of the ISO/IEC
27701 Privacy Information Management System specification.

Government Agencies

Uniquely, ContextSpace PIMS provides ready-to-use infrastructure (for
cloud, premises and hybrid) for enforcing regulatory privacy
compliance. Enforcement is the missing ingredient to an effective and
successful privacy compliance programme.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
PRIVACY DESIGNER is an integrated and user-friendly suite of tools for
assembling logical privacy compliance designs and purposes with
robust accountability. It simplifies and automates the definition of key
compliance entities and rules
PRIVACY CENTER is the ultimate system for fulfilling data subject
rights. It provides a rich and dynamic web portal where the full-effect
of virtually all included GDPR rights can be fulfilled for the data
subject, in real-time. Accurate data discovery, classification and
purpose-mapping, Grant and withdraw consent with equal ease and
user-friendliness, Access all data subject information, in all locations,
on premises, cloud or hybrid, Manage structured, semi-structured
(IoT, activities and behavior) and unstructured data, Provide real-time
transparency for all Records of Processing.
PRIVACY OPS is the world's leading GDPR Enforcement solution. Fully
containerized, clustered and distributed, PRIVACY OPS offers
integrated, fully automated data protection services that prevent noncompliance while producing detailed evidence of compliance.
Establish a scalable Personal Data Lake for all data types and
categories, Prevent data breaches via full encryption and
pseudonymization, Integrate all legacy and cloud data assets of all
types and volumes, Automate data retention and deletion for any data
asset, Enable a Privacy Firewall to dynamically prevent non-compliant
processing, Use a single Privacy API to process all personal data
anywhere in the Enterprise.
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Corsight AI
Facial Recognition for the most challenging conditions
https://www.corsight.ai/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Corsight high-performance Facial Recognition is the meeting point of
the Next Generation AI technology with a team passion for privacy
and accuracy. What makes this technology superior and unique is its
ability to mimic the human brain while eliminating the need to
undergo a deep learning process.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE N: N CHALLENGE: Recognize many
individuals against a database of many under challenging conditions

2. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE FACIAL AUTHENTICATION CHALLENGE:
Authenticate a person using a set of recognizable and verifiable data
unique and specific to that person under challenging conditions
3. OUR OFFERING ADDRESSES ALL THE NEEDS
* LIVE: Instantaneously pinpoint people of interest in live camera
streams
- Get alerts instantly
- Optimized for processing in large, moving crowds
*FORENSIC: Review hours of videos in minutes
- Analyzing every single image
- 15x faster than real-time processing
*SEARCH: Search for people of interest instantly in archived data
- Find any face in seconds
- All appearances recorded by system in signature format
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Coverty Ltd.
Troya – All-in-One Tactical Surveillance Platform
https://www.coverty-tech.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Government Agencies

Coverty develops and manufactures mobile and cellular surveillance
systems, enabling discrete, real-time, high-quality recordings and
transmissions of video, audio, and data over wireless or cellular
networks. Troya, Coverty’s unique tactical surveillance platform, has
proven itself to be the best all-in-one tool-of-choice for major top tier
professionals, offering optimized solutions for law enforcement,
government agencies, special forces & HLS

Solutions at a Glance
Troya is a unique all-in-one tactical surveillance platform, optimized
for law enforcement, government agencies, special forces, and HLS.
Using a mobile phone or web/mobile application with an advanced UI
– as well as integration with various peripherals such as body-worn
video cameras and other night vision surveillance solutions – Troya
enables discrete video and audio recording, and live broadcasting over
wireless or cellular networks all using the same platform.
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Cyberbit
Cyberbit Range: Zero to Hero Cybersecurity Training Platform

https://www.cyberbit.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2015, Cyberbit provides hands-on cybersecurity education
and training, addressing the global cybersecurity skills gap via its
world-leading Cyberbit Range platform. Used by Fortune 500
organizations, universities, training academies, governments,
managed service providers, and others around the world, Cyberbit
Range delivers more than 100,000 hours of training every single year.
Investors include Charlesbank, Claridge, and Elbit.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Cyberbit Range, the world's leading immersive cybersecurity training
platform, provides hands-on cybersecurity education and training for
cybersecurity professionals, novices, and hopefuls. Taking trainees
from "zero to hero," Cyberbit Range provides the cybersecurity
theory, labs for practical application, and live attacks across the entire
kill chain. Cyberbit Range delivers a hyper-realistic experience by
immersing trainees in a "virtual SOC" environment complete with
commercial-grade tools from Palo Alto Networks, Checkpoint,
McAfee, Splunk, RSA, IBM, MicroFocus, and more. These tools are
used to investigate incidents and mitigate attacks the same way a
member of the security operations center would in the real world. By
taking the aforementioned immersive approach to cybersecurity
training, Cyberbit has been able to effectively prepare cybersecurity
students for the real world, reducing onboarding and training time by
up 67% and saving an average of $30k per employee annually in
salaried training costs. For cybersecurity professionals who have
trained on Cyberbit Range, time to detection, containment, and
eradication (MTTR) has been drastically reduced, resulting in millions
of dollars of savings in cybercrime costs for our clients. Cyberbit Range
is available on the cloud and on-premise, depending on client needs.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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Digital Clues
Digital Intelligence for Forward-Thinking Decision Makers
https://digitalclues.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Digital Clues, a provider of digital intelligence solutions, has evolved
the world of web and open-source intelligence to serve as a central
investigation hub for analysts across a wide range of global industries.
Digital Clues' technology collects and connects digital clues from open
sources around the web and beyond to generate insights regarding
various illegal or otherwise suspicious activities.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Product Suite - Turn unstructured data into clear, mapped
intelligence case with Digital Clues OSINT platform.
ProBotTM - Data collection engine and harvesting tools including
crawler development studio.
Expand your information sources and bypass web security
mechanisms to collect information from any web source, social
network and web application, including mobile apps, and the deep
and dark web, now and in the future.
Utilize Robot StudioTM to create a wide range of robot scraping tools.
Build robots with no coding experience, import robots, or use a
customization service. Reuse collected data to initiate new collection
tasks.
Browse any web source in a secure anonymous environment. Create
“legends” including avatars, location proxies, social media accounts,
posts and activities.
ProFoundTM - Complete investigation platform containing indexed
structured data and powerful drill-down enrichment capabilities.
Use analysis tools such as location tracking, Visual Link Analysis,
cryptocurrency analysis, entity extraction, fake account classification,
and more, to get a precise intelligence case.
Initiate automated, ready-to-use workflows and investigation
templates.
ProFilerTM - Single-click OSINT intelligence platform with 360 view of
target location and online activities.
Know the information sources with full transparency, trace back the
raw data of each piece of information, and understand its certainty
level.

Safe City &
Municipalities
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El-Far Electronics Systems 2000 Ltd.
PIDS, Perimeter, Critical Infrastructures, Smart Fence, Sensitive
sites, Sensors, Intrusion Detection Systems

https://www.elfar.co.il/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

EL-FAR Electronics Systems 2000 Ltd. is a global company dedicated to
the development and delivery of advanced perimeter security systems
& solutions for governmental, industrial, commercial, and private
facilities worldwide. EL-FAR serves not only as a systems integrator but
also as the developer of these high-end security technologies, from
the Integrated Site Management Software down to the intrusion
detection system on the fences.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Government Agencies
Public Transportation
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FirstPoint Mobile Guard
All-in-one Cellular Cyber Security for any SIM-based device

https://www.firstpoint-mg.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

FirstPoint’s mobile phone & IoT device cybersecurity service for
organizations is the first holistic solution protecting from all cellular
network-based cyber threats: mobile identity compromise, man-inthe-middle, location tracking, denial-of-service, malicious SMS and
data leakage. Our agentless, cellular network-based approach is
hassle-free to use and deploy, giving organizations 360 control over
their device’s cellular security.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Problem
Despite the wide variety of cybersecurity solutions cyber attacks
against cellular devices are still on the rise. In particular, fake cell
towers, man-in-the-middle, SS7 loopholes, data leakage, and SMS
phishing attacks are increasing in popularity while the current
cybersecurity solutions fall short of being able to protect devices from
these types of attacks.
Solution
FirstPoint introduces the first all-in-one cellular cybersecurity service
for organizations. Premium protection for high threat devices and
scenarios. For the first time, organizations have the power to control
their devices’ entire cellular security – mobile phones, IoT devices,
connected cars, and more – any SIM/eSIM based-device.

Video

FirstPoint brings the first solution against fake cell towers, cellular
man-in-the-middle, as well as against SS7 & Diameter loopholes,
malicious & binary SMS, malware, data leakage, and backdoors, thus
protecting from hacking, tracking, and eavesdropping.
The security service detects, alerts, and protects, with a SOC
management platform, per device profiling and tools for deception.

FirstPoint partners with mobile network operators and private
networks to create a secured virtual home network through which
protected devices’ communication is routed, analyzed, and securely
enabled.
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infiniDome
Protecting GPS of Drones, Trucks and Critical Assets
https://www.infinidome.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

infiniDome offers the world’s first commercial (non-military) GPS
protection solution, protecting drones, vehicles and critical assets
from jamming attacks. Deployed globally protecting systems of
leading defense companies, integrators, and GPS vendors, our
technology allows for protection of UAS, truck fleets and critical assets
all over the world.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
GPSdome™ is a small-sized, add-on device that provides protection
against GPS jamming, ensuring continuity of autonomous navigation
and operation during jamming conditions. No other solution that
offers such protection is as small, light, affordable or as easily installed
as GPSdome™.
GPSdome™ is tailor-made for protection of UAS and drones and
defense\HLS GPS systems protection.
OtoSphere™ ensures continuity of GPS signals used for tracking,
monitoring and navigation during a jamming attack. Unregulated by
export control, OtoSphere™ is made for protection of truck fleets,
maritime vessels and critical infrastructure.
infiniCloud - The GPS Security Cloud, collects all GPS attack data in
REAL-TIME from all of infiniDome's products: the GPSdome, the
OtoSphere and the dedicated GPSensor. infiniCloud continuously
monitors the GNSS and cellular reception status at each critical asset
as well as alerts in real-time when any GPS attack is detected allowing
to mitigate the compromising of the asset.

Video
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IntellSiG
video, audio, GPS, TSCM, Tactical, surveillance, hidden
http://www.intellsig.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

IntellSiG is a market-leading manufacturer and integrator of video,
audio, tracking & TSCM systems. Our solutions offer the latest
intelligence technologies for high performance and reliable operation.
Our team with years of experience in Technical intelligence and our
research and development engineers, build special devices for our
special clients. we offer professional wide range of devices for law
enforcement and intelligence organizations.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Hidden Video systems for tacticl and VIP protection
Micro Audio systems with encryption
TSCM (technical surveillance counter-measures) systems
Sound jammers
Hidden tracking solutions
Production of objects as rocks, wood tranks made of complex
polymers
On-demand integration lab services
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JENOVICE
Experts in RF tactical systems development- Bluetooth & Wi-Fi

https://www.jenovice.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

JENOVICE is a cyber security company that was founded in 2012 based
in Tel Aviv, Israel.

Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation

We develop different tactical systems in the SIGINT field focusing on
WiFi & Bluetooth.
Our systems are dedicated to actively gather intelligence both indoors
and in outdoor operations.
We invest our resources in providing high-end field & target-oriented
systems, that will fit different tactical scenarios.

Solutions at a Glance
Our systems can be operated from anywhere in the world. It’s
controlled remotely, with an easy to use UI and no need for a
technical operational team on site.
The sensors are autonomous and can be deployed with a range of
dozens to hundreds of meters from the target.
In the era of cyber-awareness, the system can work silently in stealth
mode when all information gathered is buffered to the control center,
leaving no traces in the field.
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KELA Group
Award-Winning Dark Net Intelligence Experts
https://ke-la.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Government Agencies;

KELA Group, established and headquartered in Tel Aviv, is comprised
of more than 100 intelligence and technical experts all leveraging
unique skills from Israel’s elite military intelligence units. The
combination of intelligence backgrounds and professionalism in the
cyber world enables KELA Group’s team to develop high-end
technologies and analyze complex data from an intelligence-point-ofview.

Solutions at a Glance
KELA Group’s mission is to integrate experiences and methodologies
from the Israeli Defense Forces’ elite intelligence units for
revolutionizing cyber, HLS, and finance. Our success is based on a
unique integration of automated technologies and qualified
intelligence experts. KELA Group offers a wide range of proprietary
technologies and services for monitoring the Darknet to prevent
potential cyber-attacks for enterprises and government agencies. The
solutions consist of high-end Darknet threat intelligence technologies,
cutting edge technologies and tools suited for law enforcement and
intelligence organizations, tailored consulting from KELA's intelligence
experts, and more.

Video
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Laser Detect Systems
Innovative Solutions for Explosives and Narcotics Detection
http://www.laser-detect.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Laser Detect Systems (LDS) is a world-leading developer of stand-off,
laser-based, and trace detection technologies. LDS has
commercialized patented, groundbreaking systems for homeland
security, law enforcement, military, and environmental safety. These
systems enable stand-off, real-time sensing, and trace detection of
explosives, narcotics, and other hazardous materials in powder, liquid,
or pill form, without the need for sampling.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation

Solutions at a Glance
Hybrid Detection Kit (HDK) - A comprehensive chemical substances
detection solution that can detect a wide range of explosives,
explosive precursors, narcotics, and other hazardous materials. HDK
employs different detectors using various detection and identification
techniques, including laser Raman Spectroscopy, Ion Mobility
Spectrometry (IMS) and Wet-Chemistry (WC), alongside field-proven,
localized Concept of Operations (CONOPs).
The GSCAN, a state-of-the-art, handheld, portable Raman
Spectroscopy detector. Based on an embedded materials library of
hazardous substances, the GSCAN is easily operated and delivers
definitive results in as little as 9 seconds.
ISCAN - LDS’s ISCAN employs Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) to
detect trace quantities of low-volatile, organic substances in
extremely low concentrations.

Video

TSCAN - A field test kit collection tool used for the detection and
identification of explosive substances or trace residues using wetchemistry. The T-SCAN detects 99% of explosives on the FBI Threat
List, providing quick and clear results.
Tactical Lie Detector (TLD) - LDS's TLD is a portable solution based on
traditional polygraph sensors. It allows users with minimal training to
conduct customized, comprehensive, rapid, and reliable testing on the
go and outside of the traditional polygraph setting.
SPHERE - Vehicle screening, scanning, and inspection station.
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LeadSpotting
Top market intelligence for HLS and Defense
https://www.leadspotting.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

LeadSpotting is an AI-driven business intelligence company focused on
gathering data from open web sources & social media and
transforming it into valuable sales and marketing information.
LeadSpotting has tailored solutions for HLS and Defense companies
allowing them to obtain the best market intelligence.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1) MarketSpotting
MarketSpotting is an automatic market intelligence service that scans
and filters millions of open web sources according to customer's
requirements and delivers customized reports with timely, highquality, targeted insights and updates essential for decision-making.
MarketSpotting provides 100% coverage of any market, from social
and open sources. AI is our driving force, filtering out noise and
bringing forward only relevant data.
It is a one-stop shop for market analysts to process intelligence alerts,
create management reports, and receive AI recommendations.
We enable your business to:

- map out target industries
- tap into untapped market opportunities
- track competition
- maximize efficiency
- create an intelligence database.

Video

2) MarketS
MarketS is a dedicated S&M intelligence portal for the HLS,
Aerospace, Defense and Cyber sectors allowing managers to receive
top selected news and tenders in the industry. The platform provides
100% coverage of any market, from social and open sources. Now you
can view dedicated news, alerts and reports. MarketS is available as a
free version with sample data and as a gold package where
LeadSpotting's expert analyst mine the data for you.
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METIS
ANSWERS TO ALL YOUR INTELLIGENCE QUESTIONS
https://www.metis-intelligence.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The Metis Augmented Predictive Intelligence Platform helps you
uncover all the relevant information – entities, connections, and
activities – buried within all your data to give you a complete picture
of what’s happened, what’s happening, and what’s next, so you can
empower your team to get the results you are looking for.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Fusion and Data Preparation - Using connectors, Metis collects all your
information and starts combing through it to extract and index
everything, such as faces, email addresses, company names, people,
phone numbers, locations, and much more. Metis runs entity
resolution algorithms on all this indexed information to find and fuse
associated things into a single object. This makes it easy for you to
understand everything related to an individual, group, place, or entity.
Augmented Intelligence Suite – Metis takes what has been uncovered
and learned and automatically looks for other changes, connections,
and patterns that may be meaningful. The Platform hones in on
suspicious activity as it emerges and explores what the data could
mean in relation to everything else that is known. It then suggests
what else an investigator should know, be asking, or looking for, so
pre-emptive action can be taken to address emerging and imminent
threats.
Analyst Investigation Suite - Metis ensures your inherent
organizational knowledge and expertise is put to use, enabling you to
explore, visualize, and understand the data at their fingertips, in a
matter of moments. Anyone can take what they know and ask a
question to initiate an investigation. Metis then employs a variety of
analytical, data science, and visualization methods to answer those
questions. Everything is uncovered, nothing is left out, in a matter of
minutes.
Workflow Management – Metis makes it easy for analysts to manage
the daily operations of their investigations. With Metis, it is simple to
securely collaborate, monitor ongoing findings, and audit
investigations.
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MinerEye
Automated data governance of unstructured data
https://minereye.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

With the exponential growth in data, particularly in unstructured, dark
data, MinerEye offers an automated process for data governance
based on artificial intelligence and machine learning. MinerEye's
DataTracker enables organization to achieve optimal data discovery
and mapping, cloud optimization with only the needed files, easy and
fast regulatory data privacy compliance on a file level, data protection
for shared collaboration environments.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Data Discovery & Governance: MinerEye provides automated visual
mapping that can be analyzed easily for multiple dimensions, like for
multi-national organizations who need to map data according to
geographic security and privacy regulations and business policies.
Personal Information (PI) Risk quantification: Automated consistent
assignment of a risk score by analyzing the variety and quantity of PI
entities contained in a file. It applies a risk score in a unified view
across file types and data sources.
Data Privacy: Regulations Compliance (GDPR, CCPA, PIPEDA etc),
Aggregates information from the unstructured data in the context of
every file according to the specific compliance article.
D/SAR and FOIA requests - Automates the finding of personal
information across all networks of an organization for deletion within
minutes.
Data Minimization: Enables to automatically analyze what can be
deleted, archived before moving to the cloud or for privacy rules.

Video

Data Retention: Correlates multiple dimensional analysis for granular
dissection of data, enabling optimal data retention policies.
Automated identification and labeling of business critical and sensitive
data to enable secure and compliant cloud based collaboration, access
control, rights management across a hybrid environment.
Data Protection Policy Sandbox - Enables policy simulation and fine
tuning of the optimal policy per file before implementing the policy.
Syncs business, privacy and security policies to prevent conflicts.
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MS TECHNOLOGIES
Sensor technologies and threat detectors
http://ms-technologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

MS TECH is a world-class designer, manufacturer, and innovator of
advanced detection and diagnostic sensors. We develop technological
products and integrated detection solutions based on our industryleading sensor technologies. Our products and integrated detection
solutions make the world safer, healthier, and more efficient.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
MS TECHNOLOGIES is a leading sensor research and development
company whose mission is to make the world a safer place.

Our leading products are noted for their practicality, and advantages,
such as their size, being green technology, not using a radioactive
source and the detection of different components such as explosives
and narcotics, including synthetic opioids.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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MTtech
changing conduct in the workspace surround
http://www.mttechs.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

breakthrough dedicated technologies we develop.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces

We develop apps and sensors to create ideal systems that enhance
performance within their operating environment, our smart solutions
have been applied to various uses and sectors, including education,
real estate, car dealerships, new solutions for security/military,
hospitals and more.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Military :

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

- Smart ‘Sand Table’ ideal system for maps and Satellites display and
data analyzing as for preparation and in the real-time location of
forces

Safe City &
Municipalities

- Smart intuitive control room systems, operating cameras, timeline,
etc by intuitive touch and VPA, without the need of mouse and
keyboard to increase operator efficiency and convenience.
- Smart conference rooms to meetings clean from paperwork, laptops,
and paperwork, keeping ey contact and full participation of all
together.

- Interactive instruction systems, multiuser learning system.
- Smart Pyshichain desk MedDesk enables continuous and
comprehensive communication during appointments through the use
of a multi-channel digital form with the aim of giving the patient
utmost attention, continuous eye contact, and maximizing efficiency
by canceling the need for typing
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Netline Communication Technologies Ltd.
Counter RC-IED, Counter Drone, COMJAM, Prison Solutions

https://www.netlinetech.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Netline develops & delivers high-end spectrum dominance and EW
systems, providing force protection & counter terror solutions to the
world’s leading defense & HLS agencies for over 20 years.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Netline specializes in Counter Remote Controlled IED (RCIED) systems,
Counter Drone solutions, communication jamming and prison
communication control. Netline's systems are designed to operate in
harsh environmental conditions meeting Military standards.

Solutions at a Glance
Netline’s products are operational and field proven since 2000 with
vast track-record, including large-scale deployment of EW systems
operating in conflict zones such as Iraq, Afghanistan and more.
Counter RCIED Solutions
Netline presents a complete line of RCIED jamming systems, the CGuard family, offering a variety of solutions, both mounted and
dismounted systems. The company is one of the pioneers of high-end
reactive jamming technology worldwide.
Counter Drone Solutions

Netline’s DroneNet platform offers a multi-layered, complete counter
drone solution for Detection, Identification, Localization and
Mitigation of hostile drones, all monitored and controlled by a central
C4.
Communication Jamming
Netline communication jamming systems block RF communications
and isolate arenas targeting cellular, satellite, Wi-Fi/Bluetooth,
Walkie/Talkie and all other wireless communication means.
Prison Control Solutions

Netline provides prison authorities worldwide with effective, reliable
and proven tools to control the illicit use of contraband cellular
devices or other types of wireless communication equipment.
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NSO SHIELD
ECLIPSE - the world's finest Cyber Counter-Drone Solution
https://www.nsogroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

NSO Shield, the HLS division of NSO Group, offers the world's finest
cyber counter-drone solution, tailored to the specific needs of
government agencies, military, law enforcement, homeland security
organizations and critical infrastructure. NSO Group is a global leader
in the world of cyber intelligence, data acquisition, and analysis.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Eclipse is a premier cyber counter-drone platform designed to
automatically detect, take over and safely land unauthorized
commercial drones in a designated zone.
Eclipse is non-jamming (no impact on wireless communication and
GPS signals), non-kinetic (surgical, with no collateral damage), does
not require line of sight (suited to dense environment) and can
distinguish between authorized and unauthorized drones. Eclipse is
the only drone defense system in the world that is FCC, CE and CB
compliant.
The autonomous end-to-end cyber solution, providing 4 layers of
security:
Detect – Detecting and locating drones in the vicinity of the
perimeter, using a 24/7 monitoring system.
Identify – Extracting rich real-time data, including the operator’s
location and flight parameters. Friendly drones can be whitelisted
according to their serial number.

Video

Control – Mitigating airborne drone intrusions by automatically and
actively taking over the controls from the operator, navigating the
drone to a predefined location, then landing it there safely. Intrusion
is defined when a drone tries to enter a predefined geofenced area.
Prevent – Denying drones from taking off from within a predefined
geofenced area.
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OneView
Discover the Full Potential of Virtual Synthetic Data
https://www.oneview.space/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

OneView is a platform for the acceleration of remote sensing imagery
analytics in a scalable and cost-effective way. The platform creates
virtual synthetic datasets to be used for machine learning algorithm
training. OneView enables skipping the tedious process of collecting,
tagging, and validating real images from drones, airborne, and
satellites. The OneView platform is capable of generating datasets for
any environment, object, and sensor.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The OneView Solution "Bold"

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

OneView creates completely virtual datasets, using gaming engines to
create 3D models of any imaginable environment.
The creation process is fast, cost-effective, and can answer any need
put forward by clients. Most importantly, the datasets are error-free,
highly accurate, and come fully annotated. Various tags and marks
that machine learning algorithms need for their training are
implemented during the creation process.
With OneView’s virtual datasets, machine learning teams are no
longer bottlenecked. They can simply request any use case, specify
what kind of annotation they need and for which sensor they want the
datasets, and that’s it. They get a ready-for-training dataset.
Industries "Bold"
-Energy & Infrastructure
-Finance & Insurance
-Defense & Intelligence
-Urban Planning & Services
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Orchestra Group
Harmonize cybersecurity compliance & risk
https://www.orchestra.group

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Orchestra Group’s mission is to addresses the major roadblocks that
make it difficult for CISO, CIO, and their teams to manage
cybersecurity such as:

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

1. Fragmented technologies using different paradigms for each slice of
the cybersecurity puzzle.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

2. Lack of standard metrics to measure, manage, and benchmark
cyber defense.

Defence Forces

3. constant tuning of the trade-offs between shifting IT\Business
needs and cyber risk.

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Harmony IoT - is a unique solution that provides airspace dome
around organizations to monitor, detect threats and mitigate
cyberattacks through the attack surface of WiFi and Bluetooth
protocols as well as smart-connected devices (IoTs) using them.
Harmony Purple - is a next-generation vulnerability prioritization tool
(VPT) that continuously showcases validated, global, multi-vector,
Attack Path Scenarios™ (APS), so you can focus your red team and
blue team’s time and resources on those vulnerabilities that threaten
your critical assets and business process the most with maximum
efficiency, effectiveness and lowest cost of ownership (TCO).

Video
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Pro4tech
Tactical Surveillance Systems from the field
https://www.pro4tech.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

Pro4tech is a high-end global provider of covert surveillance and
security solutions for professional law enforcement agencies.
Leveraging decades of operational experience and technological
know-how, Pro4tech offers a comprehensive line of high-quality, userfriendly and small-scale audio/video products that significantly
enhance in-field performance.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
LIVE A/V product line offers unique solution for AV streaming over the
cellular network using a mobile app. The system allows remote control
of covert camcorder via app or VMS.
Musa is a new 4G LTE All-in-One autonomous multi-sensor (
Accelerometer, Temperature, Ambient light, and more) for easy and
quick activation of any external device (Relay).
Detection signal can be transmitted via either RF or IoT modem (SMS),
and its extremely low power design allows months of field
deployment.

Video
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Reposify
Discover & eliminate unknown Internet exposures in real-time

https://reposify.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Reposify's External Attack Surface Management platform discovers and
monitors for exposures, misconfigurations and shadow IT risks within
and beyond your known network ranges. Get a continuous outside-in
view of your internet facing assets no matter where they are located.
See your security issues prioritized for your business and get actionable
remediation advice.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation

Video
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Solutions at a Glance
Reposify is an attack surface management platform delivering
autonomous, 24/7 discovery of exposed assets across all environments
and the supply chain. Leading enterprises worldwide use Reposify to gain
unparalleled visibility of their internet-facing assets and actionable
security insights for eliminating shadow IT risks.
Reposify’s proprietary technology maps the world's internet exposure in
real-time. Cutting edge ML classification and association engines analyze
all the assets and automatically create your complete inventory. Passive
and non-intrusive techniques detect exposures, cryptographic issues,
misconfigurations, CVEs & more. Security issues are automatically
prioritized and an action plan with remediation guidance is generated so
you can resolve more issues in less time.
1.

Exposed Assets Discovery & Monitoring: Find your unknown
exposed assets across the entire internet.

2.

External Attack Surface Management: Identify and eliminate critical
attack vectors resulting from shadow IT, misconfigurations and
unknown exposures.

3.

Subsidiary Risk Tracking: Gain complete visibility of shadow IT, and
unknown risks relating to your subsidiaries.

4.

Supply Chain Risk Monitoring: Continuously uncover risks that are
not visible with one time questionnaires.

5.

Cloud Asset Discovery & Monitoring: See all your public assets
across all cloud providers.

6.

Merger & Acquisition IT Risk Assessment: Perform IT risk
assessment of an acquisition target in a single mouse click.
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ReSec Technologies
Zero Trust for Documents
https://resec.co/

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

ReSec Technologies offers organizations ultimate protection from
known and unknown ("zero-day") file-based malware threats (source
of >90% of malware attacks). Our patented Content Disarm and
Reconstruction (CDR) technology ensures safe delivery of threat-free
files in real-time, achieving an unparalleled balance between superior
security and usability. ReSec's innovative solution is used by leading
organizations from diverse industries globally.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance
Who We Are:
ReSec Technologies is an innovative cyber security company providing
organizations with full prevention of file-based malware threats from
email, removable devices, and file-transfer threat vectors.
What we do:
Focusing on complete prevention to overcome the limitations of
existing detection solutions, ReSec’s multi-engine platform treats
every file as a threat and therefore leaves the original file outside of
the organization’s network and delivers the end-user with a threatfree and fully functional replica of the file in real-time.
Why us:
We revolutionize the way organizations can secure their gateway with
an unparalleled balance between ultimate security and usability. This
is rare in the cyber security space.
Our Products:

Video
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At the core of ReSec’s solution is a policy-based multi-engine platform
that protects from threat vectors such as email (on-premise and
cloud), removable devices (on the endpoint and in standalone kiosks),
web uploads and downloads, common file storage and transfers. Our
products are installed on-premise or in a private cloud and allow full
protection with minimal impact on the end-user.
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Reshet Graf LTD
Infrared combat ID solutions - IR & Thermal ID | Targets
http://www.infrared-id.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

infrared-ID a sub-division of Reshet-Graf LTD (1977) dedicated to the
development and manufacturing of infrared ID solutions for night
vision and thermal devices.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Specialize in passive combat ID IFF products for personal and vehicles.
Lead manufacturer of passive thermal targets for zeroing and training.
Production from raw to finished product.
Combat proven solutions in use by European, US, Israeli and other
defense forces worldwide.

Solutions at a Glance
Combat Identification solutions for NVG and thermal devices,
preventing friendly fire while enhancing tactical communication
during night time operations.
Passive thermal targets for zeroing and shooting ranges.
All products can be custom made from base characteristics to the final
product's specifications.
Main product lines:

Infrared ID patches for NVG | Thermal ID markers and panels | Passive
thermal targets
IR ID: IR flags, IR callsigns, IFF squares, Vehicle V markers, IR tape
Thermal ID: Thermal ID patches, Thermal ID panels, Thermal ID covert
markers

Video
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Passive thermal targets: Zeroing targets, Figure targets, Vehicle
targets, Calibration targets
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RT LTA Systems Ltd
A world leader of Tactical Aerostat Systems - Skystar family
https://www.rt.co.il/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

RT is a world leading developer and manufacturer of tactical aerostat
systems. With 2 million flight hours and 100 systems operating
worldwide, RT offer a highly mobile aerostat system suitable for
tactical mid-range surveillance, communications and security
applications for HLS and Defense missions.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Skystar Aerostat Systems are mobile and rapidly deployed, employs an
advanced avionic module combining a GPS/INS navigation that
pinpoints targets on the video display of the ground control station.
Target coordinates can be used directly by the crew or transmitted to
other users over tactical radio networks. RT's Skystar aerostats are a
cost-effective mean for HLS, defense, and security missions, as it
provides persistent surveillance and communication over long periods
at a very minimal cost, only $20 per day (not including labor). The
Skystar aerostats can operate in harsh weather conditions, winds up
to 40 Knots and up to 1,500 feet.
Skystar Aerostat Systems operated by a minimal crew after a short
training.
The Skystar Aerostat Systems are operational with HLS forces and
military around the world, performing ISR and security missions,
where the system demonstrated outstanding efficiency, reliability, and
cost effectiveness.
Applications:

Video
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• Situational Awareness • Surveillance, Reconnaissance & Target
Acquisition • Force and perimeter protection • Safe City
• Counter terror operations • Border protection • Law enforcement
and public safety • Search and rescue • VIP Protection •
Communications and telemetry relay • Artillery fire adjustment •
Counter terror operations
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Safe-T
Zero-Trust – The Right Way!
https://www.safe-t.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Safe-T is introducing ZONEZERO® - an industry-first Perimeter Access
Orchestration platform. Whether you are interested in implementing
a new SDP solution, if you want to enhance your legacy VPN access
security, or add MFA to any VPN, service or application - ZONEZERO®
allows you to manage the entire access scheme in one, holistic, easy
to use platform.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

With Safe-T, Zero-Trust is no longer just a buzzword. It is a reality.

Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Safe-T is a global leader and innovator in the field of ZTNA (Zero Trust
Network Access) and is recognized as a reference vendor in this
domain by both Gartner and Forrester as well as by other analysts in
this market space.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our ZoneZero, a perimeter access orchestration platform that enables
us to take any legacy network and upgrade it to Zero Trust
compliance. The platform is vendor agnostic, network-centric based
(with no installation required on the endpoint – so we support
transparently both cellular and laptops OS), supports on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid environment and on top of the obvious security,
benefits offer huge operational value for the end customers.
We have customers in the government sector, regulated customers,
financial institutes, insurance companies, universities, healthcare as
well as industrial and critical infrastructure.
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SeismicAI
Earthquake Early Warning
http://www.seismicai.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

SeismciAI is an earthquake early warning system and seismic
diagnostics. Our technology is able to provide significantly quicker and
more accurate early-warning at a fraction of the cost of the currently
available early-warning systems. We are able to detect earthquakes
whose epicenter is either onshore or offshore using shallow, landbased sensor arrays that are easily and cost-effectively deployed.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
We are an Israeli company specializing in the area of earthquake early
warning systems and seismic diagnostics. Our technology is able to
provide significantly quicker and more accurate early-warning at a
fraction of the cost of the currently available early-warning systems.
We are able to detect earthquakes whose epicenter is either onshore
or offshore using shallow, land-based sensor arrays that are easily and
cost-effectively deployed. Our patented technology is able to filter out
ambient shaking such as that caused by traffic or industrial activity,
making it possible to deploy sensor arrays in urban environments. This
is especially useful when providing early-warning for sensitive
infrastructures such as power plants, refineries, or rail networks.

Video
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SensoGuard
Buried perimeter intrusion detection using seismic sensors

https://sensoguard.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

SensoGuard Develops & Manufactures seismic security solutions.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our products are field operational for more than 8 years, in more than
25 countries.
Permanent Perimeter Protection:
Invisible virtual fence which detects intrusion above and underground
(tunnelling)
Mobile/ Tactical Solutions:
Mobile Wireless Tactical kits for law enforcement agencies and
military applications.
Our kits are MIL-STD-810G, battery operated & simple to install

Solutions at a Glance
Permanent Perimeter Protection:
1. Stand Alone Detectors - Small sites
2. InvisiFence- Medium to large perimeters
Typical Applications:

- Military Bases , Prisons , Borders - Residential perimeter security Oil&Gas pipeline protection - Critical Infrastructure
Mobile/ Tactical Solutions:
1.SG Cam Kit
2.MOSS

Video

3.SG-Rapid PTZ
4.Unattended Ground Sensors Network
Typical Applications:

- Border protection (smuggling routes)
- Illegal Dumping
- Illegal Hunting
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Septier Communications Ltd.
Gain the Network Advantage
https://www.septier.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Septier Communication Ltd. is a recognized leader in the dynamic
world of tactical and strategic cellular security systems alongside a
growing line of cyber solutions. Founded in 1999, Septier
conceptualizes, builds and delivers a wide range of tailor-made
products to clients worldwide including law enforcement, homeland
security and counterterrorism agencies, search & rescue
organizations, telecom companies, correctional facilities and more.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Meeting the challenges of homeland security and counterterrorism
are our clients’ top concerns. Septier’s product and service lines are
designed to meet those challenges head-on. They include:
Tactical Systems: An extensive suite of applications designed for
operational use, developed using Septier’s GUARDIAN™ (GSM Unified
Acquisition and Reception Device for Intercepting and Accessing
Networks) technology, providing interception, positioning, presence
detection, access management and blocking, support for search and
rescue operations and more
Strategic Systems: A strategic product line that includes Lawful
Interception (LI) and monitoring systems, an array of cellular
positioning solutions for all networks and technologies, analytical tools
and more
Telecom: Telecom related product lines including cellular positioning
infrastructure as well as fraud management and prevention systems
Cyber Security: Specialized software used for covert intelligence
gathering
In light of the global COVID-19 pandemic, Septier has developed a line
of public health security solutions designed to help authorities curb
the spread of the virus, under the company’s banner of Septier
Emergency.
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Seraphim Optronics
Multi-Sensor systems manufacturer and Integrated solutions
https://seraphim-opt.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Seraphim-Optronics is a manufacturer of integrated solutions for daynight observation and surveillance for military and civilian uses such as
airport , borders and critical assets protection. The company's
solutions incorporate radar, optics, communication technologies and
motion detection algorithms. The products can be installed as an
unattended solutions or can be integrated
into an existing
infrastructure.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Firefly - line of products uses radar, thermal camera, day camera,
detection algorithms and external sensors to offer
different modes of detection within a single system. It also enables
use of multiple communication networks - LAN, Wi-Fi,
Cellular and UHF and delivers a high-resolution, high-quality image.
The Firefly support ONVIF and very easy to integrate with any C&C
system
BEE - Multi -Sensor PTZ system for various ranges consist of thermal
camera, HD camera with an option for GPS, image stabilization and
Laser rane Finder (LRF)
ROSS - Covert and unattended solutions for tactical units and Border
security

Video
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Smufs Biometric Solutions
All of our products are FBI & iSO certified, iOS compliance
https://smufs.wpmudev.host/about/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2012, with headquarters and R&D center in Israel, Smufs
Biometric Solutions has been developing and manufacturing biometric
and identity management solutions for governments, border control,
law-enforcement agencies, financial institutes and sensitive
infrastructure protection. SBS has unique hardware & software
product lines and the Israeli government has been successfully using
our AFIS as a core biometric system since 2018..

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies;

Mobile Identity Management Solutions:

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

1. The MoBio series incorporates the leading available sensor
technologies in a unified tactical mobile biometric platform, covering
the complete range from FAP-10 to FAP-60, providing full mobility,
premium quality and tackling all challenges. The MoBio series
leverages existing field peripherals into complete end-to-end
solutions, enabling biometric acquisition, identity verification, and
document authentication.
2. SBS RoadRunner is the smallest Biometric End-to-End AFIS System,
Compact and rugged. Under 2kg (3.8lb), without compromising on
performance and security.

Video
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3. SBS AFIS – using the verified best fingerprint scanners available in
the market today, with low energy needs, we integrated them into a
unique, unified platform. AFIS provider for the Israeli Population and
Immigration Authority (PIBA), for biometric management of all
foreigners as well as providing biometric solutions to law-enforcement
and military and civil customers around the world. SBS is the provider
of the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) for the
Israeli Population and Immigration Authority (PIBA)
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Suridata.ai
Gaining control, Protecting the unknown
https://www.suridata.ai

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Suridata.ai enables large organizations to identify sensitive business
information and private data across all data repositories. Our
machine-learning technology helps companies to gain full visibility
over unstructured data, so they can easily identify, classify and protect
sensitive data.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Specula™ leverages Suridata.ai's proprietary technology to
autonomously discover sensitive and private information across an
organization's data infrastructure.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

This breakthrough AI-driven engine helps CISOs and CIOs gain full
visibility and control over valuable data in any unstructured repository
(e.g., network server, cloud drive, workstation, laptop).

Safe City &
Municipalities

How it Works
Through a fully automated workflow, Specula connects to your data
sources, understands the nature and business context of the content,
and classifies the data accordingly. This equips you to take effective
action to prevent data leakage, mitigate security risks and comply with
privacy regulations. Using Specula, in a four-step process, discover and
protect your sensitive and private data through automated,
autonomous learning of your organization's specific data.
The Autonomous learning ability

Video
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Autonomous learning of your organization's specific data is what
makes our technology unique. Simply drag & drop a few sample files
containing sensitive data and let our engine independently learn and
discover similar files across your data sources. Upload a few file
samples to train the autonomous learning system. The algorithms will
use this data to learn what is sensitive to your specific organization
according to content and business context. This process results in
precise discovery and mapping of your true data assets, with a very
low false positive rate and zero business disruption.
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ThirdEye Systems
WE EMPOWER ROBOTS WITH REAL WORLD UNDERSTANDING
https://thirdeye-systems.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For the past decade we have been teaching and nurturing our neural
network engine and it is now one of the most advanced databases
capable of performing On-The-Fly analytics within a single frame on
commercially available air-born platforms.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.

Video
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Vicarius
Patch-less Vulnerability Management
https://vicarius.io

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Analyze, prioritize, and remediate cyber threats before they're
exploited. TOPIA's is a cloud-based cost-effective vulnerability
assessment tool, actively identifies risks, and eliminates threats using
proprietary xTags™ and Patchless Protection™ that go beyond
traditional vulnerability management..

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Asset Inventory
Take control of your organization’s asset inventory. With TOPIA’s realtime visibility and an easy deployment process, get an exhaustive
catalog of active servers and endpoint devices. Accurate knowledge of
your global, hybrid-IT environment is fundamental to effective security
control. Completely cloud-based, it’s never been easier to manage
assets at any scale.
Risk Management
Focus on the vulnerabilities that affect you the most. With real-time
app vulnerability and asset-risk analysis combinations, TOPIA creates a
map of your digital environment to help you determine which
vulnerabilities are most urgent. TOPIA continuously detects new
vulnerabilities as your organization grows and evolves.
Patch Management

Video

Get more done with less work using TOPIA’s integrated patch
management tools. Lightweight and comprehensive, TOPIA allows you
to test and install patches across your infrastructure quickly and easily
while maintaining transparency across different departments within
your organization.
Patchless protection
TOPIA's Patchless Protection™ deploys a force field around your most
vulnerable assets using in-memory protection. TOPIA can ensure
you're always protected, even when a patch has not yet been
prepared, tested, or deployed.
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viisights
Behavior Recognition Systems for Realtime Video Intelligence
https://www.viisights.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

viisights is a leading provider of behavioral understanding systems for
real-time video intelligence that leverage unique artificial intelligence
technology. The company provides behavioral understanding systems
for safe and smart cities, smart enterprises, critical infrastructures,
transportation hubs and shared mobility initiatives.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.
Viisights provides automatic real-time understanding of video content
captured by widespread surveillance cameras located throughout
traffic control centers, roads, public areas, buildings, shopping
centers, commercial and industrial zones and more. The system
processes and understands large amounts of video streams in near
real-time and offline (investigative mode), while providing intelligence,
insights and alerts from a variety of actions, events and scenes of
interest.
Our public safety & security value proposition includes:
1) violent activity such as fighting, brawling and stabbing
2) suspicious activity such as carrying a weapon, wearing a mask and
loitering

Video

3) crowd behavior
gathering/dispersing

including

crowd

size

and

crowd

4) perimeter protection – vehicle/person entering unauthorized zone

5) traffic monitoring including accidents and road hazards
6) safety including fire & smoke detection
7) public health (Covid-19) features including no-mask detection,
person-to-person proximity and occupancy
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Wave Guard Technologies Ltd.
ANY SUBJECT. ANY DEVICE. ANY NETWORK. ANY TIME.
https://waveguardtechnologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Wave Guard Technologies is the expert in extracting and analyzing big
data location information from cellular networks and providing
advanced insight and analysis tools for homeland security
organizations, emergency services and government entities.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Founded in 2009, Wave Guard is a software company with several
approved patents, monitoring & analyzing over one hundred million
subscribers worldwide and it has been field proven.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
WAVE GUARD TRACER
Wave Guard Tracer provides an innovative and powerful paradigm for
mobile-based geo location and tracking. Tracer doesn’t require any
installation at the Operator network. It converts raw cellular network
data into actionable real-time intelligence, tracking voice calls, SMS,
data applications, web browsing and many more non-call events with
extremely high accuracy.
WAVE GUARD CURE
Wave Guard’s CURE offers real-time accurate location monitoring of
the entire population for epidemic spread monitoring and protection,
allowing national, state, regional, and local healthcare officials and
governments to:
1. Retroactively reconstruct the locations of infected people to detect
their infection paths and build the list of potentially infected people.
2. Monitor quarantined people in real-time, receiving alerts about any
violations.
3. Get real-time monitoring of quarantined areas (airport, point of
entry, city, etc.) to receive alerts about violations (people coming in or
going out).
4. Use real-time analytics to determine “patient zero” analysis and
build an epidemic’s “heat map.”
The CURE solution can monitor any type of mobile phone and does
not depend on voluntary action or GPS\Bluetooth enabled devices.
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Wintego
Wintego: Your Long-Term Cyber Intelligence Partner
https://www.wintego.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

Wintego’s core expertise is in the development of cyber intelligence
solutions for government, national security, law enforcement, and
intelligence agencies, for the sole purpose of fighting terror and major
crimes.

Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Numerous government agencies around the globe have already
successfully deployed Wintego's cyber intelligence solutions. We
invite you to join our community and establish a long-term, mutually
beneficial partnership with our team.

Solutions at a Glance
Wintego provides solutions designed to reveal activity that is taking
place over the Internet behind
the veil of encryption. Our solutions combine advanced dataextraction engines and field-proven operational methodologies that
enable you to effectively collect valuable intelligence about your
targets. Wintego offers two main product lines:
1. Mass-Analysis Cyber Intelligence (first mile)
• Reveals targets’ activities across an entire country, by performing
powerful big data analysis of encrypted traffic of messaging apps and
social networks
• Operates remotely and non-intrusively • Exposes the real identities
of users generating activity while hiding behind social networks’ masks
• Identifies participants of secured chats on instant message apps and
their connections • Points to potential targets
2. Active Cyber Intelligence (last mile)
• Extracts secured target data by injecting cyber agents into targets’
mobile phones • Deployable by a variety of strategic (remote) and
tactical systems, all developed by Wintego • Penetrates the latest
versions of mobile phones and operating systems • Once installed, the
cyber agents remotely extract the contents of chat apps, VoIP calls,
email accounts, social-network profiles, contact lists, photos, real-time
locations, and more .
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XTEND
XTEND - SKYLORD Tactic drone system
https://www.xtend.me/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

XTEND - SKYLORD Tactic drone system is a revolutionary new Human
Extension Platform that allows any operator with no flight experience
to perform extremely accurate maneuvers in any scenario (indoors &
outdoors) using a wearable light system that enables soldiers / lawenforcement / rescue teams to perform complex tasks without
physical risk.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
XTEND - SKYLORD products and solutions:

| XTENDER is a revolutionary new indoor tactical drone system that
allows any operator with no flight
experience to perform accurate remote tasks
environments. Capable of approaching target site from

in

complex

outside, perform recon and data collection tasks with extreme
accuracy, and seamlessly exit the facility, agnostic
of any indoor-outdoor transition limitations. The system is built to
perform under the most challenging tactical
conditions and operates seamlessly in GPS denied locations.
| HUNTER (C-UAS) is a combat-ready system, defending areas,
facilities and personnel from tactical aerial threats.
The HUNTER eliminates wide range of UAV threats, from fixed-wing
formfactors to size & weight varying drones, via a
kinetic interception methodology.
| WOLVERINE is a revolutionary new outdoor tactical drone system
with Robotic Arm that allows any operator with no
flight experience to perform accurate remote tasks in complex
environments.
When warfighters, first responders, emergency teams and law
enforcement agencies need to deal with critical realtime
events, precision & versatility are paramount.
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Hospitals & Health
Services
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Cellebrite
Digital Intelligence for a Safer World
https://www.cellebrite.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Cellebrite is the global leader and trusted provider of digital
intelligence solutions for law enforcement, military, and private
enterprises worldwide – helping organizations of every size accelerate
investigations by addressing the growing challenges of our expanding
digital world. Cellebrite’s digital intelligence solutions help extract and
decode forensic evidence from the latest mobile phones, computers
and widest range of digital sources.

Solutions at a Glance
Defense and Intelligence: Accomplish the Mission with Digital
Intelligence
The Cellebrite Digital Intelligence Platform enables defense and
intelligence agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data,
yielding actionable intelligence to move operations forward.
Law Enforcement: Build Stronger Cases. Protect Our Communities
To meet the demands of our changing world, law enforcement
agencies need to rethink the way they are structured, how
investigations are conducted, and how digital evidence is shared and
used at each stage of an investigation. Cellebrite’s DI Platform
empowers agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data to its
fullest potential, quickly yielding actionable intelligence that moves
investigations forward.
Business Solutions: Protect Corporate Assets & Mitigate Risk

Video

Whether your organization is handling litigation, corporate
investigations or incident response, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence
Platform reduces the risk derived from digital data.
Corporations, law firms and service providers, through consent, can
legally access the most data sources, using forensically sound
methods, including computer and mobile devices, while managing the
flow and compliance of the data and evidence.
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Mifram Security
Physical Security Solutions World Leader Since 1962
https://www.MiframSecurity.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Mifram Security is today, one of the world’s leading providers in the
design, manufacture and installation of physical perimeter security
solutions. Mifram brings to the table accumulated a wealth of
experience in its decades of dedicated service to its clients.
Mifram has performed a wide variety of industrial and military
projects in Israel and other parts of the world.

Solutions at a Glance
Mifram Security Serves:
• Military & HLS forces.
• Major integrators & law enforcement agencies.
• Public and private sectors.
• Critical infrastructure facilities such as nuclear power plants, airports
and seaports.
Mifram has developed a significant range of simple yet unique HLS and
HLD products and solutions.

Video
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Examples Include: • World's largest Anti-missile steel defensive fence.
• A range of guard and observation towers with varying levels of
fortification. • Protection of critical Infrastructure. • Building
Protective shields for retrofitting and hardening existing buildings and
infrastructures. • Mobile Vehicle Barriers against ramming attacks. •
Various types of modular and mobile ballistic shelters. • A wide range
of counterterror products and solutions. • Safe Haven containers to
protect employees in the field from attacks and kidnap attempts
including cold and hot attacker penetration techniques, light weapons
fire, shrapnel, blast and chemical / biological threats. • Soft and hardshelled buildings for dry storage and industrial refrigeration facilities. •
A range of solutions against weapon, blast, shrapnel, amour piercing
rounds and more.
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Check Point
Cyber Security
https://www.checkpoint.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a
leading provider of cyber security solutions to governments and
corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from
5th generation cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of
malware, ransomware and other types of attacks.

Solutions at a Glance
Cyber Security Products
Check Point Infinity is the first consolidated security across networks,
cloud and mobile.
Cloud Security
Check Point cloud security protects assets in the cloud from the most
sophisticated threats with dynamic scalability, intelligent provisioning
and consistent control across physical and virtual networks.
Network Security
Check Point provides organizations of all sizes with the latest data and
network security protection in an integrated next generation firewall
platform, reducing complexity and lowering the total cost of ownershi
Mobile Security
Check Point Enterprise Mobile Security solutions provide the widest
range of products to help you secure your mobile world
Endpoint Security

Video

Check Point Endpoint Security is a single agent providing data security,
network security, threat prevention and a remote access VPN for
complete Windows and Mac OS X security. As an integrated suite,
Endpoint Security provides simple, unified management and policy
enforcement.
Security Management
Check Point Infinity architecture consolidates management of multiple
security layers, providing superior policy efficiency and enabling to
manage security through a single pane of glass.
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Cobwebs Technologies
Intelligence and Security
https://cobwebs.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Cobwebs solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from all
web layers: social media, open, deep and dark web.

Solutions at a Glance
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from opensource web, social media, blogs, deep and dark web. Our web
intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal
hidden leads and generate insights. They covertly uncover and interact
with the internet’s never-ending trail of clues to build suspect profiles,
reconstruct social circles, identify cyber threats, engage targets, and
generate evidence.
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from Big Data
using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating
intelligent insights. The company focuses its research and
development in Artificial Intelligence technologies which are
harnessed to extract the relevant intelligence from big data using a
vast array of automated procedures.
We provide solutions for:
• Law Enforcement

• National Security

• Public Safety

• Financial Institutions

• Corporate Security
Our Product Portfolio:

Video
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• Investigation Platform

• Threat Intelligence

• Secured Analyst

• Active Web Intelligence

• Financial Investigation

• Location Intelligence
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
The Cyber Defender of the Cyber Nation
https://www.rafael.co.il/worlds/cyber-security/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

RAFAEL’s vast, proven experience of over 20 years in cyber defense,
backed by expert scientists, engineers and cyber professionals, has
made us a cyber security leader, with projects worldwide. In Israel we
head the national Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT), and are
the cyber provider for the Bank of Israel’s Central Credit Register and
for the Israel Railways Authority.

Solutions at a Glance
RAFAEL Cyber Defense Center (RCDC):
This end-to-end, granularly customizable defense command center
provides cyber security for any defense, civilian, utilities, or critical
infrastructure requirements, scaling from a small SOC, to a nationallevel CERT.
RAFAEL SCADA Dome:
This superior, patented cyber defense solution for SCADA & ICS
handles new cyber threats emerging on SCADA and ICS systems,
keeping systems operational while preventing long-lasting, significant
economic damage.

Video
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Rayzone Group Ltd.

https://rayzone.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Rayzone Group utilizes intelligence expertise, operational experience,
and in-house engineers to deliver boutique intelligence-based
solutions for national agencies worldwide. Innovative technologies
and comprehensive methodology provide forward-thinking
intelligence gathering and analysis abilities. Rayzone is certified by
ISOs 9001, 14001, 45001, 27001 standards, Rayzone has delivered in
dozens of countries for over a decade.

Solutions at a Glance
Rayzone's offering includes a diversity of systems:
Intelligence and Investigation Center: TA9 IntSight is our Intelligence
and Investigation Center, whose capabilities include the ability to
integrate, connect, and analyze any type of information, providing
actionable insights. This along with the fusion of various databases
enables optimized use of information available to the organization.
Remote Systems: Multitude of systems that function on unique and
advance techniques that bypass the need to connect to data providers
(ISP – internet service providers, CP – cellular providers, etc.) while
delivering the ability to collect information on targets remotely.
Proximity Systems: These various systems can be used as
combinatorial tools to fill in the gaps where remote systems cannot or
to complete the last mile of an operation by collecting information on
targets in their surroundings.

Video

Infrastructural & Defensive: Vast experience in technological domains
such as cellular, RF, routers, big data, IP, and more, require us to be up
to date on the latest protocols, manipulation techniques, and any
other vulnerabilities that can be utilized for intelligence purposes. This
expertise inevitably allows us to deliver enhanced defensive systems
that are up to date with the latest risks.
With this offering, agencies can monitor and collect diverse
information sources – meta-data, location, identifiers and content – to
create a comprehensive digital presence for conducting personal and
mass surveillance.
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Toka
Beyond Possible
https://www.tokagroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Toka helps trusted government, law enforcement, and security
agencies keep citizens safe and defend against terror and crime.
We do it by developing groundbreaking and lawful intelligencegathering technologies and by advising governments on building an
integrated cyber defense.
We focus on developing technologies that help defense and law
enforcement agencies unlock the opportunities created by the growth
in the IoT landscape, so they can enhance their operational
effectiveness and save lives.
Our Cyber Designer services help governments build a strong national
cyber defense strategy to protect the country’s systems, people, and
digital economy from dynamic cyber threats.

Solutions at a Glance
Toka Software Products
Toka software platforms provide effective intelligence from critical,
yet untapped IoT sources, while overcoming the field’s most complex
challenges.
Our solutions are simple to use, scale quickly, and offer complete
operational control to enable smarter, faster, and easier investigations
and operations,
Toka Cyber Designer Services
Toka’s unique services provide agencies with the full-spectrum
strategies, tailored projects, and technological capabilities needed to
keep critical infrastructure, the digital landscape, and government
institutions safe, secure, and durable,.
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B. Rimon Agencies, Ltd.
POWER IN MOTION - we build all you need for field deployment

http://www.rimon1.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

B. Rimon Agencies Ltd, established 1992, builds and integrates
specialized platforms for field deployment of HLS units.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We are an official supplier to the Israeli military (IDF), Ministry of
Homeland Security, Police, and other Government departments and
agencies.

Defence Forces

We build ground stations and hybrid energy kits for many Israeli
exporters of HLS systems. Among those: Rafael, Elta, IAI, Elbit, Sky
Sapience, Aeronautics, and others.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

We design, manufacture and integrate innovative multi-purpose
vehicles and trailers for a variety of needs like rescue trailers and
command vehicles.

Public Transportation

• C4 Command Vehicles: including Telescopic masts, day-nightthermal cameras, multiple energy sources, arena lighting, HVAC and
complete management equipment kit. Installed in compact vans with
a silenced built-in generator that ensures uninterrupted energy for
long missions. • Design and Integration of: Surveillance Vehicles,
mobile ground stations, unmanned vehicles, C4i cars, Covert
Operations Vehicles, EOD trucks. • Rescue trailers: include diversified
extrication equipment, energy sources, lighting, survival tools,
essential in crises such as earth quake rescue operations – all
integrated on a compact, user-friendly platform. • Turn-key mobile
communications projects: including in-house engineering &
installation of cellular COWs, UAV ground command centers, etc. •
Novel energy systems: compact, ruggedized generating sets, for
combat vehicles and mobile command vans, APUs and DC generators,
and Autonomous Combined Energy Kits for long durations. • Smart
searchlights: miniature Xenon searchlight – autonomous, ruggedized,
software controlled light source. • All our products are custom made,
designed and modified to suit customer's needs

Safe City &
Municipalities
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Be Strategic Solutions
War-Gaming for Perfection
https://best.be-strategic.solutions/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The only digital platform that analyzes decision-makers’ behaviors
during complex decision-making processes (real & simulated),
leveraging AI and Machine Learning to prepare entities for crisis. BeST
predicts entities’ preparedness to manage crisis, optimizes crisis
management processes, enables entities to practice managing any
scenario according to their own methodologies, and cultivates
successful crisis management processes in real-time.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The BeST solution is a web-based software that optimizes procedures
& processes, creates customized simulations based on these
processes, and enables organizations to manage their crisis while
comparing their real behaviors to their expected behaviors. BeST
maps organizations’ forecasted and actual processes and practices
and leverages AI and Big Data to provide actionable insights for
optimal outcomes. BeST better prepares clients to handle various
crises more effectively and affordably than alternative solutions on
the market. The solution is already revolutionizing the way
organizations across the world prepare their people and processes to
succeed under exceedingly difficult scenarios.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video

Every organization today is vulnerable to a range of risks that threaten
their reputation, profitability and continuity (and in some cases, even
threaten human lives). Yet even organizations that consistently
examine their procedures and exercise their personnel remain unsure
of the quality and scope of their risk and crisis management capacities
until an actual crisis unfolds, undermining their abilities to proactively
manage scenarios and forcing decision-makers to scramble to cope
with difficult, quickly changing circumstances.
The BeST software’s ability to be fully customized has enabled it to
enter a wide range of verticals. To date, BeST has been used by
governments, police forces, first responders, cybersecurity experts,
insurance companies, telecommunications companies, banks,
educational institutions, regulators, and PR firms to build capacities to
successfully manage a wide range of threats, incidents, crises,
disasters and other mishaps.
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Beyond Security
Develops automated vulnerability and compliance tools
https://beyondsecurity.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Beyond Security develops automated vulnerability testing tools, which
are considered essential components in any risk management
program. Beyond Security tools are used by customers around the
globe including Fortune 100 organizations, enabling them to
accurately assess and manage security weaknesses in their networks,
applications, industrial systems, critical infrastructure and software.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Our tools ensure device hardening, detection and managing of both
known and unknown (real Zero-Day) security risks, which enable
compliancy with local regulations. Our tools are known for their
accuracy, quick and easy setup, featuring integrated work flows and
framework integration.
Beyond Security 3 leading product lines are:
2. beSTORM: Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) and
multiprotocol fuzzer. Detects ZERO DAY / Un-Known security
vulnerabilities, and robustness issues in all types of standard software,
proprietary software, file structures, hardware, embedded software,
IoT, SCADA, BT, WIFI, API, PLCs, Industrial equipment and more
3. beSOURCE: Static Application Security Testing (SAST), a powerful
code analysis tool which bridges the divide between SecOps into
DevOps by offering developers and QA teams a reliable and easy to
use tool with both on-premises and cloud deployment options.
beSOURCE detects security and programming quality issues in your
software and provides recommendations to help to make their code
faster and more efficient.
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Blaick
NG AI Firewall & Secure Web Gateway
https://blaick.com
Company Profile
Categories
Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Securely connect people, networks and clouds while fighting cyber
crime and online threats including malware, phishing and scam. 2-in-1
products suite: NG Firewall & Secure Web Gateway based on
proprietary AI threats hunting technology. Ultimate security solution
for Layers 3-7 traffic. All traffic is driven to Blaick products and AIanalyzed in multiple ways. Threats are blocked in real time before they
got a chance to reach the user.

Solutions at a Glance
Operational simplicity for powerful products such as software only, no
boxes and no wires needed, 1-click user agents installation.
Full operational control for an admin via user friendly GUI

Safe City &
Municipalities

Blaick’s configuration options are cloud-only, on-prem or hybrid,
connect and protect remote and local workforce, multiple company
branches and multiple private / public clouds.
Unique Layer 7 Threats Hunting Artificial Intelligence Technology
- Online threats protection and web content classification
- Intercepts and inspects both plain and encrypted web traffic
- Maintains always updated database of current threats
- Deep web page AI-analysis in multiple dimensions
Protection Policies for Threats Prevention and Content Access Control
- Allows defining granular, user defined threats prevention rules
- Any rule can be either blocking or alerting only
- Any rule can be deployed to anyone or to a list of selected CIDRs
Any application trying to access an Internet URL is protected by BSWG,
mobile and desktop: Web browsers, links from emails, social Networks
apps, messengers.
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CommuniTake Technologies Ltd.
Purpose-built mobile devices for superior security
https://intactphone.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

CommuniTake Intact Mobile Security platform unites military-grade
security in affordable mobile devices, dramatically improves the
security level of any-budget connected devices, and lowers the
implementation costs and risks of IoT-grade deployments.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities
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Solutions at a Glance
CommuniTake provides trusted mobile devices, heavily-secured
operating systems, OS-fused command and control, encrypted
communications, and private networks. These essentials are geared
toward wide-ranging mobile operations enablement across homeland
security, connected care, smart cities, and restricted IoT systems.
CommuniTake specializes in tailored mobile devices, custom mobile
operating systems, encryption, and remote access technologies,
ensuring secured best-of-all-worlds mobile-enabled solutions.
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Comsec
Comsec - keep your company cyber secure and compliant
http://www.comsecglobal.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For over 32 years, Comsec has been a trusted advisor to global
leaders, delivering the world’s broadest portfolio of cybersecurity
services.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We’ve helped companies across a wide range of verticals secure their
information and operational assets and stay compliant, ensuring that
they achieve their business goals.
Trusted by Fortune 500 companies and startups over 40 countries

Defence Forces

and across 5 continents.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Comsec is one of the leading global cybersecurity companies, active
for over 32 years.

Public Transportation

our offering spans across five (5) main pillars:

Safe City &
Municipalities

1. Security testing and assessment
2. Offensive security
3. GRC
4. Managed Services
5. Education & Training
We recently launched our automated DDoS simulation platform to
help organizations conduct realistic DDoS attacks to gauge their DDoS
resiliency.
Covid-19 expanded organization's perimeter and we see more attacks
targeting end points outside the traditional perimeter. Therefore
Comsec developed its unique Ransomware readiness package to help
its clients withstand this type of attacks.
Please review the attached brochure for more details about our other
services: CISO as a Service, SSDLC, Code review and more.
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ContextSpace Solutions Ltd
Privacy Information Management System (PIMS)
https://www.contextspace.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

ContextSpace PIMS is an operational implementation of the ISO/IEC
27701 Privacy Information Management System specification.

Government Agencies

Uniquely, ContextSpace PIMS provides ready-to-use infrastructure (for
cloud, premises and hybrid) for enforcing regulatory privacy
compliance. Enforcement is the missing ingredient to an effective and
successful privacy compliance programme.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
PRIVACY DESIGNER is an integrated and user-friendly suite of tools for
assembling logical privacy compliance designs and purposes with
robust accountability. It simplifies and automates the definition of key
compliance entities and rules
PRIVACY CENTER is the ultimate system for fulfilling data subject
rights. It provides a rich and dynamic web portal where the full-effect
of virtually all included GDPR rights can be fulfilled for the data
subject, in real-time. Accurate data discovery, classification and
purpose-mapping, Grant and withdraw consent with equal ease and
user-friendliness, Access all data subject information, in all locations,
on premises, cloud or hybrid, Manage structured, semi-structured
(IoT, activities and behavior) and unstructured data, Provide real-time
transparency for all Records of Processing.
PRIVACY OPS is the world's leading GDPR Enforcement solution. Fully
containerized, clustered and distributed, PRIVACY OPS offers
integrated, fully automated data protection services that prevent noncompliance while producing detailed evidence of compliance.
Establish a scalable Personal Data Lake for all data types and
categories, Prevent data breaches via full encryption and
pseudonymization, Integrate all legacy and cloud data assets of all
types and volumes, Automate data retention and deletion for any data
asset, Enable a Privacy Firewall to dynamically prevent non-compliant
processing, Use a single Privacy API to process all personal data
anywhere in the Enterprise.
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Corsight AI
Facial Recognition for the most challenging conditions
https://www.corsight.ai/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Corsight high-performance Facial Recognition is the meeting point of
the Next Generation AI technology with a team passion for privacy
and accuracy. What makes this technology superior and unique is its
ability to mimic the human brain while eliminating the need to
undergo a deep learning process.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE N: N CHALLENGE: Recognize many
individuals against a database of many under challenging conditions

2. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE FACIAL AUTHENTICATION CHALLENGE:
Authenticate a person using a set of recognizable and verifiable data
unique and specific to that person under challenging conditions
3. OUR OFFERING ADDRESSES ALL THE NEEDS
* LIVE: Instantaneously pinpoint people of interest in live camera
streams
- Get alerts instantly
- Optimized for processing in large, moving crowds
*FORENSIC: Review hours of videos in minutes
- Analyzing every single image
- 15x faster than real-time processing
*SEARCH: Search for people of interest instantly in archived data
- Find any face in seconds
- All appearances recorded by system in signature format
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Cyberbit
Cyberbit Range: Zero to Hero Cybersecurity Training Platform

https://www.cyberbit.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2015, Cyberbit provides hands-on cybersecurity education
and training, addressing the global cybersecurity skills gap via its
world-leading Cyberbit Range platform. Used by Fortune 500
organizations, universities, training academies, governments,
managed service providers, and others around the world, Cyberbit
Range delivers more than 100,000 hours of training every single year.
Investors include Charlesbank, Claridge, and Elbit.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Cyberbit Range, the world's leading immersive cybersecurity training
platform, provides hands-on cybersecurity education and training for
cybersecurity professionals, novices, and hopefuls. Taking trainees
from "zero to hero," Cyberbit Range provides the cybersecurity
theory, labs for practical application, and live attacks across the entire
kill chain. Cyberbit Range delivers a hyper-realistic experience by
immersing trainees in a "virtual SOC" environment complete with
commercial-grade tools from Palo Alto Networks, Checkpoint,
McAfee, Splunk, RSA, IBM, MicroFocus, and more. These tools are
used to investigate incidents and mitigate attacks the same way a
member of the security operations center would in the real world. By
taking the aforementioned immersive approach to cybersecurity
training, Cyberbit has been able to effectively prepare cybersecurity
students for the real world, reducing onboarding and training time by
up 67% and saving an average of $30k per employee annually in
salaried training costs. For cybersecurity professionals who have
trained on Cyberbit Range, time to detection, containment, and
eradication (MTTR) has been drastically reduced, resulting in millions
of dollars of savings in cybercrime costs for our clients. Cyberbit Range
is available on the cloud and on-premise, depending on client needs.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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METIS
ANSWERS TO ALL YOUR INTELLIGENCE QUESTIONS
https://www.metis-intelligence.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The Metis Augmented Predictive Intelligence Platform helps you
uncover all the relevant information – entities, connections, and
activities – buried within all your data to give you a complete picture
of what’s happened, what’s happening, and what’s next, so you can
empower your team to get the results you are looking for.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Fusion and Data Preparation - Using connectors, Metis collects all your
information and starts combing through it to extract and index
everything, such as faces, email addresses, company names, people,
phone numbers, locations, and much more. Metis runs entity
resolution algorithms on all this indexed information to find and fuse
associated things into a single object. This makes it easy for you to
understand everything related to an individual, group, place, or entity.
Augmented Intelligence Suite – Metis takes what has been uncovered
and learned and automatically looks for other changes, connections,
and patterns that may be meaningful. The Platform hones in on
suspicious activity as it emerges and explores what the data could
mean in relation to everything else that is known. It then suggests
what else an investigator should know, be asking, or looking for, so
pre-emptive action can be taken to address emerging and imminent
threats.
Analyst Investigation Suite - Metis ensures your inherent
organizational knowledge and expertise is put to use, enabling you to
explore, visualize, and understand the data at their fingertips, in a
matter of moments. Anyone can take what they know and ask a
question to initiate an investigation. Metis then employs a variety of
analytical, data science, and visualization methods to answer those
questions. Everything is uncovered, nothing is left out, in a matter of
minutes.
Workflow Management – Metis makes it easy for analysts to manage
the daily operations of their investigations. With Metis, it is simple to
securely collaborate, monitor ongoing findings, and audit
investigations.
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MinerEye
Automated data governance of unstructured data
https://minereye.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

With the exponential growth in data, particularly in unstructured, dark
data, MinerEye offers an automated process for data governance
based on artificial intelligence and machine learning. MinerEye's
DataTracker enables organization to achieve optimal data discovery
and mapping, cloud optimization with only the needed files, easy and
fast regulatory data privacy compliance on a file level, data protection
for shared collaboration environments.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Data Discovery & Governance: MinerEye provides automated visual
mapping that can be analyzed easily for multiple dimensions, like for
multi-national organizations who need to map data according to
geographic security and privacy regulations and business policies.
Personal Information (PI) Risk quantification: Automated consistent
assignment of a risk score by analyzing the variety and quantity of PI
entities contained in a file. It applies a risk score in a unified view
across file types and data sources.
Data Privacy: Regulations Compliance (GDPR, CCPA, PIPEDA etc),
Aggregates information from the unstructured data in the context of
every file according to the specific compliance article.
D/SAR and FOIA requests - Automates the finding of personal
information across all networks of an organization for deletion within
minutes.
Data Minimization: Enables to automatically analyze what can be
deleted, archived before moving to the cloud or for privacy rules.

Video

Data Retention: Correlates multiple dimensional analysis for granular
dissection of data, enabling optimal data retention policies.
Automated identification and labeling of business critical and sensitive
data to enable secure and compliant cloud based collaboration, access
control, rights management across a hybrid environment.
Data Protection Policy Sandbox - Enables policy simulation and fine
tuning of the optimal policy per file before implementing the policy.
Syncs business, privacy and security policies to prevent conflicts.
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Morphisec
PROACTIVE ENDPOINT PROTECTION against ✓ Fileless Attacks ✓
Evasive Malware ✓ In-Memory Exploits ✓ Zero Days

https://www.morphisec.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Morphisec delivers an entirely new level of innovation to customers

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Hospitals & Health
Services
Safe City &
Municipalities

with its patented Moving Target Defense technology - placing
defenders in a prevent-first posture against the most advanced
threats to the enterprise, including APTs, zero-days, ransomware,
evasive fileless attacks and web-borne exploits. Morphisec provides a
crucial, small footprint memory-defense layer that easily deploys into
a company’s existing security infrastructure.

Solutions at a Glance
A combination of traditional antivirus with an advanced solution like
moving target defense secures your remote employees against
cyberattacks even in an unsecured and unreliable home network. With
moving target defense from Morphisec, paired with built-in Windows
Defender AV, your employees have the tight security they need to
work without relying on network tools that are meant to ensure those
attacks never reach the endpoint in the first place.
The Morphisec platform’s performance also doesn’t rely on or
degrade internet connectivity. Because our software doesn’t require
access to the internet to update a signature database, unreliable
networks aren’t a barrier to ensuring that your employee’s endpoints
are protected. This includes protection for computers that are offline
because of network connection issues.

Video

Browser-based attacks, remote work application exploits, and phishing
attempts can be resolved through several vehicles, such as with
multifactor authentication and moving target defense solutions that
secure your remote workers’ browser against advanced evasive
malware. The Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform adds a
dedicated memory defense layer to every browser instance as a guard
against these attack vectors. As a result, these attacks are unable to
gain a foothold within the remote worker’s machine.
Pairing the Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform with
Microsoft Windows Defender AV (standard on all Windows 10
machines) creates the perfect prevention environment to
automatically stop attacks.
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MS TECHNOLOGIES
Sensor technologies and threat detectors
http://ms-technologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

MS TECH is a world-class designer, manufacturer, and innovator of
advanced detection and diagnostic sensors. We develop technological
products and integrated detection solutions based on our industryleading sensor technologies. Our products and integrated detection
solutions make the world safer, healthier, and more efficient.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
MS TECHNOLOGIES is a leading sensor research and development
company whose mission is to make the world a safer place.

Our leading products are noted for their practicality, and advantages,
such as their size, being green technology, not using a radioactive
source and the detection of different components such as explosives
and narcotics, including synthetic opioids.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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MTtech
changing conduct in the workspace surround
http://www.mttechs.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

breakthrough dedicated technologies we develop.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces

We develop apps and sensors to create ideal systems that enhance
performance within their operating environment, our smart solutions
have been applied to various uses and sectors, including education,
real estate, car dealerships, new solutions for security/military,
hospitals and more.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Military :

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

- Smart ‘Sand Table’ ideal system for maps and Satellites display and
data analyzing as for preparation and in the real-time location of
forces

Safe City &
Municipalities

- Smart intuitive control room systems, operating cameras, timeline,
etc by intuitive touch and VPA, without the need of mouse and
keyboard to increase operator efficiency and convenience.
- Smart conference rooms to meetings clean from paperwork, laptops,
and paperwork, keeping ey contact and full participation of all
together.

- Interactive instruction systems, multiuser learning system.
- Smart Pyshichain desk MedDesk enables continuous and
comprehensive communication during appointments through the use
of a multi-channel digital form with the aim of giving the patient
utmost attention, continuous eye contact, and maximizing efficiency
by canceling the need for typing
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Orchestra Group
Harmonize cybersecurity compliance & risk
https://www.orchestra.group

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Orchestra Group’s mission is to addresses the major roadblocks that
make it difficult for CISO, CIO, and their teams to manage
cybersecurity such as:

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

1. Fragmented technologies using different paradigms for each slice of
the cybersecurity puzzle.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

2. Lack of standard metrics to measure, manage, and benchmark
cyber defense.

Defence Forces

3. constant tuning of the trade-offs between shifting IT\Business
needs and cyber risk.

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Harmony IoT - is a unique solution that provides airspace dome
around organizations to monitor, detect threats and mitigate
cyberattacks through the attack surface of WiFi and Bluetooth
protocols as well as smart-connected devices (IoTs) using them.
Harmony Purple - is a next-generation vulnerability prioritization tool
(VPT) that continuously showcases validated, global, multi-vector,
Attack Path Scenarios™ (APS), so you can focus your red team and
blue team’s time and resources on those vulnerabilities that threaten
your critical assets and business process the most with maximum
efficiency, effectiveness and lowest cost of ownership (TCO).

Video
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Reposify
Discover & eliminate unknown Internet exposures in real-time

https://reposify.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Reposify's External Attack Surface Management platform discovers and
monitors for exposures, misconfigurations and shadow IT risks within
and beyond your known network ranges. Get a continuous outside-in
view of your internet facing assets no matter where they are located.
See your security issues prioritized for your business and get actionable
remediation advice.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation

Video
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Solutions at a Glance
Reposify is an attack surface management platform delivering
autonomous, 24/7 discovery of exposed assets across all environments
and the supply chain. Leading enterprises worldwide use Reposify to gain
unparalleled visibility of their internet-facing assets and actionable
security insights for eliminating shadow IT risks.
Reposify’s proprietary technology maps the world's internet exposure in
real-time. Cutting edge ML classification and association engines analyze
all the assets and automatically create your complete inventory. Passive
and non-intrusive techniques detect exposures, cryptographic issues,
misconfigurations, CVEs & more. Security issues are automatically
prioritized and an action plan with remediation guidance is generated so
you can resolve more issues in less time.
1.

Exposed Assets Discovery & Monitoring: Find your unknown
exposed assets across the entire internet.

2.

External Attack Surface Management: Identify and eliminate critical
attack vectors resulting from shadow IT, misconfigurations and
unknown exposures.

3.

Subsidiary Risk Tracking: Gain complete visibility of shadow IT, and
unknown risks relating to your subsidiaries.

4.

Supply Chain Risk Monitoring: Continuously uncover risks that are
not visible with one time questionnaires.

5.

Cloud Asset Discovery & Monitoring: See all your public assets
across all cloud providers.

6.

Merger & Acquisition IT Risk Assessment: Perform IT risk
assessment of an acquisition target in a single mouse click.
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ReSec Technologies
Zero Trust for Documents
https://resec.co/

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

ReSec Technologies offers organizations ultimate protection from
known and unknown ("zero-day") file-based malware threats (source
of >90% of malware attacks). Our patented Content Disarm and
Reconstruction (CDR) technology ensures safe delivery of threat-free
files in real-time, achieving an unparalleled balance between superior
security and usability. ReSec's innovative solution is used by leading
organizations from diverse industries globally.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance
Who We Are:
ReSec Technologies is an innovative cyber security company providing
organizations with full prevention of file-based malware threats from
email, removable devices, and file-transfer threat vectors.
What we do:
Focusing on complete prevention to overcome the limitations of
existing detection solutions, ReSec’s multi-engine platform treats
every file as a threat and therefore leaves the original file outside of
the organization’s network and delivers the end-user with a threatfree and fully functional replica of the file in real-time.
Why us:
We revolutionize the way organizations can secure their gateway with
an unparalleled balance between ultimate security and usability. This
is rare in the cyber security space.
Our Products:

Video
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At the core of ReSec’s solution is a policy-based multi-engine platform
that protects from threat vectors such as email (on-premise and
cloud), removable devices (on the endpoint and in standalone kiosks),
web uploads and downloads, common file storage and transfers. Our
products are installed on-premise or in a private cloud and allow full
protection with minimal impact on the end-user.
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Safe-T
Zero-Trust – The Right Way!
https://www.safe-t.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Safe-T is introducing ZONEZERO® - an industry-first Perimeter Access
Orchestration platform. Whether you are interested in implementing
a new SDP solution, if you want to enhance your legacy VPN access
security, or add MFA to any VPN, service or application - ZONEZERO®
allows you to manage the entire access scheme in one, holistic, easy
to use platform.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

With Safe-T, Zero-Trust is no longer just a buzzword. It is a reality.

Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Safe-T is a global leader and innovator in the field of ZTNA (Zero Trust
Network Access) and is recognized as a reference vendor in this
domain by both Gartner and Forrester as well as by other analysts in
this market space.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our ZoneZero, a perimeter access orchestration platform that enables
us to take any legacy network and upgrade it to Zero Trust
compliance. The platform is vendor agnostic, network-centric based
(with no installation required on the endpoint – so we support
transparently both cellular and laptops OS), supports on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid environment and on top of the obvious security,
benefits offer huge operational value for the end customers.
We have customers in the government sector, regulated customers,
financial institutes, insurance companies, universities, healthcare as
well as industrial and critical infrastructure.
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ScoutCam
Customizable micro-camera, based streaming AV solutions
https://www.scoutcam.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

ScoutCam provides innovative custom-tailored, seamless visualization
solutions to organizations across different industries based on small
(down to 1mm outer D), highly resistant micro-cameras and
supplementary AV components. Our field-proven technology is
suitable to meet the demands of defense, HLS and law enforcement
organizations. ScoutCam Ltd. cultivates trusted partnerships for multiyear manufacturing contracts as well as R&D ones.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Hospitals & Health
Services

Public Transportation

Solutions at a Glance
ScoutCam provides field-proven expertise over decades in miniature
AV solutions. Thanks to its tiny size, with ScoutCam’s integrated microcamera solution it’s now possible to deploy more advanced, more
discrete monitoring and inspection of targets without being detected.
By adding complementary functionalities and configurations,
ScoutCam’s applications engineers tailor and help integrate/deploy
your AV system according to your organization’s unique specifications
and requirements for operation in the field.
Customizable Configurations
• Micro-camera size starting at 1.0mm diameter
• Microphones can be fully integrated to deliver superior sound
quality for the tine device
• Digital video recorders (DVRs) can be added at both the remote site
and the remote home base up

Video

• Power sources utilize ScoutCam’s proven field expertise and
reliability in the field of wireless medical devices with Fortune 500
companies
• Enables a required illumination path where the camera passes
during set-up stages of the project

• Wireless transmission distance (to the send the signal away from the
field) up to 50 meters from the listening point to minimize risk of
detection
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SeismicAI
Earthquake Early Warning
http://www.seismicai.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

SeismciAI is an earthquake early warning system and seismic
diagnostics. Our technology is able to provide significantly quicker and
more accurate early-warning at a fraction of the cost of the currently
available early-warning systems. We are able to detect earthquakes
whose epicenter is either onshore or offshore using shallow, landbased sensor arrays that are easily and cost-effectively deployed.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
We are an Israeli company specializing in the area of earthquake early
warning systems and seismic diagnostics. Our technology is able to
provide significantly quicker and more accurate early-warning at a
fraction of the cost of the currently available early-warning systems.
We are able to detect earthquakes whose epicenter is either onshore
or offshore using shallow, land-based sensor arrays that are easily and
cost-effectively deployed. Our patented technology is able to filter out
ambient shaking such as that caused by traffic or industrial activity,
making it possible to deploy sensor arrays in urban environments. This
is especially useful when providing early-warning for sensitive
infrastructures such as power plants, refineries, or rail networks.

Video
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Suridata.ai
Gaining control, Protecting the unknown
https://www.suridata.ai

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Suridata.ai enables large organizations to identify sensitive business
information and private data across all data repositories. Our
machine-learning technology helps companies to gain full visibility
over unstructured data, so they can easily identify, classify and protect
sensitive data.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Specula™ leverages Suridata.ai's proprietary technology to
autonomously discover sensitive and private information across an
organization's data infrastructure.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

This breakthrough AI-driven engine helps CISOs and CIOs gain full
visibility and control over valuable data in any unstructured repository
(e.g., network server, cloud drive, workstation, laptop).

Safe City &
Municipalities

How it Works
Through a fully automated workflow, Specula connects to your data
sources, understands the nature and business context of the content,
and classifies the data accordingly. This equips you to take effective
action to prevent data leakage, mitigate security risks and comply with
privacy regulations. Using Specula, in a four-step process, discover and
protect your sensitive and private data through automated,
autonomous learning of your organization's specific data.
The Autonomous learning ability

Video
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Autonomous learning of your organization's specific data is what
makes our technology unique. Simply drag & drop a few sample files
containing sensitive data and let our engine independently learn and
discover similar files across your data sources. Upload a few file
samples to train the autonomous learning system. The algorithms will
use this data to learn what is sensitive to your specific organization
according to content and business context. This process results in
precise discovery and mapping of your true data assets, with a very
low false positive rate and zero business disruption.
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Vicarius
Patch-less Vulnerability Management
https://vicarius.io

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Analyze, prioritize, and remediate cyber threats before they're
exploited. TOPIA's is a cloud-based cost-effective vulnerability
assessment tool, actively identifies risks, and eliminates threats using
proprietary xTags™ and Patchless Protection™ that go beyond
traditional vulnerability management..

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Asset Inventory
Take control of your organization’s asset inventory. With TOPIA’s realtime visibility and an easy deployment process, get an exhaustive
catalog of active servers and endpoint devices. Accurate knowledge of
your global, hybrid-IT environment is fundamental to effective security
control. Completely cloud-based, it’s never been easier to manage
assets at any scale.
Risk Management
Focus on the vulnerabilities that affect you the most. With real-time
app vulnerability and asset-risk analysis combinations, TOPIA creates a
map of your digital environment to help you determine which
vulnerabilities are most urgent. TOPIA continuously detects new
vulnerabilities as your organization grows and evolves.
Patch Management

Video

Get more done with less work using TOPIA’s integrated patch
management tools. Lightweight and comprehensive, TOPIA allows you
to test and install patches across your infrastructure quickly and easily
while maintaining transparency across different departments within
your organization.
Patchless protection
TOPIA's Patchless Protection™ deploys a force field around your most
vulnerable assets using in-memory protection. TOPIA can ensure
you're always protected, even when a patch has not yet been
prepared, tested, or deployed.
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viisights
Behavior Recognition Systems for Realtime Video Intelligence
https://www.viisights.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

viisights is a leading provider of behavioral understanding systems for
real-time video intelligence that leverage unique artificial intelligence
technology. The company provides behavioral understanding systems
for safe and smart cities, smart enterprises, critical infrastructures,
transportation hubs and shared mobility initiatives.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.
Viisights provides automatic real-time understanding of video content
captured by widespread surveillance cameras located throughout
traffic control centers, roads, public areas, buildings, shopping
centers, commercial and industrial zones and more. The system
processes and understands large amounts of video streams in near
real-time and offline (investigative mode), while providing intelligence,
insights and alerts from a variety of actions, events and scenes of
interest.
Our public safety & security value proposition includes:
1) violent activity such as fighting, brawling and stabbing
2) suspicious activity such as carrying a weapon, wearing a mask and
loitering

Video

3) crowd behavior
gathering/dispersing

including

crowd

size

and

crowd

4) perimeter protection – vehicle/person entering unauthorized zone

5) traffic monitoring including accidents and road hazards
6) safety including fire & smoke detection
7) public health (Covid-19) features including no-mask detection,
person-to-person proximity and occupancy
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Cellebrite
Digital Intelligence for a Safer World
https://www.cellebrite.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Cellebrite is the global leader and trusted provider of digital
intelligence solutions for law enforcement, military, and private
enterprises worldwide – helping organizations of every size accelerate
investigations by addressing the growing challenges of our expanding
digital world. Cellebrite’s digital intelligence solutions help extract and
decode forensic evidence from the latest mobile phones, computers
and widest range of digital sources.

Solutions at a Glance
Defense and Intelligence: Accomplish the Mission with Digital
Intelligence
The Cellebrite Digital Intelligence Platform enables defense and
intelligence agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data,
yielding actionable intelligence to move operations forward.
Law Enforcement: Build Stronger Cases. Protect Our Communities
To meet the demands of our changing world, law enforcement
agencies need to rethink the way they are structured, how
investigations are conducted, and how digital evidence is shared and
used at each stage of an investigation. Cellebrite’s DI Platform
empowers agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data to its
fullest potential, quickly yielding actionable intelligence that moves
investigations forward.
Business Solutions: Protect Corporate Assets & Mitigate Risk

Video

Whether your organization is handling litigation, corporate
investigations or incident response, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence
Platform reduces the risk derived from digital data.
Corporations, law firms and service providers, through consent, can
legally access the most data sources, using forensically sound
methods, including computer and mobile devices, while managing the
flow and compliance of the data and evidence.
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Mifram Security
Physical Security Solutions World Leader Since 1962
https://www.MiframSecurity.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Mifram Security is today, one of the world’s leading providers in the
design, manufacture and installation of physical perimeter security
solutions. Mifram brings to the table accumulated a wealth of
experience in its decades of dedicated service to its clients.
Mifram has performed a wide variety of industrial and military
projects in Israel and other parts of the world.

Solutions at a Glance
Mifram Security Serves:
• Military & HLS forces.
• Major integrators & law enforcement agencies.
• Public and private sectors.
• Critical infrastructure facilities such as nuclear power plants, airports
and seaports.
Mifram has developed a significant range of simple yet unique HLS and
HLD products and solutions.

Video
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Examples Include: • World's largest Anti-missile steel defensive fence.
• A range of guard and observation towers with varying levels of
fortification. • Protection of critical Infrastructure. • Building
Protective shields for retrofitting and hardening existing buildings and
infrastructures. • Mobile Vehicle Barriers against ramming attacks. •
Various types of modular and mobile ballistic shelters. • A wide range
of counterterror products and solutions. • Safe Haven containers to
protect employees in the field from attacks and kidnap attempts
including cold and hot attacker penetration techniques, light weapons
fire, shrapnel, blast and chemical / biological threats. • Soft and hardshelled buildings for dry storage and industrial refrigeration facilities. •
A range of solutions against weapon, blast, shrapnel, amour piercing
rounds and more.
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Check Point
Cyber Security
https://www.checkpoint.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a
leading provider of cyber security solutions to governments and
corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from
5th generation cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of
malware, ransomware and other types of attacks.

Solutions at a Glance
Cyber Security Products
Check Point Infinity is the first consolidated security across networks,
cloud and mobile.
Cloud Security
Check Point cloud security protects assets in the cloud from the most
sophisticated threats with dynamic scalability, intelligent provisioning
and consistent control across physical and virtual networks.
Network Security
Check Point provides organizations of all sizes with the latest data and
network security protection in an integrated next generation firewall
platform, reducing complexity and lowering the total cost of ownershi
Mobile Security
Check Point Enterprise Mobile Security solutions provide the widest
range of products to help you secure your mobile world
Endpoint Security

Video

Check Point Endpoint Security is a single agent providing data security,
network security, threat prevention and a remote access VPN for
complete Windows and Mac OS X security. As an integrated suite,
Endpoint Security provides simple, unified management and policy
enforcement.
Security Management
Check Point Infinity architecture consolidates management of multiple
security layers, providing superior policy efficiency and enabling to
manage security through a single pane of glass.
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Cobwebs Technologies
Intelligence and Security
https://cobwebs.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Cobwebs solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from all
web layers: social media, open, deep and dark web.

Solutions at a Glance
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from opensource web, social media, blogs, deep and dark web. Our web
intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal
hidden leads and generate insights. They covertly uncover and interact
with the internet’s never-ending trail of clues to build suspect profiles,
reconstruct social circles, identify cyber threats, engage targets, and
generate evidence.
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from Big Data
using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating
intelligent insights. The company focuses its research and
development in Artificial Intelligence technologies which are
harnessed to extract the relevant intelligence from big data using a
vast array of automated procedures.
We provide solutions for:
• Law Enforcement

• National Security

• Public Safety

• Financial Institutions

• Corporate Security
Our Product Portfolio:

Video
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• Investigation Platform

• Threat Intelligence

• Secured Analyst

• Active Web Intelligence

• Financial Investigation

• Location Intelligence
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
The Cyber Defender of the Cyber Nation
https://www.rafael.co.il/worlds/cyber-security/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

RAFAEL’s vast, proven experience of over 20 years in cyber defense,
backed by expert scientists, engineers and cyber professionals, has
made us a cyber security leader, with projects worldwide. In Israel we
head the national Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT), and are
the cyber provider for the Bank of Israel’s Central Credit Register and
for the Israel Railways Authority.

Solutions at a Glance
RAFAEL Cyber Defense Center (RCDC):
This end-to-end, granularly customizable defense command center
provides cyber security for any defense, civilian, utilities, or critical
infrastructure requirements, scaling from a small SOC, to a nationallevel CERT.
RAFAEL SCADA Dome:
This superior, patented cyber defense solution for SCADA & ICS
handles new cyber threats emerging on SCADA and ICS systems,
keeping systems operational while preventing long-lasting, significant
economic damage.

Video
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Rayzone Group Ltd.

https://rayzone.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Rayzone Group utilizes intelligence expertise, operational experience,
and in-house engineers to deliver boutique intelligence-based
solutions for national agencies worldwide. Innovative technologies
and comprehensive methodology provide forward-thinking
intelligence gathering and analysis abilities. Rayzone is certified by
ISOs 9001, 14001, 45001, 27001 standards, Rayzone has delivered in
dozens of countries for over a decade.

Solutions at a Glance
Rayzone's offering includes a diversity of systems:
Intelligence and Investigation Center: TA9 IntSight is our Intelligence
and Investigation Center, whose capabilities include the ability to
integrate, connect, and analyze any type of information, providing
actionable insights. This along with the fusion of various databases
enables optimized use of information available to the organization.
Remote Systems: Multitude of systems that function on unique and
advance techniques that bypass the need to connect to data providers
(ISP – internet service providers, CP – cellular providers, etc.) while
delivering the ability to collect information on targets remotely.
Proximity Systems: These various systems can be used as
combinatorial tools to fill in the gaps where remote systems cannot or
to complete the last mile of an operation by collecting information on
targets in their surroundings.

Video

Infrastructural & Defensive: Vast experience in technological domains
such as cellular, RF, routers, big data, IP, and more, require us to be up
to date on the latest protocols, manipulation techniques, and any
other vulnerabilities that can be utilized for intelligence purposes. This
expertise inevitably allows us to deliver enhanced defensive systems
that are up to date with the latest risks.
With this offering, agencies can monitor and collect diverse
information sources – meta-data, location, identifiers and content – to
create a comprehensive digital presence for conducting personal and
mass surveillance.
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Toka
Beyond Possible
https://www.tokagroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Toka helps trusted government, law enforcement, and security
agencies keep citizens safe and defend against terror and crime.
We do it by developing groundbreaking and lawful intelligencegathering technologies and by advising governments on building an
integrated cyber defense.
We focus on developing technologies that help defense and law
enforcement agencies unlock the opportunities created by the growth
in the IoT landscape, so they can enhance their operational
effectiveness and save lives.
Our Cyber Designer services help governments build a strong national
cyber defense strategy to protect the country’s systems, people, and
digital economy from dynamic cyber threats.

Solutions at a Glance
Toka Software Products
Toka software platforms provide effective intelligence from critical,
yet untapped IoT sources, while overcoming the field’s most complex
challenges.
Our solutions are simple to use, scale quickly, and offer complete
operational control to enable smarter, faster, and easier investigations
and operations,
Toka Cyber Designer Services
Toka’s unique services provide agencies with the full-spectrum
strategies, tailored projects, and technological capabilities needed to
keep critical infrastructure, the digital landscape, and government
institutions safe, secure, and durable,.
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Agent Vi
Agent Vi, comprehensive AI- Powered Video Analytics
https://agentvi.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Agent Video Intelligence (Agent Vi™) is the leading global provider of
AI-powered open architecture video analytics solutions. Agent Vi’s
comprehensive offering includes software products for automatic
analysis of live or recorded surveillance video, allowing real-time
detection of events of interest, and quick extraction of events and
data from recorded video.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
innoVi, Agent Vi’s cloud-based video analytics software & SaaS
platform provides a broad set of highly sophisticated AI-powered
video analytics capabilities for real-time detection of events of
interest, and quick extraction of events and data from recorded video.
innoVi is highly scalable, efficiently supporting small to large-scale
deployments to suit installations of all sizes and utilizing its open
architecture approach to maximize the potential of any surveillance
system.
Available as cloud-based software as a service or as an on-premise
solution, the innoVi range has a solution to meet the needs of any
surveillance installation.

Video
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Allot
See. Control. Secure
https://www.allot.com/service-providers/url-traffic-filtering/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

Allot (NASDAQ, TASE: ALLT), founded in 1996, is a world leader in
innovative network intelligence and security solutions for Regulators,
Communications Service Providers, and Enterprises worldwide. We
empower our customers to turn regulations, rules, and laws into
actionable and enforceable network policies that ensure national
cybersecurity. With nearly two and a half decades of proven success,
our Digital Enforcement solutions will turn your network, application,
usage, and security data into actionable intelligence that safeguards
countries, secures networks, and protects users.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Governments, law enforcement, and intelligence agencies around the
world have the challenging task of safeguarding their citizens against
the increase in cyber threats such as offensive, criminal, or unethical
online activities, as well as attacks on communications infrastructure.
To help ensure digital safety, Allot created the SmartSentinel Digital
Enforcement solution that leverages 24 years of experience in deep
package inspection to provide unparalleled, big-data visibility and
control of national carrier traffic.

Video
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ARTsys360
Home Land (HLS) Counter-Drone System With 3D-360 Micro-Radar
https://www.artsys360.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

ARTsys360's innovative 3D 360° micro radar enables to detect and
track drones in real-time. It offers superior price performance: It is
lighter, has lower power consumption and is least expensive than any
other solution on the market.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance

Safe City &
Municipalities

1.Capitalizing the growing demand for low cost price sensitive systems
through global System Integrators network and

Business Strategy:

2.Supply the growing need of OEM partners to supply their customers
with less costly systems and provide them with complimentary Radar
solution
Go to Market Plan:
1.System Integrators Channel: Establish business relationships with
existing Counter Drone System Integrators, interested to enrich their
portfolio with advanced low cost solutions, initially in Europe and
North America. Develop strong after sales support team for Training,
Maintenance and Technical Support.

2.OEM Partners Channel: Develop relationships with top OEMs who
are seeking less expensive entry level Radars to address their
customers' needs, and with smaller OEM Partners which are currently
limited to the sale of RF detection technologies, seeking
complimentary Radar capabilities and for less costly solutions.

Video

2021 target - Set up channels in additional 10 countries and
penetration into additional
vertical markets such as Power Stations. Airports. Goal is to sell and
install 30 systems that
year (around $5 million in revenue), starting to tap the potential of
drone detection civil
market, expected to reach over $2 billion by 2020 and 41% CAGR.
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B. Rimon Agencies, Ltd.
POWER IN MOTION - we build all you need for field deployment

http://www.rimon1.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

B. Rimon Agencies Ltd, established 1992, builds and integrates
specialized platforms for field deployment of HLS units.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We are an official supplier to the Israeli military (IDF), Ministry of
Homeland Security, Police, and other Government departments and
agencies.

Defence Forces

We build ground stations and hybrid energy kits for many Israeli
exporters of HLS systems. Among those: Rafael, Elta, IAI, Elbit, Sky
Sapience, Aeronautics, and others.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

We design, manufacture and integrate innovative multi-purpose
vehicles and trailers for a variety of needs like rescue trailers and
command vehicles.

Public Transportation

• C4 Command Vehicles: including Telescopic masts, day-nightthermal cameras, multiple energy sources, arena lighting, HVAC and
complete management equipment kit. Installed in compact vans with
a silenced built-in generator that ensures uninterrupted energy for
long missions. • Design and Integration of: Surveillance Vehicles,
mobile ground stations, unmanned vehicles, C4i cars, Covert
Operations Vehicles, EOD trucks. • Rescue trailers: include diversified
extrication equipment, energy sources, lighting, survival tools,
essential in crises such as earth quake rescue operations – all
integrated on a compact, user-friendly platform. • Turn-key mobile
communications projects: including in-house engineering &
installation of cellular COWs, UAV ground command centers, etc. •
Novel energy systems: compact, ruggedized generating sets, for
combat vehicles and mobile command vans, APUs and DC generators,
and Autonomous Combined Energy Kits for long durations. • Smart
searchlights: miniature Xenon searchlight – autonomous, ruggedized,
software controlled light source. • All our products are custom made,
designed and modified to suit customer's needs

Safe City &
Municipalities
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Be Strategic Solutions
War-Gaming for Perfection
https://best.be-strategic.solutions/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The only digital platform that analyzes decision-makers’ behaviors
during complex decision-making processes (real & simulated),
leveraging AI and Machine Learning to prepare entities for crisis. BeST
predicts entities’ preparedness to manage crisis, optimizes crisis
management processes, enables entities to practice managing any
scenario according to their own methodologies, and cultivates
successful crisis management processes in real-time.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The BeST solution is a web-based software that optimizes procedures
& processes, creates customized simulations based on these
processes, and enables organizations to manage their crisis while
comparing their real behaviors to their expected behaviors. BeST
maps organizations’ forecasted and actual processes and practices
and leverages AI and Big Data to provide actionable insights for
optimal outcomes. BeST better prepares clients to handle various
crises more effectively and affordably than alternative solutions on
the market. The solution is already revolutionizing the way
organizations across the world prepare their people and processes to
succeed under exceedingly difficult scenarios.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video

Every organization today is vulnerable to a range of risks that threaten
their reputation, profitability and continuity (and in some cases, even
threaten human lives). Yet even organizations that consistently
examine their procedures and exercise their personnel remain unsure
of the quality and scope of their risk and crisis management capacities
until an actual crisis unfolds, undermining their abilities to proactively
manage scenarios and forcing decision-makers to scramble to cope
with difficult, quickly changing circumstances.
The BeST software’s ability to be fully customized has enabled it to
enter a wide range of verticals. To date, BeST has been used by
governments, police forces, first responders, cybersecurity experts,
insurance companies, telecommunications companies, banks,
educational institutions, regulators, and PR firms to build capacities to
successfully manage a wide range of threats, incidents, crises,
disasters and other mishaps.
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Beyond Security
Develops automated vulnerability and compliance tools
https://beyondsecurity.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Beyond Security develops automated vulnerability testing tools, which
are considered essential components in any risk management
program. Beyond Security tools are used by customers around the
globe including Fortune 100 organizations, enabling them to
accurately assess and manage security weaknesses in their networks,
applications, industrial systems, critical infrastructure and software.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Our tools ensure device hardening, detection and managing of both
known and unknown (real Zero-Day) security risks, which enable
compliancy with local regulations. Our tools are known for their
accuracy, quick and easy setup, featuring integrated work flows and
framework integration.
Beyond Security 3 leading product lines are:
2. beSTORM: Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) and
multiprotocol fuzzer. Detects ZERO DAY / Un-Known security
vulnerabilities, and robustness issues in all types of standard software,
proprietary software, file structures, hardware, embedded software,
IoT, SCADA, BT, WIFI, API, PLCs, Industrial equipment and more
3. beSOURCE: Static Application Security Testing (SAST), a powerful
code analysis tool which bridges the divide between SecOps into
DevOps by offering developers and QA teams a reliable and easy to
use tool with both on-premises and cloud deployment options.
beSOURCE detects security and programming quality issues in your
software and provides recommendations to help to make their code
faster and more efficient.
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CommuniTake Technologies Ltd.
Purpose-built mobile devices for superior security
https://intactphone.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

CommuniTake Intact Mobile Security platform unites military-grade
security in affordable mobile devices, dramatically improves the
security level of any-budget connected devices, and lowers the
implementation costs and risks of IoT-grade deployments.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities
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Solutions at a Glance
CommuniTake provides trusted mobile devices, heavily-secured
operating systems, OS-fused command and control, encrypted
communications, and private networks. These essentials are geared
toward wide-ranging mobile operations enablement across homeland
security, connected care, smart cities, and restricted IoT systems.
CommuniTake specializes in tailored mobile devices, custom mobile
operating systems, encryption, and remote access technologies,
ensuring secured best-of-all-worlds mobile-enabled solutions.
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Cyberbit
Cyberbit Range: Zero to Hero Cybersecurity Training Platform

https://www.cyberbit.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2015, Cyberbit provides hands-on cybersecurity education
and training, addressing the global cybersecurity skills gap via its
world-leading Cyberbit Range platform. Used by Fortune 500
organizations, universities, training academies, governments,
managed service providers, and others around the world, Cyberbit
Range delivers more than 100,000 hours of training every single year.
Investors include Charlesbank, Claridge, and Elbit.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Cyberbit Range, the world's leading immersive cybersecurity training
platform, provides hands-on cybersecurity education and training for
cybersecurity professionals, novices, and hopefuls. Taking trainees
from "zero to hero," Cyberbit Range provides the cybersecurity
theory, labs for practical application, and live attacks across the entire
kill chain. Cyberbit Range delivers a hyper-realistic experience by
immersing trainees in a "virtual SOC" environment complete with
commercial-grade tools from Palo Alto Networks, Checkpoint,
McAfee, Splunk, RSA, IBM, MicroFocus, and more. These tools are
used to investigate incidents and mitigate attacks the same way a
member of the security operations center would in the real world. By
taking the aforementioned immersive approach to cybersecurity
training, Cyberbit has been able to effectively prepare cybersecurity
students for the real world, reducing onboarding and training time by
up 67% and saving an average of $30k per employee annually in
salaried training costs. For cybersecurity professionals who have
trained on Cyberbit Range, time to detection, containment, and
eradication (MTTR) has been drastically reduced, resulting in millions
of dollars of savings in cybercrime costs for our clients. Cyberbit Range
is available on the cloud and on-premise, depending on client needs.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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Digital Clues
Digital Intelligence for Forward-Thinking Decision Makers
https://digitalclues.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Digital Clues, a provider of digital intelligence solutions, has evolved
the world of web and open-source intelligence to serve as a central
investigation hub for analysts across a wide range of global industries.
Digital Clues' technology collects and connects digital clues from open
sources around the web and beyond to generate insights regarding
various illegal or otherwise suspicious activities.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Product Suite - Turn unstructured data into clear, mapped
intelligence case with Digital Clues OSINT platform.
ProBotTM - Data collection engine and harvesting tools including
crawler development studio.
Expand your information sources and bypass web security
mechanisms to collect information from any web source, social
network and web application, including mobile apps, and the deep
and dark web, now and in the future.
Utilize Robot StudioTM to create a wide range of robot scraping tools.
Build robots with no coding experience, import robots, or use a
customization service. Reuse collected data to initiate new collection
tasks.
Browse any web source in a secure anonymous environment. Create
“legends” including avatars, location proxies, social media accounts,
posts and activities.
ProFoundTM - Complete investigation platform containing indexed
structured data and powerful drill-down enrichment capabilities.
Use analysis tools such as location tracking, Visual Link Analysis,
cryptocurrency analysis, entity extraction, fake account classification,
and more, to get a precise intelligence case.
Initiate automated, ready-to-use workflows and investigation
templates.
ProFilerTM - Single-click OSINT intelligence platform with 360 view of
target location and online activities.
Know the information sources with full transparency, trace back the
raw data of each piece of information, and understand its certainty
level.

Safe City &
Municipalities
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GlobeKeeper
A tactical and operational platform that introduces military
https://globekeeper.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

GlobeKeeper introduces military-grade security and encryption into
civilian communication devices providing real-time video streaming,
push-to-talk, instant messaging, location tracking. Improves the
officer's response time by +60% and engages the public to create a
community with a shared purpose. All of that makes GlobeKeeper the
perfect tool to make team communication more efficient in both
routine and non-routine operations.

Solutions at a Glance
GlobeKeeper Suite:
A safety & security platform that automates incidents prevention and
improves its resolution time by 60%+, protecting from liability, cutting
down costs, and saving more lives.

Video
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infiniDome
Protecting GPS of Drones, Trucks and Critical Assets
https://www.infinidome.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

infiniDome offers the world’s first commercial (non-military) GPS
protection solution, protecting drones, vehicles and critical assets
from jamming attacks. Deployed globally protecting systems of
leading defense companies, integrators, and GPS vendors, our
technology allows for protection of UAS, truck fleets and critical assets
all over the world.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
GPSdome™ is a small-sized, add-on device that provides protection
against GPS jamming, ensuring continuity of autonomous navigation
and operation during jamming conditions. No other solution that
offers such protection is as small, light, affordable or as easily installed
as GPSdome™.
GPSdome™ is tailor-made for protection of UAS and drones and
defense\HLS GPS systems protection.
OtoSphere™ ensures continuity of GPS signals used for tracking,
monitoring and navigation during a jamming attack. Unregulated by
export control, OtoSphere™ is made for protection of truck fleets,
maritime vessels and critical infrastructure.
infiniCloud - The GPS Security Cloud, collects all GPS attack data in
REAL-TIME from all of infiniDome's products: the GPSdome, the
OtoSphere and the dedicated GPSensor. infiniCloud continuously
monitors the GNSS and cellular reception status at each critical asset
as well as alerts in real-time when any GPS attack is detected allowing
to mitigate the compromising of the asset.

Video
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Insight Acoustic
A system that is capable of separating voices within a large audience
of people - Aim, click, hear - In real time and forensics

https://www.insightacoustics.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Our system can perform voice separation in real time and forensics,
without any physical movement of our product.
We turn pixels into sound, so we are a sound system

Solutions at a Glance
InSight Acoustics HyperMic™ Technology is based on a synergistic
fusion of optical and acoustic sensors into a single optically guided
acoustic beamforming device. HyperMic™ can optically track multiple
people or any user selected sound sources, estimate a relative
direction to each source and concurrently steer independent acoustic
beamformers. The output of each acoustic beamformer is a digital
audio stream whose audio content is predominantly comprised of
sounds arriving form the direction of the selected source.
An extended version of the HyperMic™ Technology (AKA:
CrossBeam™) utilizes two or more synchronized HyperMic™ Modules
in order to direct multiple beamformers from different direction
towards the same sound source. CrossBeam™ digital audio stream
outputs are time-aligned and cross-correlated to provide for an
additional speech capture performance boost.

Video
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IntellSiG
video, audio, GPS, TSCM, Tactical, surveillance, hidden
http://www.intellsig.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

IntellSiG is a market-leading manufacturer and integrator of video,
audio, tracking & TSCM systems. Our solutions offer the latest
intelligence technologies for high performance and reliable operation.
Our team with years of experience in Technical intelligence and our
research and development engineers, build special devices for our
special clients. we offer professional wide range of devices for law
enforcement and intelligence organizations.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Hidden Video systems for tacticl and VIP protection
Micro Audio systems with encryption
TSCM (technical surveillance counter-measures) systems
Sound jammers
Hidden tracking solutions
Production of objects as rocks, wood tranks made of complex
polymers
On-demand integration lab services
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JENOVICE
Experts in RF tactical systems development- Bluetooth & Wi-Fi

https://www.jenovice.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

JENOVICE is a cyber security company that was founded in 2012 based
in Tel Aviv, Israel.

Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation

We develop different tactical systems in the SIGINT field focusing on
WiFi & Bluetooth.
Our systems are dedicated to actively gather intelligence both indoors
and in outdoor operations.
We invest our resources in providing high-end field & target-oriented
systems, that will fit different tactical scenarios.

Solutions at a Glance
Our systems can be operated from anywhere in the world. It’s
controlled remotely, with an easy to use UI and no need for a
technical operational team on site.
The sensors are autonomous and can be deployed with a range of
dozens to hundreds of meters from the target.
In the era of cyber-awareness, the system can work silently in stealth
mode when all information gathered is buffered to the control center,
leaving no traces in the field.
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Laser Detect Systems
Innovative Solutions for Explosives and Narcotics Detection
http://www.laser-detect.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Laser Detect Systems (LDS) is a world-leading developer of stand-off,
laser-based, and trace detection technologies. LDS has
commercialized patented, groundbreaking systems for homeland
security, law enforcement, military, and environmental safety. These
systems enable stand-off, real-time sensing, and trace detection of
explosives, narcotics, and other hazardous materials in powder, liquid,
or pill form, without the need for sampling.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation

Solutions at a Glance
Hybrid Detection Kit (HDK) - A comprehensive chemical substances
detection solution that can detect a wide range of explosives,
explosive precursors, narcotics, and other hazardous materials. HDK
employs different detectors using various detection and identification
techniques, including laser Raman Spectroscopy, Ion Mobility
Spectrometry (IMS) and Wet-Chemistry (WC), alongside field-proven,
localized Concept of Operations (CONOPs).
The GSCAN, a state-of-the-art, handheld, portable Raman
Spectroscopy detector. Based on an embedded materials library of
hazardous substances, the GSCAN is easily operated and delivers
definitive results in as little as 9 seconds.
ISCAN - LDS’s ISCAN employs Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) to
detect trace quantities of low-volatile, organic substances in
extremely low concentrations.

Video

TSCAN - A field test kit collection tool used for the detection and
identification of explosive substances or trace residues using wetchemistry. The T-SCAN detects 99% of explosives on the FBI Threat
List, providing quick and clear results.
Tactical Lie Detector (TLD) - LDS's TLD is a portable solution based on
traditional polygraph sensors. It allows users with minimal training to
conduct customized, comprehensive, rapid, and reliable testing on the
go and outside of the traditional polygraph setting.
SPHERE - Vehicle screening, scanning, and inspection station.
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LeadSpotting
Top market intelligence for HLS and Defense
https://www.leadspotting.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

LeadSpotting is an AI-driven business intelligence company focused on
gathering data from open web sources & social media and
transforming it into valuable sales and marketing information.
LeadSpotting has tailored solutions for HLS and Defense companies
allowing them to obtain the best market intelligence.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1) MarketSpotting
MarketSpotting is an automatic market intelligence service that scans
and filters millions of open web sources according to customer's
requirements and delivers customized reports with timely, highquality, targeted insights and updates essential for decision-making.
MarketSpotting provides 100% coverage of any market, from social
and open sources. AI is our driving force, filtering out noise and
bringing forward only relevant data.
It is a one-stop shop for market analysts to process intelligence alerts,
create management reports, and receive AI recommendations.
We enable your business to:

- map out target industries
- tap into untapped market opportunities
- track competition
- maximize efficiency
- create an intelligence database.

Video

2) MarketS
MarketS is a dedicated S&M intelligence portal for the HLS,
Aerospace, Defense and Cyber sectors allowing managers to receive
top selected news and tenders in the industry. The platform provides
100% coverage of any market, from social and open sources. Now you
can view dedicated news, alerts and reports. MarketS is available as a
free version with sample data and as a gold package where
LeadSpotting's expert analyst mine the data for you.
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METIS
ANSWERS TO ALL YOUR INTELLIGENCE QUESTIONS
https://www.metis-intelligence.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The Metis Augmented Predictive Intelligence Platform helps you
uncover all the relevant information – entities, connections, and
activities – buried within all your data to give you a complete picture
of what’s happened, what’s happening, and what’s next, so you can
empower your team to get the results you are looking for.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Fusion and Data Preparation - Using connectors, Metis collects all your
information and starts combing through it to extract and index
everything, such as faces, email addresses, company names, people,
phone numbers, locations, and much more. Metis runs entity
resolution algorithms on all this indexed information to find and fuse
associated things into a single object. This makes it easy for you to
understand everything related to an individual, group, place, or entity.
Augmented Intelligence Suite – Metis takes what has been uncovered
and learned and automatically looks for other changes, connections,
and patterns that may be meaningful. The Platform hones in on
suspicious activity as it emerges and explores what the data could
mean in relation to everything else that is known. It then suggests
what else an investigator should know, be asking, or looking for, so
pre-emptive action can be taken to address emerging and imminent
threats.
Analyst Investigation Suite - Metis ensures your inherent
organizational knowledge and expertise is put to use, enabling you to
explore, visualize, and understand the data at their fingertips, in a
matter of moments. Anyone can take what they know and ask a
question to initiate an investigation. Metis then employs a variety of
analytical, data science, and visualization methods to answer those
questions. Everything is uncovered, nothing is left out, in a matter of
minutes.
Workflow Management – Metis makes it easy for analysts to manage
the daily operations of their investigations. With Metis, it is simple to
securely collaborate, monitor ongoing findings, and audit
investigations.
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MinerEye
Automated data governance of unstructured data
https://minereye.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

With the exponential growth in data, particularly in unstructured, dark
data, MinerEye offers an automated process for data governance
based on artificial intelligence and machine learning. MinerEye's
DataTracker enables organization to achieve optimal data discovery
and mapping, cloud optimization with only the needed files, easy and
fast regulatory data privacy compliance on a file level, data protection
for shared collaboration environments.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Data Discovery & Governance: MinerEye provides automated visual
mapping that can be analyzed easily for multiple dimensions, like for
multi-national organizations who need to map data according to
geographic security and privacy regulations and business policies.
Personal Information (PI) Risk quantification: Automated consistent
assignment of a risk score by analyzing the variety and quantity of PI
entities contained in a file. It applies a risk score in a unified view
across file types and data sources.
Data Privacy: Regulations Compliance (GDPR, CCPA, PIPEDA etc),
Aggregates information from the unstructured data in the context of
every file according to the specific compliance article.
D/SAR and FOIA requests - Automates the finding of personal
information across all networks of an organization for deletion within
minutes.
Data Minimization: Enables to automatically analyze what can be
deleted, archived before moving to the cloud or for privacy rules.

Video

Data Retention: Correlates multiple dimensional analysis for granular
dissection of data, enabling optimal data retention policies.
Automated identification and labeling of business critical and sensitive
data to enable secure and compliant cloud based collaboration, access
control, rights management across a hybrid environment.
Data Protection Policy Sandbox - Enables policy simulation and fine
tuning of the optimal policy per file before implementing the policy.
Syncs business, privacy and security policies to prevent conflicts.
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MS TECHNOLOGIES
Sensor technologies and threat detectors
http://ms-technologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

MS TECH is a world-class designer, manufacturer, and innovator of
advanced detection and diagnostic sensors. We develop technological
products and integrated detection solutions based on our industryleading sensor technologies. Our products and integrated detection
solutions make the world safer, healthier, and more efficient.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
MS TECHNOLOGIES is a leading sensor research and development
company whose mission is to make the world a safer place.

Our leading products are noted for their practicality, and advantages,
such as their size, being green technology, not using a radioactive
source and the detection of different components such as explosives
and narcotics, including synthetic opioids.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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MTtech
changing conduct in the workspace surround
http://www.mttechs.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

breakthrough dedicated technologies we develop.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces

We develop apps and sensors to create ideal systems that enhance
performance within their operating environment, our smart solutions
have been applied to various uses and sectors, including education,
real estate, car dealerships, new solutions for security/military,
hospitals and more.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Military :

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

- Smart ‘Sand Table’ ideal system for maps and Satellites display and
data analyzing as for preparation and in the real-time location of
forces

Safe City &
Municipalities

- Smart intuitive control room systems, operating cameras, timeline,
etc by intuitive touch and VPA, without the need of mouse and
keyboard to increase operator efficiency and convenience.
- Smart conference rooms to meetings clean from paperwork, laptops,
and paperwork, keeping ey contact and full participation of all
together.

- Interactive instruction systems, multiuser learning system.
- Smart Pyshichain desk MedDesk enables continuous and
comprehensive communication during appointments through the use
of a multi-channel digital form with the aim of giving the patient
utmost attention, continuous eye contact, and maximizing efficiency
by canceling the need for typing
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Netline Communication Technologies Ltd.
Counter RC-IED, Counter Drone, COMJAM, Prison Solutions

https://www.netlinetech.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Netline develops & delivers high-end spectrum dominance and EW
systems, providing force protection & counter terror solutions to the
world’s leading defense & HLS agencies for over 20 years.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Netline specializes in Counter Remote Controlled IED (RCIED) systems,
Counter Drone solutions, communication jamming and prison
communication control. Netline's systems are designed to operate in
harsh environmental conditions meeting Military standards.

Solutions at a Glance
Netline’s products are operational and field proven since 2000 with
vast track-record, including large-scale deployment of EW systems
operating in conflict zones such as Iraq, Afghanistan and more.
Counter RCIED Solutions
Netline presents a complete line of RCIED jamming systems, the CGuard family, offering a variety of solutions, both mounted and
dismounted systems. The company is one of the pioneers of high-end
reactive jamming technology worldwide.
Counter Drone Solutions

Netline’s DroneNet platform offers a multi-layered, complete counter
drone solution for Detection, Identification, Localization and
Mitigation of hostile drones, all monitored and controlled by a central
C4.
Communication Jamming
Netline communication jamming systems block RF communications
and isolate arenas targeting cellular, satellite, Wi-Fi/Bluetooth,
Walkie/Talkie and all other wireless communication means.
Prison Control Solutions

Netline provides prison authorities worldwide with effective, reliable
and proven tools to control the illicit use of contraband cellular
devices or other types of wireless communication equipment.
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NSO SHIELD
ECLIPSE - the world's finest Cyber Counter-Drone Solution
https://www.nsogroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

NSO Shield, the HLS division of NSO Group, offers the world's finest
cyber counter-drone solution, tailored to the specific needs of
government agencies, military, law enforcement, homeland security
organizations and critical infrastructure. NSO Group is a global leader
in the world of cyber intelligence, data acquisition, and analysis.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Eclipse is a premier cyber counter-drone platform designed to
automatically detect, take over and safely land unauthorized
commercial drones in a designated zone.
Eclipse is non-jamming (no impact on wireless communication and
GPS signals), non-kinetic (surgical, with no collateral damage), does
not require line of sight (suited to dense environment) and can
distinguish between authorized and unauthorized drones. Eclipse is
the only drone defense system in the world that is FCC, CE and CB
compliant.
The autonomous end-to-end cyber solution, providing 4 layers of
security:
Detect – Detecting and locating drones in the vicinity of the
perimeter, using a 24/7 monitoring system.
Identify – Extracting rich real-time data, including the operator’s
location and flight parameters. Friendly drones can be whitelisted
according to their serial number.

Video

Control – Mitigating airborne drone intrusions by automatically and
actively taking over the controls from the operator, navigating the
drone to a predefined location, then landing it there safely. Intrusion
is defined when a drone tries to enter a predefined geofenced area.
Prevent – Denying drones from taking off from within a predefined
geofenced area.
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OneView
Discover the Full Potential of Virtual Synthetic Data
https://www.oneview.space/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

OneView is a platform for the acceleration of remote sensing imagery
analytics in a scalable and cost-effective way. The platform creates
virtual synthetic datasets to be used for machine learning algorithm
training. OneView enables skipping the tedious process of collecting,
tagging, and validating real images from drones, airborne, and
satellites. The OneView platform is capable of generating datasets for
any environment, object, and sensor.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The OneView Solution "Bold"

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

OneView creates completely virtual datasets, using gaming engines to
create 3D models of any imaginable environment.
The creation process is fast, cost-effective, and can answer any need
put forward by clients. Most importantly, the datasets are error-free,
highly accurate, and come fully annotated. Various tags and marks
that machine learning algorithms need for their training are
implemented during the creation process.
With OneView’s virtual datasets, machine learning teams are no
longer bottlenecked. They can simply request any use case, specify
what kind of annotation they need and for which sensor they want the
datasets, and that’s it. They get a ready-for-training dataset.
Industries "Bold"
-Energy & Infrastructure
-Finance & Insurance
-Defense & Intelligence
-Urban Planning & Services
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Orchestra Group
Harmonize cybersecurity compliance & risk
https://www.orchestra.group

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Orchestra Group’s mission is to addresses the major roadblocks that
make it difficult for CISO, CIO, and their teams to manage
cybersecurity such as:

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

1. Fragmented technologies using different paradigms for each slice of
the cybersecurity puzzle.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

2. Lack of standard metrics to measure, manage, and benchmark
cyber defense.

Defence Forces

3. constant tuning of the trade-offs between shifting IT\Business
needs and cyber risk.

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Harmony IoT - is a unique solution that provides airspace dome
around organizations to monitor, detect threats and mitigate
cyberattacks through the attack surface of WiFi and Bluetooth
protocols as well as smart-connected devices (IoTs) using them.
Harmony Purple - is a next-generation vulnerability prioritization tool
(VPT) that continuously showcases validated, global, multi-vector,
Attack Path Scenarios™ (APS), so you can focus your red team and
blue team’s time and resources on those vulnerabilities that threaten
your critical assets and business process the most with maximum
efficiency, effectiveness and lowest cost of ownership (TCO).

Video
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Pro4tech
Tactical Surveillance Systems from the field
https://www.pro4tech.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

Pro4tech is a high-end global provider of covert surveillance and
security solutions for professional law enforcement agencies.
Leveraging decades of operational experience and technological
know-how, Pro4tech offers a comprehensive line of high-quality, userfriendly and small-scale audio/video products that significantly
enhance in-field performance.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
LIVE A/V product line offers unique solution for AV streaming over the
cellular network using a mobile app. The system allows remote control
of covert camcorder via app or VMS.
Musa is a new 4G LTE All-in-One autonomous multi-sensor (
Accelerometer, Temperature, Ambient light, and more) for easy and
quick activation of any external device (Relay).
Detection signal can be transmitted via either RF or IoT modem (SMS),
and its extremely low power design allows months of field
deployment.

Video
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Reshet Graf LTD
Infrared combat ID solutions - IR & Thermal ID | Targets
http://www.infrared-id.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

infrared-ID a sub-division of Reshet-Graf LTD (1977) dedicated to the
development and manufacturing of infrared ID solutions for night
vision and thermal devices.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Specialize in passive combat ID IFF products for personal and vehicles.
Lead manufacturer of passive thermal targets for zeroing and training.
Production from raw to finished product.
Combat proven solutions in use by European, US, Israeli and other
defense forces worldwide.

Solutions at a Glance
Combat Identification solutions for NVG and thermal devices,
preventing friendly fire while enhancing tactical communication
during night time operations.
Passive thermal targets for zeroing and shooting ranges.
All products can be custom made from base characteristics to the final
product's specifications.
Main product lines:

Infrared ID patches for NVG | Thermal ID markers and panels | Passive
thermal targets
IR ID: IR flags, IR callsigns, IFF squares, Vehicle V markers, IR tape
Thermal ID: Thermal ID patches, Thermal ID panels, Thermal ID covert
markers

Video
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Passive thermal targets: Zeroing targets, Figure targets, Vehicle
targets, Calibration targets
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RT LTA Systems Ltd
A world leader of Tactical Aerostat Systems - Skystar family
https://www.rt.co.il/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

RT is a world leading developer and manufacturer of tactical aerostat
systems. With 2 million flight hours and 100 systems operating
worldwide, RT offer a highly mobile aerostat system suitable for
tactical mid-range surveillance, communications and security
applications for HLS and Defense missions.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Skystar Aerostat Systems are mobile and rapidly deployed, employs an
advanced avionic module combining a GPS/INS navigation that
pinpoints targets on the video display of the ground control station.
Target coordinates can be used directly by the crew or transmitted to
other users over tactical radio networks. RT's Skystar aerostats are a
cost-effective mean for HLS, defense, and security missions, as it
provides persistent surveillance and communication over long periods
at a very minimal cost, only $20 per day (not including labor). The
Skystar aerostats can operate in harsh weather conditions, winds up
to 40 Knots and up to 1,500 feet.
Skystar Aerostat Systems operated by a minimal crew after a short
training.
The Skystar Aerostat Systems are operational with HLS forces and
military around the world, performing ISR and security missions,
where the system demonstrated outstanding efficiency, reliability, and
cost effectiveness.
Applications:

Video
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• Situational Awareness • Surveillance, Reconnaissance & Target
Acquisition • Force and perimeter protection • Safe City
• Counter terror operations • Border protection • Law enforcement
and public safety • Search and rescue • VIP Protection •
Communications and telemetry relay • Artillery fire adjustment •
Counter terror operations
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Safe-T
Zero-Trust – The Right Way!
https://www.safe-t.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Safe-T is introducing ZONEZERO® - an industry-first Perimeter Access
Orchestration platform. Whether you are interested in implementing
a new SDP solution, if you want to enhance your legacy VPN access
security, or add MFA to any VPN, service or application - ZONEZERO®
allows you to manage the entire access scheme in one, holistic, easy
to use platform.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

With Safe-T, Zero-Trust is no longer just a buzzword. It is a reality.

Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Safe-T is a global leader and innovator in the field of ZTNA (Zero Trust
Network Access) and is recognized as a reference vendor in this
domain by both Gartner and Forrester as well as by other analysts in
this market space.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our ZoneZero, a perimeter access orchestration platform that enables
us to take any legacy network and upgrade it to Zero Trust
compliance. The platform is vendor agnostic, network-centric based
(with no installation required on the endpoint – so we support
transparently both cellular and laptops OS), supports on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid environment and on top of the obvious security,
benefits offer huge operational value for the end customers.
We have customers in the government sector, regulated customers,
financial institutes, insurance companies, universities, healthcare as
well as industrial and critical infrastructure.
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Safer Place
Video based Enforcement for High Risk traffic violations
https://www.saferplace.com

Categories

Company Profile

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Safer Place provides video based unified technology enforcement
platform detecting, recording & documenting high risk traffic &
parking violations (fixed, mobile, portable units). Key benefits to our
customers: improved road safety, increased traffic flow while
generating meaningful revenue allowing flexible business models-no
upfront investment. Our solutions are field proven in EMEA generated
over 2M tickets & $200M of revenue to our clients.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Safer Place develops and markets an end-to-end video based unified
technology enforcement platform detecting, recording &
documenting high risk traffic & parking violations (HOV 2+, Crossing
solid line, Texting while driving, Low Emission Zone LEZ, Disobey
signage, Red Light, Public lanes, Illegal turns, Illegal parking and many
more) from multiple deployment options fixed, mobile, portable and
handheld.
The solutions covers a wide set of applications from ticketing through
collection, and legal processes. For every ticket there is a clear video
and images as an evidence which serves customers for improved
collection and an efficient legal process.
Our solutions are field proven in EMEA already generated over 2M
tickets , thousand of tickets in court and generated $200M of revenue
to our clients. To name few of our tier 1 clients – Napoli, Torino, Tel
Aviv, Jerusalem and others. We have hundreds of units already
deployed and fully operational in the field.
Key benefits to our customers:
Improve road safety, Increase traffic flow, Increase productivity,
Reduce legal appeals, Implement Single unified platform , Minimize
investment
The combination of all these elements translates into a complete
digital enforcement process over 15 times more efficient than existing
manual processes with no paper work and errors, and over 20 times
more revenue with no additional manpower.
Return to Contents
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SAN Ltd - Tactical Breaching
Tactical Breaching, Forced Entry, Door Breach, Rescue Tools

https://www.santactical.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

SAN Ltd is a world leader of tactical breaching solutions which
incorporates innovative technologies based on light materials,
allowing one operator to carry and operate a powerful set of tools
that can break into any structure at top speed.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

SAN's tools were created FOR Breachers BY Breachers, we know from
our broad operational experience, that our breaching gear offers a big
capability upgrade in Multi-functionally, Weight, Design, and Speed.

Solutions at a Glance
Today, SAN is the biggest supplier in this sector for IDF (Israel defense
forces) in addition to police and firefighters' units, their tools are also
being used by special forces units across America, Europe, Asia, and
Africa.
As SAN solution was created by breachers for breachers, using their
board operational experience, their tactical breaching gear offers a big
upgrade for Police & HLS units, Firefighters & Rescue teams, Military &
Special Forces in Multi-functionally, Weight, Design, and Speed.
SAN Ltd believes operators should obtain capabilities as Fast
Response, Mobility, and Versatility which are major elements that
enable the defense and rescue forces to perform their tasks
efficiently, therefore, SAN continues to develop, manufacture and
design lighter and more compact kits to meet optimal operational
requirements.

Video

SAN’s additional challenge is to identify and customize their tactical
breaching gear in order to suit the needs of each client, that is why
they work separately with each end-user to make the right adaptation
to create the perfect fit, while also offering them training courses and
reusable training aids they have developed in order to train them for
every potential scenario.
SAN's Mission is to: Save Life - Enforce Security
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SeismicAI
Earthquake Early Warning
http://www.seismicai.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

SeismciAI is an earthquake early warning system and seismic
diagnostics. Our technology is able to provide significantly quicker and
more accurate early-warning at a fraction of the cost of the currently
available early-warning systems. We are able to detect earthquakes
whose epicenter is either onshore or offshore using shallow, landbased sensor arrays that are easily and cost-effectively deployed.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
We are an Israeli company specializing in the area of earthquake early
warning systems and seismic diagnostics. Our technology is able to
provide significantly quicker and more accurate early-warning at a
fraction of the cost of the currently available early-warning systems.
We are able to detect earthquakes whose epicenter is either onshore
or offshore using shallow, land-based sensor arrays that are easily and
cost-effectively deployed. Our patented technology is able to filter out
ambient shaking such as that caused by traffic or industrial activity,
making it possible to deploy sensor arrays in urban environments. This
is especially useful when providing early-warning for sensitive
infrastructures such as power plants, refineries, or rail networks.

Video
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SensoGuard
Buried perimeter intrusion detection using seismic sensors

https://sensoguard.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

SensoGuard Develops & Manufactures seismic security solutions.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our products are field operational for more than 8 years, in more than
25 countries.
Permanent Perimeter Protection:
Invisible virtual fence which detects intrusion above and underground
(tunnelling)
Mobile/ Tactical Solutions:
Mobile Wireless Tactical kits for law enforcement agencies and
military applications.
Our kits are MIL-STD-810G, battery operated & simple to install

Solutions at a Glance
Permanent Perimeter Protection:
1. Stand Alone Detectors - Small sites
2. InvisiFence- Medium to large perimeters
Typical Applications:

- Military Bases , Prisons , Borders - Residential perimeter security Oil&Gas pipeline protection - Critical Infrastructure
Mobile/ Tactical Solutions:
1.SG Cam Kit
2.MOSS

Video

3.SG-Rapid PTZ
4.Unattended Ground Sensors Network
Typical Applications:

- Border protection (smuggling routes)
- Illegal Dumping
- Illegal Hunting
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Septier Communications Ltd.
Gain the Network Advantage
https://www.septier.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Septier Communication Ltd. is a recognized leader in the dynamic
world of tactical and strategic cellular security systems alongside a
growing line of cyber solutions. Founded in 1999, Septier
conceptualizes, builds and delivers a wide range of tailor-made
products to clients worldwide including law enforcement, homeland
security and counterterrorism agencies, search & rescue
organizations, telecom companies, correctional facilities and more.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
Meeting the challenges of homeland security and counterterrorism
are our clients’ top concerns. Septier’s product and service lines are
designed to meet those challenges head-on. They include:
Tactical Systems: An extensive suite of applications designed for
operational use, developed using Septier’s GUARDIAN™ (GSM Unified
Acquisition and Reception Device for Intercepting and Accessing
Networks) technology, providing interception, positioning, presence
detection, access management and blocking, support for search and
rescue operations and more
Strategic Systems: A strategic product line that includes Lawful
Interception (LI) and monitoring systems, an array of cellular
positioning solutions for all networks and technologies, analytical tools
and more
Telecom: Telecom related product lines including cellular positioning
infrastructure as well as fraud management and prevention systems
Cyber Security: Specialized software used for covert intelligence
gathering
In light of the global COVID-19 pandemic, Septier has developed a line
of public health security solutions designed to help authorities curb
the spread of the virus, under the company’s banner of Septier
Emergency.
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Seraphim Optronics
Multi-Sensor systems manufacturer and Integrated solutions
https://seraphim-opt.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Seraphim-Optronics is a manufacturer of integrated solutions for daynight observation and surveillance for military and civilian uses such as
airport , borders and critical assets protection. The company's
solutions incorporate radar, optics, communication technologies and
motion detection algorithms. The products can be installed as an
unattended solutions or can be integrated
into an existing
infrastructure.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Firefly - line of products uses radar, thermal camera, day camera,
detection algorithms and external sensors to offer
different modes of detection within a single system. It also enables
use of multiple communication networks - LAN, Wi-Fi,
Cellular and UHF and delivers a high-resolution, high-quality image.
The Firefly support ONVIF and very easy to integrate with any C&C
system
BEE - Multi -Sensor PTZ system for various ranges consist of thermal
camera, HD camera with an option for GPS, image stabilization and
Laser rane Finder (LRF)
ROSS - Covert and unattended solutions for tactical units and Border
security

Video
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Silver Shadow
We manufacture what no one else thought is possible
https://www.silver-shadow.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

SILVER SHADOW® ADVANCED SECURITY SYSTEMS LTD. was
established in 1995 by Amos Golan, a former senior officer of the
Israel Defense Forces and Israel Police.
The company is a weapons manufacturer, the inventor and
manufacturer of the Corner Shot system and the Gilboa rifle line and
also an R&D hub for development of tactical solutions
The company is also a turn key integrator, tactical equipment
distributor and a CNC machinery plant.

Solutions at a Glance
1. Manufacturers of the Gilboa rifle line in calibers: 5.56, 7.62X39,
7.62X51, 9mm and 300 BLKOUT
2. Manufacturers of the Corner Shot life saving device that allow to
shoot around corners
3. Manufacturers of a variety of self developed tactical solutions from
mobile control towers to VIP protection solutions
4. Integration and advising after security surveys for both
governmental units and offices.
5. World distributor for tactical solutions such as: the Mag Pump, Air
Armor Tech bags, See all sights an other brands
6. R&D engineering hub for tactical solutions
7. CNC manufacturer for custom made or by demand parts

Video
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Smufs Biometric Solutions
All of our products are FBI & iSO certified, iOS compliance
https://smufs.wpmudev.host/about/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2012, with headquarters and R&D center in Israel, Smufs
Biometric Solutions has been developing and manufacturing biometric
and identity management solutions for governments, border control,
law-enforcement agencies, financial institutes and sensitive
infrastructure protection. SBS has unique hardware & software
product lines and the Israeli government has been successfully using
our AFIS as a core biometric system since 2018..

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies;

Mobile Identity Management Solutions:

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

1. The MoBio series incorporates the leading available sensor
technologies in a unified tactical mobile biometric platform, covering
the complete range from FAP-10 to FAP-60, providing full mobility,
premium quality and tackling all challenges. The MoBio series
leverages existing field peripherals into complete end-to-end
solutions, enabling biometric acquisition, identity verification, and
document authentication.
2. SBS RoadRunner is the smallest Biometric End-to-End AFIS System,
Compact and rugged. Under 2kg (3.8lb), without compromising on
performance and security.

Video
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3. SBS AFIS – using the verified best fingerprint scanners available in
the market today, with low energy needs, we integrated them into a
unique, unified platform. AFIS provider for the Israeli Population and
Immigration Authority (PIBA), for biometric management of all
foreigners as well as providing biometric solutions to law-enforcement
and military and civil customers around the world. SBS is the provider
of the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) for the
Israeli Population and Immigration Authority (PIBA)
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Spetrotec Ltd.
Spetrotec offers a smart padlock that alerts when tampered
https://www.spetrotec.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The i-Watcher LOCK is a robust padlock that alerts/notifies the owner
when the lock is touched, opened or moved - a smart solution for
these days in which mobility is restricted.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance
Applications include:

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Police/military/security applications (armories)

Safe City &
Municipalities

Telecom cabinets

Remote base stations
Fences/gates
Containers
Motorcycles
Consider this: any place which is locked with a padlock – the owner
wants to know if it's opened.
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Suridata.ai
Gaining control, Protecting the unknown
https://www.suridata.ai

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Suridata.ai enables large organizations to identify sensitive business
information and private data across all data repositories. Our
machine-learning technology helps companies to gain full visibility
over unstructured data, so they can easily identify, classify and protect
sensitive data.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Specula™ leverages Suridata.ai's proprietary technology to
autonomously discover sensitive and private information across an
organization's data infrastructure.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

This breakthrough AI-driven engine helps CISOs and CIOs gain full
visibility and control over valuable data in any unstructured repository
(e.g., network server, cloud drive, workstation, laptop).

Safe City &
Municipalities

How it Works
Through a fully automated workflow, Specula connects to your data
sources, understands the nature and business context of the content,
and classifies the data accordingly. This equips you to take effective
action to prevent data leakage, mitigate security risks and comply with
privacy regulations. Using Specula, in a four-step process, discover and
protect your sensitive and private data through automated,
autonomous learning of your organization's specific data.
The Autonomous learning ability

Video
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Autonomous learning of your organization's specific data is what
makes our technology unique. Simply drag & drop a few sample files
containing sensitive data and let our engine independently learn and
discover similar files across your data sources. Upload a few file
samples to train the autonomous learning system. The algorithms will
use this data to learn what is sensitive to your specific organization
according to content and business context. This process results in
precise discovery and mapping of your true data assets, with a very
low false positive rate and zero business disruption.
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ThirdEye Systems
WE EMPOWER ROBOTS WITH REAL WORLD UNDERSTANDING
https://thirdeye-systems.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For the past decade we have been teaching and nurturing our neural
network engine and it is now one of the most advanced databases
capable of performing On-The-Fly analytics within a single frame on
commercially available air-born platforms.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.

Video
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Vicarius
Patch-less Vulnerability Management
https://vicarius.io

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Analyze, prioritize, and remediate cyber threats before they're
exploited. TOPIA's is a cloud-based cost-effective vulnerability
assessment tool, actively identifies risks, and eliminates threats using
proprietary xTags™ and Patchless Protection™ that go beyond
traditional vulnerability management..

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Asset Inventory
Take control of your organization’s asset inventory. With TOPIA’s realtime visibility and an easy deployment process, get an exhaustive
catalog of active servers and endpoint devices. Accurate knowledge of
your global, hybrid-IT environment is fundamental to effective security
control. Completely cloud-based, it’s never been easier to manage
assets at any scale.
Risk Management
Focus on the vulnerabilities that affect you the most. With real-time
app vulnerability and asset-risk analysis combinations, TOPIA creates a
map of your digital environment to help you determine which
vulnerabilities are most urgent. TOPIA continuously detects new
vulnerabilities as your organization grows and evolves.
Patch Management

Video

Get more done with less work using TOPIA’s integrated patch
management tools. Lightweight and comprehensive, TOPIA allows you
to test and install patches across your infrastructure quickly and easily
while maintaining transparency across different departments within
your organization.
Patchless protection
TOPIA's Patchless Protection™ deploys a force field around your most
vulnerable assets using in-memory protection. TOPIA can ensure
you're always protected, even when a patch has not yet been
prepared, tested, or deployed.
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viisights
Behavior Recognition Systems for Realtime Video Intelligence
https://www.viisights.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

viisights is a leading provider of behavioral understanding systems for
real-time video intelligence that leverage unique artificial intelligence
technology. The company provides behavioral understanding systems
for safe and smart cities, smart enterprises, critical infrastructures,
transportation hubs and shared mobility initiatives.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.
Viisights provides automatic real-time understanding of video content
captured by widespread surveillance cameras located throughout
traffic control centers, roads, public areas, buildings, shopping
centers, commercial and industrial zones and more. The system
processes and understands large amounts of video streams in near
real-time and offline (investigative mode), while providing intelligence,
insights and alerts from a variety of actions, events and scenes of
interest.
Our public safety & security value proposition includes:
1) violent activity such as fighting, brawling and stabbing
2) suspicious activity such as carrying a weapon, wearing a mask and
loitering

Video

3) crowd behavior
gathering/dispersing

including

crowd

size

and

crowd

4) perimeter protection – vehicle/person entering unauthorized zone

5) traffic monitoring including accidents and road hazards
6) safety including fire & smoke detection
7) public health (Covid-19) features including no-mask detection,
person-to-person proximity and occupancy
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Wave Guard Technologies Ltd.
ANY SUBJECT. ANY DEVICE. ANY NETWORK. ANY TIME.
https://waveguardtechnologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Wave Guard Technologies is the expert in extracting and analyzing big
data location information from cellular networks and providing
advanced insight and analysis tools for homeland security
organizations, emergency services and government entities.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Founded in 2009, Wave Guard is a software company with several
approved patents, monitoring & analyzing over one hundred million
subscribers worldwide and it has been field proven.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
WAVE GUARD TRACER
Wave Guard Tracer provides an innovative and powerful paradigm for
mobile-based geo location and tracking. Tracer doesn’t require any
installation at the Operator network. It converts raw cellular network
data into actionable real-time intelligence, tracking voice calls, SMS,
data applications, web browsing and many more non-call events with
extremely high accuracy.
WAVE GUARD CURE
Wave Guard’s CURE offers real-time accurate location monitoring of
the entire population for epidemic spread monitoring and protection,
allowing national, state, regional, and local healthcare officials and
governments to:
1. Retroactively reconstruct the locations of infected people to detect
their infection paths and build the list of potentially infected people.
2. Monitor quarantined people in real-time, receiving alerts about any
violations.
3. Get real-time monitoring of quarantined areas (airport, point of
entry, city, etc.) to receive alerts about violations (people coming in or
going out).
4. Use real-time analytics to determine “patient zero” analysis and
build an epidemic’s “heat map.”
The CURE solution can monitor any type of mobile phone and does
not depend on voluntary action or GPS\Bluetooth enabled devices.
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Wintego
Wintego: Your Long-Term Cyber Intelligence Partner
https://www.wintego.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

Wintego’s core expertise is in the development of cyber intelligence
solutions for government, national security, law enforcement, and
intelligence agencies, for the sole purpose of fighting terror and major
crimes.

Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Numerous government agencies around the globe have already
successfully deployed Wintego's cyber intelligence solutions. We
invite you to join our community and establish a long-term, mutually
beneficial partnership with our team.

Solutions at a Glance
Wintego provides solutions designed to reveal activity that is taking
place over the Internet behind
the veil of encryption. Our solutions combine advanced dataextraction engines and field-proven operational methodologies that
enable you to effectively collect valuable intelligence about your
targets. Wintego offers two main product lines:
1. Mass-Analysis Cyber Intelligence (first mile)
• Reveals targets’ activities across an entire country, by performing
powerful big data analysis of encrypted traffic of messaging apps and
social networks
• Operates remotely and non-intrusively • Exposes the real identities
of users generating activity while hiding behind social networks’ masks
• Identifies participants of secured chats on instant message apps and
their connections • Points to potential targets
2. Active Cyber Intelligence (last mile)
• Extracts secured target data by injecting cyber agents into targets’
mobile phones • Deployable by a variety of strategic (remote) and
tactical systems, all developed by Wintego • Penetrates the latest
versions of mobile phones and operating systems • Once installed, the
cyber agents remotely extract the contents of chat apps, VoIP calls,
email accounts, social-network profiles, contact lists, photos, real-time
locations, and more .
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XTEND
XTEND - SKYLORD Tactic drone system
https://www.xtend.me/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

XTEND - SKYLORD Tactic drone system is a revolutionary new Human
Extension Platform that allows any operator with no flight experience
to perform extremely accurate maneuvers in any scenario (indoors &
outdoors) using a wearable light system that enables soldiers / lawenforcement / rescue teams to perform complex tasks without
physical risk.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
XTEND - SKYLORD products and solutions:

| XTENDER is a revolutionary new indoor tactical drone system that
allows any operator with no flight
experience to perform accurate remote tasks
environments. Capable of approaching target site from

in

complex

outside, perform recon and data collection tasks with extreme
accuracy, and seamlessly exit the facility, agnostic
of any indoor-outdoor transition limitations. The system is built to
perform under the most challenging tactical
conditions and operates seamlessly in GPS denied locations.
| HUNTER (C-UAS) is a combat-ready system, defending areas,
facilities and personnel from tactical aerial threats.
The HUNTER eliminates wide range of UAV threats, from fixed-wing
formfactors to size & weight varying drones, via a
kinetic interception methodology.
| WOLVERINE is a revolutionary new outdoor tactical drone system
with Robotic Arm that allows any operator with no
flight experience to perform accurate remote tasks in complex
environments.
When warfighters, first responders, emergency teams and law
enforcement agencies need to deal with critical realtime
events, precision & versatility are paramount.
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Public Transportation

323

Cellebrite
Digital Intelligence for a Safer World
https://www.cellebrite.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Cellebrite is the global leader and trusted provider of digital
intelligence solutions for law enforcement, military, and private
enterprises worldwide – helping organizations of every size accelerate
investigations by addressing the growing challenges of our expanding
digital world. Cellebrite’s digital intelligence solutions help extract and
decode forensic evidence from the latest mobile phones, computers
and widest range of digital sources.

Solutions at a Glance
Defense and Intelligence: Accomplish the Mission with Digital
Intelligence
The Cellebrite Digital Intelligence Platform enables defense and
intelligence agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data,
yielding actionable intelligence to move operations forward.
Law Enforcement: Build Stronger Cases. Protect Our Communities
To meet the demands of our changing world, law enforcement
agencies need to rethink the way they are structured, how
investigations are conducted, and how digital evidence is shared and
used at each stage of an investigation. Cellebrite’s DI Platform
empowers agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data to its
fullest potential, quickly yielding actionable intelligence that moves
investigations forward.
Business Solutions: Protect Corporate Assets & Mitigate Risk

Video

Whether your organization is handling litigation, corporate
investigations or incident response, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence
Platform reduces the risk derived from digital data.
Corporations, law firms and service providers, through consent, can
legally access the most data sources, using forensically sound
methods, including computer and mobile devices, while managing the
flow and compliance of the data and evidence.
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Mifram Security
Physical Security Solutions World Leader Since 1962
https://www.MiframSecurity.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Mifram Security is today, one of the world’s leading providers in the
design, manufacture and installation of physical perimeter security
solutions. Mifram brings to the table accumulated a wealth of
experience in its decades of dedicated service to its clients.
Mifram has performed a wide variety of industrial and military
projects in Israel and other parts of the world.

Solutions at a Glance
Mifram Security Serves:
• Military & HLS forces.
• Major integrators & law enforcement agencies.
• Public and private sectors.
• Critical infrastructure facilities such as nuclear power plants, airports
and seaports.
Mifram has developed a significant range of simple yet unique HLS and
HLD products and solutions.

Video
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Examples Include: • World's largest Anti-missile steel defensive fence.
• A range of guard and observation towers with varying levels of
fortification. • Protection of critical Infrastructure. • Building
Protective shields for retrofitting and hardening existing buildings and
infrastructures. • Mobile Vehicle Barriers against ramming attacks. •
Various types of modular and mobile ballistic shelters. • A wide range
of counterterror products and solutions. • Safe Haven containers to
protect employees in the field from attacks and kidnap attempts
including cold and hot attacker penetration techniques, light weapons
fire, shrapnel, blast and chemical / biological threats. • Soft and hardshelled buildings for dry storage and industrial refrigeration facilities. •
A range of solutions against weapon, blast, shrapnel, amour piercing
rounds and more.
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Check Point
Cyber Security
https://www.checkpoint.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a
leading provider of cyber security solutions to governments and
corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from
5th generation cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of
malware, ransomware and other types of attacks.

Solutions at a Glance
Cyber Security Products
Check Point Infinity is the first consolidated security across networks,
cloud and mobile.
Cloud Security
Check Point cloud security protects assets in the cloud from the most
sophisticated threats with dynamic scalability, intelligent provisioning
and consistent control across physical and virtual networks.
Network Security
Check Point provides organizations of all sizes with the latest data and
network security protection in an integrated next generation firewall
platform, reducing complexity and lowering the total cost of ownershi
Mobile Security
Check Point Enterprise Mobile Security solutions provide the widest
range of products to help you secure your mobile world
Endpoint Security

Video

Check Point Endpoint Security is a single agent providing data security,
network security, threat prevention and a remote access VPN for
complete Windows and Mac OS X security. As an integrated suite,
Endpoint Security provides simple, unified management and policy
enforcement.
Security Management
Check Point Infinity architecture consolidates management of multiple
security layers, providing superior policy efficiency and enabling to
manage security through a single pane of glass.
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Cobwebs Technologies
Intelligence and Security
https://cobwebs.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Cobwebs solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from all
web layers: social media, open, deep and dark web.

Solutions at a Glance
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from opensource web, social media, blogs, deep and dark web. Our web
intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal
hidden leads and generate insights. They covertly uncover and interact
with the internet’s never-ending trail of clues to build suspect profiles,
reconstruct social circles, identify cyber threats, engage targets, and
generate evidence.
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from Big Data
using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating
intelligent insights. The company focuses its research and
development in Artificial Intelligence technologies which are
harnessed to extract the relevant intelligence from big data using a
vast array of automated procedures.
We provide solutions for:
• Law Enforcement

• National Security

• Public Safety

• Financial Institutions

• Corporate Security
Our Product Portfolio:

Video
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• Investigation Platform

• Threat Intelligence

• Secured Analyst

• Active Web Intelligence

• Financial Investigation

• Location Intelligence
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
The Cyber Defender of the Cyber Nation
https://www.rafael.co.il/worlds/cyber-security/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

RAFAEL’s vast, proven experience of over 20 years in cyber defense,
backed by expert scientists, engineers and cyber professionals, has
made us a cyber security leader, with projects worldwide. In Israel we
head the national Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT), and are
the cyber provider for the Bank of Israel’s Central Credit Register and
for the Israel Railways Authority.

Solutions at a Glance
RAFAEL Cyber Defense Center (RCDC):
This end-to-end, granularly customizable defense command center
provides cyber security for any defense, civilian, utilities, or critical
infrastructure requirements, scaling from a small SOC, to a nationallevel CERT.
RAFAEL SCADA Dome:
This superior, patented cyber defense solution for SCADA & ICS
handles new cyber threats emerging on SCADA and ICS systems,
keeping systems operational while preventing long-lasting, significant
economic damage.

Video
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Rayzone Group Ltd.

https://rayzone.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Rayzone Group utilizes intelligence expertise, operational experience,
and in-house engineers to deliver boutique intelligence-based
solutions for national agencies worldwide. Innovative technologies
and comprehensive methodology provide forward-thinking
intelligence gathering and analysis abilities. Rayzone is certified by
ISOs 9001, 14001, 45001, 27001 standards, Rayzone has delivered in
dozens of countries for over a decade.

Solutions at a Glance
Rayzone's offering includes a diversity of systems:
Intelligence and Investigation Center: TA9 IntSight is our Intelligence
and Investigation Center, whose capabilities include the ability to
integrate, connect, and analyze any type of information, providing
actionable insights. This along with the fusion of various databases
enables optimized use of information available to the organization.
Remote Systems: Multitude of systems that function on unique and
advance techniques that bypass the need to connect to data providers
(ISP – internet service providers, CP – cellular providers, etc.) while
delivering the ability to collect information on targets remotely.
Proximity Systems: These various systems can be used as
combinatorial tools to fill in the gaps where remote systems cannot or
to complete the last mile of an operation by collecting information on
targets in their surroundings.

Video

Infrastructural & Defensive: Vast experience in technological domains
such as cellular, RF, routers, big data, IP, and more, require us to be up
to date on the latest protocols, manipulation techniques, and any
other vulnerabilities that can be utilized for intelligence purposes. This
expertise inevitably allows us to deliver enhanced defensive systems
that are up to date with the latest risks.
With this offering, agencies can monitor and collect diverse
information sources – meta-data, location, identifiers and content – to
create a comprehensive digital presence for conducting personal and
mass surveillance.
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Toka
Beyond Possible
https://www.tokagroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Toka helps trusted government, law enforcement, and security
agencies keep citizens safe and defend against terror and crime.
We do it by developing groundbreaking and lawful intelligencegathering technologies and by advising governments on building an
integrated cyber defense.
We focus on developing technologies that help defense and law
enforcement agencies unlock the opportunities created by the growth
in the IoT landscape, so they can enhance their operational
effectiveness and save lives.
Our Cyber Designer services help governments build a strong national
cyber defense strategy to protect the country’s systems, people, and
digital economy from dynamic cyber threats.

Solutions at a Glance
Toka Software Products
Toka software platforms provide effective intelligence from critical,
yet untapped IoT sources, while overcoming the field’s most complex
challenges.
Our solutions are simple to use, scale quickly, and offer complete
operational control to enable smarter, faster, and easier investigations
and operations,
Toka Cyber Designer Services
Toka’s unique services provide agencies with the full-spectrum
strategies, tailored projects, and technological capabilities needed to
keep critical infrastructure, the digital landscape, and government
institutions safe, secure, and durable,.
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Agent Vi
Agent Vi, comprehensive AI- Powered Video Analytics
https://agentvi.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Agent Video Intelligence (Agent Vi™) is the leading global provider of
AI-powered open architecture video analytics solutions. Agent Vi’s
comprehensive offering includes software products for automatic
analysis of live or recorded surveillance video, allowing real-time
detection of events of interest, and quick extraction of events and
data from recorded video.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
innoVi, Agent Vi’s cloud-based video analytics software & SaaS
platform provides a broad set of highly sophisticated AI-powered
video analytics capabilities for real-time detection of events of
interest, and quick extraction of events and data from recorded video.
innoVi is highly scalable, efficiently supporting small to large-scale
deployments to suit installations of all sizes and utilizing its open
architecture approach to maximize the potential of any surveillance
system.
Available as cloud-based software as a service or as an on-premise
solution, the innoVi range has a solution to meet the needs of any
surveillance installation.

Video
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B. Rimon Agencies, Ltd.
POWER IN MOTION - we build all you need for field deployment

http://www.rimon1.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

B. Rimon Agencies Ltd, established 1992, builds and integrates
specialized platforms for field deployment of HLS units.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We are an official supplier to the Israeli military (IDF), Ministry of
Homeland Security, Police, and other Government departments and
agencies.

Defence Forces

We build ground stations and hybrid energy kits for many Israeli
exporters of HLS systems. Among those: Rafael, Elta, IAI, Elbit, Sky
Sapience, Aeronautics, and others.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

We design, manufacture and integrate innovative multi-purpose
vehicles and trailers for a variety of needs like rescue trailers and
command vehicles.

Public Transportation

• C4 Command Vehicles: including Telescopic masts, day-nightthermal cameras, multiple energy sources, arena lighting, HVAC and
complete management equipment kit. Installed in compact vans with
a silenced built-in generator that ensures uninterrupted energy for
long missions. • Design and Integration of: Surveillance Vehicles,
mobile ground stations, unmanned vehicles, C4i cars, Covert
Operations Vehicles, EOD trucks. • Rescue trailers: include diversified
extrication equipment, energy sources, lighting, survival tools,
essential in crises such as earth quake rescue operations – all
integrated on a compact, user-friendly platform. • Turn-key mobile
communications projects: including in-house engineering &
installation of cellular COWs, UAV ground command centers, etc. •
Novel energy systems: compact, ruggedized generating sets, for
combat vehicles and mobile command vans, APUs and DC generators,
and Autonomous Combined Energy Kits for long durations. • Smart
searchlights: miniature Xenon searchlight – autonomous, ruggedized,
software controlled light source. • All our products are custom made,
designed and modified to suit customer's needs

Safe City &
Municipalities
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Be Strategic Solutions
War-Gaming for Perfection
https://best.be-strategic.solutions/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The only digital platform that analyzes decision-makers’ behaviors
during complex decision-making processes (real & simulated),
leveraging AI and Machine Learning to prepare entities for crisis. BeST
predicts entities’ preparedness to manage crisis, optimizes crisis
management processes, enables entities to practice managing any
scenario according to their own methodologies, and cultivates
successful crisis management processes in real-time.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The BeST solution is a web-based software that optimizes procedures
& processes, creates customized simulations based on these
processes, and enables organizations to manage their crisis while
comparing their real behaviors to their expected behaviors. BeST
maps organizations’ forecasted and actual processes and practices
and leverages AI and Big Data to provide actionable insights for
optimal outcomes. BeST better prepares clients to handle various
crises more effectively and affordably than alternative solutions on
the market. The solution is already revolutionizing the way
organizations across the world prepare their people and processes to
succeed under exceedingly difficult scenarios.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video

Every organization today is vulnerable to a range of risks that threaten
their reputation, profitability and continuity (and in some cases, even
threaten human lives). Yet even organizations that consistently
examine their procedures and exercise their personnel remain unsure
of the quality and scope of their risk and crisis management capacities
until an actual crisis unfolds, undermining their abilities to proactively
manage scenarios and forcing decision-makers to scramble to cope
with difficult, quickly changing circumstances.
The BeST software’s ability to be fully customized has enabled it to
enter a wide range of verticals. To date, BeST has been used by
governments, police forces, first responders, cybersecurity experts,
insurance companies, telecommunications companies, banks,
educational institutions, regulators, and PR firms to build capacities to
successfully manage a wide range of threats, incidents, crises,
disasters and other mishaps.
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Beyond Security
Develops automated vulnerability and compliance tools
https://beyondsecurity.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Beyond Security develops automated vulnerability testing tools, which
are considered essential components in any risk management
program. Beyond Security tools are used by customers around the
globe including Fortune 100 organizations, enabling them to
accurately assess and manage security weaknesses in their networks,
applications, industrial systems, critical infrastructure and software.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Our tools ensure device hardening, detection and managing of both
known and unknown (real Zero-Day) security risks, which enable
compliancy with local regulations. Our tools are known for their
accuracy, quick and easy setup, featuring integrated work flows and
framework integration.
Beyond Security 3 leading product lines are:
2. beSTORM: Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) and
multiprotocol fuzzer. Detects ZERO DAY / Un-Known security
vulnerabilities, and robustness issues in all types of standard software,
proprietary software, file structures, hardware, embedded software,
IoT, SCADA, BT, WIFI, API, PLCs, Industrial equipment and more
3. beSOURCE: Static Application Security Testing (SAST), a powerful
code analysis tool which bridges the divide between SecOps into
DevOps by offering developers and QA teams a reliable and easy to
use tool with both on-premises and cloud deployment options.
beSOURCE detects security and programming quality issues in your
software and provides recommendations to help to make their code
faster and more efficient.
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Comsec
Comsec - keep your company cyber secure and compliant
http://www.comsecglobal.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For over 32 years, Comsec has been a trusted advisor to global
leaders, delivering the world’s broadest portfolio of cybersecurity
services.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We’ve helped companies across a wide range of verticals secure their
information and operational assets and stay compliant, ensuring that
they achieve their business goals.
Trusted by Fortune 500 companies and startups over 40 countries

Defence Forces

and across 5 continents.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Comsec is one of the leading global cybersecurity companies, active
for over 32 years.

Public Transportation

our offering spans across five (5) main pillars:

Safe City &
Municipalities

1. Security testing and assessment
2. Offensive security
3. GRC
4. Managed Services
5. Education & Training
We recently launched our automated DDoS simulation platform to
help organizations conduct realistic DDoS attacks to gauge their DDoS
resiliency.
Covid-19 expanded organization's perimeter and we see more attacks
targeting end points outside the traditional perimeter. Therefore
Comsec developed its unique Ransomware readiness package to help
its clients withstand this type of attacks.
Please review the attached brochure for more details about our other
services: CISO as a Service, SSDLC, Code review and more.
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Corsight AI
Facial Recognition for the most challenging conditions
https://www.corsight.ai/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Corsight high-performance Facial Recognition is the meeting point of
the Next Generation AI technology with a team passion for privacy
and accuracy. What makes this technology superior and unique is its
ability to mimic the human brain while eliminating the need to
undergo a deep learning process.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE N: N CHALLENGE: Recognize many
individuals against a database of many under challenging conditions

2. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE FACIAL AUTHENTICATION CHALLENGE:
Authenticate a person using a set of recognizable and verifiable data
unique and specific to that person under challenging conditions
3. OUR OFFERING ADDRESSES ALL THE NEEDS
* LIVE: Instantaneously pinpoint people of interest in live camera
streams
- Get alerts instantly
- Optimized for processing in large, moving crowds
*FORENSIC: Review hours of videos in minutes
- Analyzing every single image
- 15x faster than real-time processing
*SEARCH: Search for people of interest instantly in archived data
- Find any face in seconds
- All appearances recorded by system in signature format
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El-Far Electronics Systems 2000 Ltd.
PIDS, Perimeter, Critical Infrastructures, Smart Fence, Sensitive
sites, Sensors, Intrusion Detection Systems

https://www.elfar.co.il/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

EL-FAR Electronics Systems 2000 Ltd. is a global company dedicated to
the development and delivery of advanced perimeter security systems
& solutions for governmental, industrial, commercial, and private
facilities worldwide. EL-FAR serves not only as a systems integrator but
also as the developer of these high-end security technologies, from
the Integrated Site Management Software down to the intrusion
detection system on the fences.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Government Agencies
Public Transportation
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JENOVICE
Experts in RF tactical systems development- Bluetooth & Wi-Fi

https://www.jenovice.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

JENOVICE is a cyber security company that was founded in 2012 based
in Tel Aviv, Israel.

Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation

We develop different tactical systems in the SIGINT field focusing on
WiFi & Bluetooth.
Our systems are dedicated to actively gather intelligence both indoors
and in outdoor operations.
We invest our resources in providing high-end field & target-oriented
systems, that will fit different tactical scenarios.

Solutions at a Glance
Our systems can be operated from anywhere in the world. It’s
controlled remotely, with an easy to use UI and no need for a
technical operational team on site.
The sensors are autonomous and can be deployed with a range of
dozens to hundreds of meters from the target.
In the era of cyber-awareness, the system can work silently in stealth
mode when all information gathered is buffered to the control center,
leaving no traces in the field.
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Laser Detect Systems
Innovative Solutions for Explosives and Narcotics Detection
http://www.laser-detect.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Laser Detect Systems (LDS) is a world-leading developer of stand-off,
laser-based, and trace detection technologies. LDS has
commercialized patented, groundbreaking systems for homeland
security, law enforcement, military, and environmental safety. These
systems enable stand-off, real-time sensing, and trace detection of
explosives, narcotics, and other hazardous materials in powder, liquid,
or pill form, without the need for sampling.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation

Solutions at a Glance
Hybrid Detection Kit (HDK) - A comprehensive chemical substances
detection solution that can detect a wide range of explosives,
explosive precursors, narcotics, and other hazardous materials. HDK
employs different detectors using various detection and identification
techniques, including laser Raman Spectroscopy, Ion Mobility
Spectrometry (IMS) and Wet-Chemistry (WC), alongside field-proven,
localized Concept of Operations (CONOPs).
The GSCAN, a state-of-the-art, handheld, portable Raman
Spectroscopy detector. Based on an embedded materials library of
hazardous substances, the GSCAN is easily operated and delivers
definitive results in as little as 9 seconds.
ISCAN - LDS’s ISCAN employs Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) to
detect trace quantities of low-volatile, organic substances in
extremely low concentrations.

Video

TSCAN - A field test kit collection tool used for the detection and
identification of explosive substances or trace residues using wetchemistry. The T-SCAN detects 99% of explosives on the FBI Threat
List, providing quick and clear results.
Tactical Lie Detector (TLD) - LDS's TLD is a portable solution based on
traditional polygraph sensors. It allows users with minimal training to
conduct customized, comprehensive, rapid, and reliable testing on the
go and outside of the traditional polygraph setting.
SPHERE - Vehicle screening, scanning, and inspection station.
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MinerEye
Automated data governance of unstructured data
https://minereye.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

With the exponential growth in data, particularly in unstructured, dark
data, MinerEye offers an automated process for data governance
based on artificial intelligence and machine learning. MinerEye's
DataTracker enables organization to achieve optimal data discovery
and mapping, cloud optimization with only the needed files, easy and
fast regulatory data privacy compliance on a file level, data protection
for shared collaboration environments.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Data Discovery & Governance: MinerEye provides automated visual
mapping that can be analyzed easily for multiple dimensions, like for
multi-national organizations who need to map data according to
geographic security and privacy regulations and business policies.
Personal Information (PI) Risk quantification: Automated consistent
assignment of a risk score by analyzing the variety and quantity of PI
entities contained in a file. It applies a risk score in a unified view
across file types and data sources.
Data Privacy: Regulations Compliance (GDPR, CCPA, PIPEDA etc),
Aggregates information from the unstructured data in the context of
every file according to the specific compliance article.
D/SAR and FOIA requests - Automates the finding of personal
information across all networks of an organization for deletion within
minutes.
Data Minimization: Enables to automatically analyze what can be
deleted, archived before moving to the cloud or for privacy rules.

Video

Data Retention: Correlates multiple dimensional analysis for granular
dissection of data, enabling optimal data retention policies.
Automated identification and labeling of business critical and sensitive
data to enable secure and compliant cloud based collaboration, access
control, rights management across a hybrid environment.
Data Protection Policy Sandbox - Enables policy simulation and fine
tuning of the optimal policy per file before implementing the policy.
Syncs business, privacy and security policies to prevent conflicts.
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MS TECHNOLOGIES
Sensor technologies and threat detectors
http://ms-technologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

MS TECH is a world-class designer, manufacturer, and innovator of
advanced detection and diagnostic sensors. We develop technological
products and integrated detection solutions based on our industryleading sensor technologies. Our products and integrated detection
solutions make the world safer, healthier, and more efficient.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
MS TECHNOLOGIES is a leading sensor research and development
company whose mission is to make the world a safer place.

Our leading products are noted for their practicality, and advantages,
such as their size, being green technology, not using a radioactive
source and the detection of different components such as explosives
and narcotics, including synthetic opioids.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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Orchestra Group
Harmonize cybersecurity compliance & risk
https://www.orchestra.group

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Orchestra Group’s mission is to addresses the major roadblocks that
make it difficult for CISO, CIO, and their teams to manage
cybersecurity such as:

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

1. Fragmented technologies using different paradigms for each slice of
the cybersecurity puzzle.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

2. Lack of standard metrics to measure, manage, and benchmark
cyber defense.

Defence Forces

3. constant tuning of the trade-offs between shifting IT\Business
needs and cyber risk.

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Harmony IoT - is a unique solution that provides airspace dome
around organizations to monitor, detect threats and mitigate
cyberattacks through the attack surface of WiFi and Bluetooth
protocols as well as smart-connected devices (IoTs) using them.
Harmony Purple - is a next-generation vulnerability prioritization tool
(VPT) that continuously showcases validated, global, multi-vector,
Attack Path Scenarios™ (APS), so you can focus your red team and
blue team’s time and resources on those vulnerabilities that threaten
your critical assets and business process the most with maximum
efficiency, effectiveness and lowest cost of ownership (TCO).

Video
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Reposify
Discover & eliminate unknown Internet exposures in real-time

https://reposify.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Reposify's External Attack Surface Management platform discovers and
monitors for exposures, misconfigurations and shadow IT risks within
and beyond your known network ranges. Get a continuous outside-in
view of your internet facing assets no matter where they are located.
See your security issues prioritized for your business and get actionable
remediation advice.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation

Video
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Solutions at a Glance
Reposify is an attack surface management platform delivering
autonomous, 24/7 discovery of exposed assets across all environments
and the supply chain. Leading enterprises worldwide use Reposify to gain
unparalleled visibility of their internet-facing assets and actionable
security insights for eliminating shadow IT risks.
Reposify’s proprietary technology maps the world's internet exposure in
real-time. Cutting edge ML classification and association engines analyze
all the assets and automatically create your complete inventory. Passive
and non-intrusive techniques detect exposures, cryptographic issues,
misconfigurations, CVEs & more. Security issues are automatically
prioritized and an action plan with remediation guidance is generated so
you can resolve more issues in less time.
1.

Exposed Assets Discovery & Monitoring: Find your unknown
exposed assets across the entire internet.

2.

External Attack Surface Management: Identify and eliminate critical
attack vectors resulting from shadow IT, misconfigurations and
unknown exposures.

3.

Subsidiary Risk Tracking: Gain complete visibility of shadow IT, and
unknown risks relating to your subsidiaries.

4.

Supply Chain Risk Monitoring: Continuously uncover risks that are
not visible with one time questionnaires.

5.

Cloud Asset Discovery & Monitoring: See all your public assets
across all cloud providers.

6.

Merger & Acquisition IT Risk Assessment: Perform IT risk
assessment of an acquisition target in a single mouse click.
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Safe-T
Zero-Trust – The Right Way!
https://www.safe-t.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Safe-T is introducing ZONEZERO® - an industry-first Perimeter Access
Orchestration platform. Whether you are interested in implementing
a new SDP solution, if you want to enhance your legacy VPN access
security, or add MFA to any VPN, service or application - ZONEZERO®
allows you to manage the entire access scheme in one, holistic, easy
to use platform.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

With Safe-T, Zero-Trust is no longer just a buzzword. It is a reality.

Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Safe-T is a global leader and innovator in the field of ZTNA (Zero Trust
Network Access) and is recognized as a reference vendor in this
domain by both Gartner and Forrester as well as by other analysts in
this market space.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our ZoneZero, a perimeter access orchestration platform that enables
us to take any legacy network and upgrade it to Zero Trust
compliance. The platform is vendor agnostic, network-centric based
(with no installation required on the endpoint – so we support
transparently both cellular and laptops OS), supports on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid environment and on top of the obvious security,
benefits offer huge operational value for the end customers.
We have customers in the government sector, regulated customers,
financial institutes, insurance companies, universities, healthcare as
well as industrial and critical infrastructure.
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Safer Place
Video based Enforcement for High Risk traffic violations
https://www.saferplace.com

Categories

Company Profile

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Safer Place provides video based unified technology enforcement
platform detecting, recording & documenting high risk traffic &
parking violations (fixed, mobile, portable units). Key benefits to our
customers: improved road safety, increased traffic flow while
generating meaningful revenue allowing flexible business models-no
upfront investment. Our solutions are field proven in EMEA generated
over 2M tickets & $200M of revenue to our clients.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Safer Place develops and markets an end-to-end video based unified
technology enforcement platform detecting, recording &
documenting high risk traffic & parking violations (HOV 2+, Crossing
solid line, Texting while driving, Low Emission Zone LEZ, Disobey
signage, Red Light, Public lanes, Illegal turns, Illegal parking and many
more) from multiple deployment options fixed, mobile, portable and
handheld.
The solutions covers a wide set of applications from ticketing through
collection, and legal processes. For every ticket there is a clear video
and images as an evidence which serves customers for improved
collection and an efficient legal process.
Our solutions are field proven in EMEA already generated over 2M
tickets , thousand of tickets in court and generated $200M of revenue
to our clients. To name few of our tier 1 clients – Napoli, Torino, Tel
Aviv, Jerusalem and others. We have hundreds of units already
deployed and fully operational in the field.
Key benefits to our customers:
Improve road safety, Increase traffic flow, Increase productivity,
Reduce legal appeals, Implement Single unified platform , Minimize
investment
The combination of all these elements translates into a complete
digital enforcement process over 15 times more efficient than existing
manual processes with no paper work and errors, and over 20 times
more revenue with no additional manpower.
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ScoutCam
Customizable micro-camera, based streaming AV solutions
https://www.scoutcam.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

ScoutCam provides innovative custom-tailored, seamless visualization
solutions to organizations across different industries based on small
(down to 1mm outer D), highly resistant micro-cameras and
supplementary AV components. Our field-proven technology is
suitable to meet the demands of defense, HLS and law enforcement
organizations. ScoutCam Ltd. cultivates trusted partnerships for multiyear manufacturing contracts as well as R&D ones.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Hospitals & Health
Services

Public Transportation

Solutions at a Glance
ScoutCam provides field-proven expertise over decades in miniature
AV solutions. Thanks to its tiny size, with ScoutCam’s integrated microcamera solution it’s now possible to deploy more advanced, more
discrete monitoring and inspection of targets without being detected.
By adding complementary functionalities and configurations,
ScoutCam’s applications engineers tailor and help integrate/deploy
your AV system according to your organization’s unique specifications
and requirements for operation in the field.
Customizable Configurations
• Micro-camera size starting at 1.0mm diameter
• Microphones can be fully integrated to deliver superior sound
quality for the tine device
• Digital video recorders (DVRs) can be added at both the remote site
and the remote home base up

Video

• Power sources utilize ScoutCam’s proven field expertise and
reliability in the field of wireless medical devices with Fortune 500
companies
• Enables a required illumination path where the camera passes
during set-up stages of the project

• Wireless transmission distance (to the send the signal away from the
field) up to 50 meters from the listening point to minimize risk of
detection
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SeismicAI
Earthquake Early Warning
http://www.seismicai.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

SeismciAI is an earthquake early warning system and seismic
diagnostics. Our technology is able to provide significantly quicker and
more accurate early-warning at a fraction of the cost of the currently
available early-warning systems. We are able to detect earthquakes
whose epicenter is either onshore or offshore using shallow, landbased sensor arrays that are easily and cost-effectively deployed.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
We are an Israeli company specializing in the area of earthquake early
warning systems and seismic diagnostics. Our technology is able to
provide significantly quicker and more accurate early-warning at a
fraction of the cost of the currently available early-warning systems.
We are able to detect earthquakes whose epicenter is either onshore
or offshore using shallow, land-based sensor arrays that are easily and
cost-effectively deployed. Our patented technology is able to filter out
ambient shaking such as that caused by traffic or industrial activity,
making it possible to deploy sensor arrays in urban environments. This
is especially useful when providing early-warning for sensitive
infrastructures such as power plants, refineries, or rail networks.

Video
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Seraphim Optronics
Multi-Sensor systems manufacturer and Integrated solutions
https://seraphim-opt.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Seraphim-Optronics is a manufacturer of integrated solutions for daynight observation and surveillance for military and civilian uses such as
airport , borders and critical assets protection. The company's
solutions incorporate radar, optics, communication technologies and
motion detection algorithms. The products can be installed as an
unattended solutions or can be integrated
into an existing
infrastructure.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Firefly - line of products uses radar, thermal camera, day camera,
detection algorithms and external sensors to offer
different modes of detection within a single system. It also enables
use of multiple communication networks - LAN, Wi-Fi,
Cellular and UHF and delivers a high-resolution, high-quality image.
The Firefly support ONVIF and very easy to integrate with any C&C
system
BEE - Multi -Sensor PTZ system for various ranges consist of thermal
camera, HD camera with an option for GPS, image stabilization and
Laser rane Finder (LRF)
ROSS - Covert and unattended solutions for tactical units and Border
security

Video
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Vicarius
Patch-less Vulnerability Management
https://vicarius.io

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Analyze, prioritize, and remediate cyber threats before they're
exploited. TOPIA's is a cloud-based cost-effective vulnerability
assessment tool, actively identifies risks, and eliminates threats using
proprietary xTags™ and Patchless Protection™ that go beyond
traditional vulnerability management..

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Asset Inventory
Take control of your organization’s asset inventory. With TOPIA’s realtime visibility and an easy deployment process, get an exhaustive
catalog of active servers and endpoint devices. Accurate knowledge of
your global, hybrid-IT environment is fundamental to effective security
control. Completely cloud-based, it’s never been easier to manage
assets at any scale.
Risk Management
Focus on the vulnerabilities that affect you the most. With real-time
app vulnerability and asset-risk analysis combinations, TOPIA creates a
map of your digital environment to help you determine which
vulnerabilities are most urgent. TOPIA continuously detects new
vulnerabilities as your organization grows and evolves.
Patch Management

Video

Get more done with less work using TOPIA’s integrated patch
management tools. Lightweight and comprehensive, TOPIA allows you
to test and install patches across your infrastructure quickly and easily
while maintaining transparency across different departments within
your organization.
Patchless protection
TOPIA's Patchless Protection™ deploys a force field around your most
vulnerable assets using in-memory protection. TOPIA can ensure
you're always protected, even when a patch has not yet been
prepared, tested, or deployed.
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viisights
Behavior Recognition Systems for Realtime Video Intelligence
https://www.viisights.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

viisights is a leading provider of behavioral understanding systems for
real-time video intelligence that leverage unique artificial intelligence
technology. The company provides behavioral understanding systems
for safe and smart cities, smart enterprises, critical infrastructures,
transportation hubs and shared mobility initiatives.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.
Viisights provides automatic real-time understanding of video content
captured by widespread surveillance cameras located throughout
traffic control centers, roads, public areas, buildings, shopping
centers, commercial and industrial zones and more. The system
processes and understands large amounts of video streams in near
real-time and offline (investigative mode), while providing intelligence,
insights and alerts from a variety of actions, events and scenes of
interest.
Our public safety & security value proposition includes:
1) violent activity such as fighting, brawling and stabbing
2) suspicious activity such as carrying a weapon, wearing a mask and
loitering

Video

3) crowd behavior
gathering/dispersing

including

crowd

size

and

crowd

4) perimeter protection – vehicle/person entering unauthorized zone

5) traffic monitoring including accidents and road hazards
6) safety including fire & smoke detection
7) public health (Covid-19) features including no-mask detection,
person-to-person proximity and occupancy
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Cellebrite
Digital Intelligence for a Safer World
https://www.cellebrite.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Cellebrite is the global leader and trusted provider of digital
intelligence solutions for law enforcement, military, and private
enterprises worldwide – helping organizations of every size accelerate
investigations by addressing the growing challenges of our expanding
digital world. Cellebrite’s digital intelligence solutions help extract and
decode forensic evidence from the latest mobile phones, computers
and widest range of digital sources.

Solutions at a Glance
Defense and Intelligence: Accomplish the Mission with Digital
Intelligence
The Cellebrite Digital Intelligence Platform enables defense and
intelligence agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data,
yielding actionable intelligence to move operations forward.
Law Enforcement: Build Stronger Cases. Protect Our Communities
To meet the demands of our changing world, law enforcement
agencies need to rethink the way they are structured, how
investigations are conducted, and how digital evidence is shared and
used at each stage of an investigation. Cellebrite’s DI Platform
empowers agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data to its
fullest potential, quickly yielding actionable intelligence that moves
investigations forward.
Business Solutions: Protect Corporate Assets & Mitigate Risk

Video

Whether your organization is handling litigation, corporate
investigations or incident response, Cellebrite’s Digital Intelligence
Platform reduces the risk derived from digital data.
Corporations, law firms and service providers, through consent, can
legally access the most data sources, using forensically sound
methods, including computer and mobile devices, while managing the
flow and compliance of the data and evidence.
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Mifram Security
Physical Security Solutions World Leader Since 1962
https://www.MiframSecurity.com

Categories

Company Profile

Platinum Sponsor

Mifram Security is today, one of the world’s leading providers in the
design, manufacture and installation of physical perimeter security
solutions. Mifram brings to the table accumulated a wealth of
experience in its decades of dedicated service to its clients.
Mifram has performed a wide variety of industrial and military
projects in Israel and other parts of the world.

Solutions at a Glance
Mifram Security Serves:
• Military & HLS forces.
• Major integrators & law enforcement agencies.
• Public and private sectors.
• Critical infrastructure facilities such as nuclear power plants, airports
and seaports.
Mifram has developed a significant range of simple yet unique HLS and
HLD products and solutions.

Video
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Examples Include: • World's largest Anti-missile steel defensive fence.
• A range of guard and observation towers with varying levels of
fortification. • Protection of critical Infrastructure. • Building
Protective shields for retrofitting and hardening existing buildings and
infrastructures. • Mobile Vehicle Barriers against ramming attacks. •
Various types of modular and mobile ballistic shelters. • A wide range
of counterterror products and solutions. • Safe Haven containers to
protect employees in the field from attacks and kidnap attempts
including cold and hot attacker penetration techniques, light weapons
fire, shrapnel, blast and chemical / biological threats. • Soft and hardshelled buildings for dry storage and industrial refrigeration facilities. •
A range of solutions against weapon, blast, shrapnel, amour piercing
rounds and more.
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Check Point
Cyber Security
https://www.checkpoint.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. (www.checkpoint.com) is a
leading provider of cyber security solutions to governments and
corporate enterprises globally. Its solutions protect customers from
5th generation cyber-attacks with an industry leading catch rate of
malware, ransomware and other types of attacks.

Solutions at a Glance
Cyber Security Products
Check Point Infinity is the first consolidated security across networks,
cloud and mobile.
Cloud Security
Check Point cloud security protects assets in the cloud from the most
sophisticated threats with dynamic scalability, intelligent provisioning
and consistent control across physical and virtual networks.
Network Security
Check Point provides organizations of all sizes with the latest data and
network security protection in an integrated next generation firewall
platform, reducing complexity and lowering the total cost of ownershi
Mobile Security
Check Point Enterprise Mobile Security solutions provide the widest
range of products to help you secure your mobile world
Endpoint Security

Video

Check Point Endpoint Security is a single agent providing data security,
network security, threat prevention and a remote access VPN for
complete Windows and Mac OS X security. As an integrated suite,
Endpoint Security provides simple, unified management and policy
enforcement.
Security Management
Check Point Infinity architecture consolidates management of multiple
security layers, providing superior policy efficiency and enabling to
manage security through a single pane of glass.
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Cobwebs Technologies
Intelligence and Security
https://cobwebs.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Cobwebs solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from all
web layers: social media, open, deep and dark web.

Solutions at a Glance
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security
experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from opensource web, social media, blogs, deep and dark web. Our web
intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal
hidden leads and generate insights. They covertly uncover and interact
with the internet’s never-ending trail of clues to build suspect profiles,
reconstruct social circles, identify cyber threats, engage targets, and
generate evidence.
Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from Big Data
using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating
intelligent insights. The company focuses its research and
development in Artificial Intelligence technologies which are
harnessed to extract the relevant intelligence from big data using a
vast array of automated procedures.
We provide solutions for:
• Law Enforcement

• National Security

• Public Safety

• Financial Institutions

• Corporate Security
Our Product Portfolio:

Video
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• Investigation Platform

• Threat Intelligence

• Secured Analyst

• Active Web Intelligence

• Financial Investigation

• Location Intelligence
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems
The Cyber Defender of the Cyber Nation
https://www.rafael.co.il/worlds/cyber-security/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

RAFAEL’s vast, proven experience of over 20 years in cyber defense,
backed by expert scientists, engineers and cyber professionals, has
made us a cyber security leader, with projects worldwide. In Israel we
head the national Cyber Emergency Response Team (CERT), and are
the cyber provider for the Bank of Israel’s Central Credit Register and
for the Israel Railways Authority.

Solutions at a Glance
RAFAEL Cyber Defense Center (RCDC):
This end-to-end, granularly customizable defense command center
provides cyber security for any defense, civilian, utilities, or critical
infrastructure requirements, scaling from a small SOC, to a nationallevel CERT.
RAFAEL SCADA Dome:
This superior, patented cyber defense solution for SCADA & ICS
handles new cyber threats emerging on SCADA and ICS systems,
keeping systems operational while preventing long-lasting, significant
economic damage.

Video
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Rayzone Group Ltd.

https://rayzone.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Rayzone Group utilizes intelligence expertise, operational experience,
and in-house engineers to deliver boutique intelligence-based
solutions for national agencies worldwide. Innovative technologies
and comprehensive methodology provide forward-thinking
intelligence gathering and analysis abilities. Rayzone is certified by
ISOs 9001, 14001, 45001, 27001 standards, Rayzone has delivered in
dozens of countries for over a decade.

Solutions at a Glance
Rayzone's offering includes a diversity of systems:
Intelligence and Investigation Center: TA9 IntSight is our Intelligence
and Investigation Center, whose capabilities include the ability to
integrate, connect, and analyze any type of information, providing
actionable insights. This along with the fusion of various databases
enables optimized use of information available to the organization.
Remote Systems: Multitude of systems that function on unique and
advance techniques that bypass the need to connect to data providers
(ISP – internet service providers, CP – cellular providers, etc.) while
delivering the ability to collect information on targets remotely.
Proximity Systems: These various systems can be used as
combinatorial tools to fill in the gaps where remote systems cannot or
to complete the last mile of an operation by collecting information on
targets in their surroundings.

Video

Infrastructural & Defensive: Vast experience in technological domains
such as cellular, RF, routers, big data, IP, and more, require us to be up
to date on the latest protocols, manipulation techniques, and any
other vulnerabilities that can be utilized for intelligence purposes. This
expertise inevitably allows us to deliver enhanced defensive systems
that are up to date with the latest risks.
With this offering, agencies can monitor and collect diverse
information sources – meta-data, location, identifiers and content – to
create a comprehensive digital presence for conducting personal and
mass surveillance.
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Toka
Beyond Possible
https://www.tokagroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Gold Sponsor

Toka helps trusted government, law enforcement, and security
agencies keep citizens safe and defend against terror and crime.
We do it by developing groundbreaking and lawful intelligencegathering technologies and by advising governments on building an
integrated cyber defense.
We focus on developing technologies that help defense and law
enforcement agencies unlock the opportunities created by the growth
in the IoT landscape, so they can enhance their operational
effectiveness and save lives.
Our Cyber Designer services help governments build a strong national
cyber defense strategy to protect the country’s systems, people, and
digital economy from dynamic cyber threats.

Solutions at a Glance
Toka Software Products
Toka software platforms provide effective intelligence from critical,
yet untapped IoT sources, while overcoming the field’s most complex
challenges.
Our solutions are simple to use, scale quickly, and offer complete
operational control to enable smarter, faster, and easier investigations
and operations,
Toka Cyber Designer Services
Toka’s unique services provide agencies with the full-spectrum
strategies, tailored projects, and technological capabilities needed to
keep critical infrastructure, the digital landscape, and government
institutions safe, secure, and durable,.
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Agent Vi
Agent Vi, comprehensive AI- Powered Video Analytics
https://agentvi.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Agent Video Intelligence (Agent Vi™) is the leading global provider of
AI-powered open architecture video analytics solutions. Agent Vi’s
comprehensive offering includes software products for automatic
analysis of live or recorded surveillance video, allowing real-time
detection of events of interest, and quick extraction of events and
data from recorded video.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
innoVi, Agent Vi’s cloud-based video analytics software & SaaS
platform provides a broad set of highly sophisticated AI-powered
video analytics capabilities for real-time detection of events of
interest, and quick extraction of events and data from recorded video.
innoVi is highly scalable, efficiently supporting small to large-scale
deployments to suit installations of all sizes and utilizing its open
architecture approach to maximize the potential of any surveillance
system.
Available as cloud-based software as a service or as an on-premise
solution, the innoVi range has a solution to meet the needs of any
surveillance installation.

Video
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ARTsys360
Home Land (HLS) Counter-Drone System With 3D-360 Micro-Radar
https://www.artsys360.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

ARTsys360's innovative 3D 360° micro radar enables to detect and
track drones in real-time. It offers superior price performance: It is
lighter, has lower power consumption and is least expensive than any
other solution on the market.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance

Safe City &
Municipalities

1.Capitalizing the growing demand for low cost price sensitive systems
through global System Integrators network and

Business Strategy:

2.Supply the growing need of OEM partners to supply their customers
with less costly systems and provide them with complimentary Radar
solution
Go to Market Plan:
1.System Integrators Channel: Establish business relationships with
existing Counter Drone System Integrators, interested to enrich their
portfolio with advanced low cost solutions, initially in Europe and
North America. Develop strong after sales support team for Training,
Maintenance and Technical Support.

2.OEM Partners Channel: Develop relationships with top OEMs who
are seeking less expensive entry level Radars to address their
customers' needs, and with smaller OEM Partners which are currently
limited to the sale of RF detection technologies, seeking
complimentary Radar capabilities and for less costly solutions.

Video

2021 target - Set up channels in additional 10 countries and
penetration into additional
vertical markets such as Power Stations. Airports. Goal is to sell and
install 30 systems that
year (around $5 million in revenue), starting to tap the potential of
drone detection civil
market, expected to reach over $2 billion by 2020 and 41% CAGR.
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B. Rimon Agencies, Ltd.
POWER IN MOTION - we build all you need for field deployment

http://www.rimon1.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

B. Rimon Agencies Ltd, established 1992, builds and integrates
specialized platforms for field deployment of HLS units.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We are an official supplier to the Israeli military (IDF), Ministry of
Homeland Security, Police, and other Government departments and
agencies.

Defence Forces

We build ground stations and hybrid energy kits for many Israeli
exporters of HLS systems. Among those: Rafael, Elta, IAI, Elbit, Sky
Sapience, Aeronautics, and others.

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

We design, manufacture and integrate innovative multi-purpose
vehicles and trailers for a variety of needs like rescue trailers and
command vehicles.

Public Transportation

• C4 Command Vehicles: including Telescopic masts, day-nightthermal cameras, multiple energy sources, arena lighting, HVAC and
complete management equipment kit. Installed in compact vans with
a silenced built-in generator that ensures uninterrupted energy for
long missions. • Design and Integration of: Surveillance Vehicles,
mobile ground stations, unmanned vehicles, C4i cars, Covert
Operations Vehicles, EOD trucks. • Rescue trailers: include diversified
extrication equipment, energy sources, lighting, survival tools,
essential in crises such as earth quake rescue operations – all
integrated on a compact, user-friendly platform. • Turn-key mobile
communications projects: including in-house engineering &
installation of cellular COWs, UAV ground command centers, etc. •
Novel energy systems: compact, ruggedized generating sets, for
combat vehicles and mobile command vans, APUs and DC generators,
and Autonomous Combined Energy Kits for long durations. • Smart
searchlights: miniature Xenon searchlight – autonomous, ruggedized,
software controlled light source. • All our products are custom made,
designed and modified to suit customer's needs

Safe City &
Municipalities
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Be Strategic Solutions
War-Gaming for Perfection
https://best.be-strategic.solutions/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The only digital platform that analyzes decision-makers’ behaviors
during complex decision-making processes (real & simulated),
leveraging AI and Machine Learning to prepare entities for crisis. BeST
predicts entities’ preparedness to manage crisis, optimizes crisis
management processes, enables entities to practice managing any
scenario according to their own methodologies, and cultivates
successful crisis management processes in real-time.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The BeST solution is a web-based software that optimizes procedures
& processes, creates customized simulations based on these
processes, and enables organizations to manage their crisis while
comparing their real behaviors to their expected behaviors. BeST
maps organizations’ forecasted and actual processes and practices
and leverages AI and Big Data to provide actionable insights for
optimal outcomes. BeST better prepares clients to handle various
crises more effectively and affordably than alternative solutions on
the market. The solution is already revolutionizing the way
organizations across the world prepare their people and processes to
succeed under exceedingly difficult scenarios.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video

Every organization today is vulnerable to a range of risks that threaten
their reputation, profitability and continuity (and in some cases, even
threaten human lives). Yet even organizations that consistently
examine their procedures and exercise their personnel remain unsure
of the quality and scope of their risk and crisis management capacities
until an actual crisis unfolds, undermining their abilities to proactively
manage scenarios and forcing decision-makers to scramble to cope
with difficult, quickly changing circumstances.
The BeST software’s ability to be fully customized has enabled it to
enter a wide range of verticals. To date, BeST has been used by
governments, police forces, first responders, cybersecurity experts,
insurance companies, telecommunications companies, banks,
educational institutions, regulators, and PR firms to build capacities to
successfully manage a wide range of threats, incidents, crises,
disasters and other mishaps.
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Beyond Security
Develops automated vulnerability and compliance tools
https://beyondsecurity.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Beyond Security develops automated vulnerability testing tools, which
are considered essential components in any risk management
program. Beyond Security tools are used by customers around the
globe including Fortune 100 organizations, enabling them to
accurately assess and manage security weaknesses in their networks,
applications, industrial systems, critical infrastructure and software.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Our tools ensure device hardening, detection and managing of both
known and unknown (real Zero-Day) security risks, which enable
compliancy with local regulations. Our tools are known for their
accuracy, quick and easy setup, featuring integrated work flows and
framework integration.
Beyond Security 3 leading product lines are:
2. beSTORM: Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) and
multiprotocol fuzzer. Detects ZERO DAY / Un-Known security
vulnerabilities, and robustness issues in all types of standard software,
proprietary software, file structures, hardware, embedded software,
IoT, SCADA, BT, WIFI, API, PLCs, Industrial equipment and more
3. beSOURCE: Static Application Security Testing (SAST), a powerful
code analysis tool which bridges the divide between SecOps into
DevOps by offering developers and QA teams a reliable and easy to
use tool with both on-premises and cloud deployment options.
beSOURCE detects security and programming quality issues in your
software and provides recommendations to help to make their code
faster and more efficient.
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Blaick
NG AI Firewall & Secure Web Gateway
https://blaick.com
Company Profile
Categories
Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services

Securely connect people, networks and clouds while fighting cyber
crime and online threats including malware, phishing and scam. 2-in-1
products suite: NG Firewall & Secure Web Gateway based on
proprietary AI threats hunting technology. Ultimate security solution
for Layers 3-7 traffic. All traffic is driven to Blaick products and AIanalyzed in multiple ways. Threats are blocked in real time before they
got a chance to reach the user.

Solutions at a Glance
Operational simplicity for powerful products such as software only, no
boxes and no wires needed, 1-click user agents installation.
Full operational control for an admin via user friendly GUI

Safe City &
Municipalities

Blaick’s configuration options are cloud-only, on-prem or hybrid,
connect and protect remote and local workforce, multiple company
branches and multiple private / public clouds.
Unique Layer 7 Threats Hunting Artificial Intelligence Technology
- Online threats protection and web content classification
- Intercepts and inspects both plain and encrypted web traffic
- Maintains always updated database of current threats
- Deep web page AI-analysis in multiple dimensions
Protection Policies for Threats Prevention and Content Access Control
- Allows defining granular, user defined threats prevention rules
- Any rule can be either blocking or alerting only
- Any rule can be deployed to anyone or to a list of selected CIDRs
Any application trying to access an Internet URL is protected by BSWG,
mobile and desktop: Web browsers, links from emails, social Networks
apps, messengers.
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CommuniTake Technologies Ltd.
Purpose-built mobile devices for superior security
https://intactphone.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

CommuniTake Intact Mobile Security platform unites military-grade
security in affordable mobile devices, dramatically improves the
security level of any-budget connected devices, and lowers the
implementation costs and risks of IoT-grade deployments.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities
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Solutions at a Glance
CommuniTake provides trusted mobile devices, heavily-secured
operating systems, OS-fused command and control, encrypted
communications, and private networks. These essentials are geared
toward wide-ranging mobile operations enablement across homeland
security, connected care, smart cities, and restricted IoT systems.
CommuniTake specializes in tailored mobile devices, custom mobile
operating systems, encryption, and remote access technologies,
ensuring secured best-of-all-worlds mobile-enabled solutions.

365

Comsec
Comsec - keep your company cyber secure and compliant
http://www.comsecglobal.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

For over 32 years, Comsec has been a trusted advisor to global
leaders, delivering the world’s broadest portfolio of cybersecurity
services.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

We’ve helped companies across a wide range of verticals secure their
information and operational assets and stay compliant, ensuring that
they achieve their business goals.
Trusted by Fortune 500 companies and startups over 40 countries

Defence Forces

and across 5 continents.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Comsec is one of the leading global cybersecurity companies, active
for over 32 years.

Public Transportation

our offering spans across five (5) main pillars:

Safe City &
Municipalities

1. Security testing and assessment
2. Offensive security
3. GRC
4. Managed Services
5. Education & Training
We recently launched our automated DDoS simulation platform to
help organizations conduct realistic DDoS attacks to gauge their DDoS
resiliency.
Covid-19 expanded organization's perimeter and we see more attacks
targeting end points outside the traditional perimeter. Therefore
Comsec developed its unique Ransomware readiness package to help
its clients withstand this type of attacks.
Please review the attached brochure for more details about our other
services: CISO as a Service, SSDLC, Code review and more.
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ContextSpace Solutions Ltd
Privacy Information Management System (PIMS)
https://www.contextspace.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

ContextSpace PIMS is an operational implementation of the ISO/IEC
27701 Privacy Information Management System specification.

Government Agencies

Uniquely, ContextSpace PIMS provides ready-to-use infrastructure (for
cloud, premises and hybrid) for enforcing regulatory privacy
compliance. Enforcement is the missing ingredient to an effective and
successful privacy compliance programme.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
PRIVACY DESIGNER is an integrated and user-friendly suite of tools for
assembling logical privacy compliance designs and purposes with
robust accountability. It simplifies and automates the definition of key
compliance entities and rules
PRIVACY CENTER is the ultimate system for fulfilling data subject
rights. It provides a rich and dynamic web portal where the full-effect
of virtually all included GDPR rights can be fulfilled for the data
subject, in real-time. Accurate data discovery, classification and
purpose-mapping, Grant and withdraw consent with equal ease and
user-friendliness, Access all data subject information, in all locations,
on premises, cloud or hybrid, Manage structured, semi-structured
(IoT, activities and behavior) and unstructured data, Provide real-time
transparency for all Records of Processing.
PRIVACY OPS is the world's leading GDPR Enforcement solution. Fully
containerized, clustered and distributed, PRIVACY OPS offers
integrated, fully automated data protection services that prevent noncompliance while producing detailed evidence of compliance.
Establish a scalable Personal Data Lake for all data types and
categories, Prevent data breaches via full encryption and
pseudonymization, Integrate all legacy and cloud data assets of all
types and volumes, Automate data retention and deletion for any data
asset, Enable a Privacy Firewall to dynamically prevent non-compliant
processing, Use a single Privacy API to process all personal data
anywhere in the Enterprise.
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Corsight AI
Facial Recognition for the most challenging conditions
https://www.corsight.ai/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Corsight high-performance Facial Recognition is the meeting point of
the Next Generation AI technology with a team passion for privacy
and accuracy. What makes this technology superior and unique is its
ability to mimic the human brain while eliminating the need to
undergo a deep learning process.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE N: N CHALLENGE: Recognize many
individuals against a database of many under challenging conditions

2. CORSIGHT OVERCOMES THE FACIAL AUTHENTICATION CHALLENGE:
Authenticate a person using a set of recognizable and verifiable data
unique and specific to that person under challenging conditions
3. OUR OFFERING ADDRESSES ALL THE NEEDS
* LIVE: Instantaneously pinpoint people of interest in live camera
streams
- Get alerts instantly
- Optimized for processing in large, moving crowds
*FORENSIC: Review hours of videos in minutes
- Analyzing every single image
- 15x faster than real-time processing
*SEARCH: Search for people of interest instantly in archived data
- Find any face in seconds
- All appearances recorded by system in signature format
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Cyberbit
Cyberbit Range: Zero to Hero Cybersecurity Training Platform

https://www.cyberbit.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Founded in 2015, Cyberbit provides hands-on cybersecurity education
and training, addressing the global cybersecurity skills gap via its
world-leading Cyberbit Range platform. Used by Fortune 500
organizations, universities, training academies, governments,
managed service providers, and others around the world, Cyberbit
Range delivers more than 100,000 hours of training every single year.
Investors include Charlesbank, Claridge, and Elbit.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Cyberbit Range, the world's leading immersive cybersecurity training
platform, provides hands-on cybersecurity education and training for
cybersecurity professionals, novices, and hopefuls. Taking trainees
from "zero to hero," Cyberbit Range provides the cybersecurity
theory, labs for practical application, and live attacks across the entire
kill chain. Cyberbit Range delivers a hyper-realistic experience by
immersing trainees in a "virtual SOC" environment complete with
commercial-grade tools from Palo Alto Networks, Checkpoint,
McAfee, Splunk, RSA, IBM, MicroFocus, and more. These tools are
used to investigate incidents and mitigate attacks the same way a
member of the security operations center would in the real world. By
taking the aforementioned immersive approach to cybersecurity
training, Cyberbit has been able to effectively prepare cybersecurity
students for the real world, reducing onboarding and training time by
up 67% and saving an average of $30k per employee annually in
salaried training costs. For cybersecurity professionals who have
trained on Cyberbit Range, time to detection, containment, and
eradication (MTTR) has been drastically reduced, resulting in millions
of dollars of savings in cybercrime costs for our clients. Cyberbit Range
is available on the cloud and on-premise, depending on client needs.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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Digital Clues
Digital Intelligence for Forward-Thinking Decision Makers
https://digitalclues.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Digital Clues, a provider of digital intelligence solutions, has evolved
the world of web and open-source intelligence to serve as a central
investigation hub for analysts across a wide range of global industries.
Digital Clues' technology collects and connects digital clues from open
sources around the web and beyond to generate insights regarding
various illegal or otherwise suspicious activities.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;

Solutions at a Glance

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Product Suite - Turn unstructured data into clear, mapped
intelligence case with Digital Clues OSINT platform.
ProBotTM - Data collection engine and harvesting tools including
crawler development studio.
Expand your information sources and bypass web security
mechanisms to collect information from any web source, social
network and web application, including mobile apps, and the deep
and dark web, now and in the future.
Utilize Robot StudioTM to create a wide range of robot scraping tools.
Build robots with no coding experience, import robots, or use a
customization service. Reuse collected data to initiate new collection
tasks.
Browse any web source in a secure anonymous environment. Create
“legends” including avatars, location proxies, social media accounts,
posts and activities.
ProFoundTM - Complete investigation platform containing indexed
structured data and powerful drill-down enrichment capabilities.
Use analysis tools such as location tracking, Visual Link Analysis,
cryptocurrency analysis, entity extraction, fake account classification,
and more, to get a precise intelligence case.
Initiate automated, ready-to-use workflows and investigation
templates.
ProFilerTM - Single-click OSINT intelligence platform with 360 view of
target location and online activities.
Know the information sources with full transparency, trace back the
raw data of each piece of information, and understand its certainty
level.

Safe City &
Municipalities
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FirstPoint Mobile Guard
All-in-one Cellular Cyber Security for any SIM-based device

https://www.firstpoint-mg.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

FirstPoint’s mobile phone & IoT device cybersecurity service for
organizations is the first holistic solution protecting from all cellular
network-based cyber threats: mobile identity compromise, man-inthe-middle, location tracking, denial-of-service, malicious SMS and
data leakage. Our agentless, cellular network-based approach is
hassle-free to use and deploy, giving organizations 360 control over
their device’s cellular security.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Problem
Despite the wide variety of cybersecurity solutions cyber attacks
against cellular devices are still on the rise. In particular, fake cell
towers, man-in-the-middle, SS7 loopholes, data leakage, and SMS
phishing attacks are increasing in popularity while the current
cybersecurity solutions fall short of being able to protect devices from
these types of attacks.
Solution
FirstPoint introduces the first all-in-one cellular cybersecurity service
for organizations. Premium protection for high threat devices and
scenarios. For the first time, organizations have the power to control
their devices’ entire cellular security – mobile phones, IoT devices,
connected cars, and more – any SIM/eSIM based-device.

Video

FirstPoint brings the first solution against fake cell towers, cellular
man-in-the-middle, as well as against SS7 & Diameter loopholes,
malicious & binary SMS, malware, data leakage, and backdoors, thus
protecting from hacking, tracking, and eavesdropping.
The security service detects, alerts, and protects, with a SOC
management platform, per device profiling and tools for deception.

FirstPoint partners with mobile network operators and private
networks to create a secured virtual home network through which
protected devices’ communication is routed, analyzed, and securely
enabled.
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infiniDome
Protecting GPS of Drones, Trucks and Critical Assets
https://www.infinidome.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

infiniDome offers the world’s first commercial (non-military) GPS
protection solution, protecting drones, vehicles and critical assets
from jamming attacks. Deployed globally protecting systems of
leading defense companies, integrators, and GPS vendors, our
technology allows for protection of UAS, truck fleets and critical assets
all over the world.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
GPSdome™ is a small-sized, add-on device that provides protection
against GPS jamming, ensuring continuity of autonomous navigation
and operation during jamming conditions. No other solution that
offers such protection is as small, light, affordable or as easily installed
as GPSdome™.
GPSdome™ is tailor-made for protection of UAS and drones and
defense\HLS GPS systems protection.
OtoSphere™ ensures continuity of GPS signals used for tracking,
monitoring and navigation during a jamming attack. Unregulated by
export control, OtoSphere™ is made for protection of truck fleets,
maritime vessels and critical infrastructure.
infiniCloud - The GPS Security Cloud, collects all GPS attack data in
REAL-TIME from all of infiniDome's products: the GPSdome, the
OtoSphere and the dedicated GPSensor. infiniCloud continuously
monitors the GNSS and cellular reception status at each critical asset
as well as alerts in real-time when any GPS attack is detected allowing
to mitigate the compromising of the asset.

Video
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IntellSiG
video, audio, GPS, TSCM, Tactical, surveillance, hidden
http://www.intellsig.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

IntellSiG is a market-leading manufacturer and integrator of video,
audio, tracking & TSCM systems. Our solutions offer the latest
intelligence technologies for high performance and reliable operation.
Our team with years of experience in Technical intelligence and our
research and development engineers, build special devices for our
special clients. we offer professional wide range of devices for law
enforcement and intelligence organizations.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Hidden Video systems for tacticl and VIP protection
Micro Audio systems with encryption
TSCM (technical surveillance counter-measures) systems
Sound jammers
Hidden tracking solutions
Production of objects as rocks, wood tranks made of complex
polymers
On-demand integration lab services
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LeadSpotting
Top market intelligence for HLS and Defense
https://www.leadspotting.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

LeadSpotting is an AI-driven business intelligence company focused on
gathering data from open web sources & social media and
transforming it into valuable sales and marketing information.
LeadSpotting has tailored solutions for HLS and Defense companies
allowing them to obtain the best market intelligence.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
1) MarketSpotting
MarketSpotting is an automatic market intelligence service that scans
and filters millions of open web sources according to customer's
requirements and delivers customized reports with timely, highquality, targeted insights and updates essential for decision-making.
MarketSpotting provides 100% coverage of any market, from social
and open sources. AI is our driving force, filtering out noise and
bringing forward only relevant data.
It is a one-stop shop for market analysts to process intelligence alerts,
create management reports, and receive AI recommendations.
We enable your business to:

- map out target industries
- tap into untapped market opportunities
- track competition
- maximize efficiency
- create an intelligence database.

Video

2) MarketS
MarketS is a dedicated S&M intelligence portal for the HLS,
Aerospace, Defense and Cyber sectors allowing managers to receive
top selected news and tenders in the industry. The platform provides
100% coverage of any market, from social and open sources. Now you
can view dedicated news, alerts and reports. MarketS is available as a
free version with sample data and as a gold package where
LeadSpotting's expert analyst mine the data for you.
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Magna BSP
Video analytic, 3-D Image processing, A.I., Deep Learning
https://www.magnabsp.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Magna is a leading security provider of smart automatic observation
and surveillance systems for the Military, HLS and public security
markets.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Safe City &
Municipalities

Systems are based on advanced technologies such as 3-D image
processing, AI and deep learning algorithms as well as patented
unique intelligent video analytics enabled by passive stereoscopic E/O
radar.
The only company in the world with 3D detection, real-time fusion of
thermal imaging and visible

Solutions at a Glance
Solutions include border protection, intruder detection, sensitive
facilities such as airports, harbors, and military and government sites,
smart cities, and smart transportation:
- Military border secure
- HLS Intrusion detection
- Drone detection
- Critical infrastructure protection
- Swimmer detection
- Static objects as trace and smuggling
- Smart transportation , counting cars, traffic and railroad control
- Autonomous cars (ADAS)

Video
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MER Group
Leading Global System’s Integrator for HLS and Smart Solutions.

https://mer-group.com

Categories

Company Profile

Safe City &
Municipalities

MER Group is a global leader & an innovative integrator specializing in
the areas of Smart HLS, IOC platform & advanced tactical
communications systems.
Among our customers are national and local governments, national
infrastructure facilities, law enforcement organizations, municipalities,
corporations, & other private organizations.
Our end-to-end service: consultancy, development, engineering,
manufacturing, integration and implementation.

Solutions at a Glance
At the heart our solution is an advanced Command & Control platform
- Smart-M. Leveraging advanced big-data analytics from IoT and other
data sources, Smart-M delivers insights and awareness that support
cities, critical infrastructure, airports, campuses, mass transportation,
and more.
MER’s Intelligent Operational Center (IOC) orchestrates all the
essential
elements,
from
infrastructure,
through
radio
interoperability, cybersecurity, and mobile platforms, providing a
complete connectivity and control awareness, supporting Smart
Management processes.
Advanced tactical communications systems
Smart Connected Societies are those that are prepared for evolving
emergencies. MER offers a wide range of solutions for the First
Responders, allowing seamless communications either stand-alone
LTE, or connected over IP networks via our Smart communications
solutions or a combination of both.
COVID-19 Global Pandemic
We offer:
• Fast deployment of a massive test site. • Fast deployable dedicated
Corona hospital departments. • COVID-19 Hospital Department
consulting services • Advanced Tracking for Corona patients • Safe
tourism
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MinerEye
Automated data governance of unstructured data
https://minereye.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

With the exponential growth in data, particularly in unstructured, dark
data, MinerEye offers an automated process for data governance
based on artificial intelligence and machine learning. MinerEye's
DataTracker enables organization to achieve optimal data discovery
and mapping, cloud optimization with only the needed files, easy and
fast regulatory data privacy compliance on a file level, data protection
for shared collaboration environments.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Data Discovery & Governance: MinerEye provides automated visual
mapping that can be analyzed easily for multiple dimensions, like for
multi-national organizations who need to map data according to
geographic security and privacy regulations and business policies.
Personal Information (PI) Risk quantification: Automated consistent
assignment of a risk score by analyzing the variety and quantity of PI
entities contained in a file. It applies a risk score in a unified view
across file types and data sources.
Data Privacy: Regulations Compliance (GDPR, CCPA, PIPEDA etc),
Aggregates information from the unstructured data in the context of
every file according to the specific compliance article.
D/SAR and FOIA requests - Automates the finding of personal
information across all networks of an organization for deletion within
minutes.
Data Minimization: Enables to automatically analyze what can be
deleted, archived before moving to the cloud or for privacy rules.

Video

Data Retention: Correlates multiple dimensional analysis for granular
dissection of data, enabling optimal data retention policies.
Automated identification and labeling of business critical and sensitive
data to enable secure and compliant cloud based collaboration, access
control, rights management across a hybrid environment.
Data Protection Policy Sandbox - Enables policy simulation and fine
tuning of the optimal policy per file before implementing the policy.
Syncs business, privacy and security policies to prevent conflicts.
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Morphisec
PROACTIVE ENDPOINT PROTECTION against ✓ Fileless Attacks ✓
Evasive Malware ✓ In-Memory Exploits ✓ Zero Days

https://www.morphisec.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Morphisec delivers an entirely new level of innovation to customers

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Hospitals & Health
Services
Safe City &
Municipalities

with its patented Moving Target Defense technology - placing
defenders in a prevent-first posture against the most advanced
threats to the enterprise, including APTs, zero-days, ransomware,
evasive fileless attacks and web-borne exploits. Morphisec provides a
crucial, small footprint memory-defense layer that easily deploys into
a company’s existing security infrastructure.

Solutions at a Glance
A combination of traditional antivirus with an advanced solution like
moving target defense secures your remote employees against
cyberattacks even in an unsecured and unreliable home network. With
moving target defense from Morphisec, paired with built-in Windows
Defender AV, your employees have the tight security they need to
work without relying on network tools that are meant to ensure those
attacks never reach the endpoint in the first place.
The Morphisec platform’s performance also doesn’t rely on or
degrade internet connectivity. Because our software doesn’t require
access to the internet to update a signature database, unreliable
networks aren’t a barrier to ensuring that your employee’s endpoints
are protected. This includes protection for computers that are offline
because of network connection issues.

Video

Browser-based attacks, remote work application exploits, and phishing
attempts can be resolved through several vehicles, such as with
multifactor authentication and moving target defense solutions that
secure your remote workers’ browser against advanced evasive
malware. The Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform adds a
dedicated memory defense layer to every browser instance as a guard
against these attack vectors. As a result, these attacks are unable to
gain a foothold within the remote worker’s machine.
Pairing the Morphisec Unified Threat Prevention Platform with
Microsoft Windows Defender AV (standard on all Windows 10
machines) creates the perfect prevention environment to
automatically stop attacks.
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MS TECHNOLOGIES
Sensor technologies and threat detectors
http://ms-technologies.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

MS TECH is a world-class designer, manufacturer, and innovator of
advanced detection and diagnostic sensors. We develop technological
products and integrated detection solutions based on our industryleading sensor technologies. Our products and integrated detection
solutions make the world safer, healthier, and more efficient.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Solutions at a Glance
MS TECHNOLOGIES is a leading sensor research and development
company whose mission is to make the world a safer place.

Our leading products are noted for their practicality, and advantages,
such as their size, being green technology, not using a radioactive
source and the detection of different components such as explosives
and narcotics, including synthetic opioids.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Video
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MTtech
changing conduct in the workspace surround
http://www.mttechs.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

breakthrough dedicated technologies we develop.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Defence Forces

We develop apps and sensors to create ideal systems that enhance
performance within their operating environment, our smart solutions
have been applied to various uses and sectors, including education,
real estate, car dealerships, new solutions for security/military,
hospitals and more.

Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Military :

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

- Smart ‘Sand Table’ ideal system for maps and Satellites display and
data analyzing as for preparation and in the real-time location of
forces

Safe City &
Municipalities

- Smart intuitive control room systems, operating cameras, timeline,
etc by intuitive touch and VPA, without the need of mouse and
keyboard to increase operator efficiency and convenience.
- Smart conference rooms to meetings clean from paperwork, laptops,
and paperwork, keeping ey contact and full participation of all
together.

- Interactive instruction systems, multiuser learning system.
- Smart Pyshichain desk MedDesk enables continuous and
comprehensive communication during appointments through the use
of a multi-channel digital form with the aim of giving the patient
utmost attention, continuous eye contact, and maximizing efficiency
by canceling the need for typing
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NSO SHIELD
ECLIPSE - the world's finest Cyber Counter-Drone Solution
https://www.nsogroup.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

NSO Shield, the HLS division of NSO Group, offers the world's finest
cyber counter-drone solution, tailored to the specific needs of
government agencies, military, law enforcement, homeland security
organizations and critical infrastructure. NSO Group is a global leader
in the world of cyber intelligence, data acquisition, and analysis.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Eclipse is a premier cyber counter-drone platform designed to
automatically detect, take over and safely land unauthorized
commercial drones in a designated zone.
Eclipse is non-jamming (no impact on wireless communication and
GPS signals), non-kinetic (surgical, with no collateral damage), does
not require line of sight (suited to dense environment) and can
distinguish between authorized and unauthorized drones. Eclipse is
the only drone defense system in the world that is FCC, CE and CB
compliant.
The autonomous end-to-end cyber solution, providing 4 layers of
security:
Detect – Detecting and locating drones in the vicinity of the
perimeter, using a 24/7 monitoring system.
Identify – Extracting rich real-time data, including the operator’s
location and flight parameters. Friendly drones can be whitelisted
according to their serial number.

Video

Control – Mitigating airborne drone intrusions by automatically and
actively taking over the controls from the operator, navigating the
drone to a predefined location, then landing it there safely. Intrusion
is defined when a drone tries to enter a predefined geofenced area.
Prevent – Denying drones from taking off from within a predefined
geofenced area.
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Octopus Systems
OCTOPUS command & control software and mobile application
allows security

https://octopus-app.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Safe City &
Municipalities

OCTOPUS is a new and innovative security management platform
comprising of a Physical Security Information Management system
(PSIM) together with a Cyber Security Event Management System,
providing organizations a one-stop-shop software solution with more
than 35 modules to effectively manage all of their physical security,
cybersecurity, IoT and smart facility, governance, risks and threats,
and operational requirements, from one platform

Solutions at a Glance
OCTOPUS Systems was founded in 2013 by a team of experienced
security and technology experts with the mission of creating a new
breed of smart, agile, and easy to deploy Command and Control
software system.
OCTOPUS’ advanced, Cloud-enabled Physical Security Information
Management (PSIM) system and mobile application is offering
customer solutions for a variety of vertical markets. As a unified and
converged platform, the OCTOPUS system integrates technology,
procedures, and personnel into one command and control center,
enabling you to effectively manage all security operations from one
screen.

Video

Octopus’ Advanced Cyber Security Event Management enables
organization to access all their physical and IT devices to get
situational awareness needs from a single, unified solution — whether
local or global. The Platform enables organization to get a holistic view
(360ºdegrees-view) of cyber events that could impact their operations
and data via a greater richness of data sources than any other
platform on the market with integration capabilities of physical & IT
devices span across more than 300 integration possibilities, and
Octopus continues to expand this number.

Octopus protecting Organizations from malicious or accidental Cyberattacks by Preventing, Predicting, Detecting and Respond to any
threat leveraging embedded pre-defined Out-Of-the-Box activities to
enforce information security policies across all domains/devices.
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OneView
Discover the Full Potential of Virtual Synthetic Data
https://www.oneview.space/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

OneView is a platform for the acceleration of remote sensing imagery
analytics in a scalable and cost-effective way. The platform creates
virtual synthetic datasets to be used for machine learning algorithm
training. OneView enables skipping the tedious process of collecting,
tagging, and validating real images from drones, airborne, and
satellites. The OneView platform is capable of generating datasets for
any environment, object, and sensor.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

The OneView Solution "Bold"

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

OneView creates completely virtual datasets, using gaming engines to
create 3D models of any imaginable environment.
The creation process is fast, cost-effective, and can answer any need
put forward by clients. Most importantly, the datasets are error-free,
highly accurate, and come fully annotated. Various tags and marks
that machine learning algorithms need for their training are
implemented during the creation process.
With OneView’s virtual datasets, machine learning teams are no
longer bottlenecked. They can simply request any use case, specify
what kind of annotation they need and for which sensor they want the
datasets, and that’s it. They get a ready-for-training dataset.
Industries "Bold"
-Energy & Infrastructure
-Finance & Insurance
-Defense & Intelligence
-Urban Planning & Services
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Orchestra Group
Harmonize cybersecurity compliance & risk
https://www.orchestra.group

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Orchestra Group’s mission is to addresses the major roadblocks that
make it difficult for CISO, CIO, and their teams to manage
cybersecurity such as:

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

1. Fragmented technologies using different paradigms for each slice of
the cybersecurity puzzle.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

2. Lack of standard metrics to measure, manage, and benchmark
cyber defense.

Defence Forces

3. constant tuning of the trade-offs between shifting IT\Business
needs and cyber risk.

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Harmony IoT - is a unique solution that provides airspace dome
around organizations to monitor, detect threats and mitigate
cyberattacks through the attack surface of WiFi and Bluetooth
protocols as well as smart-connected devices (IoTs) using them.
Harmony Purple - is a next-generation vulnerability prioritization tool
(VPT) that continuously showcases validated, global, multi-vector,
Attack Path Scenarios™ (APS), so you can focus your red team and
blue team’s time and resources on those vulnerabilities that threaten
your critical assets and business process the most with maximum
efficiency, effectiveness and lowest cost of ownership (TCO).

Video
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OUTLOCKS
MASTERING OUTDOOR ACCESS CONTROL
https://www.outlocks.com

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Aiming to change the way enterprises are controlling their outdoor
and remote sites access.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

OUTLOCKS™ is a world leader in Outdoor Access Management. By
providing innovative and patented IoT solution, we enable our clients
to overcome the security challenges of Outdoor Assets, expanding
their control capabilities, improving productivity, and securing
valuable assets, a tangible and measurable solution.

Defence Forces
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
The Wi-Key™ technology is a combination of best in class key-less
locks, heavy-duty, designed for harsh outdoor environmental
conditions, concealed behind doors and Real-time software with online notifications protected by Military-grade cyber security. Our
solution is derived from a comprehensive learning of our client’s mode
of operations and needs, focusing on ease of use and carrier-grade
SLA.
Key Benefits
Increase profits: • Shorter response & Down Time • Lower operational
cost - Gasoline, Guards • Higher Efficiency and Productivity
Fast & Easy to deploy: • No power or network communication are
required

Video

Online/ Real-time access management system: • Flexible
Authorization definitions • On-line/ Real-Time Reporting from the
sites • On-Line Notification • SMS, Email, Web • Activities such as
Abnormal behavior, Key request, Confirm locking, Battery status
Key-less solution: • No physical key, No Keyhole, Wi-Key by
smartphone application • Access Permissions on the fly • Heavy-duty
locking unit • Concealed, Vandal-Proof, Impossible to pick • Intl.
Standards, IP68, IK10, IECEx
Low maintenance: • Battery life 4 -10 years
We are here to help enterprises to reduce costs, increase productivity
and enable management focus on real business and operation!
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Pro4tech
Tactical Surveillance Systems from the field
https://www.pro4tech.com

Categories

Company Profile

Defence Forces

Pro4tech is a high-end global provider of covert surveillance and
security solutions for professional law enforcement agencies.
Leveraging decades of operational experience and technological
know-how, Pro4tech offers a comprehensive line of high-quality, userfriendly and small-scale audio/video products that significantly
enhance in-field performance.

Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
LIVE A/V product line offers unique solution for AV streaming over the
cellular network using a mobile app. The system allows remote control
of covert camcorder via app or VMS.
Musa is a new 4G LTE All-in-One autonomous multi-sensor (
Accelerometer, Temperature, Ambient light, and more) for easy and
quick activation of any external device (Relay).
Detection signal can be transmitted via either RF or IoT modem (SMS),
and its extremely low power design allows months of field
deployment.

Video
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RT LTA Systems Ltd
A world leader of Tactical Aerostat Systems - Skystar family
https://www.rt.co.il/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

RT is a world leading developer and manufacturer of tactical aerostat
systems. With 2 million flight hours and 100 systems operating
worldwide, RT offer a highly mobile aerostat system suitable for
tactical mid-range surveillance, communications and security
applications for HLS and Defense missions.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies;
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Skystar Aerostat Systems are mobile and rapidly deployed, employs an
advanced avionic module combining a GPS/INS navigation that
pinpoints targets on the video display of the ground control station.
Target coordinates can be used directly by the crew or transmitted to
other users over tactical radio networks. RT's Skystar aerostats are a
cost-effective mean for HLS, defense, and security missions, as it
provides persistent surveillance and communication over long periods
at a very minimal cost, only $20 per day (not including labor). The
Skystar aerostats can operate in harsh weather conditions, winds up
to 40 Knots and up to 1,500 feet.
Skystar Aerostat Systems operated by a minimal crew after a short
training.
The Skystar Aerostat Systems are operational with HLS forces and
military around the world, performing ISR and security missions,
where the system demonstrated outstanding efficiency, reliability, and
cost effectiveness.
Applications:

Video
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• Situational Awareness • Surveillance, Reconnaissance & Target
Acquisition • Force and perimeter protection • Safe City
• Counter terror operations • Border protection • Law enforcement
and public safety • Search and rescue • VIP Protection •
Communications and telemetry relay • Artillery fire adjustment •
Counter terror operations
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Safe-T
Zero-Trust – The Right Way!
https://www.safe-t.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Safe-T is introducing ZONEZERO® - an industry-first Perimeter Access
Orchestration platform. Whether you are interested in implementing
a new SDP solution, if you want to enhance your legacy VPN access
security, or add MFA to any VPN, service or application - ZONEZERO®
allows you to manage the entire access scheme in one, holistic, easy
to use platform.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

With Safe-T, Zero-Trust is no longer just a buzzword. It is a reality.

Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance

Government Agencies

Safe-T is a global leader and innovator in the field of ZTNA (Zero Trust
Network Access) and is recognized as a reference vendor in this
domain by both Gartner and Forrester as well as by other analysts in
this market space.

Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our ZoneZero, a perimeter access orchestration platform that enables
us to take any legacy network and upgrade it to Zero Trust
compliance. The platform is vendor agnostic, network-centric based
(with no installation required on the endpoint – so we support
transparently both cellular and laptops OS), supports on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid environment and on top of the obvious security,
benefits offer huge operational value for the end customers.
We have customers in the government sector, regulated customers,
financial institutes, insurance companies, universities, healthcare as
well as industrial and critical infrastructure.
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Safer Place
Video based Enforcement for High Risk traffic violations
https://www.saferplace.com

Categories

Company Profile

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Safer Place provides video based unified technology enforcement
platform detecting, recording & documenting high risk traffic &
parking violations (fixed, mobile, portable units). Key benefits to our
customers: improved road safety, increased traffic flow while
generating meaningful revenue allowing flexible business models-no
upfront investment. Our solutions are field proven in EMEA generated
over 2M tickets & $200M of revenue to our clients.

Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Safer Place develops and markets an end-to-end video based unified
technology enforcement platform detecting, recording &
documenting high risk traffic & parking violations (HOV 2+, Crossing
solid line, Texting while driving, Low Emission Zone LEZ, Disobey
signage, Red Light, Public lanes, Illegal turns, Illegal parking and many
more) from multiple deployment options fixed, mobile, portable and
handheld.
The solutions covers a wide set of applications from ticketing through
collection, and legal processes. For every ticket there is a clear video
and images as an evidence which serves customers for improved
collection and an efficient legal process.
Our solutions are field proven in EMEA already generated over 2M
tickets , thousand of tickets in court and generated $200M of revenue
to our clients. To name few of our tier 1 clients – Napoli, Torino, Tel
Aviv, Jerusalem and others. We have hundreds of units already
deployed and fully operational in the field.
Key benefits to our customers:
Improve road safety, Increase traffic flow, Increase productivity,
Reduce legal appeals, Implement Single unified platform , Minimize
investment
The combination of all these elements translates into a complete
digital enforcement process over 15 times more efficient than existing
manual processes with no paper work and errors, and over 20 times
more revenue with no additional manpower.
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SeismicAI
Earthquake Early Warning
http://www.seismicai.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

SeismciAI is an earthquake early warning system and seismic
diagnostics. Our technology is able to provide significantly quicker and
more accurate early-warning at a fraction of the cost of the currently
available early-warning systems. We are able to detect earthquakes
whose epicenter is either onshore or offshore using shallow, landbased sensor arrays that are easily and cost-effectively deployed.

Corporations &
Financial Institutions
Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
We are an Israeli company specializing in the area of earthquake early
warning systems and seismic diagnostics. Our technology is able to
provide significantly quicker and more accurate early-warning at a
fraction of the cost of the currently available early-warning systems.
We are able to detect earthquakes whose epicenter is either onshore
or offshore using shallow, land-based sensor arrays that are easily and
cost-effectively deployed. Our patented technology is able to filter out
ambient shaking such as that caused by traffic or industrial activity,
making it possible to deploy sensor arrays in urban environments. This
is especially useful when providing early-warning for sensitive
infrastructures such as power plants, refineries, or rail networks.

Video
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SensoGuard
Buried perimeter intrusion detection using seismic sensors

https://sensoguard.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

SensoGuard Develops & Manufactures seismic security solutions.

Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Safe City &
Municipalities

Our products are field operational for more than 8 years, in more than
25 countries.
Permanent Perimeter Protection:
Invisible virtual fence which detects intrusion above and underground
(tunnelling)
Mobile/ Tactical Solutions:
Mobile Wireless Tactical kits for law enforcement agencies and
military applications.
Our kits are MIL-STD-810G, battery operated & simple to install

Solutions at a Glance
Permanent Perimeter Protection:
1. Stand Alone Detectors - Small sites
2. InvisiFence- Medium to large perimeters
Typical Applications:

- Military Bases , Prisons , Borders - Residential perimeter security Oil&Gas pipeline protection - Critical Infrastructure
Mobile/ Tactical Solutions:
1.SG Cam Kit
2.MOSS

Video

3.SG-Rapid PTZ
4.Unattended Ground Sensors Network
Typical Applications:

- Border protection (smuggling routes)
- Illegal Dumping
- Illegal Hunting
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Seraphim Optronics
Multi-Sensor systems manufacturer and Integrated solutions
https://seraphim-opt.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

Seraphim-Optronics is a manufacturer of integrated solutions for daynight observation and surveillance for military and civilian uses such as
airport , borders and critical assets protection. The company's
solutions incorporate radar, optics, communication technologies and
motion detection algorithms. The products can be installed as an
unattended solutions or can be integrated
into an existing
infrastructure.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Solutions at a Glance
Firefly - line of products uses radar, thermal camera, day camera,
detection algorithms and external sensors to offer
different modes of detection within a single system. It also enables
use of multiple communication networks - LAN, Wi-Fi,
Cellular and UHF and delivers a high-resolution, high-quality image.
The Firefly support ONVIF and very easy to integrate with any C&C
system
BEE - Multi -Sensor PTZ system for various ranges consist of thermal
camera, HD camera with an option for GPS, image stabilization and
Laser rane Finder (LRF)
ROSS - Covert and unattended solutions for tactical units and Border
security

Video
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Spetrotec Ltd.
Spetrotec offers a smart padlock that alerts when tampered
https://www.spetrotec.com

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security

The i-Watcher LOCK is a robust padlock that alerts/notifies the owner
when the lock is touched, opened or moved - a smart solution for
these days in which mobility is restricted.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces

Solutions at a Glance
Applications include:

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

Police/military/security applications (armories)

Safe City &
Municipalities

Telecom cabinets

Remote base stations
Fences/gates
Containers
Motorcycles
Consider this: any place which is locked with a padlock – the owner
wants to know if it's opened.
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Suridata.ai
Gaining control, Protecting the unknown
https://www.suridata.ai

Categories

Company Profile

Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Suridata.ai enables large organizations to identify sensitive business
information and private data across all data repositories. Our
machine-learning technology helps companies to gain full visibility
over unstructured data, so they can easily identify, classify and protect
sensitive data.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0
Defence Forces
Government Agencies

Solutions at a Glance

Hospitals & Health
Services

Specula™ leverages Suridata.ai's proprietary technology to
autonomously discover sensitive and private information across an
organization's data infrastructure.

Law Enforcement &
Public Safety

This breakthrough AI-driven engine helps CISOs and CIOs gain full
visibility and control over valuable data in any unstructured repository
(e.g., network server, cloud drive, workstation, laptop).

Safe City &
Municipalities

How it Works
Through a fully automated workflow, Specula connects to your data
sources, understands the nature and business context of the content,
and classifies the data accordingly. This equips you to take effective
action to prevent data leakage, mitigate security risks and comply with
privacy regulations. Using Specula, in a four-step process, discover and
protect your sensitive and private data through automated,
autonomous learning of your organization's specific data.
The Autonomous learning ability

Video
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Autonomous learning of your organization's specific data is what
makes our technology unique. Simply drag & drop a few sample files
containing sensitive data and let our engine independently learn and
discover similar files across your data sources. Upload a few file
samples to train the autonomous learning system. The algorithms will
use this data to learn what is sensitive to your specific organization
according to content and business context. This process results in
precise discovery and mapping of your true data assets, with a very
low false positive rate and zero business disruption.
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Vicarius
Patch-less Vulnerability Management
https://vicarius.io

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

Analyze, prioritize, and remediate cyber threats before they're
exploited. TOPIA's is a cloud-based cost-effective vulnerability
assessment tool, actively identifies risks, and eliminates threats using
proprietary xTags™ and Patchless Protection™ that go beyond
traditional vulnerability management..

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies;
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

Asset Inventory
Take control of your organization’s asset inventory. With TOPIA’s realtime visibility and an easy deployment process, get an exhaustive
catalog of active servers and endpoint devices. Accurate knowledge of
your global, hybrid-IT environment is fundamental to effective security
control. Completely cloud-based, it’s never been easier to manage
assets at any scale.
Risk Management
Focus on the vulnerabilities that affect you the most. With real-time
app vulnerability and asset-risk analysis combinations, TOPIA creates a
map of your digital environment to help you determine which
vulnerabilities are most urgent. TOPIA continuously detects new
vulnerabilities as your organization grows and evolves.
Patch Management

Video

Get more done with less work using TOPIA’s integrated patch
management tools. Lightweight and comprehensive, TOPIA allows you
to test and install patches across your infrastructure quickly and easily
while maintaining transparency across different departments within
your organization.
Patchless protection
TOPIA's Patchless Protection™ deploys a force field around your most
vulnerable assets using in-memory protection. TOPIA can ensure
you're always protected, even when a patch has not yet been
prepared, tested, or deployed.
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viisights
Behavior Recognition Systems for Realtime Video Intelligence
https://www.viisights.com/

Categories

Company Profile

Airports & Seaports
Security
Corporations &
Financial Institutions

viisights is a leading provider of behavioral understanding systems for
real-time video intelligence that leverage unique artificial intelligence
technology. The company provides behavioral understanding systems
for safe and smart cities, smart enterprises, critical infrastructures,
transportation hubs and shared mobility initiatives.

Critical Infrastructure &
Industry 4.0

Solutions at a Glance

Defence Forces

Government Agencies
Hospitals & Health
Services
Law Enforcement &
Public Safety
Public Transportation
Safe City &
Municipalities

viisights has developed a unique and innovative real-time behavioral
recognition that transcends conventional video analytics and takes
surveillance technology to new heights. The highly innovative and
unique solution provides municipalities and organizations with the
ability to automatically detect, analyze, and differentiate human
behaviors using deep learning and time-based vision analysis.
Viisights provides automatic real-time understanding of video content
captured by widespread surveillance cameras located throughout
traffic control centers, roads, public areas, buildings, shopping
centers, commercial and industrial zones and more. The system
processes and understands large amounts of video streams in near
real-time and offline (investigative mode), while providing intelligence,
insights and alerts from a variety of actions, events and scenes of
interest.
Our public safety & security value proposition includes:
1) violent activity such as fighting, brawling and stabbing
2) suspicious activity such as carrying a weapon, wearing a mask and
loitering

Video

3) crowd behavior
gathering/dispersing

including

crowd

size

and

crowd

4) perimeter protection – vehicle/person entering unauthorized zone

5) traffic monitoring including accidents and road hazards
6) safety including fire & smoke detection
7) public health (Covid-19) features including no-mask detection,
person-to-person proximity and occupancy
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